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ANNUAL REPORT.

The Board of Education respectfully submit to the legislature

their Thirty-Sixth Annual Report, with the usual accompany-

ing reports of their officers and of the visitors of the Normal

Schools, together with the abstract of the school returns re-

ceived by their Secretary.

It is the duty of the Board, as prescribed by the statute, to

make a detailed Eeport to the legislature of all their doings,

with such observations as their experience and reflection may

suggest, upon the condition and efficiency of our system of

popular education, and the most practical means of improving

and extendinof it.

The doings of the Board during the past year have not been

different, in any important particular, from those of previous

years. Being invested by the statutes with but limited powers,

their responsibility is correspondingly restricted. They have

no specific powers to undertake measures for the improvement

of the Public Schools, or to prescribe any regulations respect-

ing their management or instruction. They are, however,

intrusted with the care and control of the State Normal Schools.

Their doinofs in connection with these institutions are set forth

in detail in the accompanying reports of the visitors of those

schools. The officers of the Board are in like manner limited

in the range of the powers conferred on them by law. At the

time of the establishment of the Board, the school system of

the State was excessively decentralized, its control and manage-

ment being mainly in the hands of the school districts, and the

feeling in opposition to the exercise of any central authority in

respect to educational matters was quite general and decided.

Hence, in establishing the form of a system of state super-
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vision, it was clothed with almost no attributes of power or

authority. Its functions were strictly limited to the collection

and dissemination of information respecting educational mat-

ters, and the recommendation of measures and means for the

advancement of the interests of the schools. The system re-

mains substantially the same in respect to the scope of its

duties. If it has done less good than it might ha^e done, had

it been clothed with more ample powers, it has escaped the cen-

sure which belongs to the injudicious exercise of authority.

While it has been the policy of the Board to avoid the recom-

mendation of rash and costly experiments, they have promptly

and persistently urged the adoption of measures of improve-

ment which experience and reflection have shown to be needful

and practicable. How far they have succeeded in stimulating

and judiciously directing the progi-ess of popular education,

may be ascertained to some extent by reference to the succes-

sive reports which have been issued from their office.

During the last few years, the subject of art education has

been more than once brought before the legislature, and, in

view of its high importance in connection with the improve-

ment of our system of Public Schools, and in relation to the

promotion of our industrial interests, the Board deem it neces-

sary to invite attention to it again at this time. About four

years ago several gentlemen of high standing in the community,

and havins: a thorough knowledge of the mechanical and manu-CO O
facturing interests of the State, sent a petition to the legisla-

ture, setting forth the disadvantages under which our manufac-

turers have to compete with foreign manufacturers for want'of

workmen skilled in " drawing and other arts of design," and

asking that this Board might be directed " to report in detail

some definite plan for introducing schools for drawing, or in-

struction in drawing, free to all men, women and children, in

all towns in the Commonwealth of more than five thousand in-

habitants." The prayer of the petitioners was granted, and, in

•a report on the subject submitted to the legislature by this

Board, it was recommended, first, that drawing be made an

obligatory branch in the Public Schools ; and second, that all

cities and towns having more than inhabi-

;.tants be required to make provision for giving free instruction
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in industrial and mechanical drawing to men, women and chil-

dren. The recommendation was adopted in the Act of May
16, 1870, the latter requirement being made applicable to cities

and towns containing upwards of ten thousand inhabitants.

This was not intended or understood to be all tlie legisla-

tion that would be needed for the complete development of such

a system of art education as the best interests of the community

require. It was regarded as only the first step in the' right

direction. The general idea of the plan was to lay a broad

foundation for art-culture by universal instruction in elementary

drawing in the Public Schools, providing instruction in the

higher stages of art in drawing-classes and special art-schools.

"A school of art," says Mr. Walter Smith, " should be designed

upon the assumption that the knowledge of elementary drawing

in such subjects as free-hand, model, geometric, and simple

linear perspective drawing has already been acquired : and its

mission is to take up the student upon his leaving the Common
School, and carry on his general art-education to a higher level

firstly, and guide it in a special direction afterwards. The school

should be to artisans what the university is to the professional

man ; and to such professions as those of the architect and engi-

neer it should be a professional school also." In the cities and

larger toAvns, a good beginning has been made in providing for

instruction in elementary drawing in the Public Schools ; but

to give full effect to this part of the plan throughout the State,

it will probably be necessary to make special provisions in tem-

porary drawing-classes or otherwise for the preparation of the

great mass of the teachers for the work required of them. An
account of the progress made in the establishment of classes in

industrial drawing, up to the beginning of last year, was given

in the last Report of the Secretary. It appears that such

classes were formed in all but two or three of the cities and

towns required by law to make provision for them ; and pupils

eagerly flocked to them in large numbers, from mechanical and

manufacturing establishments of every description.

During the last year the progress in this branch has been

equally encouraging. Perhaps no other educational improve-

ment undertaken in the State ever met with more general and

hearty favor than has been accorded to this. Whatever differ-

ence of opinion may exist as to the desirableness or practica-
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bility of aesthetic culture as a brancli of Common-Scliool educa-

tion, there is now a tolerably general agreement among well-

informed persons as to the commercial value of instruction in

the various departments of industrial art, espeottally in a com-

munity largely engaged in mechanical and manufacturing

pursuits.

As a means of ascertaining what had been done in the differ-

ent free industrial drawing-classes of the cities and towns where

they had been established, and of creating a deeper and more

intelligent interest in art-education, an exhibition of the works

produced by the students was held in Boston on May 16, 17

and 18, 1872, in conjunction with that of the pupils of the

Boston Public Schools. This exhibition attracted a large num-

ber of visitors, and evidently imparted a new impulse to the

movement in favor of art-culture. A report on the merits of

the productions exhibited were made by a competent board of

examiners, and largely disseminated through the newspaper

press.

For a detailed account of the work of the past year in this

department of our educational system, the Board beg leave to

refer to the able report herewith printed, of Mr. Walter Smith,

the accomplished State Director of Art-Education, whose

services in this capacity have been in the highest degree sat-

isfactory. The securing of an art-master possessing such a

rare combination of liberal art-culture, technical knowledge,

teaching power and practical executive ability, was a piece of

singular good fortune on the part of the State, and it is hoped

that the legislature will provide the requisite means for retain-

ins: the services of this able and much needed educator. Such

talent ought to command a liberal compensation.

While we would hold up first and foremost, as the proper

motive for making ample provision for education, the para-

mount object of forming thereby healthy, intelligent, moral,

self-directing and self-governing men and women, harmoniously

developed, and capable of fulfilling their destiny as rational

beings, still, the direct positive value in dollars and cents, of

any branch of knowledge is not to be overlooked. And in

regard to the branch under consideration, the question, " Will

it pay?" taken in the commercial sense, can be answered, it is

believed, to the entire satisfaction of every intelligent business
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man. The money value of education in industrial art to a man-

ufacturing people is not a matter of theory or speculation. It

has been demonstrated by experience in different countries.

The following interesting and instructive statement of the pecun-

iary results of art-training in England is quoted from the ex-

cellent book recently published, entitled, Art-Education, Scho-

lastic and Industrial, by Walter Smith, which ought to be in

the hands of all the school committees in the State.

"Within the last five and twenty years, we have seen a won-

derful change take place in the money value of the manufactures

of England. Whilst the cost of producing most of the products

of industrial art has decreased hy about, one-half, through the

invention of various machines and the discovery of labor-saving

processes, the actual value of the manufactured article, taking

one branch of manufacture with another, is nearly doubled; and

this difference is not to be accounted for by any alteration in the

value of money. How, then, is it to be explained? Simply

thus : A manufactured article, whether a garment, a piece of

porcelain, an article of furniture, or even a golden chalice, may
be said to possess three elements of value : first, the raw ma-

terial ; second, the labor of production ; third, the art-character.

The two first, in some cases, are a large proportion of the value

of the whole ; and, where no art whatever is displayed, it forms

the whole value. But in a vast majority of the manufacturing

products of every country, the elements of cost of material and

cost of labor are insignificant in comparison with the third ele-

ment ; viz., art-character. It is that which makes the object

attractive and pleasing, or repulsive or uninteresting, to the

purchaser, and is, consequently, of commercial value. In

many objects, where the material is of little or no intrinsic

worth, the taste displayed in their design forms the sole value,

or the principal ; and it has been the general elevation of that

element which has nearly doubled the commercial value of Eng-
lish manufactures. I am not aware of any great improvement

of material or of demand, but have seen, with my own eyes, an

advance in the artistic element in many branches of British in-

dustry from a condition closely bordering upon the barbarism

of savage races to the refinement of the greatest art-epochs.

And it has not been an exceptional case, or a development in
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one direction owing to peculiar circumstances. If we take pot-

tery, glass, porcelain, terra-cotta, metal work in wrought iron,

brass, bronze, silver-plate, goldsmith's work, jewelry, paper-

hanging, carpets, parquetry, encaustic tiles, furniture, cabinet-

making, upholstery, stained glass, mural decoration, wood and

stone carving, chasing, enamelling, lace-making, embroidery,

all show that infusion of taste which has in all cases increased,

and in many cases doubled, their value in the market in five

and twenty years. Now just as drawing is the only universal

language, so art is an almost universal currency, and, amongst

civilized races, is universal ; with this remarkable characteristic,

that, let the art in a thing be good art, based upon natural laws,

and treated with consistency and purity of feeling, and it shall

consecrate the material which it ennobles, so that lapse of time

will add to its value until antiquity enshrines it."

Soon after the organization of drawing-classes was com-

menced, under the requirements of the Act of 1870, it became

apparent that the chief difficulty to be encountered in this move-

ment was that of providing competent teachers. To remedy

this difficulty, a proposition was laid before the committee on

education, of the legislature of last year, for an appropriation

of the sum of ten thousand dollars for the establishment of a

State Normal Art-School, where art-masters might receive the

requisite training. Although the arguments in favor of that

measure apparently satisfied the committee of its expediency, it

was deemed best to postpone action upon it until its objects and

bearings were more generally understood. The Board would

now respectfully urge upon the attention of the legislature the

importance of making immediate provision for the establish-

ment of the proposed school for the thorough training of art-

teachers. It is quite certain that the adoption of this measure

is only a question of time, and the longer it is delayed the

greater will be the waste of time and money.

It was suggested b}^ the Secretary in his last report that the

statute requiring provision to be made for drawing-classes,

should be extended in its scope, so as to embrace all towns hav-

ing more than^i'e thousand inhabitants. This suggestion meets

with the cordial approval of the Board, and it is commended to

the favorable consideration of the legislature. They would
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also recommend in this connection that the valuable report of

the Director of Art-Education, giving a full account of his

doings in his official capacity, and of the progress and deficien-

cies in his department of instruction be ordered to be printed

for gratuitous circulation.

The four Normal Schools, supported at the expense of the

State for the professional training of teachers are in a sound

and prosperous condition, and are doing the work for which

they were designed, with efficiency and success. The demand

for teachers who have enjoyed the advantages of the instruc-

tion which they afford is constantly increasing, and is much
greater than the supply. The number of pupils in attendance

during the last 3'-ear was larger than that of any previous year.

The whole number admitted during the last year was 329, and

the number of graduates was 186. The prosperity of these

important institutions has been materially increased by what

has been done within a few years past to enlarge and improve

their accommodations. The experiment of providing boarding-

halls at Bridgewater and Framingham, has proved eminently

successful. But the boarding-hall at Bridgewater has proved

wholly inadequate to the wants of the school, in the extent of

its accommodations. The best interest of the school requires

that it should be immediately doubled in size. This want was

presented to the legislature last year by the Board, and also the

still more pressing need of making provision for boarding

accommodations for the school at Westfield, where no boarding-

hall then existed. It was determined by the committee on

education, after hearing a statement of the merits of these

cases, to recommend but one of them for immediate action, as

both seemed to require too large an appropriation for a single

year, and the Board preferred that the request from Westfield

should take the precedence of that from Bridgewater. Accord-

ingly, the sum of $75,000 was granted for providing the requi-

site building with its equipments for the former school. The

erection of the edifice is in progress, and will be completed in

the course of the next summer. The cost of the Bridgewater

boarding-hall, now in operation, was $25,000, and it is esti-

mated that the sum of $36,000 will be required to erect the pro-

posed addition. The economical plan on which the present
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boarding-liall was erected, and the admirable manner in wliicli

it has been conducted under the direction of the principal of

the school, as well as the actual and pressing want of further

accommodations of the same description, are considerations

which, in our opinion, ought to entitle this request to the favor-

able regards of the legislature.

Excellent as our Normal Schools are admitted to be, there is

yet one very important element of a complete normal seminary

in which they are deficient ; namely, a model school or school

of observation and practice. This deficiency is in part sup-

plied, however, at the Westfield School, by the use of a neighbor-

ing public town school as a school of observation, but not of

practice, at an annual expense to the State of five hundred dol-

lars. One or two of the other schools are in the habit of borrow- .

ing a primary class from a Public School for the purpose of illus-

trating the object-teaching method. But this is a make-shift

which is quite unsatisfactory and insufficient for afibrding the

opportunity for practical training in the art of teaching which

normal pupils ought to receive.

Attention is invited to the following summary of statistical

information respecting our system of schools for the year

1871-2 :—

Number of Public Schools, 5,193

Increase for the year, . . . . 117

Number of persons in the State, between five and fifteen

years of age. May 1, 1871, 282,485

Increase for the year, .... 4,236

Number of scholars of all ages in all the Public Schools dur-

ing the year, 276,602

Increase for the year, .... 2,941

Average attendance in all the Public Schools during the year, 205,252

Increase for the year, . . , . 3,502

Number of different persons employed as teachers of Public

Schools during the year : males, 1,024 ; females, 7,419

;

total, 8,443

Decrease of males, 25 ; increase of females, 233

;

total increase, ...... 208

Average length of Public Schools, . . . eight months, eight days.

Average wages of male teachers per month, .... $85 09

Average wages of female teachers per month, .... $32 39

Amount raised by taxation for the support of Public Schools,

including only wages, fuel, care of fires and school-rooms, $3,594,686 38
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Increase for the 3'ear, |322,351 05

Sum raised by taxes, including income of surplus reA^enue, of

similar funds, and tax on dogs (but exclusive of taxes for

school edifices and superintendence), for the education of

each child in the State between five and fifteen years of

age, per child, $12 86.3

Increase for the year, $1 08

The total amount of taxes paid to maintain Public Schools,

—

including wages, fuel, care of fires and school-rooms, repairing

and erecting school-houses, superintending schools, printing

school reports, providing apparatus, and instruction of children

in reformatory institutions and almshouses,—was 15,476,927.65 ;

for each person in the State between five and fifteen years of

age, $19.39 ; for each man, woman and child in the State,

$3.76,—a percentage on the State valuation of 187 L of 3 mills

and
Y%5_^

xhe aggregate amount of money from all sources

expended during the year for popular education, in Private

Schools and Academies as well as in Public Schools, but not in-

cluding the interest on the cost of school-buildings, the cost of

books, or the expense of professional and scientific Schools and

Colleges, was $6,350,000, or $22.85 for each person between

five and fifteen years of age, and $4.36 for each person of the

entire population.

In comparing the above items with those of a like summary
for the year 1864-5, it appears that in the period of six years,

there has been an increase of 444 schools ; of 35,210 persons in

the State, between five and fifteen years of age ; of the number
of scholars of all ages in all the Public Schools, 50,197 ; of the

number of teachers employed, 1,076 ; of the average length of

Public Schools, eleven days ; of the wages of male teachers,

$30.32, and of female teachers $10.57; and of the average

expenditures for the education of each person between five and

fifteen years of age, exclusive of cost of school edifices, $5.63.

But the most striking evidence of progress, and of the high

appreciation of the importance and value of popular education

on the part of the tax-payers of the State is found in the

increase within the period above named in the amount raised by
taxes for the support of schools, exclusive of the cost of erect-

ing and repairing school-houses, namely, $1,812,061.96, which

is an increase of one hundred per cent. The increase in the
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amount raised last year over that of the preceding year, was

greater than the increase of any previous year, with a single

exception.

It appears that of the persons employed as teachers one-eighth

were males and seven-eighths females, the decrease of males for

the year being 25, while the increase of females was 233. For

upward of thirty years this process of diminution in the num-

ber of male teachers and increase in the number of female

teachers has been going on. During past years the Board and

their Secretaries have frequently referred with approbation to

the substitution of female for male teachers in our schools, as a

movement in the direction of progress. But the time must

come, if it has not actually arrived, when it will be necessary

to consider seriously whether the best interests of education do

not require some limitation to this movement. If it be true,

as most persons will probably admit, that females have superior

aptitude for certain departments and situations in teaching and

disciplining, is it not equally true that males have superior

aptitude for other departments and situations ?

The want of success, whether in respect to male or female

teachers, taken in the mass, is due not so much to the want of

natural aptitude as to want of special preparation and of ade-

quate experience. The great obstacle to the acquirement of the

needed experience on the part of females is in the shortness of

the period of their service, and this again is the reason why
they do not make a more thorough preparation for the work.

The school-fund, charged at cost, amounts to $2,182,419.98,

its actual market value being considerably above this sum. The

income during the year, less the amount paid for accrued inter-

est on investments purchased, was $176,999.36. One moiety

of this, amounting to $88,499.68, is set apart to be distributed

to the cities and towns for the support of Public Schools, $100

being paid to each city and town, and the residue being appor-

tioned among the cities and towns in proportion to the number

of children in each between five and fifteen years of age. The

other moiety is appropriated to general educational purposes,

including the support of the State Normal Schools ; the surplus,

if any remains, being added to the principal fund.
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While the Board, from their knowledge of the history and

workings of our system of Public Schools, entertain a firm con-

viction that in its essential features and principles, it is sound

and efficient, they are equally decided in their opinion that the

time has come for undertaking the introduction of several im-

portant improvements in its provisions, in order to meet the

wants of an advancing civilization and to maintain the rank we

have hitherto held as a leading educating State.

1. The first and most important of the improvements referred

to, is that of supplementing the revenues derived from local tax-

ation for the support of schools by a general state tax. While

the principle that underlies the American system of popular

education, that it is the duty of the State to provide for the

education of all the children of the State by means derived from

the taxation of every man in proportion to his property,

whether he have children to educate or not, is nowhere more

generally accepted than among the citizens of this Common-
wealth, yet, strange to say, the State has never voted a dollar

from the general state revenues for the direct maintenance of her

Common Schools. It has ever been her policy, from the time

when schools were first required to be set up in the Colou}^ of

Massachusetts Bay, down to the present day, to require the

towns to provide their own schools, without any aid whatever

from the public treasury. The effect of this policy has been, no

doubt, to develop to a great extent the local interest in the

Public Schools, and any change in the support of schools is to

be deprecated which would release the municipalities from the

responsibility of providing mainly for the support of their

schools by raising an annual school-tax. In the early periods

of our history, the plan of throwing the entire burden of the

support of the schools upon the town worked satisfactorily, and

it was perhaps as well adapted to the then existing circum-

stances of the population as any which could have been devised.

While agriculture was almost the sole occupation of the people,

the taxable property was very equally distributed, and there

was no marked disparity of the burdens imposed for the main-

tenance of education, nor any great inequality in the benefits

which it conferred. But that state of things no longer exists.

We have become a manufacturing people ; there has been a rapid

accumulation of wealth, and the taxable property of the State is
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concentrated to a remarkable extent in the cities and large

towns. Certainly two-fifths, if not a half, of the property of the

State is embraced in the limited territory which lies within five

miles of the State House. The consequence is, that while in

certain portions of the State a tax sufficient to maintain good

schools during the period required by law, is a serious burden,

in other portions, the tax adequate for the same purpose is com-

paratively light. This radical change in the state of things im-

peratively demands a corresponding change in the mode of

providing for the support of schools. The object in view is to

restore, to some extent, at least, the ancient equality of educa-

tional burdens and equality of educational advantages. A single

example will be sufficient to set in a clear light the existing in-

equality in both these respects. Taking as an illustration the

towns of Brookline and AYellfleet, we find that the latter raises

eleven dollars and seventy-three cents for each child between

the ages of five and fifteen years, which requires a tax of 7.14

mills on the dollar, while the former raises twenty-five dollars

and ten cents per scholar, requiring only a tax of 2.24 mills on

the dollar. One town provides double the means per scholar

afforded by the other, at less than one-third the rate of taxation.

Or in other words, an equal rate of taxation for school purposes

on the property of those two towns, would give the one six

times as good educational advantages as those enjoyed by the

children in the other.

This is an extreme case, but it is a type of the inequality, in

less degree, existing throughout the State. Perfect equality

in this respect is not expected or aimed at, but only some ap-

proximation to it. The principle now advocated in reference to

the State has long been recognized in respect to the towns, and

has at length been carried out in practice. The time was when

inequality of educational means among the school districts in the

same was very general,—the poor districts had to put up with

shorter and poorer schools, while the wealthy districts enjoyed

superior advantages ; now the town is one district, and the aim is

to provide equally good schools for every section of it, without

regard to the amount of tax paid by that section. No one thinks

of denying that it is for the interest of a city or town that all its

inhabitants should be properly educated. It seems almost too

obvious for argument that the same principle holds good in

respect to the whole State.
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The proposed plan does not contemplate any increase in the

aggregate of the taxes for schools ; it does not propose to shift

all the responsibility from the municipalities to the State. It

proposes to appropriate a small share of the means of the whole

State for the benefit of the whole State. The specific recom-

mendation is, that provision be made for raising a half-mill

state school-tax, to be distributed to the cities and towns, a part

in proportion to the number of children of school-age, and a

part in proportion to the school attendance, a fraction being

reserved for the education of teachers, and for other general

educational purposes.

This measure was discussed ably and exhaustively in all its

bearings, in the last report of the Secretary, and to that con-

vincing discussion and the accompanying statistics, the Board

would respectfully refer the legislature, with the earnest hope

that this proposed improvement of our school system may be no

longer delayed.

2. Another improvement needed to perfect our system of

schools, is that of providing for giving the mass of our teachers

a better preparation for their work, through the instrumentality

of a course of professional training in the art and mastery of

teaching. No matter how much money is raised and expended

for schools, unless care is taken to provide competent, energetic,

devoted and professionally skilled teachers, the outlay will not

yield its legitimate benefits. We point with a just pride to the

unparalleled liberality of the people of this Commonwealth in

taxing themselves for educational purposes, but we are com-

pelled to admit that the benefit derived from this generous

expenditure of money is far from being what it should be. And
the principal cause of the failures and deficiencies, where failures

and deficiencies are found, is doubtless to be attributed to the

want of teachers who understand their business. Of the eio^ht

thousand and upwards of teachers employed, how few possess

the requisite capacity which a good general education, a good

normal training and large experience combined, can give ! Not

that our teachers do not as a body deserve great credit for what

they accomplish, considering the inadequate means of special

preparation which have been provided for them. Our Ameri-

can teachers are remarkable for their natural aptitude for teach-

ing. Mr. Fraser, in his admirable report on American Educa-
3
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tion, says of them: "Apart from the question of adequate

training, I know not the country in which the natural material

out of which to shape the very best teachers is produced in such

abundance as in the United States. That, with the shaping

process so very imperfectly performed, the results are what they

are, is sufficient proof of the quality of the material." What we
need is to make provision for the better shaping of our excellent

material for teachers. It ought to be adopted as a rule that all

teachers should have some degree of normal trainino; before

receiving a certificate of qualification. But how is that to be

done ? It would certainly be impracticable at present to edu-

cate teachers enough for all our schools in Normal Schools of the

existing type. Our present Normal Schools are excellent insti-

tutions, and it is safe to say that there are no educational insti-

tutions in the State so thoroughly rooted in the sympathy,

confidence, and regard of the people, as are these schools. It

is not easy to overestimate their value. If the sum of their cost

is considerable, the amount of good they are doing is almost

incalculable. They should be liberally maintained ; but they

do not and never can furnish more than a tithe of the trained

teachers needed for the service of the State. And their graduates

gravitate to the cities and large towns, leaving the rural popu-

lation comparatively destitute of direct benefit from them. A
remedy which has been proposed for the evil under considera-

tion is to provide another class of Training Schools as supplemen-

tary to those now in operation, where a short, and consequently

cheap course of strictly professional instruction may be imparted.

Another plan for meeting this difiiculty has been suggested,

looking to the introduction of normal training into High Schools

and Academies. There is doubtless a difierence of opinion as

to the merits of these two plans, but the importance of the sub-

ject requires that it should receive early and serious attention and

thorough investigation, and that some course be speedily adopted,

by means of which all schools in the State may be supplied with

professionally trained teachers.

3. Another improvement of vital importance is that which

has for its object the securing of a more complete attendance at

school of the children of school-age. For some years apparently

not much progress has been made in that direction. Of what

avail is it to build and equip commodious school-houses and
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employ accomplished teachers, if the children, through inability

or perverseness, on their own part or the part of their parents and

guardians, are prevented from attending the schools? The
requirement of the law that every town and city shall maintain

schools enough for all their children , for the period of six months

in each year, certainly implies the obligation on the part of par-

ents to send their children to school for the same period ; for on

no other ground could the legal requirement be justified. But

it is quite certain that in practice we fall far below this standard.

There are two ways in which this improvement might be pro-

moted. The one is, a more stringent system of compulsion,

with the necessary agencies for its efiicient administration. For

want of such agencies the existing compulsory provisions are not

generally carried into effect. Towns are required to appoint

truant officers, but as there is no penalty annexed, the require-

ment is largely ignored. Besides, the towns and cities generally

have no proper school or place of confinement and instruction to

which they can send delinquents, as required by the statutes in

case of conviction. The Board would therefore recommend that

immediate steps be taken by the legislature to provide such

schools or institutions in the localities where they may be

needed. A revision and extension of the Acts respecting com-

pulsory education have been in former reports ofthe Board recom-

mended, and the recommendation is again renewed. The other

mode referred to of promoting the school attendance, has

regard to the employment of an additional force of moral

agencies. This could be efiected largely by the fourth and

last of the essential improvements w^hich the Board would

at this time suggest, namely,

—

4. The creation of an additional superintending and inspect-

ing agency. Many of our sister States, in the organization of

their school systems, have incorporated w^hat is best in our own,

and not a few have superadded improvements of which our own
system remains destitute. And in no particular have other

States surpassed us more conspicuously than in the provisions

they have made for the supervision of schools. In nearly all

the States of the Union there has been provided a class of edu-

cational officers, occupying an intermediate position between

the towns' committees on the one hand, and the state system

of supervision on the other. In most of these States, these
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supervisors or superintendents are county officers. With the

existing evidence of the utility and importance of this agency of

progress and improvement, which comes to us from a score of

States, it would be the height of presumption in us to assume

that Massachusetts can maintain her former prestige in educa-

tional matters without the adoption of this, or some analogous

instrumentality, for the increase of the economy and efficiency

of the management of her schools. It is suggested also that the

statute respecting city and town superintendents needs amend-

ment, so as to clearly define the powers and duties of school

committees in appointing and fixing the salaries of these officers.

WILLIAM B. WASHBURN.
THOMAS TALBOT.
EDWARD B. GILLETT.
JOHN D. PHILBRICK.
PHILLIPS BROOKS.
HENRY CHAPIN.
ALONZO A. MINER.
GARDINER G. HUBBARD.
WILLIAM RICE.

CONSTANTINE C. ESTY.
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INDUSTEIAL AET-EDUCATION.

To the Members of the State Board of Education.

Gentlemen :—I have mucli pleasure in submitting to tlie

State Board of Education the following Report of my operations

as Director of Art-Education in the State, during the first year

of my appointment. For though my employment began on

June 1st, 1871, part of the half year remaining was spent in

Europe selecting examples and drawings, and the rest in pre-

liminary arrangements here, for the work to be done in the

future ; so that the report I now submit is practically for the

year 1872.

The Travelling Museum.

On returning to England in June, 1871, with the authoriza-

tion from the Board to expend the sum of five hundred dollars

in models and examples for study, to form a travelling collec-

tion for temporary exhibition in cities and towns, I endeavored

to choose a compact selection, which would represent especially

those branches of educational and industrial art, the Act of the

Massachusetts Leo-islature of 1870 was desio-ned to foster and

establish. It will perhaps be remembered that acting on my
suggestion whilst on a short visit to this country, the Board

made an application to the English Foreign Office, through

Lord Tenterden, for specimens of the works of students, illus-

trating the stages of study in English Schools of Art. The

officers of the Science and Art department at South Kensington

cooperating with the foreign office, readily undertook to pre-

pare a set of drawings and paintings for this purpose, to present

to the State all such works as were already in their possession,

and purchase from students as many as were required to com-

plete the set ; also to prepare the works by mounting and label-

ling for the purpose of exhibition ; Avhilst the State of Massa-
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chusetts was expected to reimburse the department for actual

outlay of money and for the cost of materials in the prepara-

tion of the examples. The selection of works was made with

the greatest liberality by the officers of the department, and

thus for the trifling expenditure of one hundred and fifty dollars

the State secured forty drawings and paintings of great value,

and formino^ an invaluable means of advancinsr art-education in

this country. Several of the paintings are each worth hundreds

of dollars, but the educational value of them in a series of

students' works, is greater still.

These drawings and the copies, casts and models were pur-

chased and brought here for the five hundred dollars voted by
the Board, and after arrival were fitted in proper travelling

cases, to equip them for the dangers of the road. The object

of having a small collection of this kind was twofold ; first, to

show in the various cities and towns of Massachusetts the

apparatus and examples for the equipment and furnishing of a

drawing class or School of Art ; secondly, to display by the

actual works of students in such schools, the success which

might be expected to follow the introduction of art-education

here.

The manner in which the collection was intended to be and

has been used is as follows :

—

When a city has applied to me for assistance in bringing the

subject of art-education before the citizens, and is willing to

pay the necessary expenses of an exhibition, the collection is

placed at its disposal for a week. It has generallj'" been sent to

the city on Monday, prepared for exhibition on Tuesday, and

open to the public for the last four days of the week. During

two of the last clays of the week, I have been present in the city,

holding conferences and giving lectures and addresses, illustra-

tive of the exhibition, and describing the manner in which art-

teaching may be introduced into the Common Schools and night-

classes.

Following out this programme, exhibitions have been held

in Worcester, New Bedford, Lawrence, Lowell, Springfield,

Northampton, Haverhill, Lynn, Newburyport, Fall Eiver,

Chelsea, Salem, Charlestown, Newton and Gloucester, in all

of which cities great interest was displayed in the collection,

and the exhibitions were very numerously attended.
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The experiment was first tried of sending the cases contain-

ing the objects and examples by the ordinary express, not in

the charge of a special custodian to protect them. On the first

journey thus made, exactly one-third of the casts, vases and

picture-glasses were hopelessly destroyed, and as each city has

to pay for all damages to the collection whilst travelling to or

being exhibited in that city, this was a heavy tax. Moreover,

at this rate, I estimated that it would take about three journeys

to destroy the whole collection. To prevent this, I therefore

appealed to the Board to appoint a curator, whose duty it

should be to take the Museum to and from each city, to super-

intend its display, and assist me in clerical work connected with

my visits to and correspondence with the cities. This the

Board agreed to, and appointed Mr. W. T. Meek to the office

;

since which time, though the collection has travelled to and

from fourteen localities, only one accident has happened, and

that a trifling one, to one object.

I have to suggest that a place be provided in Boston where

the collection could be safely kept and occasionally displayed,

for it would be thereby doing good work, when not being used

for exliibition away from Boston. At the present time it has to

be left locked up in the travelling-cases, in any of the passages

of the state house, where there happens to be room, or more

safely stowed away in the dark chambers of the cellar. When
a Normal Art School has been established, the home of the

collection will naturally be in it, and valuable indeed will be its

influence upon the students. A catalogue of the collection is

appended to this Eeport.

Persoxal Visits to Cities.

I have regarded it to be my duty to place myself unreservedly

at the service of any city in the State, for the purpose of

encouraging art-education in every form. To carry out thi&,

my work, in the various cities I have visited, has come under

the following heads :

—

1. Holding conferences with school committees and superin-

tendents.

2. Addressing and giving instruction in drawing to teachers.

3. Addressing public meetings of citizens, called for the

special purpose of considering the subject of "Industrial Draw-

ing" as required to be taught by the legislature.
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4. Examining the night-classes ah-eady established in the

various cities, in compliance with the law.

5. Arranging for holding the exhibition of the travelling art-

educational collection, and explaining it when on exhibition.

During the past year I have visited and discharged the above

duties in every city of the Commonwealth which has desired to

avail itself of my services, and applied to me for them, and am
pleased to report that in all I have found the best feeling on the

subject of Industrial Art-Education, and a strong desire to see

it made an integral portion of the system of general education.

Of the twenty-three cities and towns which come under the

operation of the Act of 1870, as having a population of 10,000

inhabitants, I have visited eighteen, viz. : Boston, Worcester,

Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, New Bedford, Newton,

Northampton, Springfield, Taunton, Cambridge, Charlestown,

Fall River, Newburyport, Salem, Chelsea and Gloucester. The

five cities or towns which have not yet responded to my oflfer of

cooperation are, Somerville, Pittsfield, Fitchburg, Holyoke and

North Adams.

The following table will show the nature of my ofiicial work

in each of the cities or towns visited :

—
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The cross indicates where the work at the head of each

column was performed, the blank shows where for some good

reason it was omitted.

CONFEEENCES.

In my conferences with school committees I have recom-

mended that to introduce drawing into the Common Schools, the

regular teachers should be instructed by a special teacher of

drawing, and that they be then required to instruct their

scholars, and have done this both because of its economy and

efficiency. On principle I object to special teachers being em-

ployed in the Public Schools for the purpose of elementary

teaching, for the regular teachers are thereby set aside and their

inefficiency proclaimed. Whatever it is reasonable to expect

little children to learn, it cannot be unreasonable to suppose

that adult teachers can also learn ; and inasmuch as this ques-

tion has passed out of the region of theory into the realms of

experience, and it has been found that every willing teacher

can both learn and successfully teach elementary drawing, any

school committee which will provide for the instruction of its

teachers, may now introdace the teaching of drawing into its

schools with the greatest efficiency. My advice has been fol-

lowed in many cities, with good results, and I hope before the

year 1873 is past, every city and town in the Commonwealth

will have thus provided sound instruction in the schools.

With reference to the instruction given in night-classes, I

have found much misunderstanding arising from the way in

which the Act of 1870 is worded. It reads: "Sect. 2. Any
city or town may, and every city or town having more than ten

thousand inhabitants shall, annually make provision for giving

free instruction in industrial or mechanical drawing to persons

over fifteen years of age, either in day or evening schools,

' under the direction of the school committee." The expression

or mechanical drawing "has been understood by some school

committees to limit the instruction to mechanical drawing, the

latter term being regarded as the interpretation of the former,

viz., industrial drawing; and thus they have felt that by this

interpretation freehand drawing and design were excluded from

the meaning of the Act, and that they had no power to provide

instruction in those subjects. To remedy this fruitful cause of
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misunderstanding I would suggest the alteration of the Act, to

omit the word mechanical, as only describing a department of

industrial drawing, and to let the act read, "free instruction in

industrial drawing and modelling,^'' the two last words being

added so as to include instruction in the sculptural and plastic

arts, valuable for those artisans and others who are enofas-ed in

carving, plastering, modelling and the constructive trades gen-

erally.

The instruction given in the free night-classes has been neces-

sarily limited to such subjects as draughtsmen could be found

to teach. The profession of the trained art-master does not

at present exist in this country, and therefore school committees

have to rely for the instruction given to draughtsmen employed

in factories or workshops, and the instruction has been gener-

ally limited to those branches of industrial drawing to which

the teachers are alone accustomed. When an artist or architect

has been employed, the limitation has been as great, specialties

only having been taught.

An important amount of excellent teaching has undoubtedly

beeii done within these lines, but it cannot be said to cover the

field of industrial drawing. The industries of this country are

very varied in their nature, and the drawing which may be use-

ful to one branch may be nearly useless to many others. Unless

the representatives of all these industries can obtain the instruc-

tion most useful to them, they can hardly be said to obtain in-

struction in industrial drawing. The study of machine-drawing

by a painter and decorator, does not bear on his industrial pur-

suit, and therefore to him it is not industrial drawino:. The
variety of the industries of this country may be expected to

increase rather than diminish, and it is therefore a matter of

some consequence to provide instruction of a more general

character, as well as a wider range of special studies ; which,

as it appears to me, can only be secured by the training of

teachers for the work. This difficulty will sooner or later have

to be met.

I may again say that the two great difficulties which stand in

the way of success in promoting art-education are, first, the want
of good examples with which to gave instruction ; and second,

the want of teachers of sufficiently wide acquirements to teach all

the subjects coming under the descri^jtion of industrial drawing.
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Being myself an importation, it may perhaps appear some-

what inconsistent for me to say, that I think a wise economy

suggests our not relying upon importation from foreign coun-

tries to remedy these wants. The opening up of our own.

resources, both in the creation of examples for art-study and the

training of teachers, seems to me an integral part of the creation

of a system of art-education. The cost, the delay, the risk of

getting models, etc., from Europe are so great, and so out of

all proportion to their value, that I have thought it to be espe-

cially my duty to cooperate with competent manufacturers in.

this country, for supplying what we want at our own doors,

and to take the opportunity of a fresh start, to improve as much

as possible upon the character of similar examples already

provided in Europe. Thus the Worcester Technical School

authorities are manufacturing a more complete set of solid

geometric models than can be bought in Europe, and the public

can purchase them at less cost, which, considering the value of

labor in this country, is somewhat of an achievement.

The best examples of outline-drawing in use among the Eng-

lish and other European Art-Schools, have been reproduced by

J. E. Osgood & Co., of Boston, who are also at present engaged

in reproducing examples in light and shade and color, as well

as copies for mechanical and machine drawing, architectural

drawing and building construction and design ; so that before a

very long period has elapsed, I hope that these and other home-

manufacturers will supply us with all we require in the way of

implements and apparatus and examples for art-study, to the

great convenience of the public.

Addresses to Teachees.

In my addresses and lessons given to teachers, I have endeav-

ored to inspire them with a confidence in their own abilities to

teach drawing, which is not commonly felt, and to point out the

simplest way of giving instruction to young children ; also to

impress upon them the need of varying the chjjracter of the

lessons as much as possible. I have in the past year confined

my lectures to freehand outline drawing of objects and orna-

ment, dictation and memory drawings, with occasional reference

to elementary design.

Besides the cities and towns referred to before, I have attended
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Teachers' Institutes for the same purpose in Meclway, Pittsfielcl,

Marlborough, Ayer, Sandwich, in 1871 ; and Barre, Gloucester,

Wakefield, Southbridge, Bernardston and Barnstable, last year
;

and in addition to this, special meetings of teachers, summoned
to hear my lectures, have been held at Greenfield, Woburn,
Taunton and Cambridge, and county meetings at Spencer and

South Abington.

The Normal Schools.

During the year I have visited the four Normal Schools for

the purposes of conferring with the principals and teachers of

drawing, and of giving lectures to the students. Finding that

the absence of examples for instruction prevented systematic

work in the study of drawing, I recommended the Board to

appropriate five hundred dollars to purchase them, and am glad

this has been done, so that as soon as a room has been properly

fitted in each of the schools for the reception of the models

and copies, and arranged so that instruction, whether elementary

or advanced, can be given in them, we may expect a better and

a higher class of work than was possible before. The models

and examples have arrived and are now being properly arranged

in the several schools, in suitable class-rooms.

I have suggested courses of study for the students, specially

designed to fit them for the teaching of drawing, and hope

before long that this may be made uniform in all the schools,

and be tested by examinations the same as other subjects.

As teachers of great experience become available, I should

consider it of the highest consequence to have in each Normal

School one instructor who devoted himself or herself to the

training of the students by a thorough grounding in elementary

drawing, as well as to give advanced instruction to some who
may wish to make a specialty of the subject. In my occasional

visits I can only point out the landmarks, but students to whom
the road is strange, require direction and accompaniment for

every foot of the way. It is in the Normal Schools that suc-

cessful Grammar and Primary Schools are made possible, and

therefore what we want to grow in the Common School we
should plant in the Normal.
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Public Meetings.

I have given addresses at fifteen public meetings, called espe-

cially to consider the question of Industrial Art-Education, in

as many different cities. From the speeches made at such

meetings, both before and after my addresses, I gather that in

the manufacturing centres there is and has long been a keen

want felt of technical or industrial education ; that many lead-

ing men in different localities have advocated it, and after the

meetings I have attended, many more have professed readiness

to recommend its extension.

"I came here" (said the ex-mayor, a wealthy manufacturer, in

one city) "to see what could possibly be advanced as a justifi-

cation of the school committee in spending money to teach our

children to draw. I have remained here to say, that, after what

I have heard, it seems to me not to be so much a question of

whether we shall have Schools of Art, as a question of whether

we can possibly do without them any longer, and to express

also my astonishment that we have been able to do without them

so long, without falling out of the rank of civilized nations."

Attendances at these meetings have been always good, con-

siderably above a thousand in many cases, and in some localities

the largest part of the audience has been composed of the

young men just entering into possession of the industries and

manufactures of the places, and who require all the knowl-

edge they can obtain, to keep their workshops up to the stand-

ard of production to be found elsewhere.

Examination or Night-Classes.

My examination of the conduct of night-classes has been

sufficient to show me that it will take time to bring them into

successful operation. They are usually begun with crowded

class-rooms, which suffer nothing from overcrowding for a con-

siderable time before the sessions terminate. The fault does

not lie wholly with the teachers, though in so far as they are

unable to teach that which the pupils want, they are to a certain

extent responsible ; nor does it arise from the inconstancy of the

pupils ; nor is it to be attributed to the absence of a demand
for the knowledge which should be given in such schools. The

subject is a new one ; people who are unfamiliar with it see that
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the classes are not always popular, without having a clear idea

why, and many committees who have engaged a teacher, put

gas-light into a room, and desks, boards and scholars, think a

School of Art has been established, without a single specimen of

art-work or examples to lead the pupils on to excelleiice. The

teacher in front of a blackboard finds himself face to flice with

a multitude of pupils, every one of whom wants perhaps a

different sort of instruction from that which is required by the

rest ; and though in his efforts to teach them all, the teacher

may do excellently well, he will only succeed in teaching a few

that which they came to learn, and which others, not getting,

will seek elsewhere, and seek in vain.

It should be recognized by committees that even if it is diflS.-

cult to secure mature skill to give instruction to pupils, it is

only a question of a very moderate outlay,—an expenditure of

a few hundred dollars, to give the pupils models to study from

and examples which will teach even by themselves. What the

husbandman is without seed, the art-teacher is without models

and copies, and the barren fields which both cultivate lack

fertility from the same cause.

Exhibition of Drawings in Boston.

In order that it might be seen what each city was doing in

the way of encouraging industrial drawing, an exhibition of

the works produced in the free evening-classes was held on May
16th, 17th, 18th, 1872, at the Horticultural Hall, Boston.

Owing to the fact that the exhibition was announced only a

short time before it was held, when many classes had broken up
and the works produced had been distributed, several successful

classes were not represented in the exhibition. The works of

the classes in eleven cities were exhibited, and during the three

days the exhibition remained open, it was thronged by a crowd of

most interested spectators, and was favoi^ably reviewed by the

newspapers at the time. At the same time and place the exercises

of pupils in the city of Boston day-schools were exhibited, and

served to add to the interest felt in the display. Though no

substantial recognitions were awarded to successful students,

the State Board appointed a board of examiners to mark with

approval works of especial merit, and the best works were
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labelled " Excellent," those next in merit were marked " Honor-

able mention."

Tbe report of the examiners, with all the details of the awards,

will be found attached to this Report.

My belief is, judging from the experience of other countries,

that such an exhibition as this should be annual, so that all may-

see the standard of the best, and the strength of the strongest

;

that the weak may be encouraged, and merit rewarded. Each

school will thus impart strength to the others and gain new

visfor itself.

Proposed State Normal School or Art.

To remedy the principal difficulty in the path of art-education

in this State, viz., that of providing competent teachers, a

deputation of the State Board of Education had an interview

with the committee of the legislature, on the provision of a

State Normal Art-School, in the spring of 1872. The argu-

ments of members of the Board and its active officials were lis-

tened to with great patience by the committee, and a request

Was made that a sum of ten thousand dollars per annum should

be voted to support such a school. Nothing however was done

last year to forward this object, and in bringing it forward in

this Report as by far the most important subject on which I have

to speak, I would appeal most forcibly to the Board to give the

matter its most earnest consideration.

In the initiation of a movement for the naturalization of

drawing in our school system, it may be expected that the

duties of a professional director of art, in the State which has

taken the initiative in the matter, would be of a somewhat

varying character. Among these duties, not the least onerous

to me has been the task of advising a very large number of

persons who sought counsel as to how they should acquire suffi-

cient knowledge to become teachers of drawing, or being

already teachers and seeing that they must improve themselves,

how they should obtain further instruction.

Many have been teachers of drawiug for years, who have

been brought to see their own deficiencies by the works in the

state collection exhibited in various towns, and by the standard

of excellence which will apparently be required in the future.
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In response to appeals made to me by such teachers, I have

only been able to say that at present no provision exists in this

country by which a teacher of drawing can be thoroughly edu-

cated, and that therefore, however reluctantly compelled to do

so, I have been obliged to say that American citizens must seek

in the Art-Training Schools of London and Paris, that which

their own country cannot at present give them. I have seen

with regret many persons following my advice and expatriating

themselves for three or more years, to learn the business of their

lives from aliens, on a foreign shore, a business which is in great

demand in their own country, and an art which is held in honor

wherever men have advanced to the condition of civilization. In

one week I have replied to eight applications from Massachusetts

and the New England States, from persons who wished to come

to Boston to study drawing, in order that they might teach it,

and my reply has always been to this effect :
" Boston cannot

teach you, for its schools exist for its own citizens only, and

as yet the State of Massachusetts, though it requires that

drawing shall be taught, has done nothing to provide the

teachers."

Though eventually provision may be made for this great want

by the Art-Museum of Boston better than by any other agency,

if administered in cooperation with the State authorities, it is

imperative and urgent that something should be done at once

to meet the pressing demand existing everywhere now.

It seems to me that if two rooms of sufficient size to accomo-

date about two hundred students in each, with convenient offices

attached, could be secured in Boston, one studio to be fitted as

a lecture-room and the other as a drawing-room ; and a corps of

lecturers appointed to give instruction in such subjects as teachers

most generally require, with examinations for certificates of

competency to teach, held at the end of each year's course,

there would be at a small cost a great amount of good done,

and it could be done at once.

At the present time the city of Boston has no art lecture-room

fitted up, in which it can give instruction to more than eighty

pupils at once, while amongst the teachers of the Public Schools

there are enoug-h wilUno; and anxious to form a class of one

hundred and fifty at one time. It may be possible that should

the State establish such a school as I have proposed, the city

5
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might find it the most economic proceeding to hire the occasional

use of it for the instruction of its teachers, and thus the cost to

the State might be shared. This cooperation is recommended
in the last report of the Drawing Committee of the city of

Boston.

I would propose that the State Board of Education again ask

for an appropriation of fifteen thousand dollars per annum, to rent

and fit up premises and conduct Normal art-classes, to be free

to every teacher of drawing in the State, who will attend them

regularly, and open at a reasonable fee to all others ; and that

the best men in the several departments of art-education be

secured to give courses of lectures and courses of lessons to

the students who seek instruction in the school ; and that the

State Board be empowered to examine students and grant cer-

tificates or diplomas of competency to teach drawing to all stu-

dents who satisfy the examiners. ^

. That would be economic action, and is practically the only

way to provide teachers. Both the English and French govern-

ments had to confess the want of success in all their schemes of

art-education, until each had established a Training-School for

teachers ; since which time the attention of the whole world has

been drawn to the remarkable progress made in design and art-

manufactures in both countries,—due to the success resulting

from the labors of competent teachers, more than to any other

cause.

We cannot do more than play with this subject of art-educa-

tion, until we provide ourselves with the tools with which to

work at it, and then nothing can hinder the progress which will

be made.

I present this proposal to the Board as the one important

'

matter requiring action during the present session of the legis-

lature, with the concluding remark that it is quite impossible to

overestimate the practical importance of the proposal.

PUECHASE OF CaSTS, ETC., BY DIFFERENT CiTIES.

I am glad to say that several cities have already recognized

the educational value of good examples for instruction, and

have at considerable expense procured them from Europe.

Boston, through the liberality of the school committee, the

Chau'mau of the Drawing Committee (Mr. C. C. Perkins) , and
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other friends of art-education, was the first to set in motion a

scheme of art-instruction, including casts and models and flat

examples of a high character ; and latterly Worcester has ap-

propriated even more than Boston has expended, with the pros-

pect of having an excellent School of Art, already in prepara-

tion. Newton, New Bedford, Taunton, Cambridge and Salem
have also provided examples, liberally and judiciously. When
every city has done the same, and the State has made it possi-

ble to secure competent teachers for their classes, then the

whole character of industrial drawing as taus^ht in the schools

will be what its best friends wish it to be.

The South Boston School of Akt.

A trust fund, left to advance the interests of religion and
education in South Boston, has been recently applied in part to

establish a School of Art in South Boston. Fitted with the

best appliances, having a complete collection of apparatus and
examples for study, the school was opened in December, 1872, to

all residents in South Boston who were above sixteen years of age

and engaged in an industrial occupation. The classes are in

freehand drawing, machine drawing and ship draughting, and

building construction, three classes, each having two nights per

week of instruction. The best teachers which could be got

were employed, and out of 180 applications for admission, 120

students were admitted. A day-class for ladies was also

established, numbering nearly forty pupils, and also a pri-

vate class for which a small fee was charged. The rooms
of the school were ofi'ered to the Drawing Committee of the

city of Boston in which to give instruction to the South Boston
teachers.

All the classes, with the one exception referred to, are free,

and all drawing materials and apparatus, instruments, colors,

etc., etc., are provided free of cost. Thus, in one district of

Boston, a small School of Art, capable of accommodating only

forty pupils at one time, is now in most successful operation,

and giving free instruction to nearly 200 students.

I refer to this school, because many localities which have
funds in trust for the social improvement of the people by
means of education, may wisely follow the example of the

Hawes Trustees in South Boston, and may reasonably expect
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to emulate their great success. The total cost of conducting

the school, it is estimated, will be under $3,000 per annum.

The Chairman, Mr. F. Nickerson, one of the Trustees of the

Hawes Fund, and the person who is most to be credited with

so excellent a result, is gratified to show the school and its

working to inquirers. It is situated at Savings Bank Building,

Broadway, in the same building and on the same floor as the

South Boston branch of the Public Library.

Occasional Duties.

I have considered it to be my duty to the State to take every

opportunity offering to diffuse as widely as possible information

concerning art-education. For this reason I have read several

papers on the subject before meetings of teachers in Boston and

other places, and have also occasionally contributed papers to

educational periodicals. The wide-spread interest in the sub-

ject, both in this State and beyond it, has laid me open to a

correspondence upon points of detail, and in answer to appli-

cations for advice, which I could not have kept up but for the

clerical assistance of the curator of the art-educational collec-

tion, who has assisted me in every way most efficiently. I have

to ask that his appointment by a sub-committee may be ap-

proved by the Board and his salary fixed. I find that a trust-

worthy efficient man cannot be secured for less than $1,250 a

year, and I have to appeal to the Board to appoint him at that

salary, with allowance for actual expenses incurred when on the

Board's business.

Since my appointment I have delivered two courses of Lowell

Lectures on art-subjects, and published a work on "Art-Educa-

tion ; Scholastic and Industrial," with a view of giving general

information on the subject, to the reading public.

I have also designed and caused to be published two little

teachers' guides to blackboard drawing, of freehand and model

subjects, to supply those teachers with examples who cannot

invent them, and give them practical guidance in conducting

their exercises. These having been published in a cheap form

will I hope be useful in popularizing the subjects.

A scheme of study in drawing for night-classes, and also a

graded programme of subjects to be taught in day-schools, will

be found appended to this Report. They have been prepared
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by me, as suggestions of what may be expected to be done both

now and in future.

Though my work in the literary, lecturing, or advisory ways
has been very various, I hope and believe it has all tended in

one direction, that of developing to the best of my ability the art-

education of the State. I have felt that my first duty was to

assist those cities on whom the State laid the responsibility of

at once providing for the industrial art-education of its

citizens, and thus my labors have been principally in such

cities. During the coming year I hope to visit many of the

smaller towns, and trust that I may also be occupied much with

the formation of the Normal art-classes which I have proposed.

The work I may have to do will probably change in each suc-

ceeding year, as the subject develops, and I trust that something

has been done during the past year to lay a good foundation for

future progress in many directions.

I have to thank the members and officials of the Board for

the courtesy and consideration I have received from them, and

• which has lightened a heavy year's work.

Also to ask the Board's favorable consideration to any appli-

cation which accompanies this Report.

I am, gentlemen,

Yours faithfully,

WALTER SMITH,
State Director of Aii-Ediication, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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APPENDIX.

PAPEES ON DEAWING.

Indtjstkial Dkawing,

It is onl}^ necessary to say, concerning the small state collection,

of which the following is a list, that its object is mainlj^ to give infor-

mation of what Industrial Drawing consists, to cities and towns

desirous of complying with the following law of Massachusetts :

—

Sect. 1. The first section of chapter thirty-eight of the General Statutes is

hereby amended so as to include drawing among the branches of learning,

which are by said section required to be taught in the public schools.

Sect. 2. Any city or town may, and every city and town having more than

ten thousand inhabitants shall, annually make j)i"ovision for giving free instruc-

tion in industrial or mechanical drawing to persons over fifteen years of age,

either in day or evening schools, under the direction of the school committee.

Sect. 3. Tliis act shall take effect upon its passage [Apj)roved May 16th,

1870.]

The collection is by no means complete, but is suggestive of the

stages of study included by the Act.

Joseph White,
Secretary Board of Education.

LIST OF EXAMPLES,

Comprising the Travelling Art-Collection, the Property of the

State op Massachusetts.

The collection consists of the following sets of works :

—

1. A series of original drawings and paiatings, produced in English Schools

of Art, by students of the schools, and presented by the English

Government to the State of Massachusetts. (English.)

2. Machines and details of machinery, projected and colored, as used in the

Industrial Schools of France. (French.)

3. Two sets of examples of building construction, and architectural details,

used to teach from in English Schools of Art and Scientific Drawing-
classes. (English.)
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4. A set of Figui'o drawings, shaded by Bargue, in use botli in France and
other European countries. (French.)

5. Outline drawings of ornament, figure, flowers, used in Day-Schools,

Industrial Drawing-classes and Schools of Art in England. (Italian and
English.)

6. Colored flowers, for instruction in painting and design, for day-classes of

Schools of Art. (English.)

7. Shadings of historical ornament, for teaching chalk drawing in all schools

and classes. (English.)

Solid Models.

8. Plaster-casts of ornament, natural foliage and fruit, the human figure,

vases,—Terracotta, earthenware, Majolica. Geometric solids, used in

Day-Schools, night-classes and Schools of Art to teach model and
object drawing. (Italian and English.)

I.

—

Original Drawings and Paintings.

By Students in English Schools of Art. Presented by the British Science and Art Department

to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Stage 1.

—

Linear Drawing by aid of Instruments.

No. 1. c. Linear perspective.

2. The servers and drains, as recommended by the Metropolitan Commis-

sioners of Sewers.

3. a. Linear geometry.

4. b. Mechanical and machine drawing.

Stage 2.

—

Freehand Outline Drawing of Bigid Forms from Examples of Copies.

No. 5. b. Ornament.

Stage 3.

—

Freehand Outline Drawing from the Bound.

No. 6. b. Ornament.

Stage 4.

—

Shading from Flat Examples or Copies.

No. 7. b. Ornament.

Stage 5.

—

Shading from the Bound or Solid Forms.

No. 8. b. Ornament.

9. a. Models and Objects.

10. c. Time-sketching.

Stage 6.

—

Drawing from the Human Figure and Animal Forms from Copies.

No. 11. a. In outline.

12. b. Shaded.

Stage 8.

—

Drawing from the Human Figure, or Animal Forms, from the Bound
or Nature.

No. 13. c. Studies of the human figure from nude models.

14. d. " " "
, draped models.

15. a. " " " in outline from casts.

16. b. " * " " shaded.

17. c. " " " from nude models.
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Stage 9,

—

Anatomical Studies.

No. 18. a. Of the human figure.

19. a.
" "

20. b. Of animal forms.

Stage 10.

—

Draioing Flowers, Landscapes, ^c, from Nature.

No. 21. a. In outline.

Stage 11.

—

Fainting Ornamentfrom the Flat oi' Cojnes.

No. 22. b. In colors.

Stage 12.

—

Painting Ornamentfrom the Casts, ^-c.

No. 23. a. In monochrome.

Stage 13.

—

Fainting (general) from Flat Examjples or Copies, Flowers, Still-life, <^c.

No. 24. a. Flowers or natural objects.

25. b. Landscapes.

26. a. Flowers or natural objects.

Stage 14.

—

Painting (general) Directfrom Nature.

No. 27. a. Flowers or still-life.

28. a. " "

Stage 15.

—

Painting Ch'oups as Compositions of Color.

No. 29. a. In water-color, oil, or tempera.

Stage 17.

—

Painting the Human Figure or Animals in Color.

No. 30. b. From nature, nude or draped.

Stage 22.

—

Elementary Designs^

No. 31. c. Ornamental arrangements to fill given places in color.

32. d. Studies of historic styles of ornament drawn or modelled.

33. a. Studies treating natural objects ornamentally.

34. d. Studies of historic styles of ornament drawn or modelled.

Stage 23.

—

Applied Designs, Technical, or Miscellaneous Studies.

No. 35. a. Machine and mechanical di'awing, plan drawing, mapping and

surveys.

36. c. Surface.

37. b. Architectural design.

38. a. Machine and mechanical drawing, plan drawing, mapping and

surveys.

39. b. Architectural design.

40. List of the stages.

11.

—

Machines akd Details of Machinery. (French.)

No. 41. Plate 1. Details de boulong.
" 2. Details d'un galet de rotation de Pouts tournants ^tablia

sur des Canaux.

42. " 3. Excentrique de manoeuvre d'une gisaille a gios fers.

" 4. Pignon Commandant une cr^maillere.



45.
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No. 6^. Plate 102. Dessin cl'une pompe h deux pistons.

64. " 79. Dessin d'uue pompe a iucendie h balancier et a cylindres

verticaux mont^e sur son chariot.

" 82. Dessin d'une machine a vapeur horizontale.

65. " 84. Dessin d'une pompe a incendie a balancier et a cylindres

verticaux.

" 86. Dessin d'une presse h balancier pour le gauffrage et

I'impression.

66. " 87. Dessin d'uu wagon a voyageurs. (Premiere classe.)

" 89. Dessin d'une charrue a pointe de soc mobile.
" " Dessin d'une roue hydraulique avec vanne en d6versoir.

67. " 91. Ensemble d'lm moulin a bl6, systeme Americain, actionn^

par un moteur hydraulique.
" 95. Dessin d'uue machine a vapeiir horizontale.

68. " 97. Dessin d'une machine a air dilatd par la combustion des

gaz au moyen de l'^lectricit6.

" 100. Dessin d'une pomije a incendie, h balancier, et a cylindres

verticaux.

69. " 103. Dessin d'un wagon. Convert a volets pour bagages da
chemin de fer de I'ouest.

" 104. Dessin d'un tender du chemin de fer de I'est.

70. " 114. Machine h vapeur verticale.

" 115. Chariot locomotive.

III.

—

Examples of Building Constructiox. (English.)

Colored plans, elevations, sections and details of a gate-lodge.

Details of brick-work.

Ti'ussed partition and scarfings.

Details of flooring (single aud double).

Details of a double-framed floor.

Section of a front wall of a dwelling-house. Arrangement

of flues in party-wall.

77. " 7. Details of roofs.

78. " 8. Details of a roof.

Details of window and boxing-shutters.

Staircase, open newel continued rail.

Casement window.

Details of outer and inner doors of the xirincipal entrance of

the Reform Club-house.

Eoof of Exeter Hall, and roof of Whitehall Chapel.

Bell turret at Walton, Surrey.

Museum of Economic Geology, details of cast-iron column
in theatre.

86. " 6. Balustrade and retaining-wall between upper and lower

gardens at Walton, Surrey.

87. " 7. Window of Walton House.

88. " 8.
" " "

89. " 9. Elevation and section of the ground-story of No. 1 Chancery

Lane, cox'ner of Fleet Street.

90. " 10. Details of elevation of the ground-stoiy of No. 1 Chancery

Lane, corner of Fleet Street.

91. " 11. Pulpit, desks and chancel-seats, Holland Chapel, Brixton.

>. 71.
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No. 92.
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No. 128. Plate 60. Outline and shading of Torse.

129. " 61. Shading of Theese de Parthenon.

130. " 66. " of Parthenon^ fragment de la frise.

131. " 68. " of Achille. Antique.-

132. " 69. " of Germanicus.

V.

—

Outline Drawing. (Italian.)

No. 133. Plates 11 and 14. Two male figures.

134. " 12 " 16. Two male figures.

135. " 15 " 18. Male figure and Back of Hercules.

136. Plate 17. Hercules and the Frieze.

Diagrams for Teaching Freeliand Outline Drawing, by Walter Smith. (English.

)

No. 137. Examples 1 to 10. No. 140. Examples 31 to 40.

138. 11 " 20. 141. 41 " 50.

139. 21 " 30. 142. 51 " 56.
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No. 198. Plato 6. Arms aiul legs. Plate 2. Feet.

lt)9. " 8. Female head. " 9. Male head.

200. " 9. Female figure.

201. Plates 10 and 11. Two female heads.

Science and Art Department. Selections of Foliage from Albertolli. (Italian.)

No. 202. Example Stage 2. No. 203. Example Stage 2.
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VIII.—Casts. (French, English and Italian.)

1 Owl.

1 Duke of Sunderland's Goblet.

1 Female hand from nature.

1 Male hand by M. Angelo.

1 Child's hand from nature.

1 Foot. Antique.

1 Leaf.

1 Madonna, Infant and Angels, by Donatello.

1 Madonna, by M. Angelo.

1 Apjtle plant.

1 Ivy leaf.

1 Fruit. Arbutus.

1 Madeline Pilaster.

1 Apolliuo de Medici.

1 Fruit. Melon.

1 Anatomical figure by Houdon.

1 Camel.

Vases.

3 Plain red vases, Terracotta, by Wedgwood.
3 Plain white vases, earthenware, by Wedgwood.
5 Colored vases, Majolica, by Minton.

Models. Geometric Solids.

1 Skeleton Cube.

1 Sphere.

1 Cylinder.

1 Cube.

1 Cone.

• 1 Hexagonal Prism.

1 Iron Skeleton Cube.

1 Iron square, with circle.

1 Iron stand, to display models to di-aw from.

Walter Smith,
State Director of Ai-t-Education, Commonwealth of Mass.
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Depautmhnt of Aut-Education, Boston, May 17, 1872.

The Chairman of School Committee, or the Superintendent of Schools in

Sir :—I forward to you copies of the Official Report of the Board of

Examiners, appointed by the State Board of Education to award

marks of distinction to the most successful works exhibited in the

First Annual Exhibition of the Free Industrial Drawing Classes.

Lists of the successful students from each class are included in the

tables accompanying the Report.

Your attention is particularly directed to the suggestions of the

Board of Examiners concerning the necessit}' of securing for the classes

proper examples for study, which being provided, even to a very

limited extent, have had so marked an effect upon the Boston classes.

Having visited the Drawing Classes in the various cities, seen their

work in the class-rooms, and conferred with their teachers, I wish to

add m}" testimony as State Director of Art-Education to the opinion

expressed by the Board of Examiners ; viz., that under the circum-

stances, all the classes have done admirably, and that when other cities

have provided the necessary appliances for art-study, which the city

of Boston has, then a fair comparison maj' be made between its works

and the tvorks of all the other cities. Until that is done, the students

£,nd teachers left unprovided with means of study must labor under

the o;reatest disadvantage. Before the commencement of classes next

3"ear, I hope that the experience obtained already will be made use of

to remed}' the deficiency.

You are requested to publish this Report and the awards of the

Board of Examiners with reference to j-our own classes, for the

information of students. I am, sir, yours faithfully,

Walter Smith,
State Di7-ector of A?-t-Education.

Report of the Board of Examineis, appointed by the Massachusetts State

Board of Education, on the First Exhibition of Works from the Free

Industrial Drawing Classes, Massachusetts.

John D. Philbkick, Esq., Chairman of the Exhibition Committee of the State Board of
Educatio7i

:

Dear Sir :—Having been appointed to examine the drawings displayed

in the exhibition of the works of the Free Industrial Drawing Classes of the

State of Massachusetts, and to award marks of distinction to the most

deserving, we have great pleasure in submitting the following Report :

—
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The exhibition represents the results obtained in the Free Evening Draw-

ing Scliools held during the past Avinter in Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell,

Lynn, New Bedford, Newton, Northampton, Springfield, Taunton, Worcester

and Boston. There are no works of the classes in Cambridge, Charlestown,

Fall River, Fitchburg, Somerville, Newburyport, Pittsfield and Salem. We
understand that no classes have as yet been organized in the other towns

included within the scope of the statute,—Chelsea, Gloucester, Holyoke and

North Adams. The exhibition consists of about six hundred drawings,

comprising exercises from the blackboard, of freehand, geometrical, me-

chanical, isometrical and constructional drawing in outline, and tinted;

drawing in light and shade and color of foliage, figures, animal foi-ms,

machine drawing, and architectural tinting, designs for buildings, for car-

pets, etc., natural objects, geometric solids in shadow and color, and many
other branches of industrial art-study.

The difficulty of selecting the works most deserving of commendation,

where the general range of merit was so uniform as we found it, and the

excellence in some respects so great, rendered our task by no means an easy

one. We have designated the works of greatest merit by the word

Excellent, to the number of twenty-seven, giving an Honorable Mention to

eighty-nine others.

The Lynn School is represented by eight drawings, chiefly of instrvmiental

work. The mark of excellence was given to two, and an honorable mention

to three.

The school at Lawi'ence sends thirteen drawings, chiefly mechanical

drawings and projection. We gave the mark of excellence to one, and ail

honorable mention to four. Both schools show evidence of good and careful

instruction, although within a limited field. The works specially distin-

guished by marks of aj)proval, deserve high praise.

The Lowell School, though organized only in March, exhibits a large

amount of excellent work. Fi'eehand drawing is included, and has been

carefully taught. The application of freehand drawing to the details of

machinery deserves special notice and commendation. Men are naturally

most easily interested in the representation of objects which they understand.

The rest of the work consisted of a design for a carpet, projections of details

of machinery, architectural outlines, etc., making seventy drawings in all.

Of these, three were marked excellent, and six had an honorable mention.

At New Bedford, the instruction has been apparently limited to instru-

mental drawing, and most of the work shown is of an elementary character.

But there are some excellent specimens of machine drawing in color. Out

of twenty-four drawings, we gave the mark of excellence to two, and an

honorable mention to three.

The work exhibited from the Worcester school is large in amount, and

embraces an unusual range of subjects, in which the freehand work bears a

large proportion to the mechanical and geometrical drawings, and is itself

more than usually varied, consisting of outlines of ornament, shaded draw-

ings from solid models, and drawings from groups of natural objects. The
evident want of success in some of this work is to be attributed to the absence

of proper models, without which it is useless to expect satisfactory results,

however capable the pupils, and however skilful the teachers. We have the
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less hesitation in exiDvessing our sense of these defects, as this deficiency,

which is the only obstacle to success, is removable at will. Out of the eighty

drawings from this school, one received the mark of excellence, and eleven

an honorable mention.

The work from Springfield, though limited in range, consisting entirely of

drawings of machinery, is remarkably good in quality, exhibiting also an

unusual uniformity of standard, one of the surest marks of good discipline.

But the total result would have been much more satisfactory if free-hand

work, though only of the kind of which we have spoken as distinguishing

the Lowell school, had been added. Out of twenty drawings, we found two

to be excellent, and gave an honorable mention to three.

The school at Taunton is distinguished by the number and the excellence

of the drawings, in both which respects it stands next to the Boston school.

Out of 130 drawings, room could be afforded for only 79 ; but of these, five

received the mark excellent, and fourteen an honorable mention. Though
the absence of free-hand work is here again to be regretted, the drawings

exhibit much uniformity of excellence, and great variety of subject. A
large portion, moreover, of the best work is drawn from blackboard instruc-

tion, evincing a high degree of faithfulness and comj^etency in the teaching.

The works of the classes in Haverhill and Northampton, though showing

diligence and fidelity, are so limited, both in number and in range of sub-

j ect, as not to call for special remark. This is, doubtless, in great jjart due

to the fact that this exhibition was not announced until the drawings of the

year had already been dispersed, so that it was difiicult to get together a fair

representation of the year's work. Eight drawings are shown from each

town, Haverhill receiving two honorable mentions, and Northampton one

excellent and two honorable mentions. The dispersion of students' work
has been the cause of imperfect representation in several of the schools, and
will, we hope, be remedied next year.

The Newton class appears to have been well taught in elementary work,

the students not being required to finish their drawings. We awarded one

honorable mention to this class.

The Boston school stands first, both in the number of the drawings, fur-

nishing 282 altogether, or nearly one-half of the whole collection, and the

variety and excellence of the work, especially the freehand work. The mark
of excellent was given to ten, and an honorable mention to forty. The
examples of ornamental and figure work, both from the flat copy and from
models, are quite beyond what any of the other schools have to show. The
architectural and engineering work is also to be noticed. This excellence

is to be mainly imputed, it seems to us, to the very superior advantages
these classes have enjoyed in the respect of casts, solid models and flat

copies. It is not that the instruction has been better here than elsewhere,

but that proper appliances have rendered it more efiicient.

This is, in our judgment, the key to the whole question. It is perfectly

plain that there is in the State no' lack of ability on the part either of pupils

or teachers, and no want of support on the part of the public. The results

already achieved are excellent,—remarkably so, if we consider that in most
of these 'towns there was no proper preparation for the work, and no
appliances whatever, except what the teachers could bring in their hands

.

7
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There is no reason why any of the schools here represented should not, in

future, present work equal to the best A moderate outlay of money upon

proper models, suited to the special wants of each place, would put all these

schools upon an absolutely equal footing. The marked supei'iority in almost

every department of the work of the Boston school is one that ought to dis-

appear entirely in future years. The exhibition must convince every visitor

that this is the point upon which the whole movement hangs. Nothing but

the want of suitable models can prevent a great and permanent success.

The following table shows the number of drawings exhibited, and awards

made :

—
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Boston—Concluded.
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W. H. Chase, .
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LAWRENCE.

J. Roper, .

H. F. Lord,
G. 0. Cross,

O. Littlefleld,

L. L. Fletcher,

Flat copy,

Object, .

Honorable mention,

Flat copy and I Excellent,
blackboard,

Perspective Drawing.

Mechanical Drawing.
Freehand Drawing.
Mechanical and Geo-

metrical.

NEW BEDFORD.

J. M. TeiTy, . .
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Taunton—Concluded.

53

p. Johnson,
C. H. Aldon,
G. E. Wilbur,
G. E. Wilbur,
A. Colman,
E.King, .

A. Colman,
A. Colman,
C. P. Mitchell,

J. Holland,
E. King, .

G. A. Gelinas,

J. Holland,
C. P. Mitchell,

Blackboard, Honorable mention,
Excellent,
Honorable mention,

Excellent,

Architectural Drawing.

Mechanical Drawing.

Architectural Drawing.
Mechanical Drawing.

(Signed), C. C. Perkins,

W. R. Ware,
Walter Smith,

Siate Board of Examiners.
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Scheme of Instruction for the Study of Industrial
Drawing.

Stages and Subjects of Study.

Elementary
Course.

From Copies.

Advanced
Course.

From the Ileal Object or

Design.

Elementary
Coarse.

Advanced
Coarse.

Elementary
Course.

Advanced
Course.

Stage I. Instrumental Drawing.
Sections : a, Linear Geometiy ; 6, Mechanical and

Machine Drawing ; c, Linear PersjDective ; d, Details

of Architectural Drawing and Building; e, Ship-
Draughting.

[Stage I., consisting of Instrumental Drawing, is at

present carried on at the Institute of Technology.]

Stage II. Free-Hand Outline Drawing of Eigid
Forms, from fiat Examples, or Copies.

Sections : a, Objects ; 6, Ornament ; c, Flowers,
Foliage and Objects of Natural History ; d, The
Human and Animal Figure.

Mediums used : 1, pencil ; 2, chalk ; 4, ink.

Stage III. Free-HaNd Outline Drawing, from
the " Round " or Solid Forms.

Sections: a, Geometrical Solids, Vases, etc. ;,6,
Ornament from the cast ; c, Flowers and Foliage
from Nature ; d. Details of the Human Figure, and
Animal Forms from the cast.

Mediums used : 1, pencil ; 2, chalk ; 4, ink or

sepia.

Stage IV. Shading, from flat Examples or Copies.

Sections : a. Models and Objects ; 6, Ornament ; c,

Flowers and Foliage ; d, Details of Human and Ani-
mal Figures ; e, Landscape Details.

Mediums used : 1, pencil ; 2 chalk ; 3, charcoal

;

4, ink or sepia.

Stage V. Shading, from the "Round" or Solid

Forms.
Sections : a. Geometrical Solids and Vases ; b. Or-

nament from the cast ; c, Flowers and Foliage from
Nature ; d. Details of Human and Animal Figures
from the cast.

Mediums used : 1, pencil; 2, chalk; 3, charcoal;

4, ink or sepia.

Stage VI. Original Design.
Sections : a. Elementary Design of Geometric

Forces to fill given spaces ; b. Ornamental arrange-

ments of Natural Forms, conventionalized in one
color or monochrome, to cover given spaces ; c, Ditto

in color, harmonized ; d. Applied Design for Surface

Decorations ; e. Applied Design for the " Round," in

wood, stone, metal or clay,

Mediums used : 1. i^encil ; 2, chalk ; 3, charcoal

;

4, monochrome ; 5, color.

Walter Smith, State Director of Art-Education.
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Scheme of Instruction in Drawing suggested for graded

Public Schools in Massachusetts, complying with the

Act of 1870, concerning Industrial Drawing.

Arranged btj Walter Smith, State Director of Art-Education, Mass.

SCHOOLS.

1. Primary Schools,

2. Primary Schools,

6, 5, 4,

*3, 2„ 1,

2 hours,

2 hours.

Four,

Four,

30 mln.,

30 mill.,

Slates,

( Paper in blank-

j books.

Regular
teachers.

Regular
teaehers.

3. Gram'r Schools,

4. Gram'r Schools,

*6, 5, 4,

*3, 2, 1,

2 hours.

2 hours.

Three,

Three,

40 min.,

40 min.,

• Paper in blank-

I

books and text-

. books,

Paper in blank-

I

books and text-

! books,

I

Regular
\ teachers.

f Regular
C teachers.

6. Latin and High
Schools, . I

6. Latin and High
Schools,

* Lower

* Higher
classes,

2 hr .,

Two,

Two,

60 min..
Paper in blank-

I

books and text-

! books,

I Paper in blank-
} books and on
( sheets.

\ Regular
i teachers.

r Special in-

K structors.

7. Normal 8ch'l.,j * ^^astl 2hrs., Two, 60 min.,
Paper in blank-
books,

) Special in-

\ structors.

Subjects taught, and Order of Lessons for Each Week.

The figures 1, 2, 3, 4, signify tlie first, second, third and fourth lesson in

each week.

Where two alternative subjects are named, one is to be taken one week,
and another the following week.

Reference to a text-book means that whatever drawing-book is in use in

the schools shall be drawn from, as a distinct exercise.

1. Free-hand outline from cards, charts, and blackboard-lessons, the first

copies. Memory-lessons, drawing previous exercises from memory.
Definition of plane geometry to be learned by heart, and illustrations

drawn. Dictation-lessons of right-line figures and simple curves.

Order of Lessons. 1. Fi-om cards or charts. 2. From blackboard. 3. Memory and
dictation alternately. 4. Geometric definitions.

* All the classes marked thus (*) are to draw upon the blackboard when the lesson is suitable to

such an exercise ; one-third of the class to draw each lesson, so that the whole class will have
drawn upon the board every three lessons.
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2. The more advanced copies in cards, charts, and blackboard-lessons.

Memory and dictation lessons (without illustrations). Object-lessons,

illustrated by drawings. Geometric definitions, drawn on a large scale.

Order of Lessons. 1. From cards or chai-t. 2. From blackboard. 3. Memoiy and
dictation alternately. 4. Object-lessons and geometric definitions alternately.

3. Free-hand outlines of ornament and objects, from blackboard. Lessons

in text-book. Map-drawing. Memory and dictation lessons. Geomet-

rical exercises,—plane geometry up to 50 problems of constructional

figures.

Order of Lessons. 1. Objects from blackboard, and dramng from text-book, alter-

nately. 2. Memory-drawing and dictation exercises alternately. 3. Geometrical and
map drawing alternately.

4. Free-hand outline drawing, from solid models. Geometi'ical drawing, up
to the end of the course. Design in geometric forms, from the black-

board. Memory-drawing. Map-drawing. Dictation-lessons.

Order of Lessons. 1. Model-di'awing, from object. 2. Geometrical and memory
drawing alternately. 3. Map-drawing and design alternately.

5. Model and object drawing, with exercises in perspective, drawn by the

free-hand. Object-lessons, illustrating historical art and architecture.

Shading from models and copies. Harmony and mixture of colors.

Design from natural foliage.

Order of Lessons. 1. Model-shading and object-lessons alternately. 2. Lessons

in color, and exercises in design, alternately.

6. Perspective by instruments. Shading in chalk and color, from models,

and natural objects and foliag-e. Design in color and shadow. Projec-

tion. Lectures on painting, sculpture and architecture.

Order of Lessons. 1. Perspective and projection alternately. 2. Painting or shad-

ing, and design, alternately.

7. Object-drawing and design. Ornamental design. Historical lessons.

Advanced dictation and memory lessons. Lessons in teaching drawing.

Perspective, advanced. Designing blackboard examples.

Order of Lessons. 1. Object-drawing and design alternately. 2. Perspective and
dictation or memory lessons, alternately. 3. Lessons in teaching drawing occasion-

ally.
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B E P O R T S

FRAMINGHAM.

The Visitors are happy to report this school to be in its usual

satisfactory condition.

The statistics for the year 1872, are as follows :

—

G]:aduates for the winter term, 1871-72,
" " summer term, 1872, .

Pupils who left without graduating.

Advanced class, winter term, 1872-73, .

Senior " " " " " .

Second " " " " " .

Third " " " " " .

Fourth " " *' " " •

Total,

Number admitted in February,
" " September,

' Total,

Average age of those admitted in February,

" " " " September,
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The towns represented are : Framingham, 18 ; Marlborough,

10; Milford, 9; Newton, 7; Natick and Needham, each 6;

Westborough, 5 ; Acton, Southborough and Worcester, each

4 ; Chelmsford, Franklin, Medway, Northborough, Stoneham and

Winchendon, each 3 ; Boston, Chelsea, Dover, Grafton, Hollis-

ton, Hopkinton, Lancaster, Orange, Pepperell and Upton,

each 2 ; Auburn, Barre, Berlin, Brookfield, Charlestown, Con-

cord, Douglas, Fitchburg, Holyoke, Leominster, Millbury,

Milton, Medfield, Mendon, Maynard, New Salem, Paxton,

Petersham, Somerville, Sudbury, Sherborn, Sterling, Taunton,

Templeton, Tyngsborough, Uxbridge, Wayland, Walpole, West-

minster, West Roxbury, Watertown and Waltham, each 1.

The occupations of the fathers of the pupils are as follows :

Farmers, 45 ; mechanics, 37 ; manufacturers and shoe-manu-

facturers, each 11 ; merchants, 9 ; ministers and traders,

each 7 ;
physicians, 5 ; millers, miners, lawyers, book-keepers,

architects, sea-captains, dentists, county commissioners, each

2 ; mill-operative, tailor, soldier, pedler, policeman, telegraph-

operator, butcher, cloth-inspector, conveyancer, artist, printer,

baker, agent, gardener, banker, musician and surveyor, each 1.

Lectures have been given during the year by Hon. Emory
Washburn, Hon. D. H. Mason, Rev. L. R. Eastman, Jr., and

Rev. Mr. Parsons.

The instruction in drawing has been under the direction of

Prof. Smith, who has occasionally visited the school ; the lessons

being given daily by Miss Emily P. Hastings, a graduate of the

previous year, an earnest and successful teacher of great

promise. By her death, occurring in October, the school has

sustained a serious loss. Since that time the drawing has been

conducted by young ladies of the school.

Miss Hyde, the teacher in literature, being yet unable to re-

turn to school, the work of her department has been divided

among the other teachers, until, in October, it was found neces-

sary to secure some additional assistance, and Miss Sarah P.

Newman, a lady especially fitted for the work, has had the

senior class in literature since that time. Rev. L. R. Eastman,

Jr. , has taught the advanced class in Greek, which has proved

a very fortunate and happy arrangement. The other teachers

are the same as for the previous year. The drawing-room has

been completed and fitted with tables, and furnished with casts,
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and proves to be admirably adapted for the work. The sum of

money appropriated for general purposes, with the hope that

quite a portion might be expended for apparatus very much
needed in school-work, has proved insufficient, and there is still

urgent need of more apparatus. New furniture is much needed

in the recitation-rooms, no additions having been made for more

than twelve years.

Within two years the graduates of the school have contributed

a sum of money for the purchase of casts to adorn the main hall.

Before the casts can be set up, it will be necessary to have the

walls, which are patched and discolored, suitably painted.

During the year the grounds have been much improved, and

needed repairs made on the school-building. Considerable

further outlays should be made the coming year in the same

direction.

The growth of the school is retarded by the limited accom-

modations of the boarding-building. The question of enlarge-

ment is one which must soon be seriously considered by the

Board.

HENRY CHAPIN,
C. C. ESTY,

Visitors.
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SALEM

The Board of Visitors of the Salem Normal School are happy

to report the school in a highly satisfactory condition. The

vigilance and persistent industry of its excellent Principal, D.

B. Hagar, Ph.D., with his faithful corps of assistants, have

given the school a strong hold upon the public confidence, and

have steadily increased its usefulness. Its numbers during the

past year have been larger than ever before, and the high

character of its annual and semi-annual examinations and gradu-

ating exercises has given most gratifying evidence of the

thoroughness in instruction and of efiiciency every way in the

administration of its affairs.

The statistics for the year 1872, were as follows :

—

1. The whole number of pupils since the opening of the

school, September 13, 185-4, is 1,557.

The number connected with the school during the first term

of the year, 170 ; during the second term, 173 ; number of

difierent pupils during the year, 236.

Number admitted February 13, 1872, 45 ; average age 18.25

years. Number admitted August 30, 1872, 62 ; average age,

17.82 years.

2. Of the 107 pupils admitted during the year, Salem sent

24 ; Lowell, 12 ; Lynn and Newburyport, 5 each ; Gloucester,

4; Swampscott, 3; Beverly, East Somerville, North Reading

and Tyugsborough, 2 each ; Andover, Ashburnham, Brimfield,

Cambridgeport, Charlestown, East Salisbury, Freetown, Hamil-

ton, Ipswich, Lanesville, Lawrence, Lynnfield, Maiden, Mans-

field, Maplewood, Marblehead, Nantucket, Natick, Peabody,

Pepperell, Reading, Rockport, Somerville, Wakefield, West

Amesbury and West Peabody, 1 each. The State of New
Hampshire sent 17 ; Maine, 2 ; the District of Columbia, 1.

Of the 236 pupils connected with the school during the year,

Essex County sent 134; Middlesex, 51; Sufiblk, 7; Bristol,

4 ; Worcester, 3 ; Nantucket, 2 ; Hampden, 1 ; Norfolk, 1

;

Plymouth, 1. The State of Maine sent 3; New Hampshire,

23 ; Vermont, 1 ; New York, 2 ; New Jersey, 1 ; Pennsylvania,

1 ; the District of Columbia, 1.
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3. The fathers of the pupils admitted during the year, are,

by occupatiou, as follows : Farmers, 24 ; sea-captains, 7

;

carpenters and shoemakers, 5 each; grocers, mechanics, paint-

ers and stone-cutters, 3 each; flour-merchants, lumber-dealers,

machinists, masons, mill-operatives and shoe-dealers, 2 each;

accountant, agent of isinglass company, author, blacksmith,

book-keeper, broker, butcher, carriage-builder, channeller,

clergyman, clerk in the treasury-department, confectioner,

cooper, engineer, engraver, fisherman, foreman in a shoe-

manufactory, gardener, inspector of customs, keeper of billiard-

hall, laborer, livery-stable keeper, master-mechanic, morocco-

dresser, mover of buildings, oil-merchant, overseer of a card-

room, overseer of city water-works, physician, proprietor of a

line of coaches, provision-dealer, real-estate agent, seaman,

ship-builder, shoe-cutter, shoe-manufacturer, stone-mason

,

stove-dealer, superintendent of a cemetery, tanner, teamster

and treasurer of a gas company, 1 each.

4. Of the class admitted in February, 11 had taught school ; of

the class admitted in August, 14 had taught school; total, 25.

5. Number graduated, January 16 : from the regular course,

17 ; and from the advanced course, 2 ; number graduated, July

2 : from the regular course, 34 ; and from the advanced course, 1.

Whole number of graduates of the school (34 classes), 711.

6. Number of pupils connected with the several classes dur-

ing the first term of the year : advanced class, 8 ; class A,

(senior,) 37 ; class B, 27 ; class C, 52 ; class D, 46.

Number of pupils during the second term : advanced class,

14 ; class A, 20 ; class B, 39 ; class C, 37 ; class D, 63.

7. Thirty-seven pupils have received state aid during the

year, and twenty-six have received aid from the income of the

Bowditch Fund.

8. During the year, 14 volumes have been added to the

general library, 11 by purchase and 3 by gift; and to the text-

book library, 392.

The growing numbers of the school and its convenience and

usefulness in several respects require that the rooms of the

third story of its excellent school-building shall be finished. It

will be remembered by the Board that these were left incomplete

when the building was enlarged, in consequence of the inade-
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quateness of the appropriation. One of the rooms, notwith-

standing their rough condition, is in use for a text-book room
;

but being without means of heating it is unsuitable for cold

weather. The other rooms are greatly needed as work-rooms

and for other purposes.

The members of the school, with wise regard to its needs,

have raised nearly money enough to purchase a telescope, of

sufficient size for the purposes of the school, which it is pro-

posed to place in a small room in the tower of the building,

making it necessary to finish that room also.

The appropriation requisite for these several purposes, in-

cluding book-cases, blinds, &c., after a careful estimate, is

thought to be about one thousand dollars. The Visitors, there-

fore, recommend that the Board request of the legislature the

appropriation of such a sum for these objects, confident that

the great usefulness of the school entirely justifies the outlay.

A. A. MINER,
PHILLIPS BROOKS,

Visitors.
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BEIDGEWATER.

The condition of the school during the past year has been

quite satisfactory. The attendance was larger than that of the

preceding year. The boarding-hall has been successfully

carried on. The enlargement of the school-building, which

was completed about a year ago, has greatly increased the

facilities for instruction. During the summer vacation the

school-building was further improved by the introduction of a

complete steam-heating and ventilating apparatus. For this

purpose a fire-proof boiler-house was constructed in the em-

bankment at the south-east corner of the school-building. The

steam-apparatus was furnished and put in in the most thorough

and workmanlike manner, at a moderate price, by Messrs.

George W. Walker & Co., of Boston. The whole job was

superintended by the Principal, who devoted to it much of the

summer vacation. By his judicious management the expendi-

ture for this important improvement was kept within the sum

of $6,000, which was appropriated for this purpose by the

legislature.

Mr. Boyden has managed the affairs of the school as Princi-

pal with his accustomed fidelity, discretion and success, and he

reports that his " associates are able and faithful, and deserve

the highest commendation for their devotion." Such com-

mendation the Visitors believe to be due both to Principal and

assistants. No corps of teachers ever worked more harmoni-

ously for the good of the pupils under their charge. The

teaching staff, which has not changed during the past year is as

follows : A. G. Boyden, Principal, G. H. Martin, I. H. Ker-

mayer, B. B. Russell, E. B. Woodward, M. H. Leonard, C. A.

Armes and M. A. Currier.

The pupils are happy and earnest in their work, appreciating

and endeavoring to profit by the advantages which they enjoy.

The advanced classes are not yet large, but they are success-

fully prosecuting their course of study. The advanced course

of study is becoming each year more attractive to the students,

and is producing a beneficial influence on the whole school.

One of the young men who graduated in the advanced course at
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the end of the last term, Mr. J. Martin Dill, although yet

quite youthful for such a situation, has just been appointed

usher in one of the Grammar Schools of Boston, after success-

fully sustaining an examination with twenty competitors, some

of whom were respectable graduates of the best New England

colleges.

It is believed that the school is every year approaching near

to the true standard of what a Normal School should be.

While it aims to impart knowledge with thoroughness, it

places a greater value upon right training. It tries to send out

teachers who shall love and respect their profession, and who
shall be capable of independent thought and action, and capable

of judiciously adapting their plans and efforts to the varying

circumstances in which they may be placed.

The statistics of the school for the year 1872, are as fol-

lows :

—

Number of pupils admitted during the year: gentlemen, 18
;

ladies, 64 ; total, 82.

Average age on admission: gentlemen, 19.8 years; ladies,

18.5 years; general average, 18.8 years.

Number who had previously taught : gentlemen, 5 ; ladies,

23 ; total, 28.

Number in attendance, spring term : gentlemen, 32 ; ladies,

117 ; total, 149. Fall term : gentlemen, 28 ; ladies. 111

;

total, 139.

Whole number in attendance during the year : gentlemen,

40 ; ladies, 157 ; total, 197. Increase over last year, 18.

Number of graduates for the year, from the first course :

gentlenien, 12 ; ladies, 37 ; total, 49. From advanced course :

gentlemen, 2.

Number who have received state aid : gentlemen, 12 ; ladies,

28 ; total, 40.

Number admitted since the beginning of the school, 1,997.

Number graduated since the beginning of the school, 1,196.

Of the 82 pupils admitted in 1872, Bridgewater sent 10

;

New Bedford, 6 ; Randolph, 5 ; Freetown, 4 ; Abington,

Chatham, Middleborough, Plymouth, 3 each ; Boston, Brain-

tree, Provincetown, Scituate, South Scituate, West Bridge-

water, 2 each ; Attleborough, Barnstable, Brookfield, Easton,
9
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East Briclgewater, Falmouth, Haverhill, Kingston, Maiden,

Medway, Newton, North Bridgewater, Pembroke, Petersham,

Quincy, Eeading, Rehoboth, Eevere, Sandwich, Sherborn,

Somerset, Taunton, Tyngsborough, Wareham, Warwick, Wil-

mington, 1 each; Barnstead, N. H., Barrington, Deerfield,

Epsom, Fishersville, Kingston, 1 each; Tiverton, R. I., 1.

The occupations of their fathers have been given as fol-

lows :

—

Farmers, 24; mechanics, 10; merchants, 7; clergymen,

painters, shoemakers, traders, 3 each; laborers, manufacturers,

physicians, sea-captains, 2 each ; carpenter, printer, architect,

stable-keeper, marble-worker, mason, pattern-maker, miller,

wheelwright, collector of customs, broker, wood-dealer, butcher,

seaman, jeweller, agent, 1 each; unknown, 5.

Of the 197 pupils in attendance during the year, Plymouth

County sent 73 ; Bristol, 30 ; Norfolk, 18 ; Barnstable 15

;

Worcester, 12 ; Middlesex, 11, Suffolk, 7 ; Essex and Franklin,

3 each. The State of New Hampshire sent 16 ; Maine, 3 ; Ver-

mont, 2 ; Pennsylvania, Texas, Rhode Island and Connecticut,

1 each.

Eight of the United States, nine counties and sixty-two towns

of this State, have been represented by the pupils during the

year.

"We are often asked," says the Principal, " How many of the

pupils who attend the Normal School teach, and how long do

they teach ? We are gathering definite information of all the

past members of the school, as fast as we can obtain it. The

class which entered the school in March, 1851, numbered

thirty-four. Five of this number did not teach. The aggre-

gate number of years taught by the members of this class to

August, 1872, is 250, making an average of seven and one-

third years each for the entire class. We speak of the whole

class as they entered the school ; several did not graduate, as is

the case with every class. Six of the class are now professional

teachers. One of the six is the only lady Principal of a Gram-

mar School in the city of Boston. The number of graduates of

the school, who fail to teach, is very small indeed."

Interesting and valuable addresses have been given to the

school by G. G. Hubbard, Esq., of the Board of Visitors, and

His Excellency Governor Washburn. Lectures and practi-
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cal lessons on drawing have been given each term by Walter

Smith, Esq., State Director of Art-Education, with great benefit

to the schogl.

As to the present wants of the school, the Visitors beg to

submit the following statement of the Principal :

—

" The boarding-hall is more popular than ever. The last enter-

ing class included 37 young ladies, only five of whom could be

received into the hall for want of room, and some young ladies

who had made application, did not come to the school because

they could not have board in the hall. The same reasons

for the enlargement of the hall, which were so strongly

pressed upon the attention of the Board of Visitors last year,

are again urged with increasing earnestness for consideration.

The necessity is very urgent. Nothing else has contributed so

ihuch to increase the size, health, happiness and vigor of the

school as this boarding-hall, and nothing but its enlargement

will enable us to add to its power in these particulars. I have

plans for the enlargement nearly ready for an estimate from the

builders, which I hope soon to be able to present to you for

examination. I do most earnestly urge upon the attention of

the Board, the importance of making this enlargement the

present year.

" I would also renew the application for an appropriation for a

new fence around the school-grounds. The present fence is

partly of iron, partly of wood. The wooden fence is decayed

at the base, the grade of part of the grounds has been changed

since the fence was erected, and a new fence of uniform material

is much needed to put the grounds in proper condition. The
town is also waiting for the action of the Board in this matter

so as to fence the adjoining town-school lot, in reference to our

lot. I would recommend either an iron fence, or a wooden one

around the entire lot. The stone JDosts which now encircle the

lot and support the present fence might be encased, forming

wooden posts, and rails and uprights of a suitable pattern added,

thus making a handsome wooden fence at less expense than an

iron fence could be erected. The enlargement of the hall would

change the grade of the rear of the lot somewhat, and the fence

and enlargement should come together.
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" I would again call your attention to the proposition of the

selectmen of the town in relation to the building of a reservoir

near our building for better protection against fire. It seems

to me wise to secure this aid in protecting our property."

These recommendations seem to be wise and proper, and

the Visitors request the Board to take the necessary steps for

carrying them into efiect.

This is the third time that the request for the enlargement of

the boarding-hall has been brought to the attention of the

Board. Last year the request was so far sanctioned by the

Board as to allow it to go to the Committee on Education, but

with the understanding that it should not prejudice the request

for a boarding-house for the Westfield School. The committee

recommended to the legislature and secured provision for the lat-

ter, only thinking both projects too much to undertake in one year.

This year it is hoped that the moderate request of Bridgewator

will at leno^th receive the favorable consideration both of the

Board and the legislature.

JOHN D. PHILBRICK.
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WESTFIELD.

The statistics of this school are as follows :

—

The whole number in attendance during the year, is : ladies,

141 ; gentlemen, 21 ; whole number, 162.

Of this number there were furnished by different counties, as

follows :

—

Hampden County, 65 ; Franklin, 25 ; Hampshire, 19 ; "Wor-

cester, 16; Berkshire, 13; Middlesex, 1; Suffolk, 1. The

State of Connecticut, 6 ; New York, 4 ; New Hampshire, 3

;

Vermont, 2 ; Ehode Island, 2 ; New Brunswick, 1 ; Wisconsin,

1 ; Pennsylvania, 1 ; North Carolina, 1 ; Ohio, 1 ; total, 162.

Graduates, fall and winter term, 1871-72

—

Ladies, ....... 12

Gentlemen, ....... 3

Total, 15

Spring and summer term

—

Ladies, ....... 22

Gentlemen, ....... 4

Total, . . . . . . . 26

Whole number of graduates for the year

—

Ladies, . . . . . . . . 34

Gentlemen, ....... 7

Total, 41

Number in entering classes, fall and winter term, 1871-72

—

Ladies, . . . .
'

. . .53
Gentlemen, ....... 5

Total, ....... 58

Spring and summer term

—

Ladies, ....... 19

Gentlemen, ....... 4

Total, . 23



•
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school, and from which the most desirable results are confi-

dently expected. It will probably be in readiness for occu-

pation at the beginning of the fall term of the ensuing year,

and will furnish pupils more commodious and wholesome accom-

modations, and at largely reduced prices. The achievement of

this building is matter of especial congratulation to the friends

of the institution.

It became absolutely necessary, in order to secure room for

the safe-keeping of the valuable specimens of art lately received,

and to furnish tolerable facilities for instruction in drawinof and

kindred arts, to make thorough alterations and repairs in one of

the rooms of the Normal building. This your Committee has

done, with the concurrence of the Secretary of the Board, and

under the direction of Mr. Walter Smith, the Art-Director of

the State, and has incurred an expense of six hundred and

seven dollars and sixteen cents ($607.16) and ask for your

recommendation to the legislature that such sum be appropri-

ated to meet the expense.

The advanced course of instruction has been taken by four-

teen pupils, who had previously graduated, thereby enabling

them to respond to the increasing demand which is made for

teachers in High Schools and Training Schools.

We felicitate the Board upon the present prosperity of the

school and its able management in all its departments, and for

the assured promise it gives for future and constantly increasing

usefulness.

EDW. B. GILLETT,
WILLIAM RICE,

Visitors.
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SPECIAL AGENT'S REPORT.





R E P O R T .

Gentlemen of the Board of Education :
—

I entered upon the duties of the office of Special Agent of

the Board for the towns west of the Connecticut River, Decem-

ber 11th, 1872. I was re-appointed in the following April, with

instructions to visit the towns in the four western counties.

Immediately after my first appointment, a circular letter, pre-

pared by the Secretary of the Board, was directed to the school

committees of all the towns west of tlie river, notifying them

that I had been appointed by the Board to visit the towns, "to

inquire into the condition of the schools, confer Avith teachers

and committees, lecture upon subjects connected with educa-

tion, &c."

In pursuance of the above objects I have visited 368 schools

in seventy-three towns, principally on the west side of 'the

river. I am al)le to report that a few of these towns are

generally provided with school-houses which are models of taste

and fitness ; they are well situated, have ample yards, one for

boys and one for girls, properly enclosed and separated by

fences ; they are furnished with modern desks, and supplied

with apparatus for illustrating science in its various departments.

In a few others the schools are supplied with some of the more
common appliances necessary for teaching a good school. But

the larger number of the schools are kept in houses either badly

located, incommodious, poorly furnished, inadequately lighted,

or without proper means of ventilation ; they are without clock

or thermometer, without globe or numeral frame, without suitable

blackboards, chalk, erasers, or indexes. In one instance (in

only one I am happy to say) , I visited a school which had " never

had a blackboard, or a teacher, who had asked for one," as the

prudential committee informed me. In several instances, the

condition of the boards and the quality of the chalk have been

U
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such as to compel me to resort to the floor for illustrating topics

in arithmetic, geography, &c.

In many essentials which pertain to the 'keeping of the schools,

I find much to approve ; the teachers are faithful and devoted ;

the pupils manifest a desire to profit by the provision made for

their schooling ; they are reasonably punctual in attendance in

most cases ; they are generally studious, and they readily con-

form to the wishes of the teacher. But I am constrained to

speak with less commendation of the teaching of the schools.

If "teaching consists," as has been well said, "in presenting the

occasion for the right activity of the miud," I fear little can be

said for the processes at present pursued to a great extent in

many of the schools ; they are chiefly limited to a routine of

questions read by the teacher from the book, and of answers

committed to memory by the pupils. This, s6 far as I have

been able to observe, is true of geography, of history and of

grammar, and to a considerable extent of arithmetic. In the

smaller ungraded schools, spelling occupies about one-fifth of

the time, and is chiefly oral ; reading, which with all the lower

classes is but little more than an exercise in spelling, occupies

full one-third of the time ; but little attention is given to x^en-

manship ; I not unfrequently find pupils of eight or ten years

of age, regular attendants upon the schools, who cannot write

at all. Slate exercises involving the construction of sentences

in the script hand, now so common in the graded schools, are

comparatively unknown in the district schools which I have

visited.

There are many exceptions to the above remarks with respect

to teaching and poor buildings, especially in the larger towns

and in those where the district system does not exist ; in many

of these, the schools, with the thorough and efficient supervision

to which they are subjected, stand in the front rank of the

schools of the Commonwealth. And I take great pleasure in

stating in this connection, that I find the Normal graduates quite

uniformly pursuing natural methods of teaching, and this with

eminent success.

In 290 of the 368 schools visited, I have taught one or more

topics, in illustration of what I deem a right method of teach-

ing. I have chosen to commend a right method by example,

rather than to depend upon suggestion merely. I have not,
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however, hesitated to make suggestions most 'freely to ])oth

committees and teachers. In a large majority of the schools, I

have made brief addresses to the children. I am happy to say

my teachings and my suggestions have been received in the

most kindly spirit by the teachers and by the pupils.

In my visits to the schools I have been, in almost every

instance, accompanied by one or more members of the school

committee; this, for its effect upon the teacher and upon the

school, I deem to be quite an important element in the probable

result of my labors for improving the methods of teaching.

That I might secure this aid, I have with few exceptions, given

notice of my intended visit a week or more in advance. Had
it been my object to discover the defects of the schools, I

should doubtless have pursued a different course.

My thanks are especially due to the members of school com-

mittees for the consideration and courtesy with which I have

everywhere been met, and for the facility which their kind

attentions have given to my efforts.

In addition to the work above indicated, I have held meetings

of teachers for a half day, more or less, to illustrate and enforce

methods of teaching, and have given evening lectures to teach-

ers and citizens, amounting in all to a total of fifty-six. The

lectures have generally been given in the smaller towns, to

audiences averaging about eighty or ninety persons. The in-

terest manifested in the improved methods of teaching on the

part of the committees and of the people generally, is a most

gratifying indication of what might be expected from all the

schools under a more effective and intelligent system of super-

vision, and with a more just and equal distribution of the taxes

of the State for the education of the children throughout the

State.

It may be proper to state that for two of the autumn months,

my time was occupied in teaching in the Teachers' Institutes.

GEO. A. WALTON,
Special Agentfor Western Counties.

Westfield, January, 1873.
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REPORT.

Gentlemen of the Board of Education:—

In compliance with your vote directing me "to report to the

Board on the condition of the school-houses in the Common-
wealth ; and, also to make a report containing plans and

descriptions of school-houses suitable for country towns and

villages," I respectfully submit the following :

—

The subject you have assigned me is a broad one, and the

materials gathered by me in my visitation of the towns in the

State during the nearly six years of my agency of your Board

are so abundant, that I could easily make a very full and

voluminous report of the condition of the school-houses through-

out the Commonwealth. I have prepared a Eeport in regard to

all the towns iu three of the counties, but am deterred from

continuing it, or even using it so far as prepared, by your wish

that my Report shall be embraced within as narrow limits as is

consistent with the object contemplated by your vote. This

I understand to be to show to the public what progress has

been made, and is making, in the improvement of school-houses

throughout the Commonwealth, and to aid in the furtherance of

this great object by ftirnishing plans and descriptions of model

buildings, adapted to the wants of such towns and villages as

look to you for such aid.

With this object in view, I shall make a twofold division of

my Report, and shall first speak of,

—

I.

—

The Condition of the School-houses m the Common-
wealth.

The improvement of the school-buildings has always occupied

the attention of the Board and its executive officers, for they

have felt that without such improvement, any efforts to make
the schools themselves better, would be comparatively unavail-
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iug. Ill 1837, when the Board Avas established, the condition

of the public school-houses throughout the State, taken as a

whole, was disgraceful, and for years had been growing worse

and worse. Upon churches, court-houses and jails, houses and

stables and other buildings, public and private, money had

been freely expended to secure comfort, neatness and even

elegance. The school-houses alone were neglected, and

"suffered to go where age and the elements would carry them."

Not one-third part of the public school-houses in Massachusetts

were considered tenantable by any decent family, out of the

poorhouse, or in it. That we still have, as I shall subsequently

show, in some parts of the State, buildings of this description,

used for school purposes, should stimulate the friends of educa-

tion to increased efforts to remedy so great an evil.

When Mr. Mann entered upon his duties as the first secretary

of your Board, the deplorable condition of the school-houses

attracted his attention, and his earliest and most earnest efforts

were directed to their improvement. The "Supplement" to his

first annual report was devoted to this subject, and was instru-

mental in awakening an interest, which, strengthened by his

own earnest and persistent efforts in this direction, and by

those of his successors and their associates, has culminated in

the present greatly improved condition of the school-buildings

in our own State, and in others that have been stimulated by

our example.

It may be interesting to trace the development of this interest,

so far as it can be inferred from occasional statistical returns

made to your Board, of the amount expended for erecting and

repairing public school-houses in our State, and their estimated

value, from the year 1838, when the value of all the 3,000

school-houses in the State was reckoned at about half a million

of dollars, to the present time when their value is estimated at

more than seventeen and a half million dollars.

Mr. Mann, in his tenth annual report, in 1847, says

:

"During the five years immediately succeeding the report made

by the Board of Education to the legislature, on the subject of

school-houses, the sums expended for the erection or repair of

this class of buildings fell but little short of seven hundred

thousand dollars. Since that time, from the best information

obtained, I suppose the sum expended on this one item to be
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about one hundred and fifty thousand dollars annually. Every

year adds some new improvement to the construction and

arrangement of these editices."

In his twelfth report, in 1849, he states the estimated value

of the school-houses to be $2,750,000, and says that "at least

$2,250,000 of this sum have been raised and expended since

the report on school-houses, and school-architecture, made by

the Board to the legislature in 1838," from which it appears

that their value at that time was, as I have stated above, only

$500,000. Two school-buildings have been quite recently

erected which have cost as much as the entire valuation of the

3,000 school-houses in the' State thirty-five years ago, viz., the

Girls' High School in Boston, which has cost over $300,000,

and the Worcester High School, about $200,000. And it has

been proposed to erect a building for the Latin and English

High School for Boys, in Boston, which, including every

expense, shall cost more than a million doUars.

I present in tabular form all that I can glean from the

returns made to this Board bearing upon this subject.
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other buildings, for public or private use, in the same com-

munity ?

Were it not for making my Eeport longer than I desire to

have it, I would present views, plans and descriptions of a

large number of the beautiful school-houses, erected within a

few years, in various parts of the State. A large volume

containing such views, etc., might be prepared as a very

valuable addition to such contributions as our State may send to

the Vienna Exposition, and scarcely anything, in my opinion,

would be more creditable to Massachusetts.

I shall present in this Eeport a very few views, with plans

and descriptions, of school-buildings, quite recently erected, of

a higher order than that which you directed me specially to

present, as specimens of the class of buildings to which I have

above alluded.

The first cut represents the High School Building in the city

of Worcester, which was dedicated December 30, 1871. The
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building committee visited Norwich, Hartford, Springfield,

Cambridge and Boston, to examine some excellent specimens of

school-architecture, and the plans for this building, designed by

Messrs. Gambrill and Richardson, of New York, were selected

from quite a number that were presented. It is an elegant

building,—an educational force in itself of great value, and

a monument of the enlightened and generous libe ality of the

second city in our Commonwealth. In architectural design,

elegance of finish and completeness of arrangement, it may

well be an object of local pride and admiration. " Completely

finished and equipped," its cost is stated to be "not far from

$200,000."

PLAM OF BASEMENT

Description of the Building.

In the cut of the exterior on the preceding page, the dark lines

passing around the basement represent lines of black brick.

The arches above the windows on the first floor, the ornamental

work about the eaves, and around the dial on the tower, and
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near the slating of the tower and of the corner pinnacles, are

of the same material, interspersed with brick of the natural-

color. A water-table of stone marks the line of the first floor

;

and a corresponding string-course connects the window-sills of

the second story ; beneath the latter there is a line of red brick

and black brick in alternate pairs, placed cornerwise, after a

manner technically called herring-bone. The same style of

ornamentation is employed in the balustrades around the front

entrance and the balcony at the base of the tower. Variety is

also given to the slating upon the roof and the slats to the

openings in the bell-tower, by the introduction of red with the

PLAM OF FIRST STORY
SCALE OFFEET ;o.£fi

black slate. The dial is composed of white tiles, laid in mortar

with the brick. All the stone-work, except the above-named

belts, is flush with the surface of the brick walls, the orna-

mented work being undercut. Prom the roof an excellent

view of the city can be obtained, and from the opening in the

tower almost every building in the city can be seen.
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There is an entrance to the basement beneath the portico in

front. From this portico beneath the tower, with its massive

square columns and its groined arches above, three heavy oak

doors open into the main hall, which is continuous with the

spacious passage, twenty feet in width, extending the entire

length of the building. The ceiling at the intersection of these

halls, and in the hall on the third floor, is panelled ; and appro-

priate cornices adorn the halls and the rooms on the first and

second floors. The arrangement of rooms, their dimensions,

&c., are plainly exhibited in the preceding plans. Each ward-

robe is provided with rows of stalls, with passages between,

by which the capacity of each room is multiplied. The brick

PLAN OF SECOND STORY!

partition-walls which separate the several rooms are supported

above the play-room by heavy iron girders resting upon brick

piers and four iron columns in the centre.

The philosophical-apparatus room is provided with a large

case and shelves, a broad table, drawers and cupboards. The

lecture-room contains a table fitted up in the most approved

style for chemical and philosophical experiments and lectures.

Seats elevated in the form of an amphitheater will accommodate
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about one hundred and fifty students. The laboratory is sup-

plied with tables and all the appliances for individual experi-

ment by the class. Thirty pupils can work at one time.

Around the long tables in the library two dozen pupils can

together consult books of reference.

The audience-hall will seat seven hundred people, and by

opening the broad sliding doors to the front ante-rooms there

are seats for one thousand. These ante-rooms might all be

used as class-rooms. A stage in front and another in the rear

provide for both music and oratory.

PLAN OF THIRD STORY

Each school-room is furnished with the Normal desks and

chairs, manufactured by Joseph L. Ross, of Boston.

The building is heated by steam, by the two systems of direct

and indirect radiation combined. It was at first intended to

employ only the indirect radiation ; but to guard against a

chance that this as arranged might be insufiScient, it was decided

to place radiators in the school-rooms and halls. The steam is

generated in two tubular boilers, each four feet in diameter and

thirty feet long, which are placed in a building a hundred feet

or more distant.from the school-house ; and the steam is carried

underground in pipes wound with felt and otherwise protected.
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It has been found easy to warm the entire building to a desired

temperature in the coldest weather with a pressure of five to

eight pounds per square inch, and with an average consumption

of about a ton of coal per day.

The arrangements for ventilation may be briefly described as

follows : The lecture-room has large registers in the ceiling,

opening into foul-air ducts running up to the belfry ; and one

school-room has ducts similarly arranged, except that the regis-

ters are placed in the floor. All the other rooms have registers

j)laced in or near the floor, connecting with large ventilators

on the roof by a separate duct for each room. Each of these

ducts has connected with it a smaller flue, starting in the base-

ment, and terminating just above the opening in the duct for

the admission of foul air, and in this small flue it is the design

to create a draught by a burning gas-jet. This part of the system

has not been carried out, and judging from the limited trial

made thus far it is thought that efllcient ventilating will be

secured without requiring extra heat for creating a draught. In

addition to the above-described means of ventilation, there are

flues in the outer walls opening beneath the projecting eaves

and connecting with the several rooms by registers placed near

the floor. These flues can be expected to be of practical value

only in exceptional sta'es of the atmosphere.

The building is designed to accommodate five hundred pupils,

and contains nine school-rooms, each about thirty feet square,

three of which are on the principal floor and six in the second

story. The first story also contains a large room for the library,

and a lecture-room, connected with which on one side is a chem-

ical laboratory fitted up with all the appliances for the practical

study of chemistry, and on the other a room for philosophical

apparatus. At the right of the main entrance is a room for the

principal, which communicates with the several school-rooms,

by bells and speaking-tubes. In addition to the school-rooms

mentioned, the second story contains private rooms for the

teachers, and two recitation-rooms. The third story is occupied

by the large hall, seventy-six feet long by sixty-two feet wide,

four connecting-rooms at the corners of the building, arranged

to be used as a means of enlarging the hall, or for other pur-

poses as exigencies may require. The wide halls extending

lengthwise of the building, with commodious stairwa^^s at each
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end, form a main characteristic in the first and second stories.

The entrances for the scholars are in the basement,— that for

girls at the north end, and that for boys at the south end,—and

they communicate with rooms for wardrobes, &c. The middle

part of the basement is devoted to a gymnasium. The building

is finished with varnished pine throughout.

The exterior walls are of pressed brick, with Nova Scotia

stone trimmings, and black bricks are introduced to a consider-

able extent as a feature of decoration. A handsome double

stairway of granite, brick and freestone, leads to the main

entrance, and above this rises a slender, lofty tower of exquisite

grace, arranged for clock, bell and observatory. It has a very

fine-toned ])ell and a large clock, which strikes the hours, and

there are twelve smaller ones in as many different rooms.

These small clocks are operated by a battery connected with

the large clock ; thus securing uniformity of time throughout

the building. All the rooms can be lighted with gas "when

necessary, gas-fixtures having been provided for all.

if-

The New Haevard School-house in Charlestown.

This building, a view of which is given on the succeeding

page, and of which I also give the accompanying plans, was

dedicated February 22d, 1872. It is a magnificent building,

and a model of its kind. I know of no Grammar -School-house

in the State that surpasses it in perfection of design and finish,

and in completeness of adaptation to the purposes for which it

has been designed. Its total cost was $130,285. Three other

first-class Grammar School-houses have quite recently been

erected in Charlestown, and its High School building has been

^ntirelj'' remodeled at great expense, and is also a first-class

building. The estimated value of the school-houses of Charles-

town must now exceed $600,000, and in this respect it ranks as

the third city in the Commonwealth, though in valuation and

in population it is the fifth.

Description of the Harvard Grammar School-house, Charlestown,

This building, which is illustrated by the accompanying cuts,

is considered the model grammar school-house in Charlestown,'

From whatever point it may be viewed, the exterior presents
13
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a very solid and substantial appearance, it being the object of

the architect to produce a building elegant and symmetrical in

its proportions, without incurring useless expense in mere-

tricious ornamentation ; it is three stories in height, exclusive
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of a high basement. The walls are faced with pressed bricks

and trimmed with granite from Maine.

The roof is "hipped," covered with slate, and surmounted

by an iron cresting of pleasing pattern ; the cornice of the front

central projection is carried above the general level of the cor-

nice of the main building, covered with a roof of steeper pitch

and longer rafter, and crowned with an iron finial and vane of

bold design, making this a striking and emphatic feature of the

building when seen from any point on Bow Street.

The building is set in the middle of a lot, which allows of

spacious yards in front and on each side for play-grounds.

The cut, although giving a general idea of the outlines and

design of the building, fails to convey the impression of quiet

dignity and massiveness which forces itself upon the observer.

PLAJS" OF THE BASEMENT.

Basement.—^The basement is twelve feet high, has entrances
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from the yards on either side, and contains, in addition to the

heating-apparatus and fuel-rooms, light, spacious and well-ven-

tilated play-rooms for the boys and girls—for use during

inclement weather—with which are connected the water-closets
;

from each play-room is a flight of stairs leading to the first

floor.

PLAJSr OF THE FIRST FLOOR.

First Floor.—Entering the building from the front we find

on either side of the entrance-hall, comfortable and commodious

rooms for the use of the principal and committee, with which

are connected dressing-rooms and water-closets for the male

and female teachers.

There are also on this floor five school-rooms, each twenty-

eight by thirty-two feet, having in connection the requisite

clothes-rooms. Transversely through the building runs a cor-

ridor fourteen feet wide, from each end of which start broad

flights of stairs of easy ascent, leading to the second floor, and
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down to the vestibules connected with the entrances from the

yards. This corridor is well lighted by means of a large mul-

lioned window at each end.

This story is thirteen feet high.

The peculiarity of the plan of this floor is that the space

usually used for a sixth school-room is devoted to a front

entrance, committee and principal's rooms as described above.

PLAN OF THE SECOND FLOOR.

Second Floor.—This story is of the same height as the first,

and contains six school-rooms of the same dimensions, with

clothes-rooms. The corridor is in every respect similar to that

on the first floor.

Third Floor.—This story contains three school-rooms of the

same dimensions as those in the first and second stories, and

thirteen feet high, with clothes-rooms. The exhibition-hall is

in the front portion of the building, and occupies its whole

width and about half its depth, being ninety feet eight inches

by forty-two feet ten inches, and nineteen feet six inches in
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height; it is well-lighted on three sides by large windows,

among which is an arcade of lancet-shaped windows of liberal

height, which is introduced with admirable effect ; at the other

side of the hall and directly opposite this arcade is a recess for

the stage, which is of ample dimensions.

The principal partitions throughout are of solid brickwork,

the inside finish is of soft brown ash, with hard-pine floors,

platforms and stairs, and every arrangement is made for the

comfort and convenience of the teachers and pupils which

experience could suggest. The building is warmed by steam

PLAN OF THE TmRD FLOOR.

and the ventilation received the most careful study and atten-

tion from the architect.

The work was executed under the supervision of Mr. Samuel

J. F. Thayer, architect, of Boston.
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The New Hakvard School-house in Cambriixje.

This building is situated at the corner of Broadway and

Inman Streets, and was erected in 1872. In the absence of

any engraving I will give merely a description of it, as it has

many excellent features worthy of notice, especially in respect

to its heating and ventilating apparatus. The cost of the

building was $36,000 less than that of its namesake in Charles-

town, previously described, and its total cost $50,000 less.

The arrangement of the building resembles in its general

features that of the Central High School-house of Philadelphia,

erected in the year 1853, and from which many of the school-

houses in Boston and vicinity, built within the last few years,

have been modeled.

The building is in the form of a parallelogi-am, its extreme

length being 96.6, and its extreme width 92 feet. It consists,

in brief, of a basement and two stories above, and a third story

in the Mansard roof. The exterior is of the best of pressed

brick, laid in dark mortar, relieved with sandstone dressings

about the door and window openings.

The basement, ten feet in height, is paved throughout, and

is occupied by the heating-apparatus, the water-closets, and

sinks for the scholars' use, and private closets for the use of

the teachers. In addition to these apartments, spacious room is

given for the exercise of the scholars during the recesses.

From the principal entrances on the north and south sides

access is gained to the main hall by an ascent of eight steps.

The entire width of this hall is twenty-seven feet ; from it the

visitor gains admission at once to the school-rooms of the first

floor, six in number, each measuring twenty-eight by thirty

feet, and furnished with from forty to fifty single desks. In

connection with each school-room is a scholars' dressing-room,

and, in addition to these, are teachers' dressing-rooms to four

of the school-rooms.

Access to the second story is obtained by an ample flight of

stairs at each end of the hall. The arrangement is similar to

that of the first floor.

The upper story contains a hall for public exercises, fifty feet

wide by fifty-six feet in length, the stage, containing an area of

two hundred and eighty square feet, not being included in these
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dimensions. In the rear of the stage is an apartment twenty

feet by twenty-eight feet. The four corners of this story are

occupied by school-rooms, two of which are 19 feet by 27.6,

and the others 29.6 by 27.6, each provided with its dressing-

room.

All of the inside finish above the basement is of clear bright

chestnut. The school-rooms and audience-hall are provided

with blackboards put up by the American Tablet Company.

It was the design of the committee on public property,

under whose direction the plans were prepared, to produce a

structure which, in its interior arrangements and capacity,

would provide ample accommodations at the least possible

expenditure of the public funds. The building has been erected

with these ends in view, in a thorough and substantial manner,

at a cost of about $56,000, and with an entire cost, includ ng

land, fences, paving of the yards, heating-apparatus, furniture,

&c., of about $80,000.

Those familiar with hot-air furnaces as applied to the heating

of school-houses of any considerable size and number of rooms

know how inadequate and unsatisfactory they are apt to prove.

A still greater objection exists to the use of steam as commonly

applied by what is termed " direct radiation "
; by this plan no

fresh air is introduced into the rooms except such as is obtained

directly from doors and windows, the same atmosphere being

breathed over and over again to the prejudice of health and

long life. The system introduced into this school possesses

great advantages over either of these methods. Through ample

cold-air ducts in the basement fresh air is taken from all sides

of the building into tin-lined compartments, grouj)ed in various

positions, and enclosing the steam-radiators. From these

receptacles the air thus warmed is carried by upright tin tubes,

(the use of long horizontal tin pipes being entirely obviated)

to the several rooms. Each school-room is heated by two

entirely distinct pipes and registers placed near the outside

walls. Exit for foul and overheated air is provided for by ample

openings opposite to these, both at the floor and ceiling of each

room. The full and complete success attending this simple

mode of combined heat and ventilation, wherever it has been

introduced in Boston and vicinity, seems to be a sufficient guar-

antee that the health of the inmates of this building is secured.
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The boilers, situated in the basement, are two in number, of

the horizontal tubular form, twenty-horse-power each, so

arranged that they may be run together or separately as the

weather may permit. The amount of radiating surface in the

building is 5,800 square feet, exclusive of the main and return

pipes, all so connected that the condensed steam returns imme-

diately to the boilers to be reconverted into steam. It is found

that three pounds pressure per square inch forms a perfect cir-

culation in the whole building.

The twelve school-rooms on the first and second floors will

accommodate 600 pupils. Should the upper school-room be put

to this use the aggregate number seated in the whole building

will be 760, easily increased by a change in arrangement of

furniture to 856.

The Green Graivimar School-house m Low^ell.

This building, situated on Merrimack Street, was dedicated

December 31, 1870. It is one of the finest and best buildings

in the State, and is worthy of description. Its total cost, as

stated below, was about $110,000.

The school-house is constructed of brick, the back wall being

of hard-burned, and the other of pressed brick. The doors

and windows and other portions of the building are ornamented

with the finest Concord granite capping. The dimensions of

the main building are eighty-four feet front, seventy-two feet

in depth, and sixty-five feet in height. The edifice is, properly

speaking, three stories high ; but the Mansard roof, with which

it is surmounted, constitutes a fourth.

Extending from the front of the main building a distance of

twelve feet, is what is termed the pavilion. In this are the

main entrance and stairways leading from the bottom to the top

of the structure. This pavilion is thirty-four feet wide and

seventy-three feet high. It gives a commanding and finished

appearance to the architectural aspect of the building.

On the back side of the edifice is an extension from the main

building, somewhat similar and of the same dimensions as the

pavilion, except that its height is only that of the house. This

projection contains stairways corresponding with those in the

pavilion.

The main entrance is on Merrimack Street. Here are fold-

li
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ing-doors of black walnut, elaborately fiuished, the passage

being: eio;ht feet in width.

The floor of the basement (which is of concrete) is four feet

below the surface of the yard, and the basement itself is ten

feet in the clear. In it, at various points, are suspended from

the ceiling the coils of pipe, twenty-four in number, by means

of which the rooms above are heated. There are two of these

coils for each school-room and four for the hall. About fifteen

thousand feet of inch-pipe are employed. The coils connect

with the boilers, by which the steam is generated. The steam

is by a somewhat complicated process returned to the boiler,

thus saving the time that would otherwise be required to supply

the latter with water. About one hogshead (sixty gallons) per

day is all that is now necessary. Each coil is inclosed in a

wooden case lined with tin, and with these are connected air-

boxes communicating with the exterior of the building. By
this arrangement warm air may be taken from the heating-

apparatus in cold weather, or fresh air from without whenever

desired. In the basement are likewise four sinks for the use of

the children, having water in abundance. At the rear end are

two doors, one leading to the girls', the other to the boys' play-

yard above described.

On the west side of the basement, and communicating with

it, is the boiler-house. This is outside of the main building,

and is twenty-four by eighteen feet in size. It has been exca-

vated nine and one-half feet below the yard surface. Its walls

are of stone, cemented, and are two feet thick. There are two

arches overhead, made of brick, and the exterior is covered with

cement, making the top of the boiler-house level with the sur-

face of the yard. In it are two tubular boilers, each thirty-six

inches in diameter and twelv^e feet in length.

Two flights of stairs—one in front and one in the rear—lead

from the basement to the floor above.

Through the front door of the edifice the visitor steps into a

roomy vestibule. On the left of the vestibule is a door which

leads, by winding stairs, to the principal's private room on the

floor above. From this vestibule also extends a flight of stairs,

six feet wide, to the second story. The corridor of the second

story is twenty-two feet wide, and extends the entire length of

the building. On each side is a sink, and two registers for hot
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air. Two school-rooms are located on each side of the hall.

The one in the north-east corner is that of the principal. Con-

nected with all the rooms are clothes-rooms for the scholars,

the dimensions of which vary somewhat, but average about six

by fifteen feet. They are plentifully supplied with hooks for

hats, coats, &c. Doors lead from them into the school-rooms.

In connection with each school-room is also a teacher's private

room, lighted by one window—that of the principal alone

having any connection with the floor below.

The size of the school-rooms is twenty-eight and one-half by

thirty-five and one-half feet, and they are fourteen feet from

floor to ceiling. Each has four large windows. Blackboards

extend around three sides, a total square surface of two hun-

dred and forty-eight feet being provided in each room. There

are in each room fifty-four desks, four ventilators (two near the

floor and two near the ceiling), two registers, a bell connected

with the principal's room, a clock (thirteen-inch dial), and,

about ten inches from the ceiling, a strip of brown ash moulding

all around the walls, on which to suspend maps, diagrams, &c.

The principal's room is furnished with bell-pulls, from which

wires extend to all the other school-rooms in the building and

to the basement. The rooms are all finished in brown ash, and

are furnished in the most tasteful manner.

Stairways four and one-half feet wide lead from this to the

third floor. The hand-rails on the banisters and sheathing of

this flisrht of stairs, in common with all the others in the build-

ing, are of black walnut. A series of steps leads to a landing,

at an elevation of about seven feet from the floor below, from

which another series leads to the next corridor. This is sim-

ilarly fitted with the one already described, and four school-

rooms, opening from it, are of the same design as those

below.

Ascending from this corridor, at an elevation of ten feet, a

landing is gained, from which three flights of stairs diverge.

One leads to a school-room like those below (and, as the stairs

on the other side of the corridor are planned the same way,

there will be seen to be only two school-rooms in this story,

which is the fourth, or one in the Mansard roof), while the

other two lead to the hall.

The size of the hall is fifty by seventy-four feet, and, unlike
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the school-rooms below and those on the same floor, which are

fourteen feet high, this is sixteen feet. It seats six hundred

persons. It is lighted by eight windows and by a large hex-

agonal skylight, which is in the centre of the edifice, just over

the stage. There are in the hall four registers and twelve ven-

tilators, and blackboards extend entirely around it. The inner

wall, that is, the wall on the south side, is semi-circular. There

are six entrances to the hall—one from each of the two school-

rooms in the same story, and two from each of the flights of

stairs. The two former are single doors, the latter double.

The hall is plainly finished, with light cornices around the walls

and the head-light. It is well furnished with settees and chairs.

From one of the clothes-closets connected with a school-room

on this floor, a ladder-like flight of steps reaches to the " top-

most pinnacle " of the building—namely, the cupola or pavilion

mentioned above. This is a neat room, seventeen and one-half

feet square, from which is a beautiful and extensive prospect.

It has four windows overlooking the city. This room in the

pavilion is the highest point from which a prospect may be

gained anywhere in the centre of the city. On the roof are

four large main ventilators connected by flues to the ventilators

in the difierent rooms throughout the building. The roof is

slate-covered, and amply protected from accident by fire. The
gutters and cornices of the roof are of galvanized iron.

The builder's contract for all material, labor, &c., necessary

to complete everything above the foundation, was for $62,800

;

and the cost of land and other expenses have swelled this sum
considerably ; so that the total cost for the erection of the new
Green School-house will fall little short of $110,000.

Views of School-houses in Boston.

Of the beautiful, commodious, costly, and perhaps unsur-

passed school-edifices of Boston, I herewith present electrotype

plates of the external views, first of the Girls' Normal School,

built in 1869-70 at a cost, for building alone, of $234,563.36

;

second, of the Sherwin Grammar School, built in 1869-70 at a

cost of $103,906.53 ; third, of the Capen Primary School built

at a cost of $34,716.35 ; these are presented merely as speci-

mens of what that city is doing in this direction.
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I should be glad to present views and descriptions of numer-

ous other school-buildings, recently erected in various parts of

the State, which in many respects are fully equal to those which

I have presented and described, aud give evidence of the en-

lightened and liberal interest in educational matters that per-

vades so many of the towns and cities of our Commonwealth

;

but the limits within which I must confine this part of my
Eeport will prevent me from doing so.

I would by no means wish to create the impression that all

the school-houses of Massachusetts are what they should be,

and that nothing further remains to be done for their improve-

ment. In previous reports I have spoken of the wretched

school-buildings which I have found in many parts of the State,

sparsely populated, and remote from the centers of wealth, and

although they are from year to year giving place to new and

greatly improved ones, very many still remain. Need I say

that these are mostly to be found in those towns that still cling

to the " district system," and that as long as that continues to

exist, little or no improvement in school accommodations can be

expected of them? When the law was passed in 1869, abolish-

ing the district system, and thus transferring the ownership and

control of the school-buildings to the several towns, in very

many places the improvement of the school-buildings was

entered upon at once. Old buildings were sold or thoroughly

repaired and remodeled ; new ones were erected, and furnished

with modern furniture and many other needed appliances. In

some towns, having numerous district schools, containing fre-

quently less than a dozen children, and continued for unequal

periods, of in some cases less than the minimum time required

by law, a few large biiildings were erected in such localities

as would accommodate large numbers of children, who being

distributed in the difierent rooms according to their proficiency

in study, could be taught much more efficiently in these graded

schools, and enjoy equal privileges in point of time. I might

cite numerous instances in confirmation of this statement. Let

one or two suffice. In 1868-9, the Committee in one of the

towns, speaking of the school-houses, say: "Most of them are

old, out of repair, and badly constructed, and in some instances,

about the only remains of a once flourishing neighborhood.

They have stood up and battled with time and progress about
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as long as they can, and Avliat vitality they now have seems to

be taking a new direction, and instead of trying to stand, they

are trying to tnmble down, and would doubtless feel grateful to

the first high wind for relief." Immediately on the abolishment

of the district system, they "set about to establish a new con-

dition of things, choosing a committee to examine locations for

school-houses, make estimates and furnish plans, &c." The next

year a large school-buildhig was erected in the center of the

town for the accommodation of five graded schools, with six

well-furnished, convenient rooms, besides a hall in the upper

story, and a basement for heating apparatus," &c. "Other

similar improvements and changes were made."

The Committee of another town, in a report just before the

district system was abolished, in speaking of one district school-

house, say that "twenty-five children sat upon the floor for

lack of benches, because the people did not care enough to pro-

vide them " ; and that there were " four other districts, where

school-houses were uninhabitable from dilapidation." Two
years after the legislature abolished the system, the committee

say : "The liberal sums voted hy the town, the past and present

year, for building and repairing school-houses, is another evi-

dence of a growing interest on the part of the people. These

and other indications show that in the abolishment of the ' dis-

trict system' the schools have by no means gone out of the

hands of the people, and that the school committee are not only

under obligations to perform certain duties to the Common-

wealth, but are also under much greater obligations to the in-

habitants of the town than heretofore."

From the report of the committee of another town, in April,

1869, just before the abolishment of the district system, it ap-

pears that many of their school-houses were in a most deplor-

able condition. Of one, valued at $50, it is said that "the

doors and windows are so aged and loose as to admit the air so

freely that it is almost impossible to warm it," and "we value

the building merely, because being of wood, it may be useful

for fuel if taken down. It is really cruel to keep children and

teachers in it." Another was valued at $100. Others from

$300 to $2,000. The valuation of one school-house, then in

use, is said to be "absolutely nothing," "as no one could afford

to take it away for the materials of which it is composed."
15
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"The walls are seamed with cracks, and great fissures yawn at

the passer-by." "The doors are hacked and hewed." "The

desks are okl-fashioned, inconvenient and badly whittled."

"The benches have no backs." "There are no means provided

for ventilation, except where the six-by-eight panes of glass

have been broken from the sashes." "In this single room

the scholars of all ages and attainments," (there were 76 regis-

tered, with an average attendance of 51), "are indiscrimi-

nately crowded together, and must be educated to habits of

carelessness, unthrift and untidiness. If this were an Illinois

prairie instead of an old Massachusetts town, we should have a

spacious and costly building of brick and stone, with depart-

ments of various grades, and teachers adapted to each one.

Shall we not have such a building here?" And the town, after

the district system was abolished, said they should, and with

wise liberality at once proceeded to erect " a neat school-house

to take the place of the crazy old brick affair," which had been

so graphically described by the school committee. Other new
school-houses were erected in several parts of the town, and in

their report, March, 1871, the committee say "the school-

houses under our special care are generally in good condition."

Of another town having a population of less than 500, and

a valuation of a little more than $200,000, the committee say

that the town voted in 1870 "to build three new houses, and

to make extensive repairs upon another, and all to be done that

year. These buildings though not elegant or expensive, are

neat, commodious and comfortable. The other school-houses

have been built but a short time, so that all, six in number, are

substantially new. The school-rooms are furnished with modern

seats and desks, but there is a deficiency in school apparatus,

outline maps, charts," &c. Few, if any, towns in the State,

have done as much, in proportion to their numbers and ability,

to improve their school-houses, as Peru has, and in view of

benefits already realized, and others confidently anticipated, no

wonder the committee say, " We congratulate our citizens upon

their refusal to return to the old district system. To have

done so would have been an advance backwards, and the

present is not the age for retrograde movements in any matter

pertaining to our educational interests."

One of the most serious evils resulting from the Act of the
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legislature of 1871, permitting such towns, as desired to do so,

to return to the district system, is seen in the large number of

poor buildings, similar to those above described, still used for

school purposes, in many of the towns that have so unwisely

readopted the system, and thus arrested the improvement of

their school-buildings, which the town is so much more able to

eflfect than the district. Here is a case in point, and it is one

of many that might be given. In 1867-8, the school com-

mittee of a certain town, speak of "the dilapidated state of

some of the school-houses." They say, " they may at some

remote period have been an ornament to the hills, or hollows

they now disfigure, but that was a remote period, and they have

outlived their beauty and their usefulness. There may be

pleasant associations still lingering in the minds of some of the

aged, which render them almost sacred ; but the propriety of

sacrificing the interests of the present generation to the senti-

ment of the past is doubtful. In some of the school-houses it

is almost impossible for a pupil to keep comfortable in cold

weather, except by an efibrt that leaves no thought or time for

study ; and their condition is such as to make him feel that he

has, for some unaccountable reason, been confined in them as a

punishment." In 1870, the school-houses are again spoken of

as "a dishonor to the town," and the opinion was expressed that

" the much-needed improvement of the school-houses would be

one of the many advantages to be derived from the doing away

with the district system." But, alas 1 after expending $25 in

1869, and $80 in 1870, for repairing their ten school-houses,

very soon after the legislature passed the Act above alluded to,

the town voted to return to the district system, and thus "the

much-needed improvement of the school-houses" was indefi-

nitely postponed. Without prolonging this part of my Report,

I cannot refrain, in closing it, from expressing the earnest con-

viction that if it had not been for the unfortunate Act, this

" advance backward " in our educational interests by the legis-

lature of 1871, I should not be compelled to speak of so many
relics of the past which exist as " a dishonor to the towns " in

which they are found, but could with great pleasure, and pride

even, report to you that throughout the length and breadth of

our good old Commonwealth "the condition of its school-
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houses " has everywhere been greatly improved, and is entirely

satisfactory.

n.

I now pass to the second part of my report, which will

present,

—

Plans and Descriptions of School-houses Suitable foe

Country To^vns and Villages.

The requests made to this department by school and building

committees from all parts of the State where the re-modeling

of existing school-houses, or the erection of new ones is pro-

posed, have been quite numerous for several years, and are so

frequent as to make it desirable that a response should be made
to them in some other way than by a personal visit of the Agent,

especially when his duties at the time may call him elsewhere.

To meet such a want, plans for the construction and arrange-

ment of school-houses have twice been printed in pamphlet form,

under the direction of your Board, and distributed among the

towns. The last one was prepared in 1851, and as few or no

copies remain for distribution, and much improvement has since

been made in school-house architecture, there seems a necessity

for the preparation of a new one.

In the plans and descriptions of school-houses that I now
present, I shall give such variety as will meet, so far as I can,

the wants of all our country towns and villages.

Of the 179 High Schools in our State, 159 are found outside

of our sixteen cities,—in 152 "country towns," five towms main-

taining each two such schools, and one maintaining four. In-

cluding the cities, one-half of the 342 towns in the State, less

five, support High Schools, and thirty-nine of these towns do

so, although not required by law. As there are frequent re-

quests from these towns for plans suitable for a High School,

and schools of a lower grade in the same building, I shall

present two or three of such.

The first is of the High School Building in Fitchburg,

Worcester County. The building was erected two years since,

while Fitchburg was a " country town," and therefore properly

belongs to this part of my Report. -,
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Fitchhurg.—This building has a frontage of eighty-eight feet,

the central projection being forty-two feet by six feet, extreme

distance from front to rear line eighty-one feet, the two side-

wings being thirty-five feet wide and projecting seventeen feet

from main line of building, and covering an area of 5,492

square feet. The exterior walls are constructed with brick and

stone and covered with slated roof. The structure is finished

in three stories, the first having a clear height of thirteen feet

six inches, and is arranged with four school-rooms, two of

which are twenty-two feet four inches by thirty-two feet, and

the others twenty-five feet two inches by thirty feet each. As
seen by the plan there are three entrances with commodious

vestibules, with closets for clothing leading from same, and with

staircases to basement story, and to main floor.

The second story has a height of fifteen feet six inches, and is

arranged with the principal or High School room fifty-one feet by
forty-five feet, having a recitation room in either wing sixteen feet

four inches by thirty-two feet, and a teacher's room directly in

the rear of platform, also with ample closets for clothing. The
third story is reached by means of two wide staircases being

finished fourteen feet clear height, containing a hall for general

exercises measuring forty-nine feet by fifty-five feet with a

recessed platform. The library is located in one wing and the

other is used for a cabinet, each measuring sixteen feet by
thirty-two feet. The basement-story is arranged with separate

play-rooms with large and convenient lavatories adjoining, floor

concreted throughout and ample conveniences for heating-appa-

ratus and fuel-closets.

The building is arranged in the most perfect manner for

successful ventilation of the various rooms. The internal finish

is of chestnut with hard wood floors.

The first story is at present occupied by schools of inter-

mediate grade, and the second by the High School. The total

cost was not far from $60,000.
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Groton.—^I here present a view, plan and description, of tlie

High and Grammar School Building in the town of Groton,

Middlesex County. In respect to its architecture, general

arrangements for the twofold purpose for which it was designed,

viz., for a High and for a Grammar School; its furnishings,

ample play-ground, central and excellent location, &c., it will

not suffer by comparison with any school building that I have

visited in any of our country towns.

It was built under the supervision of Mr. H. A. Bancroft,

after plans prepared by H. M. Francis, architect, Fitchburg,

Mass., and was completed December, 1870, at a cost of

$32,000, including the land, which cost $2,500. The plan of

the building is a parallelogram, fifty feet by sixty feet ; with a

front break twenty-five feet wide, and projecting twelve feet,

having the girls' entrance on one side and the boys' on the

other, each entrance being under a wide porch. On the rear

is another break twenty-nine feet wide and projecting twelve

feet. This is one- story high and contains the privies.

The building is constructed of brick and trimmed with free-

stone. It is two stories high, besides the attic or roof story.

The first story is thirteen feet high, the second fifteen feet, and

the attic fourteen feet six inches.

The front projection is surmounted by a belfry and a short

spire, and the rear by a turret which serves as a ventilator for-

the privies.

The first floor is divided through the center, from front to

rear, giving a Grammar School room, dressing, and teacher's

room, and a stair-hall on each side. The south side is for the

boys ; the north for the girls.

On the second floor is the High School, with recitation, appa-

ratus and two clothes rooms.

Each of the Grammar School rooms contains seats for fifty

pupils, and the High School for sixty pupils.

In the attic is a large hall with adjacent ante-rooms.

The basement is divided through the center giving, besides

two fuel-rooms, a large play-room for each of the sexes.

The privy building is divided equally, each part being accessi-

ble from the basement and the outside, and completely venti-

lated by means of the ventilating turret.

The interior is finished throughout with southern pine, the
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walls being wainscotted to the height of three feet six inches,

and the doors and windows being cased plain.

Each of the school-rooms is amply supplied with slate-tables,

set into the walls above the wainscotting.

The system of ventilation, though, perhaps, not so active as

some other, is considered to be more certain and uniform in its

action. The outside air is taken in behind the cellar window

caps, carried up in a wall flue and taken into the room at the

top ; thence passing through the region of warm air it becomes

warmed before coming in contact with the scholars.

The impure air is drawn out of the room through openings

near the floor leading to a large brick flue about two feet

square, which is heated by a ten inch iron smoke-pipe passing

the whole length of the chimney.

There are two of these ventilating shafts, the draught oi

which is sufiicient to draw quite a volume of pure air into the

room.

The building committee were Col. Daniel Needham, H. A.

Bancroft, A. H. Caryl, Geo. S. Gates, and Geo. Litchfield,

from either of whom it is presumed more definite information

of this excellent model building can be obtained by corres-

pondence, or personally.

Framingham.—This school-house is located in the southerly

part of the town, constructed of wood, measuring forty feet by

fifty feet, Avith central projection twenty-four feet by seven feet,

two stories in height ; the first finished twelve feet in the clear,

occupied by intermediate department, having separate entrances

with clothes-closets adjoining ; the school-room is thirty-three

feet by thirty-eight feet nine inches, with ample accommoda-

tions for sixty pupils in single seats ; liberal platform for teach-

ers, centrally located, the room receiving its light from side

windows. The central entrance and vestibule, with stairs in

same, are devoted to the Grammar School ; the second or main

story is finished fourteen feet six inches high ; main room

having same dimensions as the one below, and has adjoining the

same, recitation-room fourteen feet by nineteen feet, with appa-

ratus and book-closets ; this story has also separate closets for

clothing.

The basement story is ten feet high, with cemented floor and
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plastered ceiling, and is reached by double staircases having on

the landings doors for each department. Ample provision is

made for furnaces and fuel, and water for each play-room, with

separate entrances to rear building.

Internally the building is finished with hard wood floors, and

hard-pine, varnished, for the lining of walls, and door and

window casings ; the doors and inside blinds are of pine, var-

nished ; the chimneys are located inside the building, with liberal

arrangements for ventilation-flues, which with proper care in-

sure pure air in the several rooms at all seasons of the year.

A building of this character can be erected and furnished for

the sum of $11,000.

WliiiinsviTle. (Northbridge) .—This building is constructed

of wood ; exterior dimensions being forty-five feet by thirty-five

feet, finished in two stories ; the first arranged with school-

room receiving its light from three large double windows on

either side ; measures thirty-two feet by thirty-four feet, and has

seventy single desks for primary department ; this story has also

a separate entrance for pupils on either side of main vestibule,

with conveniently arranged staircases to cellar-room.

The second story is reached by means of a wide double-stair-

case, and has accommodations for fifty-six pupils, the school-

room being of same dimensions as the one below, with convenient

clothing-rooms or entries and also teacher's private-room, with

book-closets directly in the rear of platform.

The general style of this building is like that at Northbridge

Center, hereafter described, and finished outside and inside in

the most complete manner.

North BiUerica.—This building was erected not only to meet

the wants of the schools in this manufacturing community,

but also in connection therewith to aflbrd accommodation

for a lecture-hall. The structure is of wood, sixty-six feet

by forty feet, with central projection twenty-four feet by nine

feet six inches ; the whole finished two stories. The first twelve

feet clear height, and arranged with two school-rooms twenty-

three feet by thirty-nine feet; each for fifty scholars,—each

room having separate entrance and closets, and the conveniences

usually found in a building of this character.
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• The second or hall story has its ground entrance in the central

part and is reached by two wide staircases, having a liberal sup-

ply of vestibule room below and above stairs. The hall-floor

is arranged with staircases to gallery, two ante-rooms nine feet

by thirteen feet each, and slips in the body of the room for

three hundred and fifty sittings, with speaker's platform at the

end reached by a private staircase from the first story. The

gallery will accommodate seventy-five persons. The interior

finish of the hall is carried out in a very creditable nianner and

gives to this village a lecture-hall, for size and amount ex-

pended, fully equal to any one in the State. The general

character of the exterior is not unlike that of the school-

house at Framingham, and is of a very substantial character and

free from excessive ornamentation. Cost varying little from

that at Framingham.

NoTtlibridge Center.—This school-house is thirty-five feet by

forty-five feet, located on a commanding lot of land, one hun-

dred feet by one hundred and fifty feet, which is laid out with

creditable skill. The building is of wood, with slated roof,

finished in bracketed style. The school-room is thirteen feet

high, arranged with single desks for sixty-four pupils ; the dis-

position of light is like that of the building at Whitinsville,

the windows being in the side walls ; the internal walls are

lined up to a convenient height with wood, and plastered above ;

the building can be readily enlarged by the addition of another

story. The matter of ventilation and heating has been attended

to in the most careful manner. The usual conveniences in the

way of blackboard, tablets, entrances, cellar-stairs, closets, &c.,

are as presented in the plan.

The contract for the three school-houses of this style erected

by the town, exclusive of cellar and furnishing, was $3,000.

Brimfield.—This is a wooden school-house finished in brack-

eted style, similar to that at Whitinsville ; is arranged with

two school-rooms on one floor, eighteen feet by twenty-nine feet

and twenty-eight feet by twenty-nine feet respectively ; the other

conveniences, such as entrances, stairs and closets, make up the

dimensions of the building to sixty feet by thirty feet ; the build-

ing is at present one story high, fourteen feet in the clear ; the
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walls externally being clapboardecl and internally sheathed

throughont to the height of window-stools and plastered above
;

the school-rooms are sheathed overhead, and otherwise the

interior is finished in the most complete manner.

The basement-story is eight feet high, arranged for fuel and

play-rooms, and other conveniences to perfect the same.

The building, including cellar, superstructure and furniture,

cost not far from $3,100.

Village School.—The design for a "village school-house"

gives dimensions of main part forty feet six inches by twenty-six

feet, with wings thirteen feet by eighteen feet, with porches in

the angles ; the exterior is intended for battened sheathed walls

and slated roof. The main room, thirty-five feet by twenty-five

feet, will accommodate sixty pupils, and it is to be finished

twelve feet high ; has the teacher's platform conveniently located,

/ '*''^^.

AVlUA&E.SCHOOi

with retiring closet in the rear of same, and with the staircases

on either side to descend to play-room in basement story ; the

rooms opening out of this room can be used for recitation or

clothing; as will be perceived, ample provision is made for

heatino- and ventilation flues. The internal finish throuo-hout

will be of pine, ash or other wood, filled or varnished. The
tablet surface on the side and end walls of main room to be

four feet wide, commencing about two feet six inches from the

17
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floor line, with clialk-trough and having molding on top. This

building can be erected for $2,800,

2^-a

CROUMS .PIAM.
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District School-house.—This design gives an accommodation

for forty to fifty pupils of both sexes. It consists of main room,

vV'l

si^'snit's.tu-^^oi.

twenty-five feet by thirty-three feet six inches, with two dress-

ing-rooms, nine feet by nine feet, well arranged for clothing, with
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entrances and closets in same and with the teacher's room lead-

ing from the platform ; should it be deemed expedient the

entire spaces occupied for entrances or porches can be thrown

open and the conveniences transferred to a rear building. The

interior is designed to be twelve feet six inches high, but can be

finished up into roof and give an additional height of four feet

six inches ; the walls internally to be lined up to the window-

stools and finished above with plaster (including ceiling) ; win-

dows to finish with inside blinds ; the floors to be of hardwood.

The exterior wall surface under the clapboarding to be covered

tliMt

L.Wi(^i\t (\«ti^.

with heavy sheathing-paper. The roof shingled and painted or

slated with colored bands.

The entire woodwork inside should be left with its natural

colors, and no paint used. The plastered walls and ceilings to

be tinted. The external walls painted in two colors ; the

darker tint to be used for the wall surfaces.

The cellar may be arranged for furnace and fuel purposes and
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have entrance from outside, or if used by the scholars as play-

room can have stairs from closets.

This building can be erected for $2,800 and upwards accord-

ing to location, exclusive of furniture.

A building of reduced size of this character can be erected

for $2,000.

The accompanying view and plan of a village or country school-

house, intended to accommodate from seventy to eighty pupils,

were printed in an "Educational Supplement" to "Harper's

Bazar," two or three years since, and, with the consent of

Messrs. Harper, are here presented as eminently worthy of con-

sideration. They were furnished by H. Hudson Holley, archi-
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tect, of New York. The cost of a building of this description

in the neighborhood of New York is stated to range from

$2,500 to $3,000, according to its finish ; but in other localities,

where labor and material are cheaper, a corresponding reduc-

tion might be made.

The following description of the building and some excellent

suggestions of a general character, in regard to the location,

GROUND PLAN OF SCHOOL-HOUSE.

heating, ventilating, &c., of school-buildings, accompany the

plan.

It is divided into boys' and girls' departments, occupying

either side of the school-room, each having a separate entrance,

with spacious vestibule, containing some twenty-five feet of

wardrobe, sufficient to afibrd a separate locker, if desired, to

every pupil. In the rear of the vestibules are water-closets,
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well lighted, and ventilated from below, causing a downward

current of air, which effectually prevents the rising of any

smells. These ventilators are connected with the large shaft

shown at A.

The recitation-rooms have similar flues, all in connection with

the smoke-flue from the furnace, the heat from which, by rare-

fying the air, causes a corresponding increase of draught. The

school-room has its floor perforated in several places, from

which there is a connection through air-ducts with the main

ventilator. This effectually carries off the poisonous exhala-

tions from the lungs, which would otherwise soon render the

air unfit to breathe. There is also a ventilator in the school-

room ceiling, the foul and heated air from which is discharged

through the small cupola surmounting the roof. This also con-

tains the bell, which is rung from the attic floor. This attic

will be found useful in further protecting the school-rooms from

both heat and cold. It is approached by an easy staircase, lo-

cated between the recitation-rooms. Underneath there are

stairs leading to the cellar. Here the furnace and coal or wood-

vaults are placed. We would especially recommend the use of

a furnace, rather than the so-called gas-consuming stoves

generally employed, both for convenience and for sanitary

reasons. A stove in a room simply consumes the oxygen,

while creating no circulation of air. A furnace, on the con-

trary, which is kept below, draws its air from without, warms

it moderately, and introduces it fresh into the rooms above

;

and when with this is combined properly constructed ventilators

in floor and ceiling, the foul air escapes exactly in proportion

to the fresh air introduced.

When a furnace cannot be had the following expedient may
be employed : Build a close chamber in the cellar, about ten

feet square, and in the center place an ordinary coal or wood

stove. Then connect this chamber with the outer air by means

of a flue about twelve by twenty-four inches, to admit a current

of fresh air, which, when heated, rises to the floors above

through registers, in the ordinary way.

Separate recitation-rooms will be found in rearrof the teach-

er's desk. By means of these the school may be at any time

taught as a graded school, with three classes reciting at a time.

Even if the school is not graded, teachers will often find it to
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the advantage of all concerned to hear classes in the recitation-

rooms, leaving the school-room in charge of a monitor.

The exterior of this building is of a thoroughly simple, though

somewhat novel character, the pitch of the roof being at an

angle of about thirty degrees from the horizon. This, while

sufficiently steep for shingles or slate, would, if of less pitch,

require a metal covering. It will be found expedient, if slate

is used, to have it laid on close boards, between which and the

slate we would recommend the introduction of tarred felt, which

not only has the advantage of warmth, but effectually prevents

driving snows from penetrating the roof. When shingles are

adopted it will be found best to fix them on lath of about one

by two inches, at a sufficient distance apart to receive them, as

shingles placed on close boarding are much more liable to de-

cay. The exterior walls are covered with ordinary clapboards

about as high as the attic floor, while above this vertical boards,

about eight or nine inches in width, are employed, the ends

being cut in an ornamental pattern, and the joints covered with

moulded battens about one by two inches. These vertical

sidings are sometimes called curtains, or aprons.

Heretofore our country school-houses have not only been of

ill-conceived design and arrangement, but their coloring has

been something painful to contemplate. Either white or red is

usually employed, probably the most ill-assorted tints that could

have been chosen. Would it not be better to have some of

those warm, transparent hues, at once harmonious with the sur-

rounding landscape and grateful to the eye ? Little things like

these, pleasing colors, architectural efiects, well-balanced pro-

portions, all aid in forming and refining the taste, and make the

old school-house a pleasant memory in after-years. Our chil-

dren, hving for the most part in plain homes, where nearly all

is necessarily calculated for utility, and but little thought is

ever given to sesthetics, need this force of contrast, and the

school-house, instead of being the least attractive building in

the village, should, by a higher taste, a more harmonious blend-

ing of form and color, lead these growing minds—unconsciously

it may be—to a love and desire for higher things than their

fathers knew.

There are many shades of color which might be suggested.

We would propose for the clapboard or body color a warm
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drab, such as would be produced by mixing with a cup of

strong coffee an equal proportion of rich cream. Then all the

trimmings, such as cornices, window-casings, water-tables and

string-courses, should be of a darker shade—such a tint as the

coffee would have with only a small proportion of the cream

added—sufficient to produce a striking contrast, which may be

seen at a distance. The apron of vertical boards before de-

scribed should be of a middle tint, produced by mingling in

equal proportions the colors before mentioned. The battens

should be of the trimming color. Colors, in these and many
other shades, are now prepared in quantities by large dealers,

thus insuring to consumers hues and tints which are uniform in

quality.

We would here mention that iron finials are a cheap and very

ornamental adjunct to a design. Wooden finials are good, if

proper models can be obtained ; but, as some iron-founders

have on hand very appropriate patterns, we think it safe at least

to recommend their use.

The location of a school-building is a matter deserving of at-

tention
;
perhaps some innovation upon time-honored custom

may be advisable. It has never been clearly explained why a

school-house should be placed on the edge of a swamp, or on

the top of a steep hill, nor has any one satisfactorily proved the

advantage of locating it immediately beside the village grave-

yard. We would therefore, with due respect, advise that these

heretofore favorite locations be abandoned, and that the building

be placed on level, dry ground, and that it be as near as pos-

sible to the center of the neighborhood from which the children

come. Sufficient ground should be secured to insure forever

good ventilation and light. The light and ventilation which are

sufficient for a residence are entirely inadequate to a room con-

taining from thirty to eighty children, each of whom must be

able, on the darkest day, to read at his seat fine print, and

to breathe fresh air without going out of doors for it. It is

well to have some shade-trees near the building, though a loca-

tion in the edge of a forest, where the sun seldom warms or

dries the ground, should be avoided. Care should of course be

taken that the building is not placed near cattle-pens, pig-sties,

stables, or other places from which offensive odors and impure

air are constantly escaping.
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The condition of the grounds about the building will largely

modify its appearance. A school-yard in which every blade

of grass has been trampled down will spoil the effect of the most

perfectly designed and painted building. The ground im-

mediately adjoining the building, therefore, should be neatly

grassed, and for as great a width as practicable. Paths, for

ingress and egress, should be cut through this space. The

play-ground should be in the rear, and should not be allowed

to encroach on the grassed surface. The monotony of a level

surface of grass might with advantage be broken by groups or

single plants of flowering shrubs or of evergreens. In most

parts of the United States the forests contain evergreens and

ornamental trees, which may be had for the trouble of digging

up and transplanting. Most of the pines, cedars, spruces, firs,

hemlocks, magnolias, dog-woods, &c., are at some or all seasons

of the year ornamental, and as such are placed, often at great

cost, in the handsomest grounds in the country. Our forests

also abound in ornamental vines and creepers, which may be

. used with effect to cover fences, foundation-walls, &c. A
small contribution from the pupils would effect the purchase of

a few bulbs, seeds and roots, while a few moments of labor,

subtracted from the school-hours of some of the " bad boys "

would keep the whole in order, and would perhaps have on said

boys a more salutary effect than would leafless twigs applied to

uncongenial shoulders and palms.

For permission to use the three following views of country

school-houses I am indebted to the kindness of J. W. Schermer-

horn & Co. of New York City, 14 Bond Street, publishers of a

valuable work on " School-Houses " by James Johonnot, from

the last edition of which (1871) they are taken. This work,

as well as the very valuable one on " School Architecture " by
Hon. Henry Barnard, which has passed through several edi-

tions, and a copy of which was given a few years since to the

school committee of every town in our State, also a similar

work published some years since by the School Commissioner

of the State of Pennsylvania, and a small "Manual on School-

Houses and Cottages for the People of the South," by C.

Thurston Chase, Superintendent of Education, Florida, are

18
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commended to those who desire to obtain works treating: some-

what exhaustively on this subject.

Country schools generally need accommodations for from

forty to eighty pupils. In the plan given on next page sixty

seats are provided. The room is thirty-four by thirty-eight

feet, and by slight changes in size it may be contracted or ex-

panded. By adding three feet to the length, space is given for

ten additional seats, and by making the building four feet

narrower there would still be sufficient room for four rows of

desks, accommodating forty-eight pupils.

In this design two entrances are provided in front, each of

which opens into a room which is at once an entry-way and a

lobby for clothes. The space between the two entry-ways can

be used for recitations, and a room may be finished in the base-

ment, or added to the rear, for the storing of fuel.

The design is well adapted to districts in which the attend-

ance is large during one portion of the year and small at other

times. The recitation-room gives an opportunity for the em-

ployment of an extra teacher when the school is crowded. The

front and back walls of the school-room, between the two

doors, should be occupied by blackboards. The stoves are

placed in the front corners of the room and the ventilators in

the opposite corners. This room is supplied with two back

entrances opening respectively into the boys' and girls' play-

grounds.

Elevation No. 1.—This elevation represents a plain but neat
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and substantial building of wood. The roof has the plain,

wide, projecting cornice and eaves which protect the walls of

the building, and at the same time give it an appearance of com-

fort and solidity. The finish may be of battens, as in the

engraving, or it may be of clapboards, or substantially the

same building may be made of brick. This elevation is repre-

sented as standing on a hillside which slopes downward and
backward from the house. In situations of this kind the back
entrance may be omitted, and the basement may be fitted up
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for a wood-room. The nearly square form of this elevation,

the perfectly plain finish, the arrangement of everything

beneath a single roof, and the entire lack of ornamentation,

render this one of the cheapest buildings which can be erected.

K anything cheaper is attempted it will be by the use of poor

materials, by scrimping just proportions, or by diminishing the

size, so as to deprive pupils of their due proportion of pure air,

and of their freedom of movement. In either case the interests
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of the school will suffer, and present saving will be effected at

a fearful future cost to the children.

Elevation No. 2.—This is another very plain and cheap

structure of wood, finished with clapboards. The bell-tower

gives dignity to the building, but it may be omitted. The roof

is the ordinary pitch and may be covered with slate or shingles.

In finishing wood structures in this manner, the clapboards

should be laid with but little exposure to the weather. This

arrangement gives tighter joints, and makes the building much
warmer. In some sections buildings designed for habitation

are covered with a coating of tarred paper before the siding is

laid, and this renders them almost air-tight. This covering is

recommended for school-houses built in our northern climate,

and in exposed locations. By its use the school-room will be
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made more comfortable, and a large saving in fuel will be

made.

Elevation No. 3.—This building, in form, is but a slight

variation from No. 2. The comers of the gables have been cut

off and the form of the cupola changed ; but otherwise it is

substantially the same. The finish in the engraving is made to

represent brick, but wood or stone may be used.

In the erection of brick walls care must be taken to have the

walls hollow, or formed so that a space of air may be confined

within them, otherwise the walls will be damp and the room

unhealthy. The precaution should also be taken to have the

foundation laid in hydraulic cement as high as the water-table

to prevent the moisture of the ground from permeating the

entire walls of the building. The effect of the moisture is not

only deleterious to health, but combined with the action of

frost, it has a tendency to crack and destroy the walls of the

building.

[It was my purpose to add brief papers on the heating, venti-

lating, and furnishing of school-houses, but a very severe attack

of pneumonia, incapacitating me from all labor, and from which

I am only just beginning to convalesce as my Keport is passing

through the press, prevents me from carrying out this part of

my plan. It has also prevented me from making some parts of

my Report as satisfactory to myself as I might otherwise have

done.]

School-Furniture.—On this important topic I shall speak

very briefly. The next thing to having a good school-house is

to have it well furnished. There is no better or surer way to

make our schools popular, and to bring into them all of a proper

school-age than to provide as good school accommodations as

possible. Let the school-room be made attractive in these

respects, and children would rather come to school than un-

necessarily absent themselves.

The improvement in school-furniture, the last thirty years,

has been quite equal to that in school-houses. I herewith pre-

sent three pages of specimens of modern school-furniture, and

a fourth page to show how the desks and chairs may be arranged

in the school-room with reference to economy of space, and gen-
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INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL SINGLE DESK AND CHAIR.

No. 4. No. 5.

They are graded of two different heights,—Nos. 4 and 5.

No, 4. Desk and Chair, for pupils from 8 to 10 years of aj

" 5. do. do. 6 to 8 do.

Length of desk, 1 foot 10 inches. Width of desk, 1 foot.

Space required for chair, between desks, 14 inches.

No. 101.

PRIMARY SCHOOL DESKS AND CHAIRS.

No. 5. No. 6, No. 7.

They are graded of three different heights,—^Nos. 5, 6 and 7.

No. 5. Desk and Chair, for pupils from 6 to 8 years of age.

" 6. do. do. 5 to 6 do.

" 7. do. do. 4 to 6 do.

Length of desk, 1 foot 6 inches. Width of desk, 1 foot.

Space required for chair, between desks, 14 inches.
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No. 139.

Two Drawers.

No. 159.

Nine Drawers and Table-top.

No. 150.

COMMON-SCHOOL SETTEE.

~^\\&ns::: "^^^^ ^vs^^*^

Height of Seat, 17 inches.
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No. 123.

Music Chart or Tablet.
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No. 1.—Tlie above diagram represents a school-room, 30 by 32 feet, ar-

ranged with thirty-five of Boss's double school desks and chairs, and will

seat seventy scholars. The desks are four feet long and sixteen inches

wide ; the two side aisles are three feet wide, and the four centre aisles

eighteen inches wide ; the space between the desks, occupied by the

chairs, is seventeen inches wide.
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PUPILS' DESKS AND CHAIRS.
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No. 2.—The above diagram represents a school-room, the same size as

No. 1, arranged with fifty-six of Ross's single desks and chairs. The desks

are two feet long and sixteen inches wide, being the same width, and one-

half the length as those in diagram No. 1. The two side aisles are two

feet and niae inches wide, and the seven centre aisles eighteen inches

wide ; the space between the desks, occupied by the chairs, is seventeen

inches wide.
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eral effect, which is often a perplexing matter to those who have

had no experience in the business.

The plates have been kindly furnished me by Mr. Joseph L.

Ross, of Boston, the Nestor of school-furniture manufacturers,

whose furniture is so widely and favorably known that no word

of commendation from me seems necessary. I do most cor-

dially, however, endorse all that is said in its favor. The exten-

sive and costly contribution of specimens of his school-furniture

which he has just sent to the Vienna Exposition, will be one of

the most attractive features of the American Educational De-

partment represented there, and will reflect credit, not upon

him alone, but upon our country.

The numbers connected with these three pages of cuts corre-

spond with the numbers in the catalogue or circular of school-

house furniture, manufactured by Mr. Eoss, which also contains

a full description of his furniture, prices, &c. Copies of this

can be obtained by addressing him.

Other manufacturers of school-house furniture in Boston are

Messrs. Shattuck, and Haskell, and in New York City, Messrs.

J. W. Schermerhorn & Co.

Gentlemen of the Board : I have omitted any allusion to my
personal labors during the year, that I might not destroy the

unity of my Report, and because having so often presented

them in detail, and as they are substantially the same from year

to year, it seemed to me unnecessary. To these labors I have

devoted myself with as much ability and efficiency as I possess,

and the experience of another year has given me a deeper sense

of the importance of the duties which the legislature, through

you, has devolved upon me, and of my obligation to discharge

them with increased zeal and fidelity.

ABNER J. PHIPPS,
General Agent of the Board of Education.

Boston, March, 1873.
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SECEETAET'S EEPOET.

Gentlemen of the Board of Education

:

—

The Thirty-Sixth Annual Report of the Secretary is herewith

presented. Your attention is invited to the following

SUMMAKY OF STATISTICS FOR 1871-72.

Number of cities and towns, 342

All have made returns.

Number of Public Schools, 5,193

Increase for the year, 117

Number of persons in the State between five and fifteen years

of age. May 1, 1871, . ,. 282,485

Increase for the year, 4,236

Number of scholars of all ages in all the Public Schools dur-

ing the year, . 276,602

Increase for the year, 2,941

Average attendance in all the Public Schools during the year, 205,252

Increase for the year, 3,502

Ratio of average attendance for the year to the whole number
of persons between five and fifteen, expressed in decimals, 73

Number of children under five attending Public Schools, . 2,825

Increase for the year, Ill

Number of persons over fifteen attending Public Schools, . 23,211

Increase for the year, 1,238

Number of towns tliat have made the provisions concerning

truants required by law, 127

Number of different persons employed as teachers of Public

Schools during the year : males, 1,024 ; females, 7,419

;

total, 8,443

Decrease of males, 25; increase of females, 233;

total increase, 208

Average length of Public Schools, .... eight mos., eight days.

Average wages of male teachers (including salaries of High

School teachers) per month, $85 09

Average wages of female teachers per month, ... 32 39

Amount raised by taxation for the support of Public Schools,

including only wages, fuel, care of fires and school-rooms, $3,594,686 38

Increase for the year, .... $322,351.05
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Income of funds appropriated for Public Schools at the option

of the town, as surplus revenue and the tax on dogs, . . $38,962 51

Voluntary contributions to prolong Public Schools, or to pur-

chase apparatus, &c., $14,745 37

Increase for the year, $2,205.11

Amount of local school funds, the income of which can be

appropriated only for schools and academies, . . . $1,361,173 61

Income of the local funds appropriated for schools and acade-

mies, $87,651 93

Income of the State School Fund paid to the cities and towns

in aid of their Public Schools for the school-year 1871-72, . $87,356 39

Amount paid for superintendence of schools by school com-

mittees, and for school reports, $109,734 30

Amount of salaries paid to superintendents of Public Schools, $47,751 00

Aggregate returned as expended on Public Schools alone, ex-

clusive of expense of repairing and erecting school-houses,

and of school-books, $3,845,485 95

Increase for the year, .... $324,975.60

Sum raised by taxes, including income of surplus revenue, of

similar funds, and the tax on dogs (but exclusive of taxes

for school edifices and superintendence), for the education

of each child in the State between five and fifteen years of

age, per child, $12 86.3

Increase for the year, . . . . . $1.08

Percentage of the valuation of 1871, appropriated for Public

Schools, including only wages of teachers, fuel and care of

fires and school-rooms (two mills and forty-three hun-

dredths), $0,002-43

Increase for the year on valuation of 1865, $0,000-82

All the towns in the State have raised, by tax, the amount
required by law ($3 for each person between five and fif-

teen), as a condition of receiving a share of the income of

the State School Fund, except Gay Head.

Amount expended in 1871 for erecting school-houses,' , . $1,328,268 22

Decrease for the year,.... $383,805.69

Amount expended in 1871 for repairing school-houses, . . $402,528 40

Increase for the year, .... $55,749.01

Total expended for school-houses in 1871, . . , .$1,730,796 62

Number of High Schools returned as such in towns not re-

quired by law to maintain them, 44

Number of High Schools in cities and towns having five hun-

dred families, and required by law to maintain such schools, 132

Evening schools, kept in thirty-seven cities and towns

;

number of teachers, 360 ; average attendance, 5,000 ; ex-

pense, $46,624.68.

Schools in State Charitable and Reformatory Institutions,

—

number, 18; teachers, 25; number of different pupils, 1,148
;

average attendance, 735 ; number between five and fifteen,

475 ; number over fifteen, 348 ; expense, $2,746.84.
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Number of Incorporated Academies returned, ... 58

Average number of scholars, 4,265

Increase for tlie year, . . , . . . 1,320

Amount paid for tuition, $175,185 73

Increase for tlie year, .... $60,049.58

Number of Private Schools and Academies, .... 463

Increase for the year, ...... 35

Estimated avei'age attendance, 13,687

Inci'ease for the year, 1,243

Estimated amount of tuition paid, $423,186 50

Increase for the year, .... $16,753.65

Amount of taxes paid to maintain Public Schools alone,

—

For wages, fuel, care of fres and school-rooms, repairing and

erecting school-houses, supervising schools, printing school

reports, providing apparatus, and instruction of children in

reformatory institutions and almshouses, .... $5,476,927 65

For each person in the State between five and fifteen years of

age, $19 39

For each man, woman and child in the State, .... $3 76

A percentage on the State valuation of 1871 of . . . fO.003-65

If to the above amount raised by taxation there are added

voluntary contributions, income of funds, tuition paid in Private

Schools and in Academies, appropriations by the legislature for

Normal Schools, Teachers' Institutes and Associations, printing,

salaries and expenses of the Secretary, Agents and members of

the Board of Education, &c., not including interest of money

invested in school-buildings, and the cost of school-books, nor

the expense of professional and scientific schools, and of col-

leges, the amount expended during the year for popular educa-

tion is $6,350,000, or for each person between five and fifteen,

the sum of $22.85, and for eslch person of the entire population

of the State, the sum of $4.36.

LiBEARIES.

In their last annual returns the school committees returned not

only the schools, but the public and social libraries of the State.

They were directed to return as public libraries, those which

were aided, or in part supported, by a tax on the ratable prop-

erty of the town, according to the General Statutes, chap. 33.

They were also requested to return social libraries—all other

libraries not belonging to private individuals or Sabbath-schools.

In some instances they have included in free public libraries,

those requiring a tax on private individuals for membership, or
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for use of books, or supported and made free by donations,

when no tax bad been assessed upon the property of the town,

which was contrary to their directions.

Public Libraries., as reported in April, 1872.
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Public Libraries.—Continued.
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Social Libraries, as rejjortecl April, 1872.

155
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Social Libraries—Continued.
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The sums paid to the several institutions in 1872 in support

of the state pupils are as follows :

—

To the American Asj^lum,

To the Clarke Institution,

To the Boston School, ....
Total,

Balance of appropriation for the year,

$14,665 51

9,180 65

4,107 45

$27,953 61

2,046 39

The following extracts from the last amiual report of Edward

C. Stone, the principal of the Asylum, will be read with in-

terest :

—

The census of 1870 gives us the following information in regard to

the deaf and dumb. The total number in the United States is sixteen

thousand two hundred and five, a proportion of one in two thou-

sand three hundred and seventy-eight of population. Ninety-six of

these are also blind ; fifty-nine are also insane ; one hundred and forty

are also idiotic ; seven are also blind and insane ; eleven are blind and

idiotic. In the census of 1860, the proportion was one in two thou-

sand two hundred and seventy-five.

In 1870 there were one thousand six hundred and fiffc^'-four deaf-

mutes in New England,—nine hundred and seventeen males, and seven

hundred and thirty-seven females. The proportion is one in two thou-

sand and fortj^-eight. In 1860 it was one in two thousand one hundred

and eleven. The reports of various deaf and dumb institutions com-

plain that the census is inaccurate, and state that many mutes are

known to have been overlooked and omitted, and that the actual num-

ber is considerably larger than the census states it to be.

The statistics for New England are as follows :

—

STATES.
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A new S3'stem of teaching articulation has recentl}' been brought

into notice in this country by Mr. A. Graham Bell of England, but

lately of Canada, who says of its history :

—

"The S3'stem of ' Visible Speech' was invented by my father, Mr.

A. Melville Bell, professor of vocal ph3^siology, and it constitutes a

new species of phonetic wi'iting, based not upon sounds, but upon the

actions of the vocal organs in producing them. The plan originated

fully a quarter of a century ago. The idea conceived was that of rep-

resenting the sounds of all languages by means of one alphabet, the

characters of which should reveal to the eye the organic formation of

the sound. Although my father's professional duties as a corrector of

the defects of utterance, directly favored the study of the organic

formation of sounds, still the difficulties in the way of carr^-ing out the

idea were so great, that it was not until 1864 that the plan took definite

shape. Then, indeed, a scheme of letters was produced which claimed

to be so perfect as to represent any sound the human mouth could utter."

In 1869 the first attempt was made, in England, to appl}'' the sys-

tem to the instruction of deaf-mutes. Mr. Bell, speaking of its appli-

cation, says :

—

" The system does not interfere with any existing plan of education.

Visible Speech takes no part in the contest between articulation, on the

one hand, and signs and manual alphabets on the other. In presenting

his system for adoption, all that the inventor means to say is this

:

' Here is a means by which 3'ou can obtain perfect articulation from

deaf-mutes ; make tvhat use of it you choose.' He places the tool in the

hands of teachers, with general directions how to use it.

" Visible Speech is not necessarily associated with lip-reading. There

is no doubt that, in schools where lip-reading is emploj^ed, the symbols

will materially assist the pupils by showing them what to look for in

the mouths of hearing persons, but this is apart from its greater sphere

of usefulness as a means of communicating articulation.

"Visible Speech does not profess to teach the deaf to modidate their

voices; it deals with articulation pure and simple.

" There is no doubt that, by means of the sj^mbols, the quality or

' timbre ' of the voice may be influenced ; and future experiments will

show how far a harsh and disagreeable voice may be made soft and

pleasing by means of them.

" Deaf-mutes may be taught to modulate their voices, and to read

with expression, by means of an (at present) unpublished development

of Visible Speech, which aims at representing pictorially the changes

of the voice in regard to force, duration and pitch. This system con

stitutes an elocutionary, and, in its fullest development, a musical nota-

tion, accomplishing for the throat what Visible Speech does for the

mouth.
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" We all know that our deaf-mute pupils give on the play-ground and

elsewhere perfectly natural inflections. They laugh and cry like other

children. The problem is to make them conscious of the movements

of their voices. Experiments in the Boston school have proved that

this can be done.

" Analog}' reveals the cause of the only partial success that has

hitherto attended the efforts to teach articulation to the congenital

deaf-mute. The attempt to make him utter words and sentences, /ro?3i

the very outset of his education, can only be productive of imperfect

articulation. It will be difficult, and in many cases impossible, to cor-

rect afterwards the defects engendered by too great anxiety for prog-

ress on the part of his teacher.

" The mouth must be educated to produce sounds before the difficul-

ties of spoken language can be successfull}' grappled with. By means

of the symbols the elementary sounds may be combined in all sorts of

ways to form senseless compounds analogous to syllables, words, and

sentences. These should be uttered at first ver}^ slowly ; then, by de-

grees, faster and faster, until the power of correct and rapid utterance

has been attained. Then, and not till then, will it be safe to introduce

articulation with sense attached."

The attention of educators has been called to this sj^stem, by the

lectures delivered by the inventor during the last three years in various

cities of the United States, and much interest has been awakened in it.

It has been introduced and adopted in the schools for deaf-mutes at

Boston and Northampton, and is to be tried in others. Its success

thus far has been highly commended by the press, and by various

testimonials. Mr. Bell has been engaged to spend a short time at the

As^'lum, to impart his system and to put it in practice, among classes

of both congenital and semi-mutes. He commenced his labors upon

the first of May, and the result will be regarded with much interest.

Of the use of the method of Mr. Bell in the Asylum, Mr.

Stone in a note to myself, says :

—

" We are giving instructions in articulation by Mr. Bell's method as

an accomplishment. We consider it better than former methods, but

cannot yet speak as to the result with congenital mutes."

Time of Admission.

The time for admitting pupils is the second Wednesday of September,

and at no other time in the year. Punctuality in this respect is very

important, as it cannot be expected that the progress of a whole class
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should be retarded on account of a pupil who joins it after its forma-

tion. Such a pupil must suffer the inconvenience and the loss.

It is earnestly recommended to the friends of the deaf and dumb, to

have them taught to write a fair and legible hand before thej^ come to

the Asylum. This can be easily done, and it prepares them to make

greater and more rapid improvement.

The pupil should be well clothed; that is, he should have both sum-

mer and winter clothing enough to last one year, and be furnished with

a list of the various articles, each of which should be marked. A small

sum of mone^^, not less than five dollars, should also be deposited with

the steward of the Asj'lum, for the personal expense of the pupil not

otherwise provided for.

I give also extracts from the report of the Clarke Institution

instead of the entire report heretofore printed with the reports

of the Board.

The financial condition of the Clarke Institution may be learned in

detail from the statement appended to this report. It is regarded as

good, and we look forward to the daj^, now not far distant, as we hope,

when by the payment of our debt, incurred in constructing and im-

proving the buildings on the estate of the Institution, we shall be

enabled to apply the income of the permanent fund more entirely to

the current expenses of the school, and thus reduce the cost of tuition

and board considerably below the present rates. The income from

the fund the past year has been $15,428.87, of which nearly two-fifths

($5,933.87) was expended in pacing the interest and reducing the

principal of the debt, and about $2,000 more in enlarging and improv-

ing our buildings. These are now in such condition that they will not

need any large outlay in future except for repairs, and the debt can

therefore be still more rapidly extinguished. The current expenses of

the school itself may be estimated hereafter at from $16,000 to $20,000

a year, and of this the income of the fund will soon, we trust, enable

us to pay two-thirds ; leaving no more than $6,000 annually to be paid

for the board and tuition of pupils by those who are responsible for

their education. This will materially diminish the cost to the State of

instructing its deaf-mute pupils in the Clarke Institution ; a result in

which its corporation take a deep interest ; since it has ever been our

wish to diminish the cost to the public, while increasing the excellence

of deaf-mute instruction. Could a school similar to this at Northamp-

ton be endowed and chiefly supported b}" private munificence in the

eastern part of the Commonwealth, the cost to the state treasury for

each of its pupils then instructed in Massachusetts probably need not
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exceed $100 a j'eur, the sum now paid for tuition alone at the excel-

lent public school in Boston.

The whole number of deaf-mute children in Massachusetts who
ought to be at school is probablj^ more than 225 ; the number actually

at school in the Clarke Institution, the Hartford Asylum and the Bos-

ton day-school is now about 160. It would therefore seem proper,

since the Clarke Institution will soon be unable to receive all, even of

the Massachusetts pupils who apply for admission, that some just and

convenient system of classif3-ing the state pupils, so that they may be

admitted and kept at the school best fitted for them, should be devised

ajid early put in practice.

It has never been maintained by the managers of the Clarke Insti-

tution that the method of instruction adopted here is equally applica-

ble to all deaf-mutes. Our desire and purpose is to find out the limits

of the class for which it is the best method, and to restrict our efforts

to this class, since we cannot undertake, in so small a school, the edu-

cation of all deaf-mutes who may apply for admission. When our

school list is full, as in all probability it soon will be, it will be neces-

sar}^ to decline receiving pupils, and it will be our intention in choos-

ing from the applicants presenting themselves, to take those who can

be equally well, or better taught here than elsewhere ; and to discharge

or transfer to other schools, if desired, those who can better be in-

structed elsewhere ; as soon as experience has shown which they are.

Such a course is best for the pupils and best for the efficiency of the

school ; nor does it imply that any invidious or unreasonable selection

will be made among the candidates presenting themselves, or the pupils

already in school.

Our experience with "visible speech" has been too limited at this

date (Oct. 1st, 1872) to enable us to pass conclusive judgment upon it

in all its bearings ; but its use so far has been exceedingly encourag-

ing and promises well for the future. Greater and better results have

been attained with new pupils than were possible by the German
method. On the part of advanced pupils, too, some defects in articula-

tion have been corrected which imitation had failed to correct. We
are unable to foresee any good reason why Mr. Bell's system should

not be a success. It need not interfere essentially with mental cul-

ture. Its very symbols are a lesson in physiology, and the applica-

tion of those symbols necessitates intellectual activity. Here is men-
tal culture at the outset. It is also highly auxiliary to lip-reading.

Farther than this, it disturbes no one's partiality for any particular

medium of mental instruction. Those who prefer signs, can use signs
;

and those who prefer the English language, can use the manual alpha-

bet or writing, till the pupil's oral attainments become available in the

recitation-room. It may be doubted, however, whether pupils addicted

21
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to signs will be as likely to retain speech after graduating, as will

those who made it their dependence while at school.

Most of the arrangements and appliances of the Clarke Institution

prove ver}^ satisfactor3\ Its domestic regime approximates that of a

well regulated private family. Boys and girls have their separate

dormitory buildings and play-grounds, but come together in the school

and dining rooms. Each pupil has a sepai'ate bed, and in most cases

a separate room. All are required to make their own beds and keep

their own rooms in order. The younger pupils are taught to use the

needle ; the older girls, to make and mend clothing ; and the older

bo3'S find some employment on farm or garden, with rudimentary exer-

cises in the use of carpenters' tools. A well digested plan for teach-"

ing them trades remains to be devised. At table, each pupil has his

or her own place, plate, knife, fork and napkin. The teachers partake

of the same food at the same time, and are distributed among the pu-

pils to supply their wants, inculcate good breeding, and encourage

cheerful social intercourse. All is homelike, and with trifling excep-

tions, good health has prevailed throughout the year. Distinguished

visitors from our own and foreign countries, have evinced a deep

interest in our institution, and have uttered words of cheer.

The following extracts are from the report of Miss Rogers, of

her recent visit to European institutions :

—

I was glad to see no apparent desire to build up mammoth institu-

tions, the largest number of pupils I /ound in any German school not

exceeding one hundred and thirty, and in any English school, one

hundred and forty, except at the institution at Old Kent Road, where

there were three hundred and twenty-eight, including about fifty pupils

in the branch school at Margate.

The average age of pupils is, I should judge, considerably less than

in our American institutions
;
partially owing perhaps, on the conti-

nent at least, to the custom of children's being " confirmed" from four-

teen to sixteen or seventeen years of age and seldom remaining at

school after that rite has been performed. Indeed, one great aim in

their education seems to be to fit them to receive confirmation intel-

ligently.

Probably another reason for leaving school so 3'oung is that trades

are seldom taught at the institutions, and as in Germany, to receive

patronage one must serve a full apprenticeship, he cannot afibrd a long-

er time at school. Here I would mention that at the Rotterdam

school, during the last two or three j^ears of the course, the boys are

apprenticed by the institution to trades in the city, and devote their

afternoons to that work. One boy about to graduate whom I saw
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there, had learned his trade and was ah'eadj^ receiving a small weeldy

compensation.

This arrangement seems much more satisfactory than that which

obtains generally in Europe, of learning the trade after leaving school,

or than that found in America, of learning it at the institution, as the

bo5'S are not forced to leave school so 3'oung, and have the opportu-

nity^ of mingling with hearing people while learning their trade ; a

point gained, since the less closel}'^ persons possessing the same pecu-

liarities or deficiencies are associated, the better.

To institute a just comparison between the schools on the continent

and those in America seems to me almost impossible. What Ameri-

can visiting those schools knows the language there taught as he

knows his native tongue ? He may understand others and make him-

self understood, but does he know the peculiarities of the language, its

nice shades of meaning and its construction, nearly as well as he

knows his own ? How then can he compare the attainments of pupils

using the two languages ?

A limited knowledge of the language of the country may serve in

comparing schools using the same language. Among the continental

schools, those of Mr. Lehfeld, a private institution in Vienna, of Mr.
Deutsch at the Jewish institution in the same city, of Mr. Roessler in

Osnabriick and of Mr. Hirsch in Rotterdam, stand deservedly high.

The}^ are mentioned in the order visited. Of the school at Zurich, it

being Easter vacation, I saw too little to justify a comparison with

other schools, but the little I there saw impressed me very favorably,

and wovild seem to warrant its high reputation. Here were three lady

teachers, and the director thought when a vacancy occurred in his staff

he should fill it with a lady rather than with a gentleman. In Ger-

many I found no institution employing a lady teacher in its intellect-

ual department.

On careful inquiry as to whether children improved or lost in artic-

ulation after leaving school, no instance was given of a child's wholly

losing its speech. Some said children spoke more, though not as well,

but read the lips better. Others said it depended upon how they were
situated after leaving school. Again others said decidedly that they

improved both in speaking and lip-reading. Mr. Hirsch of Rotterdam
bore this testimony, that of the one hundred and sixteen pupils who
had left his institution, one hundred spoke more and better, understood

language and read from the lips better after leaving school than at the

time of leaving. The remaining sixteen, through sickness, death, or

weak-mindedness, had failed to reach that result.

^
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ScJiool Terms and Time of Admission.

There are two terms in the year, of twenty weeks each ; the first

commencing on the third Wednesday of September, with a vacation of

four weeks in winter ; the second commencing on the first Wednesday

of March, with a summer vacation of eight weeks. Pupils cannot

spend the vacations at school. It is desirable to have all applications

for admission for the succeeding year made as earl}^ as June. The

3'ear begins on the third Wednesday of September. None will be ad-

mitted at any other time, unless they are fully qualified to enter classes

already formed, and on payment of the full tuition for the term in

which they enter.

The pupils must bring good and sufficient clothing for both summer

and winter, and be furnished with a list of the various articles, each one

of lohich should be marked, and also with paper, envelopes and stamps.

A small sum of money, not less than five dollars, should be deposited

with the Pi incipal for incidentcd expenses.

Application for admission to either school by the aid of the

Commonwealth should be made to His Excellency the gov-

ernor, or to the Secretary of the Board of Education, before the

20th of July.

Extracts from the reports of the school committee and the

superintendent of schools of Boston, will be found in School

Committees' Reports, printed herewith, pages 174, 187.

Teachers' Institutes.

Teachers' Institutes have been held during the year as fol-

lows :

—

At Barre, for 5 days, commencing October 11, .

At Gloucester, for 5 days, commencing October 14, .

A-t Wakefield, for 5 days, commencing October 21, .

At Williamstown, for 5 days, commencing October 28,

At Chester, for 3^ days, commencing November 5, .

At Southbridge, for 6 days, commencing November 11,

At Bernardston, for 5 days, commencing November 18,

At Barnstable, for 5 clays, commencing December 2,

Whole number attending,

Average, .

Number attending.

106

144

140

242

65

95

116

102

1,010

126

The above is an approximate statement of the numbers in

attendance. In some instances it was difficult, for several

reasons, to get every name registered, chiefly because some

from the neighboring towns had permission to close their
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schools for two clays only, and occasionally for but one, and

being present during this short time, and leaving before the

close of the Institute, neglected to register their names. With

one or two exceptions the above numbers represent those whose

names are registered, and the aggregate is really larger than

the number given. At "VVilliamstown, a large number of the

college students attended nearly all the exercises, and took au

active interest in them. The college recitations were suspended

for two days, and the college officers as well as the students,

attended the sessions of the Institute. The shorter session at

Chester, and the smaller number in attendance, are owing to

the fact that the Institute was held there during the week of

the presidential election, commencing on the evening of election

day, and the number of teachers in the neighboring towns is

comparatively small.

A very large proportion of those in attendance at all the

Institutes were practical teachers, many of them having taught

for long periods. Others were exjDecting soon to teach, and

frequently members of the school committees from adjacent

towns were present as active participants in the exercises.

This series of Institutes will compare very favorably with

any previously held, and was quite satisfactory in most respects.

It is very much to be regretted that many teachers fail to reap

the full benefit of these Institutes by not being present during

all the time they are held. This, however, is not their fault,

as, with rare exceptions, they would gladly attend the full

period that the Institute is held, if they were allowed to close

their schools for that purpose. Not uufrequently the commit-

tees in the neighboring towns allow the teachers to attend only

for the last two days of the session, and to such the Institute is

of comparatively little benefit. If these Institutes are of suffi-

cient importance to be maintained by the State at consider-

able expense, then the teachers should have the full benefit of

them, and, if necessary, it should be made imperative upon

school committees, in towns within reasonable distance of the

places where the Institutes are to be held, to require all their

teachers to attend them during the entire session.

In every instance the hospitality of the citizens was most

generously extended to members of the Institute, and free

return tickets over the railroads were given to them by the
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General Agent of the Board, who had been kindly permitted to

do so by the officials of the several roads. This favor never

has been refused, and, in behalf of the teachers and of the

Board, he desires to express to all who have so readily and

cheerfuly granted it, his most cordial thanks.

One hundred and ninety-nine teaching exercises and lectures

of an hour each during the day, and thirty-nine evening lec-

tures, seven of the last being followed by readings, were given

at these eight Institutes, being an average of twenty-five day

exercises j, and five evening lectures at each.

The teaching exercises were given by Mr. George A. Walton,

a Special Agent of the Board, in arithmetic, at all the Insti-

tutes, and an evening lecture at one ; by Mr. O. H. Bowler, in

* penmanship, at all but one; by Prof. Monroe, of Chelsea, in

reading, at all of them, and one evening lecture at each ; by

Prof. William H. Niles, of Cambridge, at five, and evening

lectures at five ; two teaching exercises in drawing were given

by Mr. Walter Smith, a Special Agent of the Board, at six of

the Institutes, and an evening lecture at one ; Mr. Dickinson,

of Westfield, gave teaching exercises at four of the Institutes

;

Miss Carver, of Westfield, in geography, at three, and Miss

Kingsley, of Westfield, in singing, at two ; Prof. Morse, of

Salem, two day and one evening lectures at one Institute ; Mr.

Hagar, of Salem, in singing, at four, and an evening lecture at

one; Mr. Boyden, of Bridgewater, at two, and Mr. Martin, of

Bridgewater, at one ; Profs. Tenney and Perry, of Williams

College, gave, the former three day and two evening lectures,

and the latter one day lecture at Williamstown ; Mr. J. D.

Philbrick, and Mr. Joshua Bates, of Boston, Mr. A. J. Sanborn,

of Bernardston, and Rev. F. Tuxbury, each gave a single lec-

ture ; Mr. Phipps, General Agent, gave day lectures at all, and

evening lectures at five ; and the Secretary, day lectures at two

and evening lectures at seven.

Agents.

Mr. Phipps, the General Agent, has pursued the same general

course as in past years. Besides visits to numerous towns in

answer to special requests he has, more than heretofore, pursued

a course of visitation to contiguous towns, thus, by contracting,

rendering his labors more useful. On him has largely devolved
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the labor of making arrangements for holding the Teachers'

Institutes, particularly in the central and eastern portions of

the Commonwealth, to which his visits as Agent were mainly

confined. B}'" the direction of the Board he has spent much

labor in preparing a greatly needed report on school-houses.

This document, which I doubt not, will prove to be of great

value for several ^'^ears to come, will take the place of his ordi-

nary report. A large number of extra copies should be printed

to meet a constant demand at the office for the aid which it is

intended to give.

Special Agents.

In my last report brief mention was made of the appointment

of George H. Walton, Esq., as a Special Agent to visit the

towns west of the Connecticut River during the winter of 1872.

As then stated, Mr. Walton commenced his work early in

December, and was diligently employed till the expiration of

his engagement in April. So satisfactory had his labors proved

that the Board authorized a continuance of them durins: the

year, and his sphere of operations was enlarged so as to em-

brace the whole of the four western counties. With the excep-

tion of two months' service in the Teachers' Institutes, Mr.

Walton has been constantly employed till the present time in

visiting the towns and schools of that district. He has

visited seventy-nine towns and three hundred and eighty-

six schools, giving teaching exercises in the schools and ad-

dressing the citizens in evening assemblies. From his weekly

reports as well as from personal intercourse with many friends

of the Public Schools in that region, I am fully satisfied that the

experiment has proved eminently successful.

For a full account of his labors I beg to refer to his report

printed herewith. I cannot but hope that its earnest and honest

words of criticism, as well as of commendation, will be received

as the words of a friend, and excite to renewed and more

strenuous efibrts for improvement.

Authority was also given me to employ another agent to

occupy the field embracing a large part of Worcester and Nor-

folk Counties. A partial engagement was made with a very

competent gentleman of large experience as an educator.

From a fear that the income of the school fund would not prove
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sufficient to meet the additional draught, I felt compelled, most

reluctantly, to give up the engagement.

I hope that the Board will be furnished with the means of

securing the services of Mr. Walton for the current year, and

of placing at least two other competent men in similar fields of

labor.

Indeed we ought not to be content with this number. Instead

of three there should be not less than six, distributed some-

what as follows—two for the four western counties, one in

Worcester County, one for Norfolk and Bristol, one for

Plymouth, Barnstable and the Island Counties, and one to act

with the General Agent in those portions of the remaining

counties not supplied with city and town superintendents.

It is by means of the appropriation for the employment of

aofents that the Board were able to secure the services of Walter

Smith, Esq., as the Director of Art Education.

My last report recorded his appointment, and gave some

account of his services during the first six months of his engage-

ment. I am spared from giving a similar account of his work

since that time by the printing of his own full and admirable

report to the Board—to be printed with the annual report.

In that will be found a full account of the Art Exhibition held

in the Horticultural Hall in Boston, in May last, and with

results so satisfactory that, I doubt not, the Board will sanction

the holding of a similar one in the ensuing spring.

I beg to call especial attention to that part of the report

which speaks of the attempt made last winter by the committee

of the Board to confer with the legislature to procure an

appropriation for the opening of a State Normal Art School

for the education of teachers, and which urges a renewal of the

application to the present legislature. This is a matter of too

great importance to be treated with indififereuce and neglect.

The only considerable obstacle in the way of a full adoption of

drawing as a branch of daily instruction in every school in the

Commonwealth is found in the want of ability to teach it.

Hence the pressing necessity of a central Normal School, to

which teachers and persons aiming to become teachers can

freely resort for special instruction in this branch.

With such a school in operation, aided by the present Nor-

mal and Technical Schools, the Teachers' Institutes, and by
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special Institutes for teaching drawing, the way would be

speedily opened for the passage of a law, to take effect at an

early day, that no teacher shall be employed in any Public

School however humble, who is not competent to teach ele-

mentary drawing. Such a law has been enacted in one of the

great Western States, and its operation has already wrought

most happy effects. To give it the highest practical effect with

us would require competent committees, or boards of examiners,

which could most readily be organized through the instrument-

ality of the special or district agents above spoken of.

City and Town Superintendents.

In my last report the names of forty-six cities and towns are

given as employing superintendents of schools. Other places

have since followed the example of these, and still others are

now discussing the question. My opinions in regard to the

value of this office in all places, and of its indispensable neces-

sity in the cities and large towns, have been too often expressed

to need repetition. It is a gratifying evidence of the progress

of public opinion in this regard to note that the number of

towns employing superintendents has increased from three or

four in 1861 to more than fifty at the present time. And not

less gratifying are the striking evidences of progress in edu-

cational matters, which already appear in these towns as the

fruit of labor thus bestowed.

We see springing up, as if by magic, improved school-

houses, with improved methods of hea'.ing and ventilation,

and better furnishing for the health and comfort of teachers

and pupils ; a more systematic grading of the schools ; more

carefully devised and arranged courses of study ; teachers

selected with greater care and better judgment, and vastly im-

proved methods of teaching : in a word, proofs that the true

end of the schools is clearly comprehended, and held before

the mind so constantly and firmly, that all appliances, arrange-

ments and efforts are made to m nister to that. There is unity

in the means because the end is one. There is the least possi-

ble loss by friction or the counter-working of the parts, and

thus a true economy in the conduct of educational affairs.

But not alone by individual labor in their respective fields

will this body of schools officers be recognized. To their

22
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mutual counsels and combined efforts we may confidently look

for a wider influence.

In the stated semi-annual meetings of this body of city and

state superintendents, embracing now those of all the New
England States, living questions of the highest import are dis-

cussed by able men from the stand-point of their practical

experience as educators, and results are arrived at and plans

matured of great interest and value. In a former report I have

spoken of those meetings and given an account of one of the

topics under discussion ; I refer to city and town training

schools.

I beg permission to invite attention to another. At a recent

special meeting of the superintendents it was my privilege to

listen to the final discussion upon a course of study for pupils

in the Primary and Grammar Schools, which had been con-

sidered at a previous meeting and recommitted for further

consideration. The result was the adoption, with great una-

nimity, of a programme of studies, which I give in the appendix

to this Report, and to which I invite the attention of school

committees who have come to feel that the duty of superintend-

ence includes matters of more vital consequence than that of

deciding what text-books shall be placed in the hands of the

pupils. One of the features of this programme which especially

commends it to my judgment is that it makes no mention of

any text-book whatever, and also that in the lower classes it

requires so much of oral instruction. I am quite sure that a

careful study of this programme will render valuable aid to any

who are desirous of doing a similar work for the schools under

their charge. Following this programme will be found extracts

from the recent report of Thomas Emerson, Esq., superintend-

ent of schools of Newton, who was chairman of the committee

which reported it, and whose views upon the main topics oi"

study named in the programme and the methods of pursuing

them will be read with interest.

I cannot conclude what I have to say under this head without

again calling attention to the law which authorizes adjacent

towns to unite in the employment of a joint superintendent of

schools. The adoption of this course would make it feasi-

ble for two or more towns to secure, at a reasonable cost, the
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services of a more competent person than a single town would

be able to do.

School Fund.

I deem it desirable that the school authorities in each town

should have full information in relation to the school fund, and

therefore continue the practice of former years by presenting

the full report of the commissioners of the fund, giving an ac-

count of its condition January 1, 1873, and of the receipts and

payments during the year 1872.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts.

The undersigned, Commissioners of the Mssachusetts School Fund,

in compliance with the provisions of the fifty-third chapter of the Acts

of 1866, have the honor to submit the following Report of the condi-

tion and amount of said fund, January 1, 1873, together with the re-

ceipts and payments during the year 1872 :

—

The amount of the Fund, January 1, 1872, was . . .|2,233,366 98

There has been received of Joseph White, the unexpended
balance on account of Teachers's Institutes, .... 553 00

^233,919 98

There has been paid to the Treasurer of the Board of Educa-

tion, under the provisions of Resolves 79, 1871, and 13, 1872, 51,500 00

Total Fund, Januai-y 1, 1873, $2,182,419 98

The investments of this Fund are as follows

Boston & Albany Railroad stock, 10,787 shares

United States 5-20 bonds, 6 per cent., .

State of Maine bonds, 6 per cent.,

Massachusetts Troy & Greenfield R. R. bonds, 5

per cent., ....
Almshouse Loan Bonds, 5 per ct

TJnion Loan Bonds, 5 per cent.,

Lunatic Hospital and State Prison

bonds, 5 per cent.,

State House bonds, 5 per cent.,

Back Bay Lands bonds, 5 per cent

'Town of Provincetown, note, 6 per cent.,

Needham, note, 6^ per cent., .

Hopkinton, note, 6^ per cent.,

Carried forward, .

[,095,235 75

30,000 00

9,600 00

311,000 00

39,000 00

20,000 00

17,000 00

18,000 00

38,000 00

2,100 00

10,000 00

6,000 00

$1,595,935 75
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Brought forward, .

Town of Newton, note, 5 per cent.,

Newton, note, 6 per cent..

North Chelsea, note, 5 per cent.,

Brookline, note, 6 per cent., .

Westborough, notes, 6 per cent.,

Dana, notes, 6^ per cent.,

Orange, notes, 6^ per cent., .

Beverly, notes, 6 per cent.,

Essex, notes, ....
Enfield, notes,....
Everett, notes (gold) , b\ per cent.,

Webster, notes,

Wilbraham, notes, 6 per cent.,

Greenwich, notes, .

Holden, notes,....
Northampton, notes,

Quincy, notes,....
Templeton, notes, .

Reading, notes,

City of Eoxbury, notes,....
Boston, bonds, 5 per cent., • .

Town of Adams, bonds, 6 per cent.,

Williamstown, bonds, 6 per cent.,

City of Chelsea, bonds, 6 per cent..

Town of Mashpee, note, 6^ per cent., .

Hills Brothers, notes and mortgage, 6 per cent..

Obligation of Board of Education, 6 per cent..

Cash uninvested,

fl,595,935 75

32,000 00

46,000 00

6,000 00

14,000 00

7,000 00

6,700 00

25,000 00

30,000 00

10,000 00

14,000 00

12,500 00

20,000 00

3,000 00

10,500 00

15,000 00

25,000 00

20,000 00

10,000 00

10,000 00

20,000 00

10,000 00

40,700 00

32,200 00

75,000 00

30,000 00

7,500 00

53,000 00

1,384 23

^2,182,419 98

Income!

There has been received during the year, . . f179,029 36

Less amount paid on investments for accrued in-

terest, 2,030 00

Net receipts, $176,999 36

One moiety of which is reserved for distribution

to cities and towns, 88,499 68

One moiety appropriated to educational expenses is

Add balance as per report of last year, .

^88,499 68

11,294 39

^99,794 07

From which has been paid the following sums :

—

Secretary of Board of Education,.... |3,400 00

Expenses of members' travel, . . . . 286 36

Amounts carried forward. 5,686 36 $99,794 07
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Amounts hroiiglit forward.

Expenses and salary of agents,

of printing Report, &c.,

Incidentals of the Board,

Expenses of Normal Schools,

Aid to pupils,....
Normal School buildings.

Teachers' Institutes,

Massachusetts Teachers' Association,

County Teachers' Associations,

American Institute of Instruction,

Interest on obligations of the Board,

Balance carried forward, account of 1873,

$3,686 36
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considerably enlarge the demands for funds. Whether these

demands shall be met, or whether the means of all future

progress shall be withheld, is the problem of the hour,—

a

problem of more ominous import than the consolidation of lines

of railway, the building of prisons or the granting of a thousand

charters.

It was in clear view of this crisis in our educational move-

ments that the legislature of 1872 was urged to levy a state tax,

the income of which should be distributed to the several cities

and towns to aid in the support of Ihe Public Schools, of which

I spoke somewhat fully in my last report. I did not see then,

nor do I now see, any other method so feasible and equitable as

this of solving the problem before us.

The committee on education of that legislature, after full

deliberation approved unanimously, I believe, of the plan, and

reported the bill presented with a cordial endorsement of its

principles, but with a recommendation that it be referred to the

legislature of 1873. Most earnestly do I hope that the present

session will not close without giving its sanction to this

measure.

At the risk of repeating what I have said in former reports I

desire to call attention to the use, or rather misuse made by

many towns of that portion of the income of the School Fund
annually received by them.

The following extract from a school committee's report for

1872 discloses one instance of the misuse of which I speak :

—

" The committee having found that the town's portion of the income

of the State School Fund, received by the town in 1871, had not been

used by the previous committee, directed the treasurer to pay twent}'-

five per cent, of the same for text (reference) books, and were in-

formed that there was none, it having been placed with the town

funds, and used for any and every purpose, as had been the custom

for the past eighteen years, to the manifest injm-y of the schools."

I was further informed that a member of the Boston bar

added the sanction of his legal wisdom to that of the selectmen

and treasurer of the town, and pronounced this flagrant misap-

plication of public funds, granted to the town for a specific pur-

pose, to be in conformity with law.
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Other cases of a similar nature have been brought to my
notice, one of which, of recent occurrence, I will mention. In

one of our large and wealthy towns the school committee

decided to purchase for the use of the High and Grammar
Schools a copy of Appleton's New American Cyclopaedia, a

hook of reference most assuredly, and one admirably adapted to

the use of the schools, but the selectmen refused to allow the

order on the treasurer for payment, alleging that the work was

too expensive, and payment was refused ; and the school com-

mittee meekly submitted to this impertinent interference with

the lawful discharge of their official duties.

It is, indeed, a common practice for the towns, at the annual

meeting, to vote to add their share of the income of the School

Fund to the amount to be raised by taxation, and to direct that

the whole sum be used solely for the support of the schools,

mider the supposition that such a vote overrides the statute, and

deprives the committee of the power to use a portion of the

amount for any other purpose.

Let us look at the statute and see if we can find what are the

rights and duties of school committees and other town officers

under its plain provisions.

Section four, chapter thirty-six of the General Statutes reads

as follows :

—

" The income of the school fund received by the several cities and

towns shall be applied by the school committee thereof to the support

of the public schools therein, but said committees may, if they see ft,

appropriate therefom any sum, not exceeding twenty-fne per cent, of
the same, to the purchase of books of reference, maps and apparatus for

the use of said schools."

This language would seem to be plain to the interpretation of

common sense. The income spoken of is, by virtue of a previ-

ous section, paid to the treasurer, to be held by him not as the

money of the town, but to be applied to the use of the town,

not by the selectmen, not by the town itself, but by the school

committee. It is their function, and theirs alone, to apply, i. e.,

to determine the manner of expending it. And in doing this

they are as independent of interference by the selectmen as by
the "fence viewers," or the "measurers of wood and bark."

Under the sway of the district system the first clause of this
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section placed in the hands of the school committee the means

of smoothing to some extent the inequalities in school privileges

which that system engendered. Under the town system the

clause has but slight signifiance. But the second clause grants

to the school committee a power, and by a strong and neces-

sary implication imposes a duty, of the highest importance,—

a

duty which, I beg pardon for saying, has been far too much

nesflected. Doubtless this nes^lect has sometimes arisen from the

lack of a proper appreciation of the necessity of books of refer-

ence and apparatus to successful school work, but more often

the neglect has been chargeable to an unwillingness to come

in collision with the acts of the town or of its officers. I beg to

be understood, that I have no desire to awaken a contentious

spirit, which insists on rights simply for their own sake. The

motive is higher. The right is to be vindicated that the duty

which it involves may be discharged, and the duty is funda-

mental to the prosperity of the schools.

I beg my fellow citizens who are charged with the responsible,

and often the onerous duty, of superintending the Public

Schools, to give this branch of their work that thoughtful con-

sideration which its importance claims. When this is done, I

am sure that a portion of the cornmon sense which is deemed

essential to the right conducting of every other business, will

teach the folly, not to say the injustice, of looking for success-

ful work by the teacher who is not supplied with the necessary

tools. As well look for it of the blacksmith without his

hammer or of the painter without his brush. It is not a credit-

able fact that so many school-houses are wholly destitute of

any means whatever, whether reference book or the simplest

apparatus, to aid the teacher to explain any one of the

branches which he is required to teach. Should the super-

intending committees set themselves resolutely to work in tliis

direction, expend a tithe of the time and labor which is given to

the selection of text-books, too often no better than those dis-

carded, to the selection of appropriate "books of reference,"

maps, charts, globes, geometric diagrams and solids, standard

weights, and measures of length and capacity, not forgetting a

tape-line or, better still, Gunter's chain, and added to these the

simple pieces of apparatus necessary to illustrate the familiar

facts and principles of physical science ; and if for the next ten
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years they should expend in this way every dollar which the

law, as I have above shown, allows them to expend, the

changes wrought in the schools would cause equal surprise and

gratification.

The doleful processes of cramming the memory with words

and descriptions but half understood, and dry as the husks which

the prodigal fed upon, would gradually give place to natural

and therefore healthful methods. Nature would present her

facts and manfestations to their senses and unfold her secret

processes to their inquiries, and thus knowledge and power be

gained for future use. Study would be alike practical and dis-

ciplinary ; it would moreover cease to be a servitude and be-

come a wellspring of delight. And the school-room would no

longer be looked upon as a prison, but be loved as a home.

Normal Schools.

The special reports from the Visitors are so full in the details

of their condition and work that little needs to be said in this

report. It is but just to say that the work of the past year has

been most satisfactory in each school. The classes in the ad-

vanced course of study are fully organized. Although the

classes are not large, enough has been done to vindicate the

wisdom of the plan. The graduates have found eligible places

at fair wages, and so far as I have been able to learn have been

successful in their chosen work.

I have no doubt that the time is not remote when those

classes will be full, and from them will go such numbers of

thoroughly trained teachers as to make the influence of the

Normal Schools more widely and powerfully felt than ever

before. The o^raduates of this class will be souojht after as

teachers in the Training Schools, already in operation in several

cities and large towns, and destined, I doubt not, to become a

powerful agency in the preparation of teachers for their calling.

The Normal School building at Worcester is rapidly approach-

ing completion. It is a noble edifice, worthy of the Common-
wealth and of the object for which it stands. It is believed

that the cost of finishing and furnishing it will not exceed the

appropriations. It is confidently expected that it will be ready

for the school in the early autumn. With respect to its organ-

ization, I venture to express the opinion that it should be

23
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opened to pupils of both sexes ; that in addition to ample pro-

vision for the best instruction possible in the most advanced

science and theory of instruction, there should be a first-class

model Training School, in which, so far as practicable, the

theories of the class and lecture-rooms might be put to the test

of actual experience by the pupils under the eye of the teacher.

With such training, together with those qualities of mind and

heart which are the foundation of success in other callings,

we may hope to witness equal success in the schools to which

the graduates may be called.

Situated at a point where several important railroads from

every quarter meet, over which numerous trains are daily

passing, the school will, I doubt not, soon become one of the

largest in the Commonwealth. No effort should be spared to

make it also one of the best.

With the Normal School recently established by the city of

Boston, and the school at Worcester in operation, the Common-
wealth may boast of six schools of the first class.

If to those there be added a Normal Art School, for the

special and more thorough training of teachers in this depart-

ment than the other schools can be expected to give, we may
confidently look for a more rapid advance than heretofore in the

line of progress.

These schools, with two hundred pupils in each, will do

much towards giving shape and tone to the modes of teaching

throughout the Commonwealth ; for the experience of the exist-

ing schools has plainly shown that their influence on the Public

Schools is by no means measured by the number of their grad-

uates as compared with the whole number of teachers. A
single thoroughly trained teacher in a town whose schools are

blessed with an intelligent and appreciative supervision will

make his influence felt in every school. Such results have not

been infrequent, and will, doubtless, be multiplied in the future.

But we shall not stop here. With the improved organiza-

tions which, in most of the towns are taking the place of the

chaotic condition which the " district system " everywhere en-

tailed, larger schools, vastly improved houses and longer

school terms will follow. Better wages will be given. A
higher order of teachers, thoroughly educated and trained for

their work, will be demanded to take the place of the band of
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half-educated and unskilful tyros who have hitherto infested

our school-houses, especially in the winter season, in the

absence of demand for their services in the shop or on the farm.

Larger numbers will resort to the Normal Schools, and, as

the existing schools are filled, others will be added to their

number. Thus we may confidently anticipate the time, as not

far distant, when their benign influence shall be felt in every

school in the Commonwealth.

Every year's observation of their working has served to

deepen my conviction that the Normal Schools are destined to

play a far more important part in our school system, and to

perform a more signal service for it in the future than they have

hitherto done. Hence my strong belief, that no outlay of

thought, of labor or of money necessary to give them the

highest degree of efficiency, and to add to their number so fast

as new schools shall be demanded, can be deemed an unwise

expenditure.

Hence I have regarded with no ordinary satisfaction any

associated or individual efi'orts to enhance their usefulness.

Such was the gift ot $13,000 of the "Todd Fund," the income

of which is devoted to giving enlarged facilities for eesthetic

culture ; and such is the legacy of $5,000 by the late Mr.

Bowditch to make a fund for the aid of deserving pujDils in the

Salem School ; and of like nature is a movement made during

the past year, of which I am happy to give a brief account.

Woman's Education Association.

In January, 1872, an association of gifted and benevolent ladies

was formed in Boston, known as the " Woman's Education

Association," the object of which is declared to be " to pro-

mote the better education of women." In furtherance of this*

object there are four standing committees, on the industrial, the

intellectual, the essthetic, and the moral and physical education

of women. The designation of these committees sufficiently

indicates the scope of thought and effort which the association

has marked out.

In furtherance of these ends numerous meeting's were held

during the winter. At these, "presidents of universities,

learned professors, venerable men who had passed their lives in

educating the young, those who were engaged in alleviating
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the misery of the dangerous classes, members of the school

committee, teachers of schools, both public and private, took

part in [the] discussions, or made addresses on matters relating

to education."

It was my privilege to be present at several of these meetings,

and I could not fail of being deeply interested in the spirit of

earnest inquiry which pervaded them for the best practical

methods of advancing the objects of the association.

Among the various lines of action that were proposed and

discussed one contemplated the establishing a higher institution

for girls than any now existing, " by which [they] might go

through a course of study in some degree equivalent to that of

Harvard College." Another contemplated a system of "uni-

versity examinations for women," similar to those of England

;

and a proposal for a like arrangement by the faculty of Harvard

College " was favorably received by the president and faculty."

From this, valuable results are looked for in the future. Still

another, and that which leads me to speak of the society in this

connection, is thus spoken of in the report before me :
" At some

of these meetings two of the principals of the State Normal

Schools spoke of the advanced course lately instituted for the

pupils, and lamented that so few could take advantage of it,

owing to their want of means. Many ladies were interested,-

and a subscription was raised that has afforded a timely help to

those most worthy and able to profit by it." The report well

says, "This aid, it is hoped, will be continued and increased

from year to year ; for to extend and improve the education of

our Normal Schools is to plant a seed-grain from which luxuri-

ant harvests may in time be gathered." From the treasurer's

report it appears that the subscription for this purpose

•amounted to $1,840, of which $475 had been expended in

assisting six pupils for one half year.

If I am rightly informed, this aid has been proffered in all

the schools, and to be given in the way of a loan rather than as a

direct gift of money,^a most admirable feature, directly calcu-

lated to cultivate a spirit of independence and self-reliance, no

less needful in the educated woman than in the educated man.

"We cannot fail to admire the practical wisdom of this associa-

tion in choosing existing institutions as agencies for the accom-

plishment of these benevolent designs, and to express the
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confident belief thai "luxuriant harvests" will indeed spring

from seed thus sowu. Nor can I hestitate to earnestly com-

mend this example to the study and imitation of others

who may be looking for a practical mode of bestowing

labor and wealth for the same high end. Our numerous

colleges are receiving generous endowments for the foundation

of prizes, scholarships and fellowships for the aid of young
men in the pursuit of generous courses of study ; why should

there not be in equal abundance similar endowments for the aid

and encouragement of young women in pursuing like courses of

study, and especially in this day when the great business of

public instruction is rapidly drifting into their hands ?

Legislation.

The general legislation of the year 1872, which relates to the

Public Schools is comprised in a single Act, which is as follows :

[Chap. 86.]

An Act to authorize Cities and Towns to establish Industrial Schools.

Be it enacted, S^c, asfollows

:

The city council of any city, and any town, may establish and main-

tain one or more industrial schools and raise and appropriate the money
necessary to render them efficient. Such schools shall he under the

superintendence of the board of school committee of the city or town

wherein they are established, and such board shall employ the teachers,

prescribe the arts, trades and occupations to be taught in such schools,

and shall have the general control and management thereof : provided,

that.in no case shall the expense of any such school exceed the appro-

priation specifically made therefor ; and provided, that nothing in this

act contained shall authorize the school committee of any city or town

to compel any scholar to study any trade, art or occupation, without

the consent of the parent or guardian of such scholar, and that attend-

ance upon any such school shall not take the place of the attendance

upon public schools required by law. [Approved March 9, 1872.

This Act was passed in response to the recommendation of

the Board of Education, through the Chairman of the Executive

Committee, which was made in obedience to the following

Resolve passed in 1871 :

—

[Chap, 44.]

Resolye relating to Technical Instruction in Schools.

Resolved, That the board of education be directed to report to the

next general court a feasible plan, if they can devise one, for giving
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in the common schools of the cities and larger towns of this Common-
wealth, additional instruction especially adapted to young persons who
are acquiring practical skill in mechanic or technical arts, or are pre-

paring for such pursuits. \^Approved May 5, 1871.

It will be noticed that this Resolve does not contemplate so

much the establishment of separate special schools for teach-

ing arts and trades, as the introduction into the existing schools

of those branches of study as will best aid young persons in

acquiring practical skill in such trades and arts.

In selecting such branches, with the exception of drawing, we
must go beyond the range of studies now required to be taught

in what are known as the Common Schools in the country towns,

and as the primary and grammar grades in the cities and larger

towns, and find them in the High School course. And the

practical question arises. Can any of the studies in that course

—

especially such as would best minister to the acquisition of the

"mechanic or technical arts"—be taught in the lower course?

Plainly not, and for two very good and sufficient reasons.

First. The lower course is already overcrowded. The vast

majority of children leave the Public Schools at or before the

completion of this course, and before the age of fifteen, and

must therefore acquire here, if anywhere, whatever knowledge

they carry into life of reading, spelling, writing, the English

language, geography, arithmetic, drawing, keeping accounts,

history, with something of music and such facts of naturaLhis-

tory and science as can be gathered in connection with these.

It needs nothing more to show that there is no place for further

and special acquisitions. Indeed there is too much ground for the

common complaint of the scanty attainments now made in these

fundamental branches.

Second. It is futile to attempt a substitution of the studies

in the present Grammar School course for those of a higher

grade and adapted to technical training, for the reason that

in the order of nature a knowledge of the former is a necessary

preparation for that of the latter ; and further, that their post-

ponement to the later course puts them beyond the reach of

the great majority, who must leave the schools before entering

upon it.

If, therefore, technical instruction is to be given at all in
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schools of a public nature, it would seem that the establishment

of a class of schools, authorized in the foregoing Act, ojffers the

only practical methods of giving it. At such a time as the

present, when the demand for skilled labor in every department

of mechanical industry is every day becoming more urgent

;

when, oAving to the introduction of machinery and to false ideas

respecting the relations of labor to capital, the old-time and

honored system of apprenticeships is passing into disuse, it is a

matter of congratulation that this Act, the first of its kind, has

been passed. It is to be hoped that our large cities and towns

will embrace the opportunity thus afforded to establish these

schools in sufficient numbers, and with the necessary instructors

and appliances to fully and farly solve the problem of their

adaptation to advance the interests of our varied industries.

In the organization of these schools it would be unwise not

to seek guidance from the experience of those countries where

they have formed an important part of the educational systems

for many years.

In nearly all the European countries, and especially in the

German states, these schools exist under different names and

with differing organizations and adaptat'ons.

Availing myself of the last report of Dr. Barnard to Congress

on the subject of technical education, which is a rich mine of

vast and varied information, I venture to invite attention to

brief notices of a few such schools :

—

" In Vienna there are six Trade or Industrial Schools attached to the

real gymnasium or Practical Schools, having a general resemblance,

but with special instruction adapted to the vocation of the pupils who
are apprentices and journeymen from the vicinity of the school."

"The instruction is divided into an elementary section having two

classes, and into several sections relating to different industrial spe-

cialties. In the elementary section theoretical instruction [that is, in-

struction in the ordinary branches taught in the Common Schools] is

given, and the pupils are practised in the art of drawing with special

adaptation to the future career of each."

" In the special sections, the knowledge to be acquired is applied to

the branches of industry chosen by the pupil. The organization of the

specialties must be adapted in every district to the acquirements of the

local industries."

Hence in one school special instruction is given in that which
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is "necessary for various workers in silk, trimmings, ribbons,

dyeing, &c."

Another has "specialties connected with machinery, and such

trades as brass-turners, joiners, workers in copper and bronze,

founders, &c."

In another " the courses bear chiefly on the building trades."

The instruction in the two elementary departments is compul-

sory for all the courses, and is as follows: In the first class,

religion and German language, arithmetic, caligraphy, drawing.

In the second, religion, German, exercises in style and commer-

cial correspondence, arithmetic and mensuration, elements of

physics, geometrical and free-hand drawing, projections, draw-

ino: of fiojures and ornament and modelling.

In the special sections in which the courses are elective, the

lessons are given in " industrial drawing, architectural drawing,

estimates, drawing of machines, mechanics, study of machines,

modelling and drawing from the round, general chemistry, study

of raw materials, commercial book-keeping, applied mechanics

and applied chemistry."

"The school-year commences on the 1st of October and ends

on the 31st of July, At the end of the year the pupils re-

ceive certificates giving an account of their behavior, applica-

tion and progress in the different branches. The most proficient

pupils receive as prizes silver or bronze medals, or honorable

mentions."

The apprentice school is annexed to the practical school,

and is managed by its director (principal) . The instruction is

given by the professors of the corresponding courses in the

practical school, if their duties will admit. Technical instruction

may also be given by practical manufacturers or foremen.

I omit what is said with reference to the method of support-

ing these schools and their general supervision, my object being

rather to give the courses of study pursued in them as being of

tlie most practical importance to us. It should be said, how-

ever, that these schools are taught chiefly in the evening,—nine

and a half hours a week in each of the elementary departments,

and twenty-one hours in the special departments.

Prague,—A similar school, known as the Manufacturers' and

Tradesmen's School, exists at Prague. It was founded in 1847

as a " Sunday and evening school for drawing and modelling in
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plaster for apprentices," and subsequently extended in range

aud tliorou2:liness of instruction to meet the wants of the work-

ing classes generally. Sixteen professors of the higher practi-

cal schools give instruction in this. Omitting the course of

studies in the preparatory department which closely resembles

the elementary course in the Vienna school, already given, I give

what is said relating to the arrangement of classes and the

branches taught in the technical" courses.

" The technical and practical teaching is distriljuted into four

principal divisions according to the branches of industry in which

the pupils are engaged.

" The first is the school for the building trades,—for masons,

stone-cutters, carpenters, joiners, &c. ; the instruction includes

geometry, the elements of algebra, the art of building in general,

drawing for building and modelling, notions of physics and me-

chanics, the effects of heat. These studies require two winter

half years.

"The second is the school for the construction of machines,

—

for smiths, mechanicians, conductors of machines, coppersmiths,

modellers, joiners, &c. ; they are taught geometry, the rudi-

ments of algebra, the elements of physics and mechanics, the

description and study of machines, and also drawing. These

studies require two years.

"The third, or chemical school, is for dyers, brewers, tanners,

soap-boilers, &c. ; the lectures treat of general chemistry and

chemical technology.

" The fourth is the school for weaving and spinning. Here

the pupils are taught practical weaving, the calculations relative

thereto, the preparations of the cards, taking out of patterns, &c.
" The fifth, or industrial school of art, is intended for manu-

facturers of porcelain and earthenware, glass-blowers, gold-

smiths, confectioners, &c. ; the instruction consists of drawing

and modelling.

"The lectures and drawing relating to the building end at

Easter ; those for the other industries last from the beginning of

October to the end of July."

Pupils are only permitted to enter upon these courses after

passing through the preparatory ones, or on producing proof of

having made equivalent acquirements elsewhere.

It will be remembered that the schools now described are

24
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evening schools, and in this respect resemble the evening draw-

ing schools now maintained in our cities and large towns, while

they diifer from ours in the important fact of embracing a gener-

ous range of studies, together"with the several branches of draw-

ing, and in the fact that they are kept for much longer terms.

It is because of this resemblance that I have selected these

two schools for notice, since they suggest how easily our evening

drawing schools could be expanded so as to embrace an equally

generous range of studies, and continued for much longer

periods of time,—say five or six months,—and thus accomplish

for our artisans what the schools of the German and Austrian

States are doing for theirs. Indeed there have been cheering

indications on the part of many members of our evening drawing

schools that such a step in advance would be hailed with great

satisfaction by our American workmen.

I most earnestly invite the attention of the guardians of our

schools and the friends of practical education in our large manu-

facturing cities and towns to this suggestion. One most im-

portant step has been taken, with gratifying results, in the

establishment of free evening drawing schools for adults. Shall

we rest satisfied with what has been done ? Shall we not rather,

take another step in the same direction, and so continue to ad-

vance till the artisans of every class in our Commonwealth are

furnished with all the needed means and appliances for instruc-

tion in their respective callings which are furnished to those of

any other land, and which shall fully correspond with the means

of instruction afi'orded by our High Schools and Academies to

those who are preparing themselves to enter what are called the

learned professions.

It should not be overlooked that the schools, such as I have

described, form no part of the elementary schools, correspond-

ing to our Primary and Grammar Schools, and in no wise inter-

fere with or take their place. On the other hand, they are the

outgrowth of and annexed to a higher grade of trades'-schools,

with broader and more thorough courses of study, and more

complete equipments for their work.

In Austria these schools are known as the " Real Gymna-

sium, or the Practical School." "They are located in the chief

towns, but draw their pupils from all parts of the districts where

they are placed." The courses of studies extend from three to
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five and even six years. In 1867 there were 87 of the lower or

three years' course, and 24 of the five years' course.

In addition to these there are others known as " Higher Prac-

tical Scliools," with a six years' course of studies, two of which

are in Vienna and one at Prague, whicli is claimed by the Bohe-

mians to have existed since 1576, nearly three hundred years.

The studies pursued in these schools are substantially the same.

In the "Imperial Higher Practical School," one of those at

Vienna, the weekly lessons and graphic exercises are distributed

as follows :

—
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outset to tlie practice offree-hand drawing, which early habitu-

ates the pupil to trace his lines with a light hand."

" At the close of every year there is an examination ; accord-

ing to the results the pupils pass to the upper classes. "When

a pupil leaves the sixth class with a certificate of eminence, he is

admitted, de jure, into the frst class of the Polytechnic In-

stitute."

This forms another and the highest grade of the series of

schools devoted to the education of artisans, and is intended to

furnish the most thorough and complete scientific and practical

education in every branch of the arts and trades.

Of this higher class of institutions, completely furnished with

able men and all needful appliances, a particular account is not

necessary, inasmuch as we have an admirable type of them in

our own Institute of Technology.

The foregoing sketch omits all mention whatever of the pro •

visions made for agricultural education, embracing an analogous

system of Schools of Agriculture and Kural Afiairs, also divided

into three grades ; i. e., the Superior Schools, with their numer-

ous professors, model farms and stock, botanical gardens, col-

lections in natural history and of farm implements and machines,

&c. ; the Middle Schools; and lastly the Lower Schools; and,

in addition, Special Schools in forestry, veterinary science, &c.

Nor does it speak of numerous and well appointed schools for

commercial instruction including navigation, book-keeping, po-

litical economy, commercial law and exchange, geography, com-

mercial history, &c. But meagre as is the sketch, it may serve

to give some faint idea of the amplitude of the provisions made,

even in the less favored of the German States, for the education

of the youth whose lives are devoted to industrial pursuits, j?rs<

in those common and essential branches of learning which fit

them for the discharge of the common duties of men and citi-

zens, and then in those special branches which are adapted to

their chosen trades or callings.

K it shall also serve to show us, more clearly than we now
see them, the defects of our system of instruction, point out

the way of improving it, and especially inspire us with courage

and zeal to enter upon the work, then this humble eflbrt will

not have been made in vain.

Indeed, we have already made a good beginning. In the
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School for Industrial Science at Worcester, the Institute of Tech-

nology in Boston, and the Agricultural College in the Connecti-

cut Valley, all recently founded and in successful operation, we
have the means of supplying the present want for a higher in-

dustrial education. In the formation of evening classes for

teaching industrial drawing in nearly all the cities and towns

having 10,000 inhabitants, we have made a partial provision,

and so far as it goes, good provision for the lower grade of

industrial instruction.

What is now wanted, as it seems to me is, first, that which I

have already intimated,—an enlargement of the scope of these

evening schools so as to embrace, in addition to free-hand and

mechanical drawing, the branches of knowledge connected with

the several leading industries, and the establishment of them in

all the towns where these industries have their seat, certainly

in all the towns having 5,000 inhabitants, and extending the

annual sessions to a period of not less than four months.

Similar schools should be opened, during the winter months,

in those towns which form the centres of the agricultural por-

tions of the Commonwealth, with courses of study and lectures

adapted to the needs of such as intend to till the soil.

This is the step most easily taken, and for which there is the

most pressing need. We ought to have a hundred schools of

this class next winter.

Second.—To meet the wants of those who desire a more com-

plete education, there should be established in the great manu-

facturing centres, the middling class of schools—similar in char-

acter to those above described as the practical school—receiving

their pupils from the higher classes of the Common Schools on

examination, and carrying them through courses, not less than

two years, adapted to their future specialties, and fitting them

for an intelligent and skilful pursuit of their chosen calling, or

for admission to the highest grade of Technical Schools.

If four, or even six, schools of this class were established at

convenient points, I am quite sure they would be speedily filled,

and the demand would soon be pressing for others.

Schools of the highest grade should also be added to those

already existing whenever called for. The schools of the higher

grades should have a permanent existence secured by proper

endowments, to be made, mainly, as in the case of the pressnt
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Technical Schools, by private liberality, iviththe occasional aid

of the Commonwealth.

We have over fifty academies, many of which have outlived

the wants which called them into being, and are struggling for

a precarious existence. From these, judicious selections might

be made at convenient points, and the institutions being endowed

with a new life, be made to perform good service in a new field.

And no more inviting field for the exercise of a wise liberality,

or one giving promise of richer rewards, can well be presented,

especially to those most closely connected with our varied in-

dustries.

Such provisions, or something like these, as I have thus

sketched in meagre outline for giving a practical education to

those who are looking forward to artisan or agricultural pursuits,

are needed to do equal justice to those classes, and to those who

are candidates for the learned professions, and so to give our ed-

ucational system a completeness of which it cannot now boast.

That practical wisdom which dictates the maintenance of a sys-

tem which is acknowledged to be partial and one-sided, no less

requires that it be so expanded as to embrace within its benefi-

cent scope every department of civilized life and pursuits. The

young man who is ambitious of achieving success and an

honorable name in any department of art or in any industrial

pursuit should find at his hand on our own soil the aids for

a thorough preparation as generously furnished as are now

at the command of his brother who seeks a like success in the

walks of professional life. And a true patriotism, no less than

an honorable state pride should dictate that neither should be

forced to seek on foreign soil for the means of that liberal

culture which cannot be furnished on our own.

Is it a wild and delusive fancy which predicts the accom-

plishment of this in a not far distant future ? Surely we may

be permitted to hope that in the enjoyment of the advantages of

a perfected system of public instruction we of Massachusetts

shall not be anticipated by our enterprising neighbors of Japan.

The advantages reasonably to be expected from such a sys-

tem, alike numerous and important, are too obvious to need an

elaborate statement. I may be permitted to hint at a few of

them.

First.—We may expect a large increase of the products of
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the "plough, the loom and the anvil." No proposition has been

more satisfactory demonstrated by my distinguished predeces-

sors in office than that which asserts the immense superiority in

merely productive power of educated over uneducated labor.

Reason and facts innumerable, gathered from every department

of labor prove it. The soil, hard and sterile though it be, yields

its reluctant treasures in rich abundance to the hand of the edu-

cated and skilful husbandman. The winds, the waters, and the

mighty forces of steam, of electricity and magnetism with ready

obedience do the bidding of science, and multiply without limit

the products which minister to his taste, his comfort and well-

being.

Second.—Still greater improvement may be expected in the

skill and taste which the products of our industry will exhibit.

We may confidently look for the speedy coming of the day

when in elegance and variety of design, in fineness of texture,

and in beauty of finish the products of our looms and workshops

will rival those of the old world.

Third.—Better than all legislative expedients for the protec-

tion of capital and labor against foreign competition, the gener-

ous culture for which I plead, that which secures the widest

variety and the highest perfection in the productions of our

workshops and mills, and at the same time teaches both to labor

and capital their true relations of interdependence, so that they

shall work harmoniously together,—this, and only this, will fur-

nish the sure conditions of success and of a permanent security

and independence. The independence of our varied industries

cannot be secured by a reliance on governmental aid alone. The

arm which, with beneficent purpose, sustains the tottering steps

of infancy, will be withdrawn as the advancing years give the

strength of manhood, or the child will never become the full-

grown man.

The problem presented for solution to the men of the genera-

tion but recently passed, was how best to sustain and protect

our limited and feeble capital embarked in manufactures and

maintain labor at American prices against the abounding capital

and cheap labor of Europe in the strife for our own markets.

Their resort was to governmental aid in the shape of protective

tarifis. But the conditions of the problem have become changed

and are still changing.
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While with us capital has wonderfully increased, and is still

rapidly increasing, and has become strong to fight its own bat-

tles, the "pauper labor" of Europe, as we used to call it, has

given place, especially on the Continent, to a class of laborers

trained in the schools of which I have spoken to a higher degree

of culture and skill than the world has ever seen before. The
contest now is not so much between unequal capital as between

highly trained labor on the one hand, and uneducated or but

partially educated labor on the other.

Moreover, public opinion in our own country, particularly in

the governing portions of it, is also changing, and is signifi-

cantly pointing to the time when our industries will no longer,

as heretofore, be allowed to lean on the arm of the national

government for support. Then the contest will mainly be be-

tween the labor of our own and of other lands. Need I say

that in such a strife victory will side with that which is most

highly educated ? None too soon and none too earnestly can we
enter upon the work of preparation. This accomplished and

there need be no fear for the result.

Thirty-five years ago Edward Everett said, " Give the sons

of Massachusetts, small and comparatively unfertile as she is,

the means of a good education, and they will stand against the

world." These words, uttered then in no boastful spirit, are

true to-day. Give our toilers in field and manufactory and work-

shop that good general education of which Mr. Everett spoke,

and that special education whose claims I urge, and of which

little was known when his words were uttered, and they will

indeed " stand against the world." Withhold this and our in-

dustries will go to the wall in the strife for the markets of the

world.

In a volume addressed to the Queen and people of England in

1869, on the necessity for a systematic "Technical Education for

the English People," Mr. J. Scott Russell uses the following

language :

—

" I may add that in every country where technical education

has taken root, and had time to bear fruit, I find unquestionable

proofs of the rapidity with which increased intelligence and en-

larged knowledge bring increase in employment and remunera-

tion. From my personal experience I may say that within the

last twenty-five years I have seen large branches of commercial
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trade leave one coimtry and plant themselves in another, because

the workers of the one were educated and those of the other

were uneducated ; and I have watched nations rising into im-

portance and power in Europe by education, and by the order-

organization which education bestows ; and other nations lagging

behind and losing their place by reason of their unwillingness to

educate either the higher or the lower classes of the people."

Fourth.—Repeating the language used three years ago, I re-

mark that we may expect a large " increase of the numbers and

a manifest advance in the intellectual and moral condition and

character of the artisans themselves.

" In proportion as the intellect asserts its sway over mere force,

as the cultivated brain controls the hand, labor ceases to be a

drudgery and becomes a source of pleasure and delight ; it is no

longer a badge of servility, but an instrument of power. The

possession of practical science, of a cultivated taste, with the

power skilfully to apply them in the production of whatever

supplies the wants, and ministers to the comforts, and gratifies

the pure tastes of the community will give dignity and attrac-

tiveness to artisan life. The ranks will be kept full. Recruits

will come from unexpected quarters. There will be more of

enlistment and less of conscription. Our generous youth, with

no capital but intellect and energy and hope, will, in lessened

numbers, crowd the overburdened professions, or beg, hat in

hand, for subordinate places in the counting-rooms of the mer-

chant and the banker, and will enter the ranks of the workers,

where labor and invention may win new victories in the domain

of nature, and where, at the least, a life of intelligent and honest

industry will ever earn, the less dazzling but solid rewards, of

competence, of respectability and of a manly independence."

And with these there will be a more profound spirit of pat-

riotism, a pure and strong love of the country which has not

only as the land of their birth, but also because it has "watched
over their infant years, provided for their youth the invaluable

blessing of high education, and sent them into life educated,

trained, useful and honored members of society."

It was my purpose to treat with considerable fullness another

topic having vital connection with the successful working of our

school system ; but unforeseen circumstances have rendered its

immediate presentation of less consequence, and I defer it.

25
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I cannot however close this Report without making a brief

allusion to two gentlemen, who have deceased during the year,

and whose services to the cause of education, continued through

many years, have hardly been rivalled,—I refer to Rev. Charles

Brooks and.Dr. Lowell Mason. It seems to me that a brief

statement of the labors of these gentlemen in behalf of our Pub-

lic Schools finds a fitting place in a Massachusetts educational

report.

Mr. Brooks was born in Medford, October 30, 1795. He
was fitted for college in his native town, entered Harvard Col-

lege in 1812, and was graduated there in 1816.

He pursued his professional studies in the Theological School

of Harvard College until 1819, and preached his first sermon in

the meeting-house where he was baptized. He was installed as

the pastor of the Third Congregational Society in Hingham Jan-

uary 17, 1821.

In the midst of the engrossing cares and duties of a parish

minister, Mr. Brooks found time to lend a helping hand to all

measures which he thought would be useful to the community.

The cause of peace, of African colonization and of temperance

found in him an ardent and efficient friend and helper.

Such a man could not fail to be also an earnest friend of pop-

ular education. He did good service on the school committee

and as a trustee of the Derby Academy in Hingham. To him

more than to any other man we owe the existence of our Normal

Schools.

His labors in this behalf and the causes which led to them are

best given in his own language, in a modest statement to a

friend, reluctantly made in 1845 :

—

" While in Europe, in 1833, 1 became interested in the Prussian sys-

tem of education. I sought every occasion to enlarge my knowledge

of its nature and action. A good opportunity came to me without my
seeking it. The King of Prussia had sent Dr. Julius, of Hamburg, to

this country for the purpose of collecting information concerning our

prisons, hospitals, schools, &c. I happened to meet the doctor in a

literary party, in London, and he asked me to become his room-mate

on board ship. I did so ; and for forty-one da^-s was with him, listen-

ing to his descriptions of German and Prussian s^^stems of instruction.

I was resolved to attempt the introduction of several parts of the sj's-

tem into the United States. I formed my plan and commenced oper-
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ations Tby a public announcement, and an address at Hingham. I found

some who understood and appreciated my views, and I worked on with

a new convert's zeal. In 1835, 1 wrote and published ; but few read, and

fewer still felt any interest. I was considered a dreamer, who wished

to fill our republican Commonwealth with monarchical institutions.

There were some amusing caricatures of me published to ridicule my
labors. These did me more good than harm. I worked on with precious

few encouragements. I occupied Thanksgiving Day o 1835 in advo-

cating, in a public address, my plan for Normal Schools. I took my
stand upon this Prussian maxim, ' As is the teacher so is the school' I

thought the whole philosophy was summed up in that single phrase, and

I thinjc so still. I accordingly wrote all my lectures with reference to

the establishment of Normal Schools. I now began to lecture before

lyceums and conventions, and had many stormy debates, and a won-

derful scarcity of compliments. The noise and dust of battle began at

last to bring many to the comitia, until we got quite a respectable cam-

pus martins. I thought there was one place where I could rely on

intelligence and patriotism, and there I resolved to go. I accordingly

published in the newspapers that a convention would be gathered at

Plymouth, in court week, ' to discuss the expediency of establishing a

Normal School in the Old Colony.' The friends of Common Schools

assembled, and a private room held us all !—but soon the truth spread,

and my friends in Hingham and Pl^^mouth came up generously to the

work. "We felt that the two great ideas of the church and the school-

Jiouse, which our pilgrim fathers brought to this shore, were to be car-

ried out, and ever trusted in God the}^ would.

" But this narrative is growing too long. In a few words, then, let me
add, that I found conventions to be the best missionaries of the truth,

and I gathered them in Plymouth, Duxbury, New Bedford, Bridgewater,

Kingston, Hanover, Hanson, &c. The Old Colony was ready to take

the lead, and we began with petitions and memorials to the legislature,

all recommending the establishment of Normal Schools. How many
hundred pages I wrote on this subject during 1834, '5 and '6, I dare

not say. It was the subject of my thoughts and prayers. The wisdom
of the Prussian scheme recommended itself to the reflecting, and, as I

had studied it, Iwas invited to lecture in each ofthe New England States.

I went to Portsmouth, Concord, Nashua, and Keene, N. H. ; to Prov-

idence and Newport, R. I. ; to Hartford, Conn. ; to New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania. I went through our own State, holding conven-

tions at the large central towns. All this time I seemed to have little

real success. I began to despair. I returned, after two j-ears of ex-

cessive toil, to my professional duties, concluding that the time had not

yet come for this great movement. One evening in January, 1837, I

was sitting reading to my family, when a letter was brought to me from
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the friends of education in tlie Massachusetts legislature, asking me to

lecture on my hobby subject before that body. I was electrified with

joy. The whole heavens to my e^^e seemed now filled with rainbows.

January 18th came, and the hall of the House o Representatives was

perfectly full. I gave an account of the Prussian system ; and they

asked if I would lecture again. I consented, and the next evening en-

deavored to show liow far the Prussian system could he safely adopted

in the United States.

" Here mj immediate connection with the cause may be said to stop
;

for Mr. Edmund Dwight, after this, took the matter into his hands, and

did for it all a patriot could ask ; he gave $10,000 for the establish-

ment of Normal Schools, on condition the State would give as much.

This happily settled matters. A ' Board of Education ' was estab-

lished, and they found the man exactly suited to the office of Secretary
;

and, at Worcester, August 25th, 1837, I had the satisfaction of con-

gratulating the American Institute in a public address on the realiza-

tion of wishes which they had for j^ears cherished. Mr. Mann entered

upon his labor that daj- ; and the results are gladdening the whole

country. May God still smile on this cause of causes, until schools

shall cover the whole world with knowledge, and Christianity shall fiU

it with love."

In view of this modest recital of his efforts, and of the well-

known facts as recorded by others, we may safely accord with

the declaration of one competent to judge, when he says, "that

Mr. Brooks, for his long, disinterested and unpaid labors in the

cause of education, especially for his efforts to secure the estab-

lishment of Normal Schools and a Board of Education, is entitled

to be considered, more than any other individual, what he has

been called, the 'Father of Normal Schools.'"

The limits of this Eeport will not allow of further enumeration

of his labors in the cause of education. I can only say, that his

interest in it never flagged. His advocacy, with both voice and

pen, ceased only with his life. One of his last labors was an

able argument, published in pamphlet form in 1869, in favor of

the " immediate establishment of a national system of education

for the United States."

Full of years and honors, Mr. Brooks died at Medford, July

7, 1872, in the 77th year of his age.

Dr. Lowell Mason was born at Medfield, January 8, 1792.

In childhood he manifested a great fondness for music, and
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commenced teaching it at an early age. In 1821, while residing

at Savannah, Ga., he pnblished his first compilation of church

music—the Boston Handel and Haydn collection. In 1827 he

commenced the instruction of classes in vocal music, in Boston.

Early his attention was called to the Pestalozzian method of

teaching, which he adopted, and of which he became the most

distinguished champion and exemplar in the country. He com-

menced the teaching of juvenile classes. By his influence

music was introduced as a regular branch of study in the Pub-

lic Schools of Boston, and he was employed as the instructor.

His unwonted skill and success in teaching the new branch

attracted the attention and enlisted the sympathies and cooper-

ation of enlightened educators in its favor, so that thenceforth

it was recognized as an indispensable part of a good education.

The culture of music thus received a wonderful impulse in

Boston, which extended throughout the country.

Dr. Mason's labors and successes did not escape the eye of

Horace Mann. At one of the first Teachers' Institutes held by
him in 1845, at Bridgewater, Dr. Mason was employed as an in-

structor in music. Of his teaching on that occasion Mr. Mann
wrote in the following terms :

" While witnessing your exer-

cises, as I did during the past week, I resolved to avail myself

of an early opportunity to express to you the great gratification

I experienced from witnessing your mode of teaching. In your

adaptation of the thing to be taught to the capacity of the

learner ; in your easy gradation from the known to the un-

known, the latter always seeming to spring naturally from

and to be intimately connected with the former ; and in your

reviews, more or less extensive, which seemed to link together

the parts which had been separately given before,—in all these

points your lessons appeared to me to be models, worthy the

imitation of teachers in all other branches. I have never before

seen anything that came nearer to my heau ideal of teaching."

Of these instructions Mr. Tillinghast, the principal of the

Normal School at Bridgewater, also wrote :
" I have heard from

the members who attended here but one opinion of your in-

struction, and that expressed unmixed gratitude and gratifi-

cation. I took occasion at the close of your services with us to

express to the Institute my opinion of your method of giving

instruction, because I think it the hest model I have ever seen"
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Thus a new field was opened for the exercise of his talents

and skill, as a teacher of the " divine art," which he continued

to occupy for more than twenty years, and until the infirmities

of age warned him to retire.

This is not the place to speak of Dr. Mason's multiplied

labors in other departments. These belong to, or rather make

the history of the culture of music in this country for the past

generation. It is sufficient to ' say that he is justly called the

father and founder of musical education, both in the Christian

churches and the Public Schools of his country.

It only remains to say that great as Dr. Mason's services

were as the pioneer in the culture of music in this country, of

hardly less value have been his precepts and example in intro-

ducing true methods of teaching. In this respect I am confi-

dent that no other educator has surpassed him. His simple,

natural and yet philosophical methods, combined with a re-

markable tact and power of illustration, have powerfully con-

tributed to form the character of large numbers of the most

successful teachers in the Commonwealth.

Of Dr. Mason as a teacher, Mr. Mann wrote in 1856 : "I

have enjoyed extensive opportunities to hear Mr. Lowell Mason

lecture on music and to teach • it, and I think him one of the

very best teachers I have ever seen, either in Europe or this

country."

Speaking of Dr. Mason's services in the State Teachers' In-

stitutes, Governor Boutwell said, in a letter dated September,

1867 :
" You have performed a great and lasting work for good.

It will be fortunate if your successor shall do half that you have

done."

After enjoying the rare privilege of personal intercourse with

Dr. Mason, and witnessing his teachings in the institutes for six

years, I cannot withhold the expresssion of my own views as in

full accord with those of my distinguished predecessors, nor re-

frain from expressing my deep respect and reverence for his

pure and noble character as a Christian man. .

Dr. Mason died at Orange, New Jersey, August 11, 1872.

JOSEPH WHITE.
Boston, 1873.
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Appendix A.

Programme of Studies adopted by the School Superintendents at their

Meeting at Boston, February 14, 1873.

The programme includes nine classes, the work of each class cover-

ing a period of one year.

The classes are numbered from one to nine, the lowest primary

being the first, and the highest grammar the ninth class.

The number of hours per week allotted to each study or exercise is

indicated by the figure annexed ; the whole number of school hours

per week being twenty-five.

FIRST CT,ASS.-
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Drawing, 1

Spelling, 2^

Music, 1

Physical Exercises, . . .1

Opening Exercises and Eecesses, 2^

SIXTH CLASS.
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Appendix B.

Extracts from the Beport of Thomas Emerson, Superintendent ofSchools

of Newton.

The object of Common Schools, like that of a republican government,

is to secure the greatest good of the greatest number. To secure this

object their work should be broad and practical, touching upon daily-

life at ever}^ point. Mental discipline, the regular, full and symmetri-

cal development of the faculties of the mind, is the grand aim of ele-

mentary as well as high education. But mental discipline alone is

not enough ; and that curriculum of study that makes discipline its

sole aim will fail to meet the wants of this practical, busy age. I

believe that the highest mental training may be secured, and at the

same time this practical element may be introduced into our school

work. Indeed, I believe that the fullest mental training cannot be se-

cured without this element.

Upon this point, then,—the work which our schools are intended to

accomplish,—there is a general agreement. The real question is, By
what means and methods may this work be best accomplished? " That

which our school courses leave almost entirely out," says Herbert

Spencer, " we find to be that which most nearly concerns the business

of life. All other industries would cease, were it not for that informa-

tion which men begin to acquire as i hey best may after their education

is said to be finished. The vital knowledge—that by which we have

grown as a nation to what we are, and which now underlies our whole

existence,—is a knowledge that has got itself taught in nooks and cor-

ners ; while the ordained a^^encies for teaching have been mumbling

little else but dead formulas."

These remarks were intended to apply to the schools of England
;

but there is too much in them that is applicable to the schools of

Massachusetts to-day. I believe that our elementar}^ schools have

come far short of accomplishing the object for which they were estab-

lished, and that our higher education is susceptible of much improve-

ment. I do not underrate the value of mental culture ; but I believe

that the knowledge which will be most useful to the adult in after-life

is that whose acquisition is attended with the most pleasure to the

child, and that the knowledge whose acquisition is attended with the

most delight and interest is that which is best fitted to discipline the

mind.

26
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" It will bo utterly contrary to the beautiful economy of Nature,"

says the author quoted, " if one kind of culture were needed for the

gaining of information, and another kind were needed as a mental

g^-mnastic."

Here, then, is the vital principle upon which a scheme of education

should be constructed. It must be in harmony with the mental consti-

tution of the child. The quantity and quality of the mental food pre-

scribed should be such as the mind can easily assimilate in the different

stages of its growth. No waste should ensue in consequence of men-

tal nausea or dyspepsia. Nature's processes of education, carried on so

successfully in the first years of life, must be followed implicitly in the

school-room. Those methods must be pursued whose quickening in-

fluence is seen in the sparkling eye and eager interest of the child

;

those methods that result in mental stagnation and disgust must be

avoided. The mind of the child, like his bod^', naturally craves that

which will best contribute to its growth.

Subjects and Methods.—How shall this principle be applied? By
omitting the abstract technicalities and useless details of the present

branches of stud}-, and substituting in their place those practical sub-

jects, a knowledge of which prepares one for the business of life. I

hof)e to see a larger infusion of the natural sciences in our school

course. The study of " The Child's Book of Nature," introduced during

the past year, is a step in the right direction. The study of such a book

in the lower grade of our Grammar Schools supplements in an admirable

manner the oral instruction of the primarj' classes. Of the importance

and value of the study of Nature Dr. Hooker thus speaks in his preface

to this little work :
" Children are busy observers of natural objects,

and have many ques'ions to ask about ihem ; but their inquisitive ob-

servation is commonly repressed, instead of being encouraged and

guided. The chief reas n for this unnatura' course is, that parents

and teachers are not in possession of the information which is needed

fori the guidance of cli dren in the observation of Nature. Thej^ have

not themselves been taugh' aright ; and so they are not able to teach

others. In their own educa on the observation of Nature has been

almost entirely excluded ; and thej^ are, therefore, unprepared to teach

a child in regard to the simp'est natural phenomena."

The introduction of systematic instruction in drawing is another step

in the right direction. There is no branch of stud}^ in our whole cir-

riculum better fitted than th s to train the eye, hand, and judgment of

the pupil, and so prepare him for the practical duties of life. The object

of this study is not to make artists, bu to put mor.' intelligence, more

skill, more brain, into the various departments of human industry.

That it has commended itself to the instincts of the children—which.
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let me remark, should under no circumstances be disregarded—is proved

bj' the interest which they manifest in its pursuit.

Tlie plan pursued is that of Walter Smith, the able and accomplished

State Director of Art Education. For the particulars of this plan, I

refer j-ou to the report of the special instructor in this department.

Arithmetic.—Full success in this b;anch of stud}" will never be real-

ized until there is a complete emancipation from the slavery of the

text-books. Our new curriculum, which prescribes the subjects to be

taught, rather than the pages to be studied, is already felt in this direc-

tion. I have endeavored still further to secure this result by carefully

avoiding all reference to the prescribed text-book in conducting the

examination that I have made in this department. There is much in

ever}' text-book, connected with the subjects prescribed, of no value

except as it indicates the profundity of the author, or helps to swell

the profits of the publisher. It is almost impossible to secure the re-

jection of this on the part of the teacher, so long as the use of any

particular text-book is allowed ; and thus much time is wasted upon

useless abstractions, while the practical knowledge required in daily

life is neglected.

Too much time has been given to mental arithmetic. This exercise

should be used mainly to familiarize the pupil with principles, and the

processes bj' which they are applied. It should precede and prepare the

way for the slate exercises. When this purpose has been accomplished,

it may be suspended till a new principle is to be developed and a new
process to be explained. Under no circumstances should this exercise

degenerate into a means of strengthening the memory. The too com-

mon practice of reading a long and complicated question, and requiring

the pupil to repeat it from memory, to go through with its solution

step by step, and finally to give a second repetition of the question itself,

should not be tolerated for a moment. The effect of such an exercise

is to generate stupidity in the pupil, and to create in him a distaste

for a stud}' that is in itself interesting.

The attempt to teach logic in connection with arithmetic should be

discouraged, especially in the lower classes. Long explanations, in-

volving a chain of reasoning, should not be attempted. The mind is

not yet ready for this kind of work. A pupil, even in the lowest grades,

may go through a long chain of reasoning, using the "hences" and

"therefores" with the accuracy of a professional logician; but, after

all, it is not an exercise of the reasoning facult}', but of the memory.
Such training consumes much time, and is barren of any valuable re-

sults. The fundamental operations of arithmetic should be intelligently

performed until rapiditj- and accuracy have been secured ; but the logic

of the subject should be left to the advanced classes of the Grammar
Schools and the High School. Furthermore, I think that some of the
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topics,—such as " averaging of accounts," " partnership," and " ex-

change,"—now assigned to the grammar grades, would be included

more appropriately in High School work.

Spelling.—What is the object of this exercise ? Is it to teach the

orthography of such words as form the vocabulary of common life, such

words as the mass of the pupils will have frequent occasion to use ? or

is it a species of mental gymnastics ; the words being selected because

their orthography is irregular, and their meaning incomprehensible?

The study of orthography^, if I understand it rightl}', is simply a study

of form. "We learn words just as we learn geometrical figures ; that is,

by their form. Each word constitutes a separate and distinct picture.

We may be assisted in learning b}^ associating words that have a

gi'eater or less similarity ; but, after all, the most difficult words in our

language have forms peculiar to themselves, and must be learned as

individual forms. And here I will remark that the words to be spelled

should always be written by the pupil. Our first object, then, is to

cultivate in the pupil the habit of observation. The training of the

eye to see, the forming of correct habits of observation, have been sadly

neglected in our American sj'stem of education. We spend much time

in teaching the words in the Speller, thousands of which are meaningless

to the child, such as " ichneumon," " lachrymose," " exchequer,"

"eleemosynary," " hj^pochondriac," '' idiosyncrasy^" and hundreds of

others equally incomprehensible. And what have we resulting? The

habit of observation unformed, and a lamentable ignorance of the or-

thograpy of some of the commonest words of daily life. " Which " is

still spelled with a t, and " sure" with an h; while " mamma," ''bis-

cuit," and " twelfth," are beyond the limits of orthographic knowledge.

And now, what is the remedy ? Require the pupils to spell any of

the words that occur in the regular lessons of the day,—in the Reader,

the Geography, the Histor}-, &c. In this manner, the child will be

led to observe the words which he uses ; and tliere will be this addi-

tional advantage, viz., the words whose orthography he is required to

learn will be such as his mind can comprehend, and to which he has

already attached a meaning. I would slipplement these lessons with

a list of from one to two thousand words that are in common use,

—

such words as occur in ordinar}- correspondence, in letters of business

and friendship. These I would make the subject of frequent and care-

ful review, until their orthography is indelibly fixed in the mind.

Under no circumstances should the pupil be required to learn the ortho-

graphy of words which to him are meaningless. The knowledge thus

acquired will hardly compensate for the bad habits that will be formed.

Reading.—The purposes to be accomplished by the pursuit of this

branch of study, are, first, to acquire a knowledge of words so as to

be able to understand the thoughts which they express ; second, to
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gain the power to express these thoughts to others with proper tones,

inflections, and emphasis ; third, to acquire a love for reading. That

mode of instruction in reading that gives to the pupil a treasury of

words, with their various shades of meaning, and thereby enables him

to extract mental nutrition from the printed page, and puts him in

possession of the key to the thoughts and experiences of the ages,

—

such a mode of instruction addresses itself to the intelligence of the

pupil. It assists the pupil in the acquisition of knowledge, It results

in genuine, thorough mental training.

The second object of this study, viz., the power to express the

thoughts of others, is of minor importance. It is important that the

mass of mankind should learn how to acquire knowledge ; it is not

important that they should have special training in the means of com-

municating it. To how few of the pupils now in our Public Schools

would such training have any practical value

!

It is plain, then, that reading should be taught primarily as a means

of acquiring knowledge. To carry out this plan, and accomplish this

object in its fullness, the amount to be read must be increased, and the

time given to elocutionary drill diminished. Time and energy have

been given to the subject ; but they have not been expended judiciously.

The reading and re-reading of a piece until the exercise has become a

memoriter recitation must be continued. The old idea, that thorough-

ness requires a book to be read year after j^ear, even though all life and

freshness have long since gone out of it, must be abandoned. The vo-

cabulary of the pupil should be enlarged, and the intelligence developed,

until it can no longer be said that the average graduate from our Gram-

mar Schools is incapable ofreading intelligently an article from a monthly

magazine, or an editorial from a morning paper. We need to supple-

ment the reading-books now in use with at least an equal amount of

matter suited to the capacities of the child. " The Nursery " is admir-

ably adapted to meet the wants of the primary classes. In the gram-

mar classes the study of sciences may be combined with this course of

general reading. For this purpose I would recommend such books as

Miss Hall's " Our World," Guyot's " Introduction to Geography," and

Hooker's " Child Book of Nature," to be used in the fifth and six gram-

mar classes.

Language.—The object of the study of language is to acquire the art

of speaking and writing correctly. The first step in this work is the

study of words. A knowledge of words must precede the use of them.

The idea which they express must be clearly understood before we can

use them correctl}^ in the acquisition of new knowledge, or in the com-

munication of our thoughts to others. To teach the pupil to form clear

ideas, and to express them clearly, is an important part of our school
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work ; and the progress of the pupil in his other studies depends in a

great measure upon the completeness with which this work is done.

I have already spoken of one exercise in the stud}" of language,—read-

ing. Synonj'm}^ is another valuable exercise. This exercise, if intelli-

gently pursued, introduces the pupil to new words, and to new meanings

of old words, and thus, by enlarging his vocabulary, enlai'ges his range of

thought. Tlie object of this exercise is to give the pupil the ability to

substitute one Avord for another without changing the meaning, and

thus to avoid the repetition of the same word. "Whenever the proper

word is wanting, an equivalent phrase or clause may be used ; and,

whenever neither can be found, the definition should be given. This

careful study of words is indispensable as a preparation for every exer-

cise in reading. If this is neglected, reading degenerates, from an in-

telligent exercise of the mind to a parrot-like repetition of meaningless

words. The complete mastery of the thought can come onl}- from a

thorough knowledge of its sj^mbols. In reading, as in spelling, no

pupil should ever be compelled to use words which to him are meaning-

less. The effect of such superficial work is fatal to real progress in

education.

A thorough knowledge of words enables the pupil to form clear ideas.

The power to express these ideas clearly can be gained onl}' by practice in

speaking and writing. The pupil should always be required to give his

answers in complete sentences. This exercise in language should begin

with the lowest grades, and should continue through the highest. All

errors of speech should be carefully corrected. Pupils should also be

trained to correct expressions b}' being encouraged to give the contents

of a reading-lesson, a description of a visit thej^ have made, or an ob-

ject they have seen. A story or anecdote may be read, and the pupils

required to give in their own words all that thej- can remember of it.

Instructions in morals and manners vaay be combined with the study

of language in this exercise.

Pupils should also be trained to express their thoughts in writing.

This exercise should begin as soon as their progress in penman-

ship will allow. The first primarj^ class is abundantly able to pursue

it with profit and pleasure. It may be made one of the most attrac-

tive and useful of school exercises, if the subjects are selected with

proper care, and are sufficiently varied to excite the interest of the

pupil. Sentences may be written from dictation ; words may be given,

and the pupil required to use them in sentences ; the contents of a

reading-lesson or object-lesson, an anecdote or story may be written

;

general reviews of other branches of study may also be made in writ-

ing ; letters of business and friendship, notes of invitation, acceptance,

and regret, may profitably occupy much time and attention ; indeed,

the variety of the exercises that may be used is almost unlimited. In
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all these written exercises, instruction should be giren in the proper

use of capitals and the marks of punctuation. Abbreviations and con-

tractions should also receive attention. The extent to which this in-

struction may be given with profit varies in the different grades. The

primary grade should deal only with the simplest principles ; but in

this, as in the other grades, each principle should be thoroughly com-

prehended and made familiar b}^ constant and abundant practice.

These exercises should be general, the entire class writing on the

same subject. Nor should they be omitted for a single daj'. Skill

and accuracy in the use of language can be acquired only b}" con-

stant and persevering practice. In no branch of study is the old pre-

cept, that " practice makes perfect," truer than in this. It is by no

means necessary that the written exercise of each individual pupil

should be examined and corrected by the teacher. Such a waste of

energy should neither be encouraged nor countenanced. I would by

no means be understood to imply that individual teaching is not some-

times necessary in this branch of study, as in all others ; but I believe

that most of the time of teacher and pupil should be occupied in the

manner I have indicated.
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BAEISTSTABLE GOUKTY,

BARNSTABLE.

As the truant laws are in progress of revision in the legislature, we

withhold what might otherwise be said on that subject. We cannot for-

bear, however, calling the attention of parents to their awful responsi-

bility in this respect. The statistics of the Census Bureau reveal the

alarming fact that four-fifths of the crimes committed in New England

are distinguished under the head of "No Education." In other parts of

the country, from four-fifths to nine-tenths of the criminals are re-

turned as destitute of " Common School Education" or of any trade.

Of juvenile oflenders, ninety-five hundredths are from ignorant and idle

homes, and a large number of them were truants from school at the

time of arrest. Such warnings should not go unheeded.

For the Committee.—Nath'l Hinckley, Chairman; Aaron S. Crosby, Secretary.

BREWSTER.

We believe that those who do not intend to make teaching a pro-

fession and will not prepare themselves for it, but teach for conven-

ience, ought not to be employed in our schools.

It is here we are very much in fault. Miss A, from the Common
School, becomes a teacher ; Miss B, has devoted j^ears solely to the work

of preparing, herself for the profession. In both cases we give the

same, or nearly the same salary. By this means do we encourage

laudable effort and the due anxiety to secure the means to insure

success ?

School Committee.—^Tully Crosby, Chairman; M.Elizabeth Crocker, Secretary

;

S. H. Gould.
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CHATHAM.

Teachers.—With the exception of the High School, we commenced

the year with a full supply of teachers from our own town, for which

thanks are clue to the citizens for their liberality, which has enabled

us to educate and qualify a number of our own people to an extent

which renders them fully competent to assume the responsible task of

conducting our schools successfully, from the lower Primary to the

highest grade of a Grammar School, and we confidently trust that

henceforth we may not be compelled to seek beyond our own borders

for equally efficient material to supply our wants in that direction.

School Committee.—^David H. Crowell, Joshua Y. Beakse.

DENNIS.

Better shorten the term of the school if there is no other remedy.

Good teachers are as much needed in our Primary Schools as any-

where. More is done to shape the child's character and future destiny

between the ages of six and twelve years than any other six years of

life. The Primary School is the foundation of the educational struc-

ture, and it should be well built. It is a false notion that anybody

can teach young children. It is false economy to cheapen the Pri-

mary Schools in order to help 'out higher schools. It is like attempt-

ing to erect a substantial building on a shaky foundation.

Superintendent.—Levi Howes.

PROVINCETOWN.

The per cent, of attendance in all the schools is eighty-seven and

seven-eighths per cent. That of the High School is eighty-one and

nine-elevenths ; of the Grammar, eighty-five and two-thirds ; of the In-

termediate, ninety and one-half ; and of the Primary, eighty-nine and

one-fifteenth per cent., a percentage that is rarely equalled. The at-

tendance at the High School has been very good indeed, when we take

into consideration that a large majority of the scholars of the school

are young ladies, and the location of the school-room and the means

of access to it.

The whole number of scholars present at the reviews "is seven hun-

dred and eighteen. Fortj'-seven were at the High School, two hun-

dred and three at the Grammar, one hundred and eighty at the Inter-

mediate, and two hundred and eighty-eight at the Primary Schools.

The whole number of visitors present at review was three hundred and

thirtj^-four ; of this number, fifty were at the High School, one hun-
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dred and fifty-six at the Grammar Schools, ninety-two at the Inter-

mediate, and thirty-six at the Primary Schools. It is sufficient to say

of these reviews that they have passed off well, giving unmistakable

evidence of diligence and earnestness in the discharge of their several

duties both by the teachers and pupils of the respective schools.

Superintendent of Schools.—B. F. Hutchinson.

SANDWICH.

The advantage of this stable High School to the various lower grade

schools is very evident. An ambition is excited, a prize is held out

for their attainment, and a new interest is awakened. A perfect recita-

tion, prompt and regular attendance, acquire a deeper and more im-

portant meaning to the pupils of these schools, than ever before ; for

the necessity of these cardinal virtues of the school-room to an admis-

sion to the rights and privileges of the High School is made evident.

The moment the child perceives that his teacher cares for him,

—

cares more that he should recite a perfect lesson, for his own sake,

than that she may get through her work the more quickly, and that a

watchful, loving care is over him in the school-room as well as home,

—that moment his imagination invests -the teacher with superior

powers and attributes ; lifts her up as one worthy of obedience and
respect. Who has not noticed this ? Can we not all in memory go
back to some teacher of our childhood, whom even maturer years have

not wholly divested of the glamour which this youthful adoration has

thrown around her ? When, also, we add to this interested attention

a correct idea of a natural system of instruction, we have a model
primary teacher. In the methods adopted for imparting instruction

in the Primary Schools, we would deprecate too close an adhesion to

what is called the alphabetic method of teaching. Nature would

rather teach by the method which she adopts with the little child, that

words expressing ideas come first, and not the absolute symbols of

the elements of that word.

Some interest has been awakened in a few of our schools in regard

to the topic of drawing. The methods indicated by Walter Smith, Esq.,

at the Institute held in this town, have assisted our teachers in pre-

senting this subject to their pupils ; but the lack of a perfect system

of grading in most of our schools, and the consequent results of too

many classes for each teacher, have rendered it impossible to attain

any marked success in this department.

Superintejiclent.—Wm. C. Spring.
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BERKSHIKE COUIsTTY.

ADAMS.

The events of the past three years have so completely revolutionized

the system of Common School instruction before in use, that happily

but few traces of ancient ways now remain. With improved facilities

have come new and better methods of instruction, more exact classifi-

cation, an established course of study and we trust a clearer concep-

tion of the value of education to the individual and to society. The

unanimity of sentiment among the citizens of the town in matters

relating to the improvement of the schools, the encouragement and

support thej^ have given to the committee in the discharge of their

duties, are gratifying facts, worth}^ of acknowledgment, and afford an

earnest that the "new departvure," once taken, will not be speedily

retraced.

Under a more enlightened administration and better influences,

these schools may become much more efficient instrumentalities in the

work of education than they now are. This is the present demand.

It is not alone the spoken word, or order, or sj^stem that is efficacious

in the work of instruction. The mind of every scholar is impressed,

inspired, moulded and directed by the influences that surround and

act upon it, as well as by the truths communicated directly to it. The

air and the sunlight minister to the growth of the plant equally with

the grosser materials drawn from the earth. That those to whom the

work of educating the young is intrusted, under whose influences they

are daily brought, whose conduct is an example to be followed, should

themselves possess and exemplif}^ the attainments and qualities both

of the head and the heart which it is the office of education to impart

and cherish, is among the conunonest maxims in teaching. The value

of self-restraint and truthfulness, for example, as elements of charac

ter, cannot be successfully impressed upon the mind by him who ex-

hibits frequent ebullitions of passion or whose word is not to be

implicitly believed. The principles of grammar cannot be well taught

by one whose daily speech is a constant violation of those principles.

A love of science, philosophy and histor}^, a fondness for the delights

of learning and literature, can be inspired and cultivated only by

those whose minds are thoroughly imbued with a kindred love and who
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have themselves jdelded to the fascinations of those delights. It is a

law of physics that a fountain will not rise above the level of its

suppl}^ ; to that level it constantly aspires. This law has its counter-

part in the sphere of mind and morals and in no relations are its

operations more manifest or fraught with graver consequences than in

that subsisting between the young and those to whom their intellectual

and moral training has been chiefly committed.

For the Committee.—J. Rockwell.

Music.—Nature, like her Divine Master, is no respecter of persons.

"With impartial hand she scatters her gifts and graces alike upon every

class of societ3\ As a sequence to this law we often find rare musical

abilities among tho.se children to whom fortune denies the means of

culture, and needing but its guiding hand to render them accomplished

musicians. This culture the committee measurably provides, by mak-

ing music a branch of regular instruction in the schools. Here its

effects are invaluable ; its softening, refining influence lends an im-

portant aid in controlling wayward, perverse and intractable spirits,

thus materiall}^ promoting the discipline and good order of the schools.

It varies the monotony of stud}^, cultivates fine perceptions and a love

for the beautiful, tranquillizes nervous sensibility, and gives expression

to many of the purest and best emotions which can animate the heart.

Nor are its benefits limited to the schools ; its refining, elevating in-

fluence is carried to the flreside, the social gathering, and is felt

throughout society. I know that some assert that the study of music

in the schools involves needless expense and should be dispensed with.

I maintain that the committee would be false to their trusts, should

they neglect to cultivate as far as practicable, this together with every

faculty of the pupil, which the wisdom of a beneficent Providence

has implanted.

Superintendent.'—Isaac "W". Dunham.

High School.—Our course demands four years of continuous hard

work. Mau}^ subjects are considered which do not bear very closely

on practical education. In fact, when we advance beyond the most

elementary work, all studies are chiefly disciplinary and not, in any

immediate sense, practical.

" What good will this study do my child? " is not an uncommon
question in regard to almost any work beyond the flrst year of the

High School course ; and the child, imbued with a doubting spirit

begotten by this query, does the work in a half-hearted manner and

most likely a distaste for study grows until the only profitable thing

to be done is to retire from school labor altogether.
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It would be invading the province of my superior officers to enter

into the discussion of this matter to the extent which its importance

demands ; but I may be excused, in passing, if I urge most earnestly

each and every parent to give to their children the most liberal culture

that their means will allow. The study of Latin, confessedly, imparts

very little information ; but it necessitates exact observation, and the

problems of Latin construction often demand the shrewdest balancing

of probabilities. Algebra and geometry will not teach the art of

finishing ginghams ; but will develop the power of consecutive thought,

without which any business success is impossible. English history

cannot be directly transformed into bread and butter ; but without

some knowledge of it even newspaper literature is not fully intelli-

gible. A knowledge of the great ocean currents will probably never

assist any of us to navigate a ship ; but what person "^ho pretends to

common intelligence can aflbrd to be ignorant of the general facts

concerning the same. The nineteenth century is not the fellow of

the eighteenth. Let us fit our sons and daughters for the future and

not chain them down to the past.

Superintendent.—W. "W. Spaulding.

ALFORD.

Our schools are at present destitute of all requisite apparatus, all

mechanical accessories to aid teachers in explaining, simplifying and

fixing ideas in the minds of pupils. We have no maps either to adorn

the walls of our school-houses or assist in illustrating geogTaphical

locajities. There are other essential articles of school-house furniture

besides desks and benches. School-houses must be made pleasant and

attractive ; we must have maps both to relieve the dull plainness of

white walls, and for continual reference during recitations ; we must

have globes to explain the revolutions of the earth and the wonders of

the firmament ; we must have every mechanical appliance that can

assist in the educatiooi of youth and bring all diflflcult instrucMon into

such comprehensive forms that young minds can grasp. These acces-

sories to teaching are to the minds of children what illustration is to

conversation. Their benefit is illimitable, their need deplorable.

School Committee.—W. C. Hinman, Henry "W. Smith, Benton E. Stoddard.

HANCOCK.

Teachers.—A great obstacle to success is the frequent change of

teachers.

This greatly embarrasses the working of our school system. It must

indeed be admitted that an incompetent teacher should be superseded
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by a better one ; but other things being equal, pupils will learn more

from a teacher whose method of government and instructions they are

familiar with than from a new one.

The experience of one term is a very valuable preparation for the

next, and a thorough knowledge of the standing and capacities of the

pupils, in the various branches, is exceedingly important to enable one

to instruct successfully. A teacher should understand human nature

sufficiently to adapt himself to the peculiarities of the scholars, in order

to stimulate them in the m.ost efficient manner. If a teacher has suc-

ceeded well, has evinced skill, industry and intelligence, it is almost

without exception a decided detriment to a school to change.

One permanent teacher of the right stamp will undoubtedly do a great

deal more in training and in disciplining a school than a succession of

teachers equally well qualified. A new teacher introduces a new order

of things, and it takes time to get accustomed to it.

Irregular Attendance.—Notwithstanding the almost universal com-

plaint of the shortness of the school-year, more than one-fifth the time

we now have is lost to the greater portion attending ; the average

attendance being but four-fifths of the whole time.

It cannot, of course, be expected that every scholar will always be

punctu.ally in his place ; but we believe that great improvement can be

made in this dkection if parents will co-operate with the teacher.

Tardiness and irregularity of attendance are more the result of habit

than necessity. It is difficult to see why, in any community, the chil-

dren of some families are always punctual and regular in their attend-

ance, while others are habitually absent or tardy. The loss to the

children and school cannot be reckoned by moments alone ; it enters

into and afiects all the interests of the school. If a scholar is absent

at the time of recitation, the teacher must either devote special time

to the tardy scholar, or the exercise will be lost to him for the day.

The injurious infiuence of this difficulty is everywhere observable,

embarrassing the teacher and rendering the school less successful than

it otherwise would be.

School Commmitee.—^Wm. H. Hadsell, Henry Barker, Andrew Whitman.

HINSDALE.

Our principal encouragement lies in what we believe to be a fact, that

the schools are in advance of what they were a year ago. While in this

as in every other expenditure of the town we are in favor of a rigid

economy, we cannot, as a town, afibrd to raise a less sum than is neces-

sary for a high efficiency in our Public Schools. We should keep abreast

with the advancing progress of the age in adopting the modern improve-

2 ,
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ments of education. The standard of a good education fifty years ago

is not the standard of to-day. The children now attending our schools

will enter upon the cares and business of life in the future. The amount

of knowledge which has insured success in the past, will not be suflS-

cient. They must be able to compete with the future, with all its

accumulated knowledge and intense activities. In agriculture, manu-

factures, mechanics, and in almost every department of human indus-

try, the most wonderful inventions and improvements have been made

during the last fifty years. From the immaterial nature of mind, new

inventions cannot be applied in its development. Each individual

must, by the slow and laborious process of exercise, strengthen,

enlarge and quicken its operations. Still there are modern improve-

ments and methods which greatly assist the process of education.

Prominent among these is the system of graded schools. This is

simply applying the labor-saving principle, so successfully applied to

industrial employments, to schools. The scholars may be considered

as the raw material, the teacher, the books and apparatus the power

and machinery which are to mould and develop their faculties. How
can this be most economically and thoroughly done? Certainly by

gathering those of similar studies and acquirements into classes of such

numbers that considerable time can be spent by the teacher in expla-

nation and drilling at each recitation. The experience of teachers is,

that it is much easier to maintain that mental excitement and emulation

which are essential to mental discipline and acquirement in large

classes than in small ones. This accords with the observation of the

committee even under the imperfect s^^stem of graded schools we have

in the central part of this town, as compared with the four districts,

where the average attendance is not over a dozen scholars.

School Committee.—P. L. Page, Lyman Payne, E. H. Goodrich, Jr.

LANESBOROUGH.

It is a great pleasure to the town committee to be able to report

progress in our Public Schools. Under the old district system our

schools had fallen so low that they ranked among the poorest in the

State. After the district S3'-stem was abolished the authorities of the

town were called upon to appraise the school-houses in the different

districts, and found the most of them in a ver}^ dilapidated state, some

not worth repairing.

The citizens of the town were called upon to consider the propriety

of repairing and building new school-houses, and by special effort of a

few citizens a new system was entered upon, to make thorough repairs

where they were worthy, and build new buildings where it was neces-
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sary. Within the last two years $7,000 have been spent for building

and repairing.

The foundation for good schools was laid ; without good school-

houses and commodious rooms it is hardly possible to have good

schools. It gives a new impulse, and the scholars are more contented

and willing to be studious.

Our purpose is, as far as possible, to get experienced teachers.

Lady teachers, in all their intercourse with the pupils, should be lady-

like. This is one of their most important qualifications. A child just

commencing to go to school needs a perfect example, and to be dealt

with tenderly, as the mind is tender and easily impressed ; correct lan-

guage should always be used, and the incorrect language of the child

corrected. It is the privilege of the teacher so deeply to impress the

child's mind with kindness that it will never be forgotten.

School Committee.—Justus Tower, "Wm. A. Fuller, Henry J. Farnham.

LEE.

The Condition of the Schools.—We are happy in being able to say

that the character of the schools, taken as a whole, was never better.

There have been few changes among the teachers during the year, and

many of the schools have been taught by the same teachers who
instructed them last year. The policy of youi- committee has been to

secure the services of the best teachers we could find, and they have all

been engaged for the year, not the term, and when practicable are con-

tinued in the same school from year to year. The schools of the town

are so sj^stematized that they are kept 40 weeks each, all commencing

and ending on the same day. The scholastic year is divided into thi-ee

terms ; the spring and fall terms, continuing 12 weeks each, and the

winter term, 16 weeks. This plan gives all the children of the town

equal advantages for an education. The S3'stem is working admirably,

and we can perceive a constant improvement in the scholarship of the

pupils. Even in the small school in the extreme east part of the town,

where the sessions formerly were short, as the money was short, and

where we did not expect to see much mental development, we now find

some ambitious and advanced scholars. While we are gratified with

this improvement, we desire also to say that there is room for further

advancement. In some of the schools there is a tendency to a mere

routine of duties, without much awakening of thought. The rules of

grammar and arithmetic are recited but not comprehended. This is,

however, the exception, not the general rule. We wish to make no

invidious comparisons, but it is simply justice to say that for thorough-

ness of instruction, punctual attendance, and a general enlistment of
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lithe energies of the pupils, the schools in the North Centre take the

. ad of all the others. The schools here have the advantage of being

graded, but in the lower grade, where discipline is most difficult, the

order is almost perfect, and the attention and co-operation of the pupils

fully enlisted. In the higher department the energies of the scholars

are kept constantly screwed up to concert pitch, and the candidates for

the High School coming from this department are found quite uniformly

to have the foundation of an education well laid. There is no reason

why all the schools of the town may not attain the high standard of

those in the North Centre.

School Committee.—Alexander Hyde, Geo. E. Callendek, James Levy, N. W.
Shokes, Henry C. Htjrlbut.

LENOX.

Whatever may have been the considerations that induced the plant-

ing of an educational institution upon the bleak and almost inacces-

sible height which the school-house now adorns, we are persuaded that

none can now be adduced weighty enough to prevail with the sober

sense of the people for its continuance in the present locality. The

idea of treating a school as a nuisance to be partially abated by re-

moval to some out-of-the-way section of the neighborhood,—which

seems to have been entertained and acted upon to some extent in for-

mer years in the location of school-houses,—has become dissipated by

the growing intelligence and educational advancement of the people.

Not only the most central but the most costly and desirable sites are

now selected for the erection of school edifices ; and architectural skill

is called in to devise what is most fitting in structure, and aesthetic

taste to design what is most attractive in surroundings, that the

ministries of the spot where so many lives are shaped and colored,

shall be to the development of systematical and beautiful characters.

Realizing that the education to be aimed at in our Public Schools is not

merely intellectual development, but the culture and expansion of the

highest faculties of the soul,—to beget right tastes, habits and prin-

ciples,—we should endeavor to make the place where oui" children pass

so large and important a period of theu' existence to conduce to this

end. What apology then can we offer to ourselves, that we further

delay the removal of the present school building to a more eligible

situation ? If any one is disposed to halt in this matter, let him at-

tempt to scale the classic heights, where this educational temple looms

afar, on some of our blustering winter mornings, as he sees the tender

children of the village toiling up the steep and slippery ascent. Let

Mm brace himself for the conflict, as he rovmds the corner of the ceme-

tery, for the ruthless north-wester will strike him harshly in the face.
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Plodding up the steep declivity, he will have to stop often to regain

his foothold, and turn squarely with the wind to reclaim his breath.

As he gaspingly arrives at the portals let him knock and enter, and

behold how everything conspires to make the acquisition of knowledge

an eas}^ and delightful exercise. In a few moments a perceptible tre-

mor creeps over him, and he finds himself, to all appearances, in the

incipient stages of a popular western malady. The wintry blasts, with

nothing to break their force, crash down with terrific violence on the

groaning structure. The shutters creak fearfully in the wind, and no

voice less powerful than a trumpet is distinctly audible across the

room. The pupils huddle and crouch, and the teacher shirks or

storms. Everything is awry, and testifies convincingly against the

improvidence (we had almost added, inhumanity) of such a school.

We suggest that the town give this subject prompt and earnest con-

sideration.

High Scliool.—The value of such a school is manifold, giving char-

acter to the town, aflbrding an opportunity to the poorest child to

acquire an education which shall fit him for any vocation in life,

stimulating the exertions of the pupils in our Common Schools, who
are desu'ous of enjoying its advantages ; and in graduating therefrom

those who, as teachers of our Common Schools, shall not pursue the

mechanical routine prescribed in the books, but with a juster appre-

hension of the end of education shall labor for the formation by their

pupils of those habits of thought, attention and diligence which shall

best fit them for the duties of life.

The town may well point with pride to its school record for the past

ten years. During that period it has made advancements which are

unparalleled by any other town in the State. Rising from a com-

panionship with the Marshpee Indians after having sunk below all

other towns of the Commonwealth, it now stands in the front rank of

its sister towns in the State, and in the comparative amount of money
appropriated for the education of each child in the towns of this

county, between the ages of five and fifteen years, it stands at the head

of the list.

School Committee.—J. F. Morell, Geo. Fitch, J. Rockwell.

MOUNT WASHINGTON.

One of the first changes we desire to see is new methods of teaching.

The old, hum-drum way of sitting and hearing lessons is really and

justly out of date. It is a mechanical, dull di'ill that consumes time

and gives no real teaching. Genuine teaching is in great part the in-

fluence of mind upon mind, and the teacher who tamely reads off the
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questions from a text-book, while tlie class, with equal tameness and

much stumbling inaccuracy, repeat the answers, is doing but a small

part of his work. Teaching should be suggestive ; it should wake up

the young mind, and not only give the knowledge of facts which the

scholar may glean from his school-books, but set him thinking, and

show him from experience that he can learn for himself when his

powers of observation and comparison are somewhat developed.

Schools should make more active, liberal and logical minds, as well

as store those minds with a few plain facts in geograph}^, arithmetic,

&c. Perhaps some teachers maj' think that these aims are above the

reach of the common district schools, but indeed they are not. It is

often easier to awaken the minds of young children and incite in them

a love of study, than to inflame older minds that have settled into a

sort of chronic lethargy. Even very young children can concentrate

their attention so as to master points of study at which those who are

much older often stop, if the teacher has tact and knowledge to point

out to them the necessity and advantage of such concentration.

School Committee.—H. S. Goodale, 0. C. Whitbeck, Ira C. Lamson.

NEW MARLBOROUGH.

Truant Laws.—Art. 1 . The town of New Marlborough hereb}^ adopts

the provisions of the 42d chapter of the General Statutes of this Com-

monwealth so far as applicable to truant children and absentees from

school ; and also the provisions of the 207th chapter of the Acts of

1862 and the several Acts in addition thereto or in amendment thereof.

Art. 2. Any child between the ages of seven and sixteen, while a

a member of any Public School in said town, who shall absent himself

or herself from school without the consent of his or her teacher, parent

or guardian, shall be deemed a truant.

Art. 3. Any child convicted of any offence described in said Acts,

or either of them, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding twenty

dollars, or by confinement in any institution of instruction, house of

reformation or suitable situation which shall be provided for the pur-

pose, for a term not exceeding one year.

Art. 4. All complaints for offences under these by-laws, shall be

made before any trial justice in the county of Berkshire or police court

in the county.

Art. 5. Four truant officers shall be annually chosen in the town of

New Marlborough at its annual meeting, to serve for one year, whose

duty it shall be to inquire into all violations of these by-laws and do

all the acts required of them by the laws of the Commonwealth, to
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enter a complaint against any one found unlawfully absent from school,

or violating any of these laws or by-laws.

Art. 6. It shall be the dut}^ of every truant officer, prior to making

any complaint before a justice, to notify the truant or absentee cliild,

and its parents or guardian, of the penalty for the offence. If the

officer can obtain satisfactory pledges of reformation, which pledge

shall subsequently be kept, he shall forbear to prosecute.

Art. 7. It shall be the duty of the school committee and the teach-

ers of the Public Schools, and the citizens generally in said town, to

report the names of any person or persons violating any or either of

said Acts to the truant officer of the town, that they may be complained

of therefor.

Art. 8. Truant officers shall receive such compensation for their

services as the town may determine.

Art. 9. Any truant officer who knowingly neglects the duties of said

office shall be subject to a fine not exceeding fifty dollars for any such

offence.

Art. 10. It shall be the duty of the truant officers to keep a full

record of all acts and doings, and make annual report thereof to the

school committee, who shall publish the same with their report.

Art. 11. Nothing in these by-laws shall be construed to control or

impair the obligations and duties of teachers to enforce punctuality

and regularity of attendance, and to preserve good order and dis-

cipline.

Art. 12. These by-laws and the rules and regulations for the schools

that the school committee may hereafter adopt, with the following

extract from the school laws, shall be printed and posted in every

school-house in town. Section 1st of chapter 41 General Statutes

says : " Every person having under his control a child between the

ages of eight and fourteen years, shall annually send said child to

some Public School at least twelve weeks, six weeks of which shall

be consecutive. For every neglect, the party offending shall forfeit

twenty dollars."

Rules and Regulations Adopted by the School Committee.—1. The

teacher shall have the charge of the school-room, and be responsible

for its order and cleanliness, and have a general supervision of the en-

tire school premises.

2. Damages. The teacher is authorized to collect 25 cents for each

light of glass broken, and procure some one to replace the light who

can do it without damage to the window, but never allow a scholar to

replace it ; and collect one dollar for every scratch or knife-cut made

on any new seat or furniture, and 25 cents for everj^ pencil-mark,

scratch or knife-cut on any building or fence belonging to the school

;

said damage to be paid by the scholar, or parent or guardian of the
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scholar, by whom the damage was committed. If said damages can-

not be collected by the teacher, the teacher must make a record of the

same and report to the committee—doing likewise with all damage
done, not specified above. Teachers will be held responsible for dam-

'

age if they do not report to a committee. A statvite law enacts that

" for wilful and wanton mischief, a fine not exceeding five hundred

dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one year."

3. Profanity. Profane or obscene language by pupils in or around

school premises, or in any other place during school hours, is abso-

lutely forbidden. The penalty for violation of this rule, will be the

state reform school.

4. Disobedience. Teachers shall exercise a kind and parental dis-

cipline. If there is direct opposition to the authority of the teacher,

or continued disobedience in a pupil, or improper interference of

parents, such as to render his example permanently injurious, the

teacher shall report such person to the committee, that they may be

dealt with for disorderly conduct, according to law.

5. Tardiness beyond five minutes shall be considered a violation of

school hours ; and tardiness or absence that interferes with the studies

or government of the school, shall be reported by the teacher to a

truant officer.

6. No text-book shall be used or introduced, except such as shall

be authorized by the school committee. Teachers will notify the com-

mittee of neglect of parents or guardian to furnish proper books. The

teacher must keep a record of books, and to whom thus furnished, that

the price may be assessed and collected of the parents or guardian as

prescribed by law.

School Committee.^-Ji. D. Sisson, H. "W. Palmer, M. E.. Canfield.

PERU.

In the report of the Agent of the Board of Education, in illustration

of the beauties of the district system, an instance is given where a

school was taught some months for the benefit of one scholar, at an

expense of sixty dollars. Were other examples wanting, we have in

the past year furnished one, for more than one-sixth of the town ap-

propriation for schools has been expended for the benefit of one family.

It may be a pertinent inquiry, whether wi'ong and injustice may not

have been done to others, by the absorption of so great a proportion

of the public funds for the educational interest of one family. The

sum may not have been too large, were there no remedy. But b}^ an

Act of the legislature, towns are authorized to provide for the con-

veyance of pupils to the school centres when it may be deemed

expedient.
;
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Some of the advantages of the culture of drawing, claimed by its

advocates are as follows : The better training of the hand for any sort

of work, the eye to see, the mind to comprehend ; formation of habits
'

of neatness and accurac}^ ; it cultivates the power of attention, arrange-

ment, and the sense of fitness and good taste ; increases the products

of inventive and industrial activity ; contributes to general social ele-

vation and refinement, and increase of enjoyment, &c. These views

are calculated to correct misapprehension of those who have thought

of drawing as a fancy stud}^, and have not considered the subject in all

its educational bearing. It will be perceived the great purpose is not

to make artists, though undoubted^ there is latent talent in the coun-

try that a course of instruction in drawing would bring out, and render

famous as well as serviceable. Already much attention is given to

this branch of studj^ in many parts of the State, and its general intro-

duction into Primary Schools is urgently recommended by the best

educators we possess. The want of trained teachers is universally

felt, but it has beeh said, if we wait for this we may alwaj^s wait.

Teachers may readily provide themselves with books containing the

elementar}^ principles.

Your committee would recommend the teachers who ma}" be con-

nected with our summer schools, to give daily instruction in the rudi-

ments of drawing, commencing with the smaller pupils, and beginning,

as has been suggested, by placing dots or points, at regular intervals,

straight lines, curve lines, geometrical figures, simple objects. Such

exercises would incidentally facilitate the acquiring the art of penman-

ship, and impart additional interest to our schools.

School Committee.—Geokge L. Thomson, Cyrus S. Rockwell.

PITTSFIELD.

Attendance at school, by the present law, is rendered compulsory

for three months in each jea^r for every child between the ages of eight

and fourteen years, six weeks of which time shall be consecutive, with

penalties for disobedience, except in certain special cases, while at

the same time, the towns are required to maintain their schools at

least six months in the year.

Would it not be right and just to change the statute so as to require

attendance for the whole period during which schools are required to

be maintained, believing attendance upon the schools should be com-

pulsory for the child, for the same period in which the maintenance

of the schools is compulsory for the tax-payers ? It is in the virtuous

intelligence of the citizen that the prosperity and security of the com-

munity rests. The rightfulness, then, of compulsory education cannot
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but be admitted. Did there not exist in almost ever}^ communitj" a

large and growing class of persons, not only ignorant themselves, but

too willing to keep their children in ignorance, there would be no

necessity, perhaps, of enforcing this right.

Persistent irregularity in attendance is an injustice to the teacher,

a positive injury to the school, as well as to the pupil ; it shows inex-

cusable neglect on the part of parents, and a disregard to cultivate in

their child habits of punctuality ; it tramples on the rights of school

officers, who have a demand on the pupil's regular attendance, if that

pupil is a member of the school at all. If the parent has anj^ interest

in the welfare of his child, any desire for his intellectual progress, any

wish that he become prompt and regular, it is hoped he will look

thoroughly to this matter of irregular attendance at school and im-

prove thereby.

Compulsory Education among different European Nations.—An
Italian journal, " L'Eco d'ltalia," contains some interesting reports as

to the educational condition of different European nations. In Sax-

onj^, it is compulsory ; all the inhabitants of the kingdom can read

and write, and every child attends school. In Switzerland all can

read and write, and have a good primary education. Education is

obligatory, and greater efforts, in proportion to its means, are made

to impart primary instruction than in any other European nation. In

all the smaller States of North Germany education is compulsory', and

all the children attend school. In Denmark the same is true. All

the Danes, with few exceptions, can read, write and keep accounts.

The children all attend school until the age of fourteen.

In Prussia almost all the children attend school regularly, except

in some of the eastern districts. An officer who had charge of the

militarj^ education of the Landwehr, in tweh^e years had only met

with three young soldiers who could neither read nor write. An in-

quirer having been instituted, it was found that these three were the

children of sailors, who had been born on the river and had never

settled in any place. Instruction is obligator}^.

In Sweden the proportion of the inhabitants who can neither read

nor write is one in a thousand. Instruction obligatory.

In Baden everj'^ child receives instruction ; and in "Wurtemberg

there is not a peasant, or a girl of the lowest class, or a servant in an

inn, who cannot read, write and account correctl3\ Every child goes

to school, instruction being obligator3^

In Holland public assistance is taken away from every indigent

family that neglects to, send its children to school. It is estimated

that the number of illiterate is three per cent.

In Norway, almost all the Norwegians can read, write and account

passably well. Instruction obligatory.
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In Bavaria, among one linndrcd conscripts, but seven whose educa-

tion was incomplete or entirely wanting were found. Instruction also

obligatory.

France, with its twenty-three illiterate conscripts in a hundred,

occupies the twelfth class. It is followed by Belgium, Italy, Austria,

Greece, Spain, Portugal, Moldo-Wallachi, Russia and Turkey, in the

order named. In Italy, however, the conditions vary much according

to the province.

Superintendent.—JoKN M. Brewster.

RICHMOND.

Upon the registers we find recorded the names of parents of the

children who have visited the schools from time to time. Their faces

are alwaj's welcome to both teacher and scholar, and as we read them,

we feel that'the^^ too are not averse to the welfare of those given them

by a kind Providence. "We also read upon their pages the names of

teachers, and a goodly number of young masters and misses, from

this and adjoining towns, which we doubt not gives pleasure and en-

couragement to teacher and pupil ; and their pages are honored with

names whose locks are tinged with silver, and whose da3^s for near

thi-eescore 3'ears, more or less of them, have been spent in teaching

the young idea how to shoot.

School Committee.—H. L. Salmon, Geo. Cook, S. M. Reynolds, C. "W. Hall.

SANDISFIELD.

"We may conveniently divide teachers into three classes. In the

first there are those who, to a good character and exemplary life, have

added thorough knowledge and skill in governing and teaching, which,

pre-eminently, fit them for then- calling. They enter upon their great

work with a serious conviction of its responsibilities and demands.

Such teachers generally secm'e the affection of their pupils, and com-

mand the confidence of the parents. They govern their schools easily,

and are always acknowledged as model teachers.

2. There is another class, who teach acceptably, but do not govern

well. The}^ are faithful in the discharge of duty, and for this deserve

the approval and commendation of theuv patrons. We wrong them

to overlook these excellences. Further self-discipline and experience

will, no doubt, enable them to rank high in their profession. They
should patiently improve themselves in those things wherein they are

now deficient.
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3. There is a tliird class of teacliers, who are entirety unfit for the

business of teaching. Perhaps, the}' have neither the mental nor the

moral qualities requisite for success in this diflficult and responsible

work
;
perhaps fhej dislike the work which they hare undertaken and

feel entirely out of place in the school-room, and onty undertake this

because they do not find other business that 'psijs as well. Such per-

sons should not follow teaching, for they not only injure themselves,

but those who are under their instruction, and are almost sure to meet

with failure.

There are also three classes of parents, corresponding in a measure

with the kinds of teachers described. They are, first, j-our sensible,

prudent parents, who know how to prize the services of competent

teachers and who seek by suitable means to make them successful and

happy in their work without looking to find them perfect in every re-

spect, Thej' lend their influence and their aid in promoting a good

public sentiment in relation to their labors.

There is another class of parents whom it is often difficult to please,

but very easy to offend. While everything goes along smoothty at

school they are, perhaps, friendly toward the teacher
;
perhaps they

praise him, whether he is worthy of it or. not. If he is the teacher of

their choice and no prejudice exists in the beginning, at fii'st the

school goes along very nicety. But things do not always work

smoothly in the school-room. Unruly children must be checked, else

the usefulness of the teacher, as teacher, is at an end. Perhaps they

are punished for their misdemeanor and go home with their complaints

to their parents, who, of course, think they are abused and s^'-mpathize

with them» The bond of friendship between those families and the

teacher is broken, to be repaired no more. Now what a commotion in

those families ; every act of misdemeanor that has ever happened in

the school-room is now brought up and talked over in the presence of

the children, who are not unwilling perhaps to fan the flames and spread

the conflagi-ation. The work of discipline and instruction in the

school-room now grows harder from day to daj. It is not strange

that even our best teachers grow discouraged and disheartened under

such circumstances and often wish to abandon their calling.

There is another class of parents in nearty every community who

take little or no interest in schools. They do not appreciate the facili-

ties afforded for giving their children a good education ; they take no

pains to make them prompt and regular at school ; the}' do not teach

them to obey their instructor, or in the least degree assist him in his

efforts to do theii' children good. What must we expect, but that the

childi'en of such parents will grow up little benefited b}' all the means

of education within their reach.

(Chairman School Committee.—Charles A. Claflin.
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SAVOY.

Ill reviewing the histoiy of the schools for the past year, we do not

find.much cause for congratulation, from the fact that there has been

a decreased and more irregular attendance upon the schools than for-

merly. Of the amount expended for the support of schools, only sixt}--

five per cent, of the scholars received the benefit. Of every hundred

dollars appropriated, thirt^'-five were expended upon vacant seats.

This tax was paid to irregular attendance, indiflerence or neglect.

Absence not only discourages the teacher, but it detracts from the

interest which the scholar feels in his studies and his ability to under-

stand .them. It breaks the connecting link which his lessons have

with the preceding, bj" depriving him of a knowledge of those that in-

tervene. By it the instruction is wasted, the school deranged, and the

children form habits of irregularit}^ which will cling to them through

life. Who is to blame ? Where shall we look for the remedy ? In

most cases it is With the parents. Until they apply the appropriate

remedy, until they make some effort to send their children regularly

it cannot be prevented.

School Committee.—^F. C. Bourne, S. P. Dresser.

STOCKBRIDGE.

It has been said, and we think with great truthfulness, that " the

most important branch of administration as connected with education,

relates to school inspection."

This is undoubtedly one reason why the schools of Prussia, Hol-

land, Saxon}^, and some other of the European states, are the best in

the world. The absence of a thorough supervision of our schools, is

probably the weakest part of our Massachusetts system, so admirable

in all other respects. From our own experience, we most fully believe

that what is needed for the highest efficiency of our schools, is " a

constant, thorough, intelligent, impartial and independent supervis-

ion." Such supervision operates as a continual stimulus to both

teacher and pupils, producing both order and system, and a thorough-

ness in school duties which can be obtained in no other way. But it

is difficult to find persons who possess the varied qualifications so in-

dispensable to success, in such an important and responsible work.
,

The greater part of school committee-men to whom this work is com-

mitted, are usually those whose time is almost exclusively occupied

with their own business ; who perhaps have not visited a school for

years ; who are unacquainted with the various methods of teaching ; do
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not really know what branches are tanght in the schools or should be

taught, the best modes of teaching them, or what is demanded, in

order that the schools may become in the highest degree most effective

and useful, as the educators of the rising generation. Most generally,

too, after a committee-man has served one term, and begins to take

an interest in the schools, and sees what they may and ought to ac-

complish, he retires, and some one else takes his place, to go through

a similar experience. Hence, when a town obtains an effective com-

mittee,—a committee which has become interested in the welfare of its

schools, and labors to promote their highest efficienc}'^,—they should

not be changed for " slight and transient causes," but onl}- upon the

demands of the most imperious necessity. There is no good reason

wh}^ a school should not have as complete and thorough a supervision

as a factor}^, or other similar establishment, where the success of the

whole depends upon the sjanmetrical and efficient working of the parts.

" A school," says Everett, " is not a clock which you can wind up and

then leave it to go of itself." But a clock, even, requires some direct,

controlling and constantlj' supervising agenc}^, or it would soon cease

to tell us the time of da}-. We conclude, then, that to make our

schools what they should be, they should have a careful, steady, and

intelligent superAdsion.

Irregularity of Attendance.—This is an evil which your committee

find prevailing in most of our schools, which greatly injures their use-

fulness, and which detracts from the credit due the town, for its exer-

tions in behalf of the cause of popular education. Every absence of

any scholar from a school even one day deducts one from the average

attendance of all the schools in town ; and where there are many and

frequent absences, theu* amount in the course of a term or a year, in

its results upon the general average of attendance in all the schools, is

something almost fearful to contemplate. Hence in this town, where

the average attendance ought, and might be at least ninety per cent., it

is scarcely more than two-thirds that number. Hence among stran-

gers, and those who are not acquainted with the liberal policy pursued

by the town in relation to its schools, it gets the credit, or rather the

discredit, of apathy in the great cause of popular education, and is

placed low down in the list of towns which really have not manifested

much interest in that cause, whereas it ought to stand among the first.

But this is not the onl}- evil. No scholar can make an}' real, substan-

tial progress, in any study, who is frequently absent from school.

Scarcely any evil is more deleterious in its influence upon sa\j school,

'than this. It interferes with all the arrangements of the teacher,

breaks up classes, and diffuses its baleful influence thi'oughout the

school in all its departments. You can never have a satisfactory ex-

amination of all your classes, because some scholar has been " absent"
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so frequently that he has not been able to keep up with his class ; and

if he attempts to make an exhibition of his acquirements, the result is

geueralljr mortification to himself and all concerned. No complaint

is more frequent on examination daj^s, than that which we often hear

from man}^ classes, which have taken great pains to prepare them-

seh^es for that (in "their view) great occasion. " How I do wish A,

B, C, and D wouldn't come to-day ; they haven't been to school much
more than half the time this term, and if they come they'll spoil the

examination." And should the parents of the delinquents chance to

be present, they will be very likely to ascribe their failure to the par-

tiality of the teacher, or some other equally insufficient cause.

Now it is not possible for any teacher to spend sufficient time with

a pupil who is frequently absent, to enable him to maintain a fair

standing with the rest of his class ; nor should it be expected. So
also it would be gross injustice to keep back the punctual scholars,

that the tardy ones might be able to keep up. Greater injustice can

scarcely be inflicted upon any child, than to send him occasionally to

school. If he has naturally any love for knowledge, it cannot and

will not be gratified if he be kept at home on every frivolous pretext.

He may attend school for a few days continuously^, and become some-

what interested in his studies ; then he stays at home a day or two
;

something else occupies his attention ; he returns to school again ; has

fallen behind his class ; his teacher cannot do his work for him ; he

loses his interest in his studies ; finds he is falling behind other chil-

dren of his age in the acquisition of knowledge, soon begins to dis-

like school, avoids it as much as possible, finally ceases attending at

all, and in a majority of cases becomes a burden, instead of a support,

to society.

Draioing.—During the past ^^ear we have introduced drawing into

all our larger schools, it having been prescribed as a study in all the

schools of the State, by an Act of the legislature two j^ears since.

"We consider this a most valuable addition to the list of studies, and

hope soon to see its beneficial effects upon the pupils in all our schools.

School Committee.—M.. Warner, Ed. S. Curtis, "Wm. A. Nettleton.
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BEISTOL COUNTY.

ATTLEBOROUGH.

We have also given the schools the benefit of that statute which puts

the State appropriation at the disposal of the committee for the support

of the schools. That appropriation this year was $342.50, and we
have divided 75 per cent, of it among the districts for the benefit of

the Common Schools, reserving 25 per cent, for the purchase of school

apparatus, etc., as the law allows. A number of the schools have in

consequence of this use of the money, been enabled to run a week or

two longer than they otherwise could have done.

The committee would call the attention of the friends of education

to the fact that this town's share of the dog tax returned b}^ the county

has gone into the common treasury for the past two or three years,

whereas, it might legally have been used for educational purposes.

This fund amounts to some hundreds of dollars. The appropriations

also paid by the State to the town in 1870 and 1871 went into the

common treasmy. These appropriations amount in the aggregate to

about $800.

It thus appears that the town has been getting rich at the expense

of her educational interests.

School Committee.—John Whitehill, Ebenezer Carpenter, S. S. Ginnodo, 0.

C. Turner, Wm. B. Heath, E. Adams, Jr.

DARTMOUTH.

Tlie New System.—In the spring of 1866, bj^ a vote of the town, the

school district system was abolished. Thus we have had six years'

experience under the new S3'stem. What has been gained by the

change ? At the time of the abolition the schools were in a very poor

condition, there not being interest enough manifested in them to pro-

vide suitable houses for the accommodation of the scholars, nor to

procure in all cases competent teachers to instruct them. At that

time there were twenty-seven separate school districts, and twenty-

five separate schools supported by the town. Out of the twentj^-five

school-houses not more than half a dozen were at all suitable for
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school purposes, and there were no High nor Graded Schools in the

town. Since the abolition the number of schools has been reduced to

twent}?-, ten new school-houses have been built and others repaired,

three of .which in the principal villages will accommodate two schools

each. The ratio of average attendance in our schools in 1865-6 was

only 59.38 per cent, of the whole mnuber of scholars in town between

the ages of five and fifteen years- During the past year it was 74.61

per cent. It was a rare thing then for a scholar to attend school

through a single term and not be absent nor tardy. Many scholars

are now regular in attendance, as will be seen by referring to the last

pages of this report. These are sufficient proofs for the committee

that steps have been taken in the right direction, and that we are now
working under a better system. If the schools were worth anything

under the old system, they are worth much more under the new.

The average attendance during the past year was about 75 per

cent. ; add 5 per cent, for unavoidable absence, and a loss of 20 per

cent, remains. We believe this loss could have been avoided by

proper care and concern on the part of parents and guardians. Can

we put a money value to this loss ? No ; for no one can appraise in

current coin the worth of an education, nor can he estimate the loss

from neglected opportunities. We can only say that 20 per cent, of

the benefits of the appropriation has been lost to the scholars. There

is another view of this subject which we think ought to have and

ivoukl have its weight with those who have the best interests of our

schools at heart. It is the concurrent testimony of all teachers, that

when a portion (even if it be a small portion) of a class is occasion-

ally absent from school for a day or two, or a week, not only do the

absent ones sustain a loss, but the entire school as well, because the

time and labor bestowed upon the absentees to bring them up with

their class-mates should in justice be given to the whole. If this is

the case when an occasional absence takes place, what must be the

effect on a class when the presence of all its members is the excep-

tion and not the rule ? And is it right or just that those who are

punctual should thus suffer by the shortcomings of others? It is

sometimes thfe case that scholars are permitted to absent them-

selves from school on account of supposed family convenience, or

because they " wish to go to a circus or show that has come to

town," or that a neighboring cousin has come to visit them. These

and other trivial excuses for being absent are worthless, for unsteady

attendance breaks up whatever habits of application msij have been

formed, and the business of school soon becomes of secondarj^ impor-

tance. When a school term commences and a scholar enters, he should

be given to understand that to attend school from day to day is then

his proper business, and he should be taught to follow it as sedulously

i
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and unremittingly as the farmer and the artisan pm-sue their business.

Not only should this be done for the sake of the present benefits de-

rived therefrom, but also to form the habit of persistent, determined

effort in following whatever vocation he may pursue in after-life.

For what purpose was it that the law has made it obligatory upon

towns to tax their citizens for educational purposes? "Was it not

that all children should have the opportunity of acquiring an educa-

tion ? Was it not because it was considered a duty which the com-

munity owed to those who should succeed them, that they should (so

far as they were capable) be qualified to become useful members of

societj^, because our civil and religious liberties are safe only in the

hands and under the guardianship of an intelligent people ; that in

every grade and station in society, among law-abiding citizens, an

educated person is of more worth to the State than an uneducated

one?

School Committee.—Job S. Gidlet, George "VV.Trancis, Jesse Tucker.

EASTON.

Drawing.—During the last term your committee have introduced

drawing into nearl}" all the schools, and as soon as possible will intro-

duce it into all.

The agent of the Spencerian drawing-book (which we have adopted

as our text-book) sent us an accomplished teacher (Miss Hoyt) , who

gave lessons to our teachers concerning the best methods of imparting

instruction in this branch of knowledge.

These lessons were free of expense to the town, and of great assist-

ance to our teachers.

As considerable objection has been made in some quarters to the

introduction of drawing, we must remindlthose opposed to it that we

have in this matter simpl}^ acted in accordance with our legal obliga-

tions ; for the Massachusetts legislature of 1870 passed an " Act

relating to Free Instruction in Drawing."

Considering the short time since drawing has been introduced, a

very commendable progress has been made, and there are some cases

where a high order of talent has been noticed. No persons who have

much regard for true culture and accomplishments in their children

will, on second thought, oppose this new branch of instruction, which

is not ovl\j of positive benefit, but will aflbrd, to some at least, many

hours of rational enjoyment.

This is attended by very little expense, even where a text-book is

furnished, and it can be successfully taught without this book.

• School Committee.—WuAA.hM. L. Chatpin, Oliver Ames, 2d, Albert A. Rotch.
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DIGHTON.

High Charges.—For the benefit of our citizens we will explain some-

what. In our bills, handed to the selectmen, it has been our constant

practice to give each item in full, asking per day what the law allows

only ($1.50), charging nothing for horse and carriage. Often have

we taken our horse and carriage, travelled from two to four miles and

back, spent a half day, and charged seventy-five cents. Sometimes, by

starting earl}^ and getting home late, we visited two schools, asking

one dollar. Recollecting in years past that labor has been scarce and

wages high, that our " hands administer to our daily necessities," it

would seem that no person could necessarily find fault with our charges.

As to the amount of our bills. The past year we have felt the

responsibilities of the schools resting upon us in a special manner.

We have visited every school during each term at least once, and some

a good man}'' times. It has always seemed to us, and more so as we

have more experience, that a few dollars expended in superintending

the schools faithfuU}^, especially in winter, when the schools are larger

and the teachers often need an encouraging word, are well laid out.

Indeed, for the town to raise thousands of dollars and then leave

the schools to a partial superintendence, is "penny wise and pound

foolish." If one has abilities to address the young, stimulate them to

exertion, drop a thought, like a precious seed, in the mellow soil of the

heart, leave an impression on the plastic mind of the child, who can

estimate the results ? The birds, the flowers, the fields, are beautiful,

but how do all these things vanish in -interest as we look upon the ani-

mated face of childhood, stamped with intelligence and immortality ?

The question is not, how cheap, but how well. Do business men and

companies raise capital, lay out the work, employ men, then leave

them to themselves without an oversight ? The committee cannot

visit near the commencement and end of the term, once in the middle,

and alwaj^s accomplish the most good. Sometimes it is all that is

needed ; at other times they should visit often ; either succeed in

improving the school or close it.

School Committee.—C. W. Turner, Jervis Shove, Charles S. Chace.

FAIRHAVEN.

No male teacher has been employed except in the High School,

experience having satisfied your committee that even the Grammar
School can be better taught bj^ a competent female, than by such

a male as could be procured for the salary the appropriation would
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admit of pa3'ing. Competent male teachers, are in demand, even

at increasing salaries. To employ such a one as could be secured

would provide only an immature, inexperienced j^outh, engaging

in teaching merel}' for the means it afforded to advance to some

higher position, without that interest in the work that can alone make
a successful, efficient teacher. But the success that has attended the'

substitution of a lady teacher for a male teacher in the Grammar
School has been so apparent by the marked progress and improved

deportment of that school that no one who has visited it questions the

benefit of such a change.

No question is of more vital importance to society than that of

education, and nothing will more sensibly affect the welfare, prosperity

and happiness of your children than the improvement or neglect of the

opportunities which our schools afford. Taxes are laid and collected,

and the necessary funds appropriated to maintain them for the benefit

of each and every child, and all should receive, either voluntarily or

compulsorily, such an education as will qualify for the intelligent dis-

charge of those duties that devolve on the citizens of a republic where

the character of the rulers, the policy of the government, and even the

perpetuity of its civil and religious rights depend on the intelligence of

the people.

School Committee.—Isaac Faiechild, Chairman; C. D. Hunt, Secretary.

FALL RIVER.

In the winter, an Evening School was opened in the Anawan-street

school-house, for adults over twenty 3'ears of age. Owing to the late-

ness of the season it continued in session but five weeks.

The committee believe there is a class of persons of this age

among us that would profit by such a school. It is humiliating for

persons of twenty years and upwards, to attend school and be classed

with children of fifteen years of age ; especially is this so, when they

are defective in the rudiments of learning. We believe, that if per-

sons of this age are willing to attend school, they should have all the

facilities the cit}^ can afford them to acquire knowledge. And we see

not why, in addition to teaching reading, writing and arithmetic, they

may not have the privilege and advantage of instruction in the rudi-

ments of grammar, natural philosoph}^, chemistry, geometry, and

their kindred branchss. In cities. Evening Schools need to be adapted

to the wants of 3'oung persons who desire to raise themselves in the

social scale, and who intend to make themselves more » useful by the

education they acquire.

The State makes it obligatorj'- upon cities to establish Evening

Schools to give instruction in drawing, but in order for our 3'oung
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men to make this art, of mucli practical benefit to themselves, tliey

should be familiar with the elements of geometry. And, to those

who are deficient in this knowledge and wish to obtain it, means for

its acquisition should be furnished. Woiild it not be wise to give this

instruction in our Evening Schools and therebj^ aid in making the

Drawing Schools more useful to our 3'oung men ? Is it not our duty to

allure them into such places, by letting them drink from Euclid, rather

than to permit them to spend their evenings on the streets in idleness,

or in the dram-shops drinking lager? And is it not better for them to

become conversant with nature's laws and forces, which elevate, rather

than with those habits and vices, which but degrade and vitiate their

whole being ? The same is true of the other sex. We have a duty

which we owe to the young men and women of our cit}?^ who have been

deprived of obtaining an education. Shall we do it ? .

We quote the following to show what Saxony is doing for her youth

in the Evening Schools. "A novel and most interesting experiment

in the field of elementary instruction has just been resolved upon in

Saxon3% Hitherto, as everywhere else, so in that small but highly

developed kingdom, the youth of the lower orders, upon being appren-

ticed to a trade, have been left at liberty to forget the little they

learned at school. Attendance at Sunday schools and evening instruc-

tion provided by the State and charitable societies was perfectl}- op-

tional. B}^ a law just passed this liberty- is abridged, and compulsory

attendance at Evening Schools exacted for a period of three j^ears.

This is the first time, if we are not mistaken, in the annals of the

world, that an attempt has been made by a State to extend the educa-

tion of the humblest classes bej^ond the merest rudiments, and after

the}^ have entered upon the business of life. Saxony, already the best

taught portion of German^', will by the new law be more than ever in

advance of her sister States."

School Committee.—^Wm. Connell, Jr., Jerome Dwellt, S. "Wright Butler,

C. E. LiNDSEY, James M. Aldrich, Lydian S. Adams, Simeon Borden, Chas. J.

Holmes, Wm. A. Kennedy.

In accordance with the vote passed by you, the self-reporting of con-

duct and scholarship by the pupils, has been abandoned as a practice

in the schools. In order to obviate the tendency to unhealthj^ excite-

ment produced by a marking system which excites the half-dozen best

scholars to struggle for the head of the class, while four-fifths of the

pupils remain uninterested spectators, and at the same time to preserve

all the good effects which the stimulus of marking for scholarship

exerts upon a school, and to communicate a knowledge to parents of

the degree of faithfulness with which their children perform their

school duties, and the regularity which they attend school, certificates
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of three grades are issued, -wliicli indicate at siglit the position of the

pupil in his class. These are so distributed that any scholar who is

studious and attentive receives o;ie of the first grade, while those who

are indolent, inattentive or irregular in attendance, receive those of

the other grades. The influence upon those who need stimulus is very

marked. It is possible for every pupil, by diligence in stud}', to carry

home a good report, and the teachers testify that those pupils who had

before been careless and indifierent, have become industrious and faith-

ful, so that in some of the schools nearly every one has secured an

honorable record.

Nothwithstanding the instructions received in drawing by the

teachers, and the interest generated by the establishment of a Drawing

School, the progress in this branch in the schools is not so satisfactory

as could lie wished. I attribute this chiefly to the drawing-books in

use. So much time is consumed on the first principles, that the pupils

become tired and disgusted before they reach the part of the work in

which alone we should expect them to be interested. Reading, writing

and drawing seem to me to be arts rather than sciences, and should be

so taught. Success depends upon the power of imitation, and the

pupil needs practice rather than theory. It seems to me worse than

useless to encumber these branches with rules and definitions, which

consume time and patience to no purpose. Let the pupil be occupied

with the practical work and see that he is accomplishing something,

and his enthusiasm will be aroused. I would reconmiend either the

adoption of some other series, or the discarding of several books

that are now in use.

High School.—It would be diflScult to persuade those not conversant

with school work, that this school, standing at the head of the system,

exerts an influence which is felt among all the schools, even by pupils

who never expect to enjoy its instructions ; but it is a fact well known
to all educators.

There are some pupils in almost ever}^ school, who intend, eventually,

to become members of this school, and these, influenced b}' this expecta-

tion, are more diligent and attentive, and stimulate others to increased

fidelity ; nor is this the only or greatest influence exerted by it.

I do not know, nor have I been able to find, an}^ one to explain,

what is meant by the statement, that the course of study is not prac-

tical. The State requires every High School to prepare those who
wish, for college, and this preparation demands a studj' of the Greek

language. Ver}^ few enter this course, and but a very little time is

taken for the classes. The Latin language is a key to the knowledge

of English, which in all departments of science depends almost wholly

upon the Latin for its nomenclature ; and the best scholars in the

country claim, and with the best reasons, that in no other way will a
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pnpil acquire such facility in the use of his own tongue, as by the

stucty of Latin. " Language is power," and that cultiva.ted nations

are in advance of uncivilized nations in arts, sciences and all that

beautifies and adorns social life, is due more to the power of language,

than to any other primarj- cause.

The person who understands, and can use the gTeatest number of

the forty thousand words in the language, is the best educated ; and

the stud}" of the language which we use, through roots, prefixes and

suffixes, is the key which unlocks to the student all the treasures of

knowledge. Still, no pupil is required to study Latin or French. An
English course is provided, which includes only those branches which

are considered necessary for the business man and the mechanic.

If the preparation for business and for the purposes of wealth were

to be made the only objects for which schools were to be organized and

maintained, I know of no change in the course of study, which could

promote their efficiency ; but believing that education means more

than this, it seems to me that our High School is doing all that a

school with most faithful and efl3cient teachers, but with limited accom-

modations and means, can do for the highest and best culture of its

pupils. If we had a building, suitable, and well provided with appar-

atus for practical instruction in the natural sciences, undoubtedly a

more thorough and practical knowledge could be imparted.

Home influences have much to do with the progress of pupils in

school. If parents, by keeping children from school for unimportant

matters of business or pleasure, thus teach them that school duties are of

secondary importance, thej can hardl}^ expect that their children will

be diligent scholars when in school. If they discuss the course of

study, and express their opinion that this or that branch is not of ad-

vantage, they must expect that their children will also choose to neg-

lect some. Neither is it wise to encourage a child to leave a study

because it is more difficult or less easily comprehended by him than

somie other. There are instances of special talent in certain branches,

but such will not be found more numerous than one in ten, and in the

other nine the lack of aptness will prove to be only deficiency in

interest and attention, which should be remedied by more earnest ap-

plication.

Some parents comfort themselves and console their children by
telling them of the many persons who have acquired wealth and hon-

orable position, without an education. Such influence is pernicious,

as it tells only one-half the truth. Our own, as well as other commu-
nities, furnish many examples of men of natural ability, activity and
industr}^, who enjoyed but little advantages of school in youth, but

who have conquered fortune and honor ; but possessing those qualities,

would they not have been first in their classes ? and is it right to en-

k
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courage a cliilcl in indolence and inattention, Idj referring to men who
did not have the opportunities which tlie cliildren of this city to-day

possess, but wliose ever^-day life has been characterized by such

energy and activity as would , have made them first in school, or

wherever they had been placed ?

Grammar Schools.—In connection with this subject, it is worth}" of

note, that of the two hundred and flft}' annually promoted from the

Intermediate Schools to this grade, less than one-third enter the High
School. No stronger argument could be given for making the work in

these schools as thorough and extensive as possible. Nothing that can

properly be taught here should be left for the High School, and out-

side of the text-books, b}^ much oral instruction, the teacher should

impart a knowledge of all the leading facts in the natural sciences, in

arts, manufactures, historj^, commerce and government.

To accomplish this desired result, teachers of the best ability, tact

and industry, must be placed in charge, with salaries sufficient to retain

them, and encourage them to use every effort to make each hour tell

in the education of the child. "With pupils of the age of those in a

Grammar School, the cost of tuition is but a small item in the expense

of keeping them in school, and the best instruction that can be pro-

cured, whatever be the salary paid, is the cheapest for the community.

There is a far greater difference between the value of the services of

one who teaches, and one who simpl}'' hears recitations, than most

persons suppose.

The best educators unite in saying, that English grammar, studied

as it now too greatly is by analysis and parsing, does not teach the

pupil how to speak and write correctly. Many of our best writers

and speakers could not give a half dozen of the technical rules of

which modern grammars are mostl}^ made up.

Place a small dictionary in a pupil's hands, and give him each day

six new words, requiring him to find the roots, derivations and mean-

ings, and incorporate them in sentence or paragraph, with correct

capitalization and punctuation, subject to the correction and explana-

tion of his teacher, and let him in all his recitations and school work

have grammatical errors pointed out, and be required to correct them,

and I believe he would acquire more knowledge of the subject in one

year than otherwise in his whole course.

The amount of knowledge obtained in Evening Schools is, I think,

greatl}^ over-estimated, j^et the little, to those who receive it, is in the

highest degree valuable. Youth, from fourteen to seventeen j'ears of

age, of whom these schools are mostly composed, after eleven hours'

physical labor, are incapable of making much mental effort, and to ex-

pect them to take books and prepare a specified lesson, as the chil-.

dren in the day school do, is to expect an impossibility.
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They must be taught, and not merely heard recite. Each teacher

should have a separate room, with a class not exceeding twenty-five,

and then, giving out no lessons to be learned, should practise the class

in the different branches, giving such aid, explanation and illustra-

tion as the pupils need for a complete comprehension of the subject.

The teachers have done so during the winter, so far as circumstances

admitted, and no effort has been wanting on their part to interest and

instruct the pupils, and considerable progress has been made. The

school for those over twenty, commenced late in the season, would

seem from the numbers to have not been successful ; but to those who

visited it and witnessed the effort and interest, it must have been a

convincing argument in favor of a school for adults, where not only the

common but higher branches should be taught. I believe that two

hundred men and women in this cit}^, would be glad of the oppor-

tunity which evening classes in different branches would afford them,

giving one evening to grammar and book-keeping, another to arith-

metic and mensuration, another to philosophy and its problems, and

so on with other branches.

The Free Drawing School was opened on Monday evening, Dec. 4,

and continued fifteen weeks, under the charge of Mr. H. M. Wilson,

principal, and Messrs. W. F. Sherman and W. T. Henry, assistants.

The school was organized in three classes ; one in mechanical, one in

architectural, and one in free-hand drawing. The committee on

public property, at the request of the committee on Evening Draw-

ing Schools, rented the hall in Flint's Building over the Y. M. C. A.

hall, a room sufflcientl}" large to accommodate eighty pupils. The
school has been very successful. Mr. Wilson, an architect of several

years' practical experience, and much enthusiasm in his profession,

awakened an intense interest in the subject among the pupils, which

continued without abatement up to the close of the term. The classes

in mechanical and architectural drawing were made up chiefly of the

mechanics of the city, while the class in free-hand was partly com-

posed of teachers.

The average attendance at the school has not been kept, but Mr.

Wilson in an accompan^'ing report, says that in the class in free-

hand, composed in a large part of teachers, it has been very regu-

lar ; in the others, composed of men who had families to care for, it

has not been so good, and he recommends one lesson a week to a

class, as a large number are unable to attend two evenings, and lose

much by absence, which they are not able to regain.

Prof. Walter Smith, employed by the State to take direction of art

education, by his visit, exhibition of models and lectures, increased

much the interest alread}^ felt in this subject.

5
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Factory Scliool.—The working of this school continues to demon-

strate the value of the system. It has been visited by many educa-

tors and business men, of this and other States, and in several

manufacturing cities in New England similar schools have been

organized. As the law providing for the education of children em-

ployed in manufacturing establishments has not been enforced, I con-

sider the success of this pioneer school as due wholly to the high

appreciation of education, and the hearty co-operation of the owners

and agents of the mills here in this city, who, though it may interfere

with their business, are ready to make the sacrifice for the future good

of the individual, the city, and the Commonwealth. That it would be

well, so far as lessening the physical labor is concerned, for the children

to work one half of the day, and go to school the other half, no one

doubts ; but the plan has so many disadvantages as to render it

almost wholly impracticable.

In the first place, the children would learn no more by going six

months in half daj^s, than in three months of consecutive daily attend-

ance.

Many more school buildings would have to be provided, at a large

expense, and several truant officers employed, even if the mill-owners

consented to thus change their help each half day.

There does not exist the same reasons for half-time schools here as

in Europe, where the sj^stem originated. Public Schools with ample

.-accommodations free to all, give instruction to the children, so that

mo one need enter the mills at ten years of age unable to read and

write.

The lessening of the amount of physical labor would be the only

advantage to the children, and if parents wish to do that, let them

take their children from the mills for six months in the year, and send

them to school for that length of time, which would be far better than

any half-time school for them.

Truancy and Absenteeism.—The report of the truant officer shows

397 truants returned to school, and 427 cases of absence from other

causes investigated. He has regularly visited the schools each day,

going into those south of Pleasant Street in the forenoon, and those

north in the afternoon, attending to cases reported by the teachers,

and has been faithful and efficient in performing his duties. But the

powers gi'anted him for suppressing truanc^?^ are limited, and there are

to-day, probably, nearly five hundred children in the city of school age,

not at work, who are either irregular attendants, or not in school at

all. An attempt to place these in school would be opposed by paren-

tal authority. Many of these are backward for their age, and are un-

willing to go to school with small pupils where their acquirements

would place them.
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Many children in the city between twelve and fifteen years of age,

would be glad to attend school for a year, or part of a year, if there

was a school for them where they could study the branches which

they wish and make the progress which their more mature age ren-

ders possible. An ungraded school in charge of a master, for tru-

ants, for those who by long absence are unfitted to take their places

in their classes, and for those who wish to attend a few months,

would be a great relief to the regular schools, and a great advantage

to the individuals, while it would exert a good influence upon attend-

ance in all the schools.

Some might prove refractory, and for such a school at the alms-

house, where they would be employed during the day in school and

on the farm, would be better than school ship or reform school. I

invite j^our attention to the subject. Such schools have been organ-

ized in some other cities with great advantage, and with entire satis-

faction. It is difficult to mark the boundary line between personal

liberty and the restraining influence of legislation for common good.

It is certainly not for the interests of the community. State, or nation,

that the children should grow up in ignorance, amid ample school

privileges ; nor is it justice to tax-payers that one-fourth of the amount

expended for schools should be lost, through non-attendance or irregu-

larity. The children who are about the streets, are constant tempters

to those inclined to truancy, and many of the cases during the past

year have been traced to their influence. This subject is one of great

importance, and asks for early and candid consideration.

Education and tact are essential qualifications of a good teacher.

Other things being equal, the broader the culture, the better will be

the instruction, as no one can impart what he does not possess. The
teacher should not only be able to give prompt, correct and full ex-

planation of all that pertains to the regular studies in school, but

should throw the light of his higher culture far in advance of his

pupils, that they maybe encouraged and stimulated to greater achieve-

ments. Tact in teaching is the result of a combination of the natm:al

qualities, quick perception, good judgment, patience, firmness, kind-

ness and perseverance, with the skill acquired by experience in the

work.

That some with limited education succeeded well as teachers, is

true, but they are those who make up by application during their

teaching, what they lacked in preparation, and they are few in num-

ber compared with those who leave teaching after jea.rs of service, as

mentally weak and attenuated as they commenced.

Some acquire tact after several terms of unsviccessful work, but these

are few compared with those who would have succeeded, if they had

enjoyed professional training, and who, after a fruitless struggle, have
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settled down into the lifeless routine of servitude to text-books. If a

man be given lumber, and told to construct a piece of furniture, he

will probably succeed in the end, provided he possesses some ingenuity,

but it will be after the destruction of much valuable material. Would

it not be wiser to teach him, step by step, how to do this work, and

save the expense and mortification of so man}' failures ? Shall the can-

didate for the position of teacher, possessed though she may be of

education and good natural ability, be placed in the school-room to

shape the furniture of the immortal minds of fifty pupils, withoxit any

preparation ? Many young teachers would have been saved despond-

ing days and sleepless nights could they have had a few months' prac-

tice in their profession, under the advice and direction of some skilful,

experienced teacher ; and many schools would have been spared

months of wasted time.

My own observation during the past j'ear, and the abundant testi-

mony from other cities where they are in operation, have strengthened

my opinion of the value of Training Schools, for the preparation of

those who have never taught for the work. For the benefit of the

schools which suffer under unskilled hands, and for the benefit of many
young applicants, who now go into school only to fail, or struggle

helplessly along for years, who might be helped by proper preparation

to be successful from the first, and become most valuable instructors,

I would recommend the adoption of some plan for the preparation of

candidates for the work of teaching.

There are two prominent causes of failure in teaching. One is a

misapprehension of the nature of the work ; and the other, deficient

interest, which leads to a neglect of preparation for daily duties.

Some teachers, with mistaken zeal, act the part of task-masters, and

with those terrible scourges of the school-room, reproof and sarcasm,

drive on their pupils to their dail}' work with unflinching energy ; for-

getting that unless interest and enthusiasm be awakened, the mind

will be slow to receive impressions, and that their efforts, like those

of one who hammers upon cold iron, will be to little purpose. At the

close of the year, they will find that their pupils have gained little

except that sense of exhaustion which one has on laj'ing down a

heavy burden. The}" strive to be faithful by following the course of

study prescribed, looking upon the limit as a goal to be reached,

regardless of all that lies between ; instead of regarding it as the

boundary of a portion of the field of knowledge, every part of which

is to be explored, examined, understood, and from which facts and im-

pressions are to be gleaned, which shall strengthen and assist their

pupils in future work. The course of study and the text-book can

never furnish more than the warp of instruction, whose detached

threads are to be filled in by the illustration, invention and explana-
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tion of the teacher, until the completed fabric glows with the richest

colors of thought and imagination.

No one can succeed as a teacher who has no love for the work, and

no desire to excel ; who labors for the pay alone, and who longs each

day for the hour of dismissal ; who asks the questions from the text-

book, and hears the answers, but brings from her own hours of prepa-

ration no mental food for the growing, hungry minds of her pupils.

For successful teaching there must exist a love for the work, which

will be evinced by punctualit}^ in attendance, and faithful employment

of all the hours of school in school work. There must also be, not

education alone, but a love for learning which will incite the teacher

to full preparation for the duties of each da^^ ; so that, not only shall

the work, previously planned, be carried forward systematically^, and

without loss of time, but also that the pupils shall receive the expla-

• nation and instruction which they need, to aid and encourage them in

their stud}', at the time, and not to be told to wait until to-morrow, or

to study it out for themselves. Children are quick to observe ; and to

interest a class in any branch of study, the teacher must exhibit to

them, not only a complete knowledge of the subject taught, but also

enthusiasm in imparting her knowledge. The stream cannot rise

higher than its source, and the source of inspiration to the pupil is not

the printed page, but the living manual of instruction who presides

over the school. It is not sufficient that the teacher stand like the

guide-post, pointing to paths in the field of knowledge, which she has

never trod, and sending out the pupils with text-books to explore for

themselves ; she must accompany them, point out the wonders of that

boundless realm, and explain each object as they pass along. With
such instruction, few teachers will say that their pupils are dull,

stupid, or indifferent.

Good judgment and quick perception are necessary for the teacher.

She is in the place of the parent. She needs to study each disposi-

tion, and watch the unfolding of each intellect, that she may assist,

advise, direct and encourage, as the case demands.

Having almost unlimited power, she should exercise the greatest

care in word, look and act, to do exact justice to all her pupils.

WithoiTt favoritism, she should encourage every one in well-doing

;

without prejudice or anger, she should counsel the wayward, and with

sorrow rather than bitterness, she should deal with the idle and inat-

tentive. To call a child stupid, or to accuse him wrongfully, may
leave his moral nature, as the bruise does the sapling, scarred and

deformed for life.

There is another side to the picture which must, in justice, be pre-

sented. Parents have duties to perform as well as teachers if schools

are to enjoj^ the highest success. Teachers desire to be just and kind,
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and to have their pupils make progress. The school-room is their

home, and teaching is their work. Every one wishes his home to be

pleasant, and his work successful ; and if a teacher fails in any re-

spect to accomplish this, it is through some error of judgment, and not

of disposition. Notwithstanding some faults in schools, I firmly be-

lieve that there is no other profession or business, where so large a

per cent, of devoted, efficient, laborious, unselfish workers can be

found, as in that of teaching ; and they deserve the co-operation, sym-

pathy and confidence of the community. Do they receive their dues ?

How many parents stop to think, when they unnecessarily detain their

children from school, that they are adding to the burdens of the

already overworked teachers, and hj thus showing an indifference to

her eflbrts for their children's improvement, add discouragement to

her other trials ? If these pupils by much absence, and on account of

irregularity, by much indifference to study when in school, should

be placed in a lower class, how many parents would not sooner lay

the blame on the teacher than upon the home? How many whose

children are happy in school, and are making good progress, forget to

speak a word of encouragement to the teacher, and thank her for her

efforts and faithfulness, and how few forget to blame the teacher for

an error or mistake in one of her thousand duties ? If parents would

become acquainted with the teachers of their children ; co-operate

with them ; let their children see that they esteem and have confidence

in them ; encourage them in their work, and have charity for their

errors,—^little punishment would be needed in schools ; and the amount

of work accomplished, and the value of the schools to the community

would be very much increased.

It is evident to all who are conversant with the ideas of educators

and thinking men of all professions, that the narrow, illogical course

of instruction, for which text-books,—written for the most part by

those who know little of the wants of schools,—which are so closely

followed in instruction, are mainly guilty, will be abandoned, and a

broader and more useful course, either with or without text-books, be

instituted in the coming years. Professor Agassiz saj^s :
" Entirely

too much is made of the memor}^, and too little of the mind ; too much

instruction in books, and too little in nature." The child craves va-

riety, and is not satisfied with repetitions of the same thing, and if not

satisfied, he cannot be interested ; and, if not interested, he cannot

learn. Nor is there any necessit}'' of thus limiting him. The bound-

less fields of nature and art contain material enough to absorb his at-

tention and develop his mind ; facts to interest and instruct, and those

which he can understand. He can be taught about trees, flowers and

fruit ; about animals, insects ; about methods in the arts and manu-
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factures, without learning the scientific names, which arc introduced

in books to darken knowledge.

Nor would all this militate against thoroughness in other branches.

Even supposing the child knows thoroughly what he commits to memory,
which no one acquainted with the facts will claim, is a knowledge of

the narrow outline of the subjects presented in our geographies, gram-
mars and arithmetics supposed to constitute a complete understand-

ing of those subjects ? We know that such is not the fact. The child

has time, and only time, in school to acquire the leading and valuable

facts in each branch of study, and learn how to use them ; and if

memorizing useless details were abandoned, he would have time to

acquire the leading facts of many other useful branches of knowledge,

of which now, unless he pursues his studies through all the

schools, he is left in ignorance. I do not think a course of study lim-

its, or should limit, the teacher in giving such instruction, and the

course which you have laid down for the schools of the city specially

provides for it ; for while it limits the text-books, it places no limit to

the amount or variety of instruction which the teacher is to impart,

nor to the methods used in the work. If sufficient time is not given in

the different schools to accomplish this, let that time be increased until

all the subjects which can and ought to be understood shall have
been taught.

That the elementary education of the schools is a might^^ power in

the civilization of nations, the most potent agency in the social, poli-

tical and moral growth and welfare of au}^ people, and a great aid to

the wealth and prosperity of a country, is felt by thinking men of

every land, and acknowledged by the liberal provisions that have been

or are being made by almost every civilized government for the gen-

eral diffusion of learning. In our land, general intelligence is the

foundation on which our political institutions rest, and without which

self-government would be impossible. K you would make our free

institutions more secure,—our nation more industrious, prosperous,

liberal, enlightened and happy,—extend, increase, broaden and deepen

the influences of the Public Schools. Let the church and the home
unite with the school in moulding the moral natures of the youth of

the land, and instilling the principles of honor, justice, truth, temper-

ance and piety ; let teachers feel that they are working with as well as

for the public, and the future of the nation will be richer in patriotic

citizenship, true manhood and pure Christianity,

Superintendent.—M. "W. Tewksbuby.

MANSFIELD.

High Schools.—At a special meeting of the town called for the pur-

pose it was resolved to establish a High School, and the school com-
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mittee were authorized, to do so. At the close of the winter term in

District No. 4, the upper room of the school-house in that district was

procured for the purpose, and Rev. A. F. Frost, a gentleman fully

qualified, who was residing for a short time in town, was emplo3^ed as

teacher. The school opened on the fifteenth day of Januarj^, with

about sixty scholars, and the committee believe, judging from the de-

portment of the scholars, the interest of the teacher, and the excellent

recitations, that the school will prove highly successful ; and they

earnestly invite all who are interested in the school to visit it. The
room is not at all adapted to the wants of the school, but we trust

that as we have now a High School, the town will provide, at the

March meeting, for the erection of a suitable building in which it may
be kept.

School Committee.—"Wm. A. Crowley, E. M. Reed.

NEW BEDFORD.

Drawing.—Of the advantages of this branch of education in our

schools, we feel called upon to remark at some length. It will be re-

membered that our systems of instruction proceed upon the principle

of combining the methods of the earlier periods of the history of the

world, with those of the middle ages and the more modern civiliza-

tions. Following no one model or leader, but choosing at will what

we consider the best parts of all other systems of religion, philosophy

or education, our systems are essentially eclectic. Though eminently

a practical people, we are by no means unwilling when we can, to add

many of the elegances to the necessities and comforts of life. With

the increase of wealth we look more to personal culture and refine-

ment of living. The cultivation of the taste is as much a necessity of

the times, as the cultivation of the purely intellectual faculties. In-

deed, it may be said to be a consequence of it.

We by no means under-estimate the practical value of a knowledge

of drawing. Simply as an imitative art it is of incalulable advantage

to its possessor, and gives to him or to her, many times, opportunities

for employment and usefulness not open to others as well instructed

and informed in other respects. But it is chiefly for its aesthetic

advantages that it is a necessity in our Public Schools. It is, or

should be, the aim of educators in this country to maintain a healthy

balance of all the qualities of the mind. No temptation, or personal

pride, or parental gratification should encourage precocity. As a

means of personal culture, of teaching us to see objects as they are

and in their true and proper relation to each other, of appreciating

beauty in nature and art, as aflfording a means of communicating
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thought, as a vehicle for the imagination, as employing and harmon-

izing all the faculties of the mind, as quickening the eye and directing

the hand, it has advantages over all other branches of knowledge.

It is not of course expected that in our limited course of public in-

struction, any great proficiency in this department will be attained in

any instance ; but the rudiments will be acquired without sacrifice of

more important objects, and the way made easy to those who may
hereafter desire to pursue it. As we cannot tell beforehand what is

the particular bias of each individual mind, as we cannot foresee the

business or occupation which each one will be called upon to pursue,

nor what their greatest wants and needs will be, we open before them
every possible opportunity for usefulness and duty, and shut no ave-

nue to their future advancement in life. Our country has need of

them and all that thej^ can do, nor is there any accomplishment pos-

sible to them which it will not amply reward. Only to those who will

not run shall there be no crown at the end of the race. Only those

who will not be benefited by the great advantages the people are put-

ting in the way of the young, will the car as it moves along crush

under its wheels.

Evening Drawing School.—The school committee of New Bedford

was among the first to establish Drawing Schools for adults under the

statutes of 1870, chap. 248, sect. 2, which provides that " any city or

town may, and every city and town having more than ten thousand

inhabitants shall annually make provision for giving free instruction

in industrial and mechanical drawing, to persons over fifteen j^ears of

age, either in day or evening schools, under the direction of the school

committee."

Sears Hall was leased for this purpose and furnished with drawing

tables and other necessary apparatus. Two classes were organized,

one in free-hand, and one in mechanical drawing. The school opened

under such flattering circumstances, that each of these classes had to

be subdivided, as there were double the number of applicants which

the hall could accommodate. The mechanical department was placed

under the charge of Mr. William E. Hoyt, Instructor in the Institute

of Technology, in Boston, who brought with him able assistants from

the same institution, and began to show at the outset his eminent fit-

ness for the position. His methods were simple and easy, and the

large class was taught without confusion or loss of time.

While the committee was not deceived by the show of numbers and
enthusiasm, while they were conscious that many have been attracted

by the novelty of the undertaking and would soon drop out from the

ranks, and that others would be obliged to abandon it, however anx-

ious to pursue it, for want of previous necessary training, still it was
evident that many would be greatly benefited, and that the experi-

6
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ment would prove a success. The great majority of the pupils attend-

ed regularly, from the time the school was opened, on the twelfth day

of Februarj^, until its close on the third day of May. And when the

school was reopened on the first day of November of the present sea-

son, nearly one hundred presented themselves, the most of whom had
been members of the class in the spring, anxious and ready to take up

again the study at the point where it had been necessarily suspended.

This department is still under the charge of Mr. Hoyt, as principal,

with Mr. E. A. H. Allen and Messrs. Hammond and Coombs, as

assistants. The progress which is being made is sufficient to satisfy

all our reasonable expectations, and to demonstrate the great useful-

ness and benefit to those who are availing themselves of the advan-

tages afforded by the school.

The Board regret that the results in the free-hand department are

not so encouraging. It soon became evident that no instructor, how-

ever excellent, could do justice to all classes so large. It was impossi-

ble for the teachers to give that personal attention to each pupil which

was essential to their progress. The disappointment was not greater

to the scholars than to the committee. But this failure at the outset

will not prevent the Board from making another attempt as soon as it

can be done under more favorable circumstances. The State has se-

cured the services of Walter Smith, Esq., a highly accomplished art

master, from England, to supervise the whole plan of drawing in the

Public Schools and adult classes, and from him, when his engagements

will permit him to visit us, we expect to receive such suggestions as

will set us right.

It is of great consequence that our corps of school-teachers should

be sufficiently instrvicted in drawing to enable them more successfully

to teach those under their charge. The eyes of Americans are not

trained to close and accurate observation, nor their hands to ready,

graceful and correct manipulation, as the children of European nations

are, among whom drawing is made a regular study from childhood.

The French people are praised for their exquisite taste and skill, and

they have acquired it by the instruction which has been given to them

thi'ough their schools of design. Other nations in Europe have long

had schools of art to perfect their workmen in the principles of artistic

construction and in practical skill, and the result has been that they

have surpassed us in exhibitions of cultivated taste and cunning work-

manship.

We hope not as a nation to be long behind. Massachusetts will do

her part in this, as in every other good work which contemplates the

welfare and happiness of the individual, or will promote the prosperity

and advance the dignit}^ of the people.
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Expenditures.—The difFerence between the amount asked for and

the sum appropriated, is the difference of opinion between those who

know what the wants of the schools are, and those who imagine the

expenditure for school purposes nia}^ be reduced.

There seems to be an impression that the schools might be managed

more economically. It is not pointed out in what respect there is ex-

travagance, or in what department there might be retrenchment. The

vagueness and uncertainty of the charges are about the only merit

they have. It is difficult to see, if we agree to pay a school-teacher

one thousand dollars, how we can cancel that obligation for nine hun-

dred dollars. If the appropriation falls short of one thousand dollars,

by just so much the appropriation will fail to meet the honest demands

upon the city.

The Board based its estimates upon contracts already made, and by

comparison with former years. The salaries of the teachers will prob-

ably never be less than at the present time. Nor is there any way, of

which the committee are aware, by means of which the cost of the heat-

ing, cleaning and care of buildings can be prevented from increasing

annuall3^ As to the other incidental exi^enses, the committee have not

swelled them beyond the actual necessities of the schools.

For the purposes of education money can be spent freely and not

unwisel}^ We do not understand that the city wants any poorer

teachers than we have, or that it does not wish to pay them their sala-

ries when earned. We have yet to learn that the people want any

poorer schools than we have, or the means of education less, or its

standard lower. To attain excellence has been the aim of the com-

mittee. To raise the standard higher, to provide for the wants of the

children, to make our schools take rank with the best schools of sister

cities in the Commonwealth, this has been something of our ambition.

It is possible that those best fitted to conduct the public education,

are not the best fitted to manage the financial affairs of the schools.

It is fair, however, to presume that men selected for a certain purpose,

—selected under a full knowledge of their moral, intellectual and

financial responsibility, and who give their attention exclusively to it,

—would be likely to know as much about it as those not elected for

any such purpose, and who have no care and responsibility about it.

In the absence of any direct charge of fraud, the committee report their

doings, show their work, and appeal from the city council to the people

who elected them, and to whom alone they are accountable and re-

sponsible.

A 3Iill School.—The whole civilized world is now fully alive to the

importance of universal education. It will not long be tolerated,

at least in a Christian land, that any portion of its children shall be

condemned to grow up in ignorance to serve the purposes of gain.
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Not only do the philanthropic and Christian tendencies of the age

demand this out of regard to the children themselves, but society in-

sists upon it in protection to itself. We are glad to believe that few

are found at this late day, so cold and heartless in their charities, so

blinded by the love of gain, or so absorbed in dividends, as to be in-

different to the wants of those who from the stern necessity which

poverty imposes, are condemned from early childhood to continuous

and wearisome labor.

It has come generallj^ to be admitted that ignorance and crime, to a

certain extent at least, go hand in hand together, and that the one is,

in a majority of instances, the cause of the other. Whether this be

true of all great crimes or not, it is certainly true of the smaller and

meaner offences against the laws, to prevent which, and to prevent

children from growing up in schools of Adce, society has the right and

is in duty bound to interfere.

\, The manufacturing interests of our country began by too close an

imitation of the methods of the mother countrj^, where the young of

both sexes have been employed in steadj^ labor without regard to their

mental or moral culture. In the early history of these interests, when

manufacturing was an experiment and success uncertain, there might

be some excuse for this, but when we hear our populous towns spoken

of as " musical with the hum of spindles," we are anxious lest the

harmony should be disturbed by the wail which goes up to Heaven

from the hovels of ignorance and degradation.

Legislation in this Commonwealth has from time to time intervened

to prevent the overworking of children. The laws however which

have been enacted have proved defective, and have been found to be

insufficient to meet the wants of the children, or to satisfy the de-

mands of a liberal and enlightened public sentiment. A hopeful in-

dication of a better state of things is evinced by the co-operation in

many places of the mill authorities with the school committees in es-

tablishing a system of instruction, which, while it does not practically

seem to interfere with the business of the manufacturers, will furnish

means of educating the working-children for a portion of the year.

This subject has long engaged the attention of the committee, and it

has been our hope that the authorities of one of our largest mill cor-

porations would unite with us upon a plan similar to that which has

been so successful in a neighboring city. Under such reasonable ex-

pectations we had made ample preparations for the organization of

such a school. But it has seemed best to the agent of those mills to

content himself with a strict compliance with the law, rather than to

be at the little necessary trouble to co-operate with us. This result

has led us for a time to delay the organization of the school. The

board are not divided in opinion upon the subject, and regard such a
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school as an imperative neceissity ; more especially as the establish-

ment of other mills will soon greatly increase the number of mill

children.

We call attention in this connection to the fact that the children

irregularly discharged from the mills will make necessary the services

of an intelligent and energetic truant officer, with which we trust we
shall not fail to be provided.

We recommend that one of the earliest measures of the incoming

board shall have reference to the establishment of the proposed mill

school.

Sylvia Ann Hoioland Educational Fund.—By an ordinance of the

city it is provided that in the annual report of the school committee,

there shall be made a statement in detail of the outlay authorized by

that body from the income of the " Sylvia Ann Howland Educational

Fund."

In April last, the sum of $12,500 was placed by the city treasurer

to the credit of the New Bedford school committee, which had been

paid over to the city treasurer, and on the eleventh day of July, the

further sum of $675 of the income of said fund.

The board were early of the opinion that it was one of the chief

aims of the donor to furnish to the children of the poor such aids to

study and means of improvement as would place them on an equality,

as far as possible, with the children of the rich. The happiness, the

comfort and future well-being of the children were prominent in her

thoughts, and the Public Schools were finally designated as the recipi-

ents of her bounty, as being the surest and most eligible channels

through which to secure the consummation of her wishes. The board

were glad to find themselves free to take into view and cherish the

whole natures of the children,—to provide appliances to chasten and

refine their taste, cultivate habits of observation, and by making their

surroundings pleasant and their school-time happy and hopeful to do

more to regulate their desires, improve their morals, and confirm their

characters on a pure basis, than any amount of arbitrary constraint

and discipline could effect. They found the schools scantily furnished

with such indispensable aids to good instruction, as books for reference,

globes and maps, and did not believe that the deficiency was likely to

be soon, if ever, supplied from the public treasury. They there-

fore directed the expenditure of $4,553.24 for this purpose. Every

detail of these purchases was carefully considered, and the amount

required shows conclusively to how limited an extent these means of

accurg,te and important information had been afforded.

A second object of expenditure which enlisted the heartiest interest

of the committee was a supply of musical instruments to the schools.

As music had been made a part of the regular course of instruction,
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the board felt without a misgiving that such a supply would be an ap-

plication of the fund not only to the sesthetic side of culture, but to

the substantive elements of a true education. For it has come to be

felt by all true educators, that one of the prime ends of education in

a republic, through the agency of Common Schools, is to improve the

condition of the masses, by infusing into it the leaven of freedom from

debasing passions, of noble aspirations, and that true ambition which

is the security of purity and order. To accomplish this there is no

instrumentality to compare with the soft, genial, tempering influence

of music. The cost of the instruments furnished thus far has been

^3,675.75.

Impressed with the belief that the rooms in which the children

spend so large a portion of their time should be neatly and tastefully

furnished, the board with great unanimity voted to expend a small

portion of the income of the fund for the renovation of such as were

found to require it and which were not likelj^ in their judgment to be

by other means improved. AH persons, old as well as young, are af-

fected by their surroundings. Character is refined, uplifted, and chas-

tened when placed in constant intercourse with attractive and tasteful

objects. It is but little that has been attempted in this direction, the

white walls of only one room in each building having been relieved of

their glaring barrenness by a tasteful paper. Massachusetts has thus

far ignored aesthetic culture as a component part of her plan of educa-

tion. Yet we are taught by the eje more than by all the other senses

combined, and it has been a vital and permanent loss to the children

of the State, that they have not had around them in their school-rooms,

beautiful objects to satisfy the eye, and have had no training in the

principles and applications of taste and art.

Some questions might arise, have indeed arisen, whether the expense

thus incurred was properly chargeable to this fund.

There is a view of the case in which their action was wrong. It is

that view which interprets the words of the will by the sharp and tech-

nical rules which lawyers would apply to the provisions of the criminal

law. It is that view which concedes all aesthetic advantages of educa-

tion to the children of the rich and denies them to the children of the

poor. It is that uncharitable, undemocratic view which applies none

of the refinements of life for the elevation of the masses, the lifting

up into the light those whose lines are cast in the dark places of the

world, out of whose ranks come the paupers, the drunkards and crimi-

nals who crowd om' almshouses and our jails, and darken the escutch-

eon of our boasted civilization. It is that view of it which considers

poverty and vice as things only to be despised and punished. It is

that view taken of it by those who have no enlarged ideas of the social

and moral questions of life, no comprehension of the laws of cause
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and effect as operating in the growth of the mind from infancy to age
;

no appreciation of what society, tlie churcli and the law owe to indi-

viduals, while they exact all that the individual owes to society, to the

laws and the State. In these several views the action of the commit-

tee was wrong.

There is another view in which, if the action of the committee was

not legally correct, it has the advantage of the error being on

the side of humanity, and this view the committee took. It is not

our purpose here to enlarge upon the advantages of aesthetic culture,

nor further to show to whom, under a republican government and

Christian institutions, they properly belong. The time is not far dis-

tant, we hope, when not only our own Commonwealth, but the entire

nation shall see its true interests in all matters pertaining to the care

and education of the young, and when that time comes we apprehend

that it will be found that there are matters of more consequence in the

world than ledgers, and grander knowledge than the cold and calculat-

ing maxims of Poor Richard.

Our vaunted progress in civilization and the arts halts in one respect,

and will never become true and permanent till we have thoroughly

learned the lessons, and settled wisely and beneficently the great

problems connected with the instruction of the children of the poor.

CAaiVmon.—George H. Dunbar.

"We still preserve the study of language in the prominent posi-

tion assigned to it when the curriculum was first revised ; for every

day brings renewed evidence that in this direction lies the chief weak-

ness of our system of education,—a weakness shared with most

American schools. When we institute an investigation into the extent

to which the words of the text-books are understood, we are saddened

at the leanness of the scholars' vocabularies ; when we call for com-

positions to test the power of free, correct and logical expression of

thought, we notice a great improvement over former years, but we
have seldom occasion to be proud of the result ; when we listen to

recitations and to the unstudied intercourse of the scholars with each

other, the linguistic defects of the school are equally apparent.

We know that a portion, at least, of these defects might be pre-

vented ; and we have the good sense to know, as well, that while they

may exist they will throw a shadow over all other requirements. It

is idle to boast of mathematical or scientific culture so long as

the mind is cramped and narrowed by want of due command of the

symbols of thought. But while we give large comparative space to the

study of language, it is still painfull}^ uncertain in some regards, how
the teachers can best avail themselves of the opj)ortunities thus

created. The study, in any complete sense, is a novel one in this
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countiy, except in the annals of private and unpublished experience.

And, in relation to the High School, the problem is rendered doubly

difficult because the deficiencies of the scholars are so largely owing

to their imperfect training in this particular in the elementary grades.

Many of the teachers in those grades are alive to the merits of the

subject. They are devoting as much time as thej^ can rightfully

subtract from other prescribed branches to this, which ought to be

the central pillar of our system of education, the study of language.

Much has already been accomplished. The graduating classes from

the Grammar Schools enter the High School every year, with a far

superior knowledge of words and capacity of free and accurate ex-

pression of thought than used to characterize them. But the cry on

all sides is, " There is not time enough to teach what we desire in

this study." And not until there shall be some material modification

of the relative values now attached to the several studies in the Gram-

mar Schools, and intelligently appreciative, the teachers shall come

to prefer to sacrifice anything and everything else before they will

abridge the time which should be devoted to the pursuit of a knowl-

edge of language, and to feel, in accordance with the prescription of

the Prussian government to the schools of that nation, that one-half

the whole school time is the due proportion fairly belonging to that

study and its immediate accessories, will our scholars pass from that

grade into the High School so furnished in this particular, as to

enable us to prepare a course of exercises for the High School corre-

sponding with the expectations properly associated with that advanced

grade. Meanwhile, in both Grammar Schools and High School, the

teachers continue to experiment ; and patiently, in the words of the

poet, " to labor and to wait."

Spelling.— When will the vexed question be settled. How best to

teach children to spell ? When shall we ourselves arrive at conclu-

sions so satisfactory as to justify us in prescribing a method?

A year or more ago, yielding to the force of the arguments against

the drill on the nonsense columns of the speller to which our scholars

had been accustomed, the teachers obtained permission to put the

speller entirely aside and confine their instruction to the words con-

tained in the reading-books.

But the annual examinations and the dictation exercises which the'

entering class of the present year were put upon after their admission

to the High School, seemed to indicate that there had been retrogres-

sion as to knowledge of spelling ; and forthwith some of the teachers

(the field being left open to experiments on this unsettled question)

went back to the drill in the spellers.

These facts lead me to make some comments on this branch of

study. For it must occupy so much time, at the best, and from the
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nature of the case,—our composite language being ceaselessly en-

larged by fresh increments,—is so destined to make ever-increasing

demands on the attention of our youth, that we cannot afford to waste

time in empirical attempts to find out the method to prosecute it to

the best advantage, but must act definitely on some basis of enlight-

ened philosophy.

Certainly there must be a basis of philosophy even to so prosy a*"

matter as teaching children how to spell.

1. I ask then, in the first place, How much importance is reasonably

to be attached to this stud}^ ? What profit is to be derived from it f

These questions must be answered before we can intelligently decide

how much time it may be allowed to consume.

I reply, that it is simply a grace of learning and not an integral

element of it. It is to written language what an accurate pronuncia-

tion is to spoken language, and no more. Such spelling as Bacon,

Spenser and Shakspeare used in their compositions, would be rated as

a gross deformity in the compositions of a school-boy of to-day.

Cultured minds do not often misspell, not because right spelling in-

evitably accompanies learning, as a constituent of intellectual action,

but because the familarity with language incident to culture prints

the appearance of each word correctly on the memory. Suppose all

the words in the language were to be spelled just as they sound ; they

would be spelled very differently from their correct spelling now ; but

would not their sense be just the same ? •

Our teachers may therefore safely dismiss, if any entertain it,

the supposition which harrasses so many, that the mistakes which

may be made by their scholars in spelling can justly be rated as evi-

dence of defect in their general intellectual training. This notion,

strenuously urged as good sound doctrine by some, and accepted and

acted on as such by thousands,—sometimes, indeed, even strained so

far as to imply that instruction in spelling is a mighty instrument in

the work of intellectual development,— is evidently only the sugges-

tion of fond prejudice to justify adherence to its proclivities. True,

any processes whatever, of which the symbols of thought are the

objects, will incidentally be of advantage to thought itself. But I

should as soon think of setting a man to chopping and piling cord-

T^ood all winter for the sake of learning the distinctions which jprevail

between the different varieties of trees, as to set a bo}^ to spell for the

sake of cultivating his mind.

2. In the second place, this fact is to be taken into consideration,

that the direct usefulness of spelling is limited almost entirely to con-

nection with what one writes. One certainly does not need a drill in

spelling to enable him to read, for orthogTaphy and phonography

have not a great deal in common, and many a fine reader is a wretched

7
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speller. What remains ? Do our scholars expect to go about spell-

ing words for show among their friends and acquaintances, after they

become men and women, and must be accomplished for such a per-

formance? That is a ridiculous thought. Here then the important

question comes in, How wide a range among words is it necessary to take

into consideration, in order to enable the majority of those who go out

*from our Grammar Schools to spell correctly all the words which they

are likely to use in composition during their lives ?

I say the majority ; for there will be a minority in every class who

will be studious lovers of books, and who will prosecute their studies

through all the gTades, so as to become gradually conversant with

literature. Familiarity with words, therefore, will almost inevitably

teach them to spell without the need of. any special pains. It is the

majority, made up of the unstudious, the careless, and those who can

attend school only a limited period, who need be taken into view.

This majority, then, whose attainments will be quite limited, and

who are not likely to become conversant with literature,—what sort of

writings will make up the list of their probable compositions ? Letters

to friends, simple business papers and records, commonplace notes in

aid of memory, and the like, will fully exhaust the range,

I now ask. What and how many words does the vocabulary of the

masses of the people contain, on which our scholars will draw in fram-

ing such compositions as have been named? Not more that 1,500.

' That is a large allowance. The vocabulary of the wholly unlearned

among those who speak the English language does not exceed 500

words. That of those taught in our elementary schools alone cannot

be more than threefold that number, even allowing a wide margin to

each individual for the stock of words peculiar to himself.

But we will add one-third more, and make the number 2,000. Now
om- speller contains, more or less, 10,000 words,—more than either

Milton or Shakspeare used in all the marvellous plentitude of their

vocabularies. If then we drill our scholars in the whole of the speller,

we occupy time in the exercise on five times the number of words the

most of the scholars are ever likely to use, where a knowledge of spell-

ing will be of the slightest account.

Is this judicious ? Can we afford it ? I do not sa}' that it is an

absolute waste of time, for, as has been before remarked, one cannot

be exercised in any wise on the s^^mbols of thought, without picking

up casuall}^ some mental gains. But relatively,—in view of the time

we need .for channels of instruction of the last importance, which now
receive little or no attention,—I say it is a criminal waste. And I am
astonished at the practice of those school coimiiittees and superinten-

dents who give strings of unusual words, difficult to spell, as tests of

proficiency in this branch, and thus enforce an unnecessary amount of
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attention to it, wliich must be subtracted from other branclies of indis-

pensable value.

There has been a wonderful improvement in this particular ; still the

class of words frequentl}^ selected for such a purpose, even now, serves

no earthly purpose but to beget an anxious strain in the teachers after

accuracy where accuracy is of comparatively little value. Only let me
have classes capable of writing correctly the words which will enter

into their ordinary vocabularies and I shall be abundantly content

!

Let no one urge, out of vague notions on the subject, "Oh, limita-

tions like these will never do ! We must make thorough spellers of

our scholars at all events !

"

Thorough spellers ! There are in om- language somewhere near

115,000 words ; and thoroughness would demand that we should teach

our scholars how to spell them all ! Such an idea is simply absurd.

There must be a limit ; and what, in reason, should the limit be, but

that of probable use ?

Once more, let no one advance the well-worn argument, " You
must teach the children while they are in school all the spelling they

are to be expected ever to know ; for it is impossible for one to learn

to spell when he becomes mature." Astonishing that such an assump-

tion should have obtained credence for an indefinite period, and have

dictated the methods of spelling in thousands of schools, when a little

examination would have proved it to be utterly false ! I take shame

to myself that I thoughtlessly accepted it years ago upon trust, and

deferred to it, and printed it as one among important hints to teachers.

Persons of literary tastes and habits are constantly learning and using

new words, and using them aright. It is safe to say that from a third

to a half of the vocabularies of cultured persons has been acquired

since they came to maturity. So true is this last statement, that I

have felt safe in arguing that we need be very little concerned about

the future power to spell of those of our scholars who have literary-

tastes, because their intimac}'' with books will sufficiently accomplish

them in spelling. So let us have done forever with this baseless pre-

tence.

After these explanations of the practical value of the art of spell-

ing, I ask, What method shall our scholars pursue to acquire it ? It

seems clear to me that preference is to be given, by all means, to the

plan of confining their exercises in the study to the words they ma}"

encounter in their ordinary text-books. For then the words, thej' learn

will mainly be such as they are likely to need in ordinary life ; and

what is of vital consequence, intelligence will be associated with them,

making them truly symbols of thought. I urge our teachers, to give

careful heed to this suggestion. More and more as the defects in our

American system of Grammar School instruction open upon me, and
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chief among them is found to he neglect of due attention to the study

of language, I feel that every other branch should be made as far as

possible to lend aid to this, and especially one so kindred as spelling.

But the words selected for practice must systematically be subjected

to the written process. "Written work in all the relations of studj^, is

the surest channel to accurate and lasting attainment.

Before I dismiss this topic, let me make one important suggestion,

which will prove of equal value in other connections. The preceding

discussion was prompted, in part, by the fact that the last entering

class of the High School did not spell, in their dictation exercises in

that school, to the satisfaction of their teachers ; whereupon some of

the Grammar School teachers, instantly discrediting their former

method of spelling from the reading books, went back to the discarded

plan of drilling on the nonsense columns of the speller. They were

hasty. They were unphilosophical. The High School teachers, with-

out doubt, dictated passages containing words which had not occurred

in the reading lessons of the scholars when in the Grammar Schools,

and which, therefore, they were not to be expected to know how to

spell. It normally pertains to our late method of teaching this

branch, that words unknown before will occur- at every step of progTcss,

and are then to be learned ; and it is not discreditable in the least

that a knowledge of them should not have been previously acquired.

The Grammar School teachers should not have been disquieted in the

least.

Promotions.—I was glad to hear not long since from one of the

Grammar masters that it would be impossible to make occasional

"promotions" one of the systematic agencies of his school. "I can-

not break in upon my classes by such interruptions," he said ;
" every

class has enough to do to occupy the time of all its scholars, and is

steatiily making positive advances ; so that I cannot bridge over the

gulf which separates between the knowledge of a promoted scholar

and that of the class to which he has been promoted."

This has the true ring. It proves the existence of a right, healthy

state of affairs in that master's school. Fourteen years being the

age prescribed for admission to the High School,—the youngest

period that children in general ought to be allowed to enter that

school, for we do not want precocity there, but maturity,—and a fair

proportionate allotment of elementary work being laid out by the

manual for each class up to tfiat age, every thoroughly accomplished

and efficient Grammar School teacher will make that prescribed work

stand as the skeleton of a figure of Knowledge, to be rounded out

into noble proportions, and animated by coursing blood and vital

organs, to be deprived of any part of which is to mar tlie symmetry

.and weaken the strength of the whole. To advance scholars by a
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system of promotions instead of by the orderly progression of classes,

must be an element of con-fusion and weakness, or else it argues a

chronic state of inefflcienC3\ ^^^r if a considerable number of one

class can be lifted suddenty to a higher, and go smoothly on in their

new relations, what must the class they have entered have been doing

all along, that the}^ can so easil}' be mated from below ? And what

must the character of the instruction have been, that the deprivation

of it is found to involve no intellectual loss ?

Shall I be told that the promoted scholars are to make up the

ground they have leaped over, by extra effort ? In every well-taught

school the scholars have plenty to think about and work upon, day by

day, connected with their regular exercises, without extra tasks to

make up the losses of six months or a year. To attempt both is to

do neither well.

There is a consequence to the system in question which places it in

still more odious relief. It tends to leave the poor scholars Ijehind,

and aggregate them in classes b}^ themselves.

This way of treating poor scholars, I regard with ever increasing

detestation, as a gross enormity,—as offensive to humanity as it is

prejudicial to improvement. When allowed to make their way for-

ward in the classes to which they fairly belong, these unfortunate ones,

—in truth unfortunates all, whether their shortcomings be the result of

weakness or of wilfulness,—have the advantage of hearing and wit-

nessing the daily work accomplished by the better and more indus-

trious minds of the class, and it inevitably follows from such constant

and stimulating opportunities, that indifference will often be shamed

into exertion, and weakness catch hints which will develop latent

sources of power. But when herded b}^ themselves,—all salient ability

culled out from their midst,—their only standard of emulation, day by

day, is their own droning dullness, and the intellectual atmosphere of

their school-room becomes oppressive and suffocating through inanity.

Their work is painfully slow and labored ; if they make advances, it

is by scarcel}' perceptible steps ; and even so much is secured only by

drill after drill on every successive detail through monotonous and

wearying iteration. If they ever had ambition or are capable of it,

it will be crushed out of them ; and so it will go on until they drop

out into the world.

Pronunciation and Emmciation.—In my visits to the Primary

Schools, I have been specially pleased at the care almost universally-

bestowed by the teachers of that grade on the elocution of their schol-

ars, efforts being evidently made with method and purpose to secure

a clear, distinct enunciation, an accurate pronunciation, and a well-

modulated tone. I cannot forbear stating in this public manner, that

in one room of the twelfth class during its last public examination,
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which occupied nearly tTiree hours, there was not a single noticeable

defect in these particulars, throughout the school, not even in those

points as to which correctness of pronunciation is most difficult to be

secured; for instance, those in which long "u's" and interior "r's"

occur. I need not say that the finished elocution of the teacher of

that room is itself an admirable model for the emulation of her

scholars.

Thus our scholars are well started in the habit of clear and exact

enunciation when their vocal organs are young and pliable, and loose

and pernicious ways of utterance have not acquired a troublesome

hold ; and it is of great importance that the exercises which have led

to this result should be continued in the Grammar Schools, so that

the good habit may be confirmed, and characterize the speech of the

children all through life.

I do not exaggerate the importance of this acquirement. True, it

is onlj the dress of speech, and there may be those who would decry

any vigilant particularit}^ about it as a useless expenditure of care.

But it plaj^s a far more prominent part than may at first appear in the

economy of social life. In the first place, high, refined scholarship is

never expected in connection with vicious errors or a general slovenli-

ness of elocution. It is invariably a deduction from the manifesta-

tion of such defects that the school-training of the delinquents has

been under the control of teachers who were indifferent and careless,

or wanting in nice appreciation of the graces and charms of culture.

This is the reason why, when there is to be a school exhibition, there

is a strong anxiety on the part of the teachers to have the elocution

of the participants faultlessly correct ; and if their ordinary speech is

marked by any vicious habits, to have them broken up for that occa-

sion, if no longer. Now surely, what is required as essential to a

school exhibition in this particular, ought to be regarded as essential

to scholarly correctness in connection with the regular work of the

school.

But more than this. One's acceptableness and influence in society

are greatly enhanced by a pure and accurate elocution. A part of

the immense power of spoken language depends on the way in which

it may be spoken. There is redoubled eloquence in the periods whose

words of beauty or of strength are uttered with fidelity to all their ele-

ments. The honey of persuasion often distils far more from the man-

ner than the matter of one's speech.

The Prussian government, in dictating what shall be taught in her

elementary schools, lays great stress on elocution. The cultivation of

the organs of speech is an object of assidious attention. So far, in-

ideed, is the point carried in the nation at large, that many seminaries

have deaf and dvimb institutions connected with them that, through
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the precision of anal^^sis requisite in teaching such patients the ele-

ments of speech, the students may cultivate the speech-organ to the

best advantage. This earnestness for a fine elocution is more than a

whim of national pride ; it is based on a discriminating perception of

the true elements of power and beauty in language. I need not say

that in the schools of Prussia all other branches of study are subor-

dinated, as the}^ should be, to that of Language.

It is not enough, therefore, that habits of speech expressly vicious

should be corrected in our schools, but that exercises should be carried

on in every room, of every grade, to render the speech of the scholars

expressly accurate and finished in all regards. That admirable an-

alytical process, phonic spelling, should be a daily exercise. Prac-

tice also should be had systematically on words containing combina-

tions of consonant sounds difficult to pronounce.

Vocal Gymnastics.—There is a kindred topic on which .1 shall

express mj^self with the same candor as I have done in regard to elo-

cution. I mean the practice of vocal gymnastics. In some of the

rooms of the Grammar grade this is wholly neglected.

What is its value ? Observation and experiment have abundantly

established its sanitary uses, to say nothing of its importance as an

instrument to give freedom, body and power to the voice. If we ex-

amine the life-tables of the insurance companies, we shall find that

the classes of the community who are the longest lived are the public

orators, the preachers, the singers,—those who are accustomed to the

free and habitual exercise of their vocal organs under normal and

modulated conditions. For the free exercise of those organs involves

such a play and regulation of the breath, that the lungs are brought

into full and healthy exertion ; they become enlarged and strength-

ened ; the whole chest is expanded ; all the vital organs obtain ample

room ; and the blood, thoroughly oxygenized, is sent on its rounds of

service in the highest state of efficiency.

One would think that the life-tables to which I have adverted, care-

fully framed as they have been in the interests of gain, and uniform

everywhere in their revelations, would stimulate the anxious inquiry,

Cannot a process be invented through which the rising generations

may receive the same benefit to their vocal organs, and consequentl}^

to their health, which the long-lived classes obtain from their oratory

and their song ? And it were equally pertinent to ask. Is it not sin-

gular and discreditable, that careful attention should be paid in most

schools to " physical gymnastics," which tend to develop and strengthen

directly only the external muscles, when little or no attention is be-

stowed on exercises to develop and strengthen those interior , organs

whose free and vigorous play has to do with the very fountains of life

itself?
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The exercise of the lungs and vocal organs in the act of singing is

really a process of vocal gymnastics, and is of priceless value in that

regard. I do not doubt that the general health of our scholars and

the quality of their phj'sical development have been improved many
per cent, since singing has been a branch of study in our schools.

But they need something more than this,—something adapted specifi-

call}^ to strengthen weakness, energize sluggishness and render elastic

and free that which is rigid and constrained in connection with all

the organs and processes of breathing and vocalization. That some-

thing has been devised, and in thousands of instances has proved its

admirable efficiency to accomplish these various results. Often, in-

deed, it has radically changed the condition of the health, renovating

and invigorating all the functions of life. It is that system of exer-

cises which goes by the name of " Vocal Gymnastics."

Our .own High School is a notable example of the combined good

effects of singing and vocal gymnastics. It is not many years since

it was common for a majority of the graduates to come forward to

their graduating exercises with voices so wanting in body and reso-

nance as to render it doubtful whether they could be heard, and with

their vocal organs so untrained as to make them powerless to speak

with expression. Now the voices of most of the graduates possess so

much volume, flexibility and capacity of expression, as to add much

to the interest of the graduating exhibitions, while they indicate a

far better condition of body in reference to health.

For the health's sake of our scholars, then, both now and hereafter,

as well as for the luxurj^ of hearing well-trained, expressive voices, I

beg of the teachers of the Grammar Schools, one and all, to be faith-

ful to what is required of them as to vocal culture. It will cost but

little, for it will require comparatively little time ; and it will add

immeasurably to the grace and refinement of our teaching, and the

solid advantages of our schools.

Primary Grade.—My report of the condition of this grade is a

cheerful one. No teachers, I feel assured, have lost interest and gone

backward, while some who did not fully satisfy us last j^ear, have evi-

dently striven to remedy their deficiency and be placed in the front

rank of those whom we approve.

I think that the philosophy of the methods of teaching appropriate

to this grade are better and better understood by its teachers. Less

work is done in a formal, soulless way, as a matter of enforced and

uninteresting duty. Intelligence and heart are manifest in carr^dng

out the details of instruction in almost all the rooms, and of a conse-

quence the children are pleasantly occupied, the exercises are ju-

diciously diversified, and everything seems cheerful, happy and

promising.
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The excellent fruits of the Training School have been conspicuous

during the last two terms in connection with this grade. Four of its

present corps of teachers have been taken from among the pupils of

that school ; and although they had enjoyed its advantages only a few

months, they entered into their work with resources of experience and
intelligence so superior to the blind, groping and merely tentative ex-

periments at teaching made by j'outhful appointees in years gone by,

as to prove the excellence of the Training School and the wisdom of

its establishment.

And 3'et, train the j^oung ladies who aspire to be teachers as faith-

fully^ as we may, and restrict our selection from among them as carefully

as we may, we cannot hope to obtain from their labors such results as

will satisfy a faithful ideal, and start our j^outh under the best possi-

ble conditions in their course of education. For the more we improve

our schools, the more we appreciate that the kind of start scholars

receive in their education sounds the kej^-note of their whole subse-

quent career, and that there is scope for the noblest endowments in

teaching even a Primary School. And when we learn that, in other

countries famed for the excellence of their schools, honored graduates

of the Universities are to be found in charge of schools of little chil-

dren, devoting their wealth of suggestion and illustration to th6 devel-

opment of such budding minds ; as interested and ambitious, moreover,

and as much respected in the prosecution of such labors, as though

they were dealing with lofty themes in connection with maturest intel-

ligence, we cannot avoid placing in unfavorable contrast, the efforts of

even our best trained maidens, with what might be expected from ma-

tui'e powers, exhaustive culture, ripe experience, and sensibilities that

have have had field enough to become chastened as well as tender.

But it is an integral element of the American system of education,

rendered all the more imperative by social conditions which cannot be

overruled, that youthful beginners in the work of teaching shall make
their first essays in the Primary Schools. Let us rejoice therefore in

the establishment of a Training School under competent instruction,

where the philosophy and practice of teaching can both be learned
;

and may it never occur again, in a single instance, that crude inexpe-

rience shall be intrusted with the care of one of our schools.

The Training Scliool.—But I desire to interest the board in one or

two particulars in relation to the ^ordering of the school, which I con-

sider essential to its highest eflSciency. •

First, as to the instruction of the scholars in music and drawing.

The committee is looking forward to the time when these branches of

culture, daily becoming more and more prized for thek utiliarian as

well as aesthetic advantages, will be classed among the ordinary studies,

to be taught by the regular teachers of the schools. The music charts

8
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wMcli are in use in our schools were made with the express purpose

to facilitate the efforts of regular teachers to instruct their classes in

the science ; and Mr. Smith, the accomplished State Director of Draw-

ing, insists that this art not only may be, but ought to be under the

charge of the regular teachers ; that it cannot so well be taught by

special instructors as by them.

But the coveted era when music and drawing will thus be made ordi-

nary studies will not come about of itself alone. The regular teachers

must receive some instruction themselves before they can be expected

to instruct others ; and I do not believe that the gentlemen of the com-

mittee have given thought to the point, what a neglect of precious

opportunity it is, and a du'ect postponement of that coveted era, to let

the Training School, from which we shall so largely replenish our

corps of teachers, go on without any provision for the instruction of

the scholars in music and drawing. Surely these branches ought to be

made objects of express attention in the school, and inability to make

proficiency in them ought to be regarded as a serious if not a fatal

barrier to a place as a teacher.

In fact, I trust the Board are prepared to insist that hereafter no

candidate, from whatever quarter, shall receive an appointment as a

teacher, we cannot sing and draw as well as perform problems in arith-

metic ; and if so, it follows that instruction in these branches must be

provided for the scholars in the Training School.

I shall make an effort to answer the questions already asked in

another connection : "What is the true ideal of a Grammar School ?

What and how shall it be taught ? What are the chief results it should

be expected to secure ?

My first proposition is that a Grammar School should be strictlj^ an

elementary school ; and as such its purpose must be, not to impart

knowledge itself so much as to teach the use of the instruments of

knowledge ; not to develop the thinking faculty into power so much as

to furnish it with material for thought, when time shall have normally

matured it into activity.

The fii'st part of this proposition will readily be assented to ; for

Grammar Schools are universally rated as elementary schools. But

the second part so directly antagonizes the most popular and deep-

seated ideas about education in this country, even among most friends

of reform, that in making it I subject myself to the charge of seeking

to relegate the rising generation back to the lifeless routineism from

which it has cost the very sweat and blood of devoted reformers to

liberate om- suflering schools. For the maxim which is thought to ex-

press the grand central truth of all truths on this great subject is,

" The children in our schools must be taught to think."
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For many years I have felt a growing conviction that the neglect of

the study of language is the one grand defect of our elementary

schools ; that the pride with which the people regard them will remain

unjustified until the multitude of words with which our scholars are

dealing for so mau}^ years, shall be made to them, to a far greater ex-

tent than now, the sj'mbols and instruments of thought. Supported

by the hearty sympathies of the board, I have endeavored to free our

own schools from this reproach ; and to introduce such exercises as

would give our scholars an easy command of language in speech and

composition, as the most necessary of all qualifications with which to

begin their lives. But when I coimnunicated with the teachers and

sought place for these exercises,—place too for drawing, place for object

lessons to develop the observing powers and store the mind with valu-

able facts,—all of them indispensable elementary processes,—I was

answered on every hand with the anxious repl}^, " No time—no time."

" No time," I said, " for these necessary subjects,—to be learned here

or nowhere,—no time ! There must be time ! As well say that a per-

son has no time to eat, to sleep, to breathe. No time for anything if

not for these ! We must make time for them. What is stealing away

their time ?
"

Arithmetic, geography and history were abridged, partl}^ by dimin-

ishing their volume and partly by cutting off all superflous details
;
yet

the needful opportunity was not fully obtained. There must be a still

further modification of the existing distribution of time.

Then I busied myself to ascertain in what particulars any or all of

the existing studies could be further curtailed with the least amount of

loss to the scholars ; for it had become a settled point that these new
exercises, now knocking for admission, must come in ; and come in,

not as interlopers, but as essential elements. I had fully learned by

this time what all school authorities ought to realize, that there are

many things which it is desirable for children to learn in elementary

schools, but which they must not be taught because there is something

else more important for them. A system of studies is a system of

compromises throughout ; and those are most essential which are most

elementary. Therefore, though it might prove necessary to drop por-.

tions of studies which were evidently of sterling value, it was not to be

regretted if still more important branches were to take their place.

At this point in progress I turned for suggestions to the Prussian

school system. Prussia, unlike America, has what deserves the name

of a system. Prescribed by government, it is based on well-defined

philosophical principles, and all the details of its administration, thor-

oughly harmonized, even to the selection of studies, the methods of

teaching them, and the time to be devoted to each other, are regulated

in accordance with these principles. It is this striking peculiarity of
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its character wlaich fits it to be of advantage to us in our present dis-

cussion ; all the more, because it is not the abstract theory of a country

which is in its first stages of educational experience, but is the result

to which it has recurred after a long, practical experiment in another

direction.

Let us now give attention to some of its leading principles, thus

derived from dearty purchased experience. The}' are classed under

two general heads : Limitation of subjects taught, and Simplification

of the methods of teaching.

It is declared that up to the age of fourteen the whole school time

is not more than enough to secure to children the master}- over the

general instr^iments of future cultivation, the organs of speech and

song, the relations of number, the pen and the pencil. The child is

not to be taught to know but to be able to do. Elementary education

is not knowledge, but capacities ; it is onl}^ to qualify the child to per-

form certain simple operations. It is not enough for the child to learn

how to do .; it must show that it knows how by the facility with which

it performs.

The labor of the Pestalozzian school to develop mental power by ab-

stract and formal exercises of thinking is declared to be, if not erro-

neous, at least out of place in an elementary school. The develop-

ment of the thinking powers is no part of the object of such a school.

To attempt it is a fatal ambition.

The duties of an elementary school are not arbitrarily defined.

They define themselves as soon as it understood that schooling is to

end at the age of foui-teen. It may be highly desirable that children

should have industrial training, or. artistic training, or that they should

learn physical science ; but average boys and girls cannot learn these

things without sacrificing the elementary skill which must be acquired

in childhood.

On the basis of such principles, the contents and methods of the

instruction given in elementary schools is as follows

:

Grammar, the anatomy of language, is banished as a superfluous

study. The mother-tongue is declared to be, not a knowledge to be

studied, but a power to be exercised. The language instinct which

ever}^ child possesses must be cultivated by assiduous exercise, of

which reading speaking and writing are only so man}^ various forms.

In arithmetic, no lessons in the theor}^ of number are allowed, and

setting sums to work in abstract number is to be done as little as pos-

sible. The examples are always to be given in concrete number.

Mental arithmetic is not permitted as a separate exercise, it being pro-

nounced a useless fatigue of the brain. Its province is to correct the

mechanism of the slate. The four fundamental rules only are to be
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taught, together with fractions, which are not allowed as a distinct

branch.

Separate hours for geography and history are not prohibited, but are

not encouraged ; and no special manuals for these subjects are in use.

What instruction can be given in them is to be suggested by the read-

ing books.

Such are the contents and methods of the Prussian elementary

schools as prescribed bj' law. It should be mentioned, however, that

this simplification and concentration of subjects is not rigidly enforced,

except in the one-class village schools, or what we should term the

ungraded country schools. In the city schools, the scholars of which

do not so generally leave school at the age of fourteen, a somewhat

wider range of subjects and greater freedom of teaching obtain. For

the latter can spare some of their time for the acquisition of knowledge

before the age of fourteen, since they will continue to practise the ele-

ments after fourteen ; while the former must give all their time to ob-

taining a sure possession of the elementary capacities.

But whatever disagreement there may be about details, and however

emphatically sound, practical educators may denounce the exaggera-

tion of the principles of this system which has led to an excessive

quantity of learning by rote, the principles themselves ^have secured

universal acceptance. They are felt, as has already been stated, to

have introduced the reform to which an experience strictly educational

would naturally lead.

Should not the experience of Prussia be an example to ourselves ?

Do not the same general principles apply to our elementary schools as

to hers ? If she has found that certain ranges of subjects and methods

of teaching are incompatible with a thorough mastery of essential

elementary processes, must not the same incompatibility exist here at

home ? I entreat the candid and deliberate attention of the board to

these vital considerations. If a firm, substantial reconstruction of our

Grammar School sj^stem of study is to be eflTected, it must be thi'ough

such a series of compromises as has been described.

I have defined the province of a Grammar School as an elementary

school, to be "to teach the use of the instruments of knowledge, and

furnish the thinking faculty with the material of thought." And what

are the instruments of knowledge? "Within us, they are the observing

powers, which should be busy throughout the season of childhood in

gathering up stores of facts out of which maturity laaj elaborate the

abstractions which are its normal province ; and the instinct of the

relations of number and of music. Without us, they are the sensfes,

the organs of speech, the hand, etc., through which the mind commu-

nicates with the external world and appropriates its contributions.

And to cultivate these in full variety and with scrnpulous fidelity, not
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in *an immethodical, haphazard way, as though such culture were only

an incident of the substantive school work, but as though it were a

vital element of it, laying the indispensable foundations of all knowl-

edge, opens up a field of labor for the teachers, if well understood,

that is worthy of their highest powers, and will prove far more satis-

factory in its intelligent completeness than the irregular and often mis-

directed efforts which now obtain. The power of song comes within

the circle, as one of the noblest capacities, in view both of culture and

of happiness, with which God has endowed us. Drawing comes within

it, as being itself a language,—a silent but charming vehicle for the ex-

pression of thought ; and moreover, as a necessary means to discipline

the hand for the operations of handicraft in after-life. The training of

the organs of speech comes within it ; for a correct enunciation and a

well-modulated, sonorous utterance have essential concern with the

power and influence of language itself. Acquisition of the material of

language comes within it, as something far more important in scope

and measure than what has been purposed by the old stereotyped exer-

cises in language. Object teaching comes within it, as a means to es-

tablish direct relations between the processes of the school on the one

hand, and the facts in nalfnre and the avocations of life on the other,

and to supply the thinking faculty with stores of material. These

various subjects are all to be embraced in the course of study of an.

elementary school, in addition to its traditional work.

Am I not right in saying that we have no well-digested, consistent

philosophy on this great subject? In how many schools, for instance,

is drawing prescribed as one of the essential elements of education?

In how many is music regarded as anything more than an exceptional

divertisement ? In how many, again, are the means to the acquisition

of the material of language anj^thing more than mere tentative experi-

ments in a vast but onty partiall}^ explored field? In how many are

any systematized provisions for the training of the observing powers,

and the storing up of that practical knowledge of nature and art

through object lessons, which is the basis of mental development and

activit}'? In how many, once more, are the studies regulated by any-

thing more than the tastes and caprice of the school committees or

teachers, instead of by a thoughtful estimate of their relative values

in regard to the highest usefulness of an elementar}- school ?

As was said in the beginning of this essay, the grand leading idea

in New England as to the purpose of its schools is, that the children

are to be taught to think. Now this would be a laudable position if

any discrimination were exercised in regard to the kind of thinking to

be expected from the children ; if it were modified in application so as

to correspond with the degree of their maturity. Certainty every

scholar should be taught to think. No school work should be mechani-
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cal rote-work. The child not yet two years old has done a vast amount
of thinking, that will have a bearing on ' its whole lifetime. Every
word that is understood is a symbol of thought. The room of even

the youngest class in a Primary School should be all aglow with the

activity of interested, eager thought.

But the thought natural to a young child is very different from that

which is normal to an adult, in kind as well as in degree. So when in-

fancy has developed into youth, we have still another kind of thought,

wider in scope than that of the infant, narrower than that of maturity.

The infant exercises the thought which accompanies the perceptions

only. The youth superadds the thought which belongs to the coucep-

tions. Only the adult mind can deal normally with pure abstractions.

It is true the youth generalizes. But his generalizations are onlj- in

connection with sensible objects, while the mature mind reasons also

from immaterial conceptions.

Now the demand of New England public opinion that our scholars

must be taught to think, wholly ignores these stages of mental devel-

opment, and expects children in Grammar Schools to go through pro-

cesses of abstract reasoning just as readily and logically as through

processes of perceptive or conceptive reasoning. And because such

a demand violates the ordinations of nature, it proves in good part, as

it ought to prove, a failure.

At this point, did the limits of m}^ report allow me a full discussion

of this important theme, I should approach it from another side, and

plead with earnestness for due attention in our elementary schools to

those subjects which will interlink their ordinary studies with the

duties and occupations of practical life, and prepare their scholars in

some express form for the labors of their future. Science and art, as

they are applied in the work of the world, in handicraft, in the prepa-

ration of food, of clothing, of architecture, and in the conveniences

and comforts of social economy ; the human-body, in reference to struc-

ture, development, health and strength ; and nature, also, in those forms

of animal and vegetable life in which she meets us on every side, and

ministers to our pleasures and our needs, should be expressly recog-

nized and made known. It excites my wonder that any elementary

schools should have won a reputation for excellence, while debarring

their scholars from such knowledge.

This knowledge is not to be communicated in the form of new studies,

to be pored over in additional text-books. By no means. "We want
no ologies and osophies in the Grammar Schools, as such : first, because

there is no time whatever for the logical pursuit of any science ; and

second, because it would involve abstractions, which are out of place.

But this knowledge is to be imparted by means of object lessons, amplj'-

illustrated, clearly and vividly bringing the mind to bear on the topics
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presented to it throiigli the rQedium of the actual ; and also by means

of books, simply and charmingly narrating their information,—that

are to be read not studied,-—and thus aid in the knowledge of language

while the}^ instruct the mind with their details of facts.

Once more, did my limits allow, it would be pertinent to take into,

consideration the strenuous efforts now in progress on the part of some

earnest philanthropists, to graft handicraft training on our school sys-

tem, so that the scholars may be prepared for different trades and in-

dustrial callings. They would have half the present school hours

devoted to manual labor ; and the}'' support this bold demand by the

assumption that in half a da}^ a child will learn' as much as in whole

day,—or if not quite so much, at least enough. They take the crude,

defective, traditional New England notion of what an elementary edu-

cation is, and the wretched abortions of training and scholarship which

it has turned out upon the world, as exemplifying the true ideal of the

possibilities and requirements of Common School culture ; and because

boj'S and girls can be taught in the half days of a few yesa's to read

without much stumbling over words, to write only semi-obscurel}^, to

spell a goodly number of words of which not one in ten is understood,

and to cipher correctly under the fundamental rules, we are told that

thej have acquired a respectable elementarj' training,—they have be-

come adepts in the use of the general instruments of future cultivation,

and are ripe for the responsibilities of citizenship ! What a travesty

of the sober reality this position is ! And if accepted and acted upon,

into what fearful relations to the welfare of the State it will organize

ignorance and unskilfulness

!

I can briefl}^ indicate what I consider to be the true relative values

of the essential Grammar School studies by a table of the time which

should be devoted to each. It would be as follows for a week of 25

working hours

:

Language, 8 hours ; arithmetic, 5 hours ; history, 2 hours
;
geogTa-

phy, 2 hours ; oral lessons, 2 hours ; spelling, 1 1-2 hours ; writing,

1 1-2 hours ; drawing, 1 1-2 hours ; singing, 1 1-2 hours.

I will onl}^ remark that grammar is assigned no place, because all

that need to be learned of it will properly be associated with the read-

ing lessons, and that the expressions for geography and history are

averages. I would have the major part of what shall be taught of

geography through stated lessons, thrown into two of the earlier j^ears

of the course, and all the attention paid to it afterwards be made to

consist only of brisk oral reviews, into which such fresh points as ma}''

be of importance shall be introduced. This is the plan pursued in

some of the best schools of the country, and it commends itself through

both its intelligence and its econom3^ One of the most crying needs

of schools generally is, that the time spent on details in geography
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should be reduced to a healthy minimum. There should be only one

book on the subject, and one-half of that, according to my knowledge

of geographies, should be cut out. The courses of study in many

schools seem now to be regulated for the benefit of book publishers

alone.

So with history, in reversed order : a little in the earlier years, not

out of text-books, and the systematic study reserved for classes in

which the scholars have become old enough to appreciate to some ex-

tent the philosophy of the subject.

Supej-intetidetit.—Henry F. Harrington.

RAYNHAM.

In two schools drawing has been taught quite successfully, and has

proved an incentive to pupils in other branches. Many children will

learn a difficult lesson as quick as possible, so as to gain an oppor-

tunity to use their pencils in making pictures. The Primary scholars,

instead of sitting with folded hands in an uncomfortable position,

when not studying their lessons, have spent«a portion of their leisure

time, covering their slates or blackboards with words, figures or pic-

tures. We have been surprised at the rapid advancement made in

this study by young, children. "We expect that drawing will hereafter

be taught in all our schools, as the law requires instruction in this

branch. We think it will be no hindrance to progress in other

studies, and will contribute to more and rapid improvement in writing.

The Child's Book of Nature was introduced into two schools. , The
children have been deeply interested in acquiring new information

about the plants, trees and flowers, with which they are surrounded,

and about the wonderful mechanism of their own bodies. Our chil-

dren often grow up in comparative ignorance of the beautiful laws and

contrivances in the world of nature. Most teachers fail to give oral

instruction on such subjects, either through want of time or lack of

information ; hence a small elementary work of this kind is needed

for the pupils to study.

Graded. ScJiools.—We ask the people of Raynham to candidly con-

sider the advantages resulting from the union of two or three small

schools into a large graded one. Let any person of common intelli-

gence tQach a mixed school composed of pupils of all ages from four

to sixteen years, and then teach one department of a graded school,

and he will at once appreciate the superior advantages of the latter.

If a parent, he will most cheerfully send his children a longer distance

to enjo}^ the advantages of a well-managed graded school. In some

schools of thirty scholars, we find five classes in reading, five in spell-

ing, four in geography, three in practical arithmetic, and three in

9
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mental, two in grammar, and general!}- a class in algebra, history,

book-keeping. Deducting the time occupied in opening the school, in

recess, in changing classes, in giving instruction in writing, drawing

and singing, in rendering aid to dull scholars, in attending to cases of

discipline, and the classes cannot receive more than ten minutes' in-

struction, on an average, once a day. This time may possibly answer

for a small class in spelling ; but every earnest and successful teacher

knows that he cannot give the needed instruction to a class of average

abilities in arithmetic or grammar, without occupying more than twice

ten minutes. To do justice to a class in reading, more time is required.

Indeed, suitable instruction can scarcely be given to any class however

small, in ten minutes. Hence teachers who are fond of any particular

study, frequently give a more reasonable length of time to the recita-

tion in that study and thus of necessitj^ shorten other recitations.

In this way a portion of the pupils are left without much instruction,

make but little progress, and often become discouraged. Parents are

dissatisfied with the teachet. This has occurred again and again in

our town. Parents have complained because their children did not

receive due attention. The teacher had to bear the blame when in

fact she worked as hard as she could every moment of school hours.

School Committee.—John M. Manning Nathan W. Shaw, Seth D. Wilbur.

TAUNTON.

Drawing has become a required study in the Public Schools, and

art education is thereby engrafted upon our system of public instruc-

tion.

Previous to the passage of this law by the state legislature, this

useful branch of education had been introduced into your schools as

an elective studj^, to pave the way for its more general and complete

adoption for regular instruction and study, when public sentiment

might become so educated as to secm'e popular favor in the purchase

of needful books and material.

By yom- regulations it is now a prescribed study for the first class

of the Grammar grade and for corresponding classes in the ungraded

schools. Its utility is now generally admitted in this community, and

I find no opposition in requesting provision for the material essential

to its successful study and practice. It has beeu thus far associated

with penmanship in Grammar Schools, and usually alternates with

writing. The idea of form as well as the command of muscle required

in drawing is directly useful in writing. As far as I can judge, the

results have fulfilled my expectations that no less progress would be

made in penmanship because of the time spent in the other study.

Locke, in his Thoughts on Education, says :
" When he (the pupil)
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can write well and quickly, I tliink it may be convenient not only to

continue the exercise of bis band in writing, but also to improve tbe

use of it furtber in drawing."

To relieve the tedium of the hitherto ordinary Primary School dis-

cipline ; to give valuable recreation ; to cultivate the perceptive faculties

of childi'eu ; to inculcate at an early stage ideas of form, distance, and

dimension ; to train tbe eye and band, to cultivate a sound and true

taste in a useful direction ; to afford new means of expression— new

sources of enjoyment, and at tbe same time to lay tbe foundation and

encourage the inclination for better proficiency in this ever convenient,

serviceable art, I have directed simple exercises in di^awing— begin-

ning with the blackboard and slate, in the Prunary Schools and

Primary classes. Most of our Primary School teachers have engaged

in the work with commendable zest.

The importance of drawing as a branch of instruction and study in

our schools is so apparent to tbe connnunity that it needs no advocacy.

Its usefulness is exemplified in ever}^ trade, in almost every calling

and pursuit of life. It is a visible language by which things are

directly and clearly represented to the e^-e, by which quicker and more

comprehensive conceptions are often gained than can be given by

words alone.

We are obliged to meet a serious diflSculty in an attempt at imme-

diate general compliance with the statute of the State so recently

enacted, because many of our teachers, not anticipating the necessity

of so doing, have not properly prepared themselves for giving system-

atic instruction in drawing. This art cannot be taught with practical

success in all our schools by a special teacher of drawing, as a sepa-

rate subject, any more than writing and arithmetic can be thus taught

as separate subjects with daily efficiency. The general teachers them-

selves must learn elementary drawing and teach it to the children,

just as they learn and teach other subjects. All the children can be

taught to draw, only by making every teacher include drawing among
bis subjects of qualification for instruction. But shall the teachers

already in jou employment, in all other respects amply competent,

and many of them rarely proficient, be dropped because of present

deficiency in this department of learning ? By no means !

Tbe introduction of instruction in and study of drawing in the

schools, is regarded favorably by tbe teachers, the children and tbe

people ; and I predict an almost unexampled success, if our teachers

can acquire the attainments requisite for systematic instruction in this

department.

I would suggest a plan similar to that adopted in Boston,—-the-

employment for a season of a special teacher of drawing, not to go

into the schools, but to give occasional lessons to our teacbers, wko.
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can assemble for the purpose, perhaps on alternate Saturdays. I

would further suggest that 3^ou include drawing among the branches

of learning in which candidates for teachers' positions in your schools

are hereafter to be examined. In fact, I see no other practical way of

complying with the requirement of the first section of a recently

enacted statute of the Commonwealth.

School of Industrial or Mechanical Drawing.—An advertisement

was issued for the names of persons over fifteen years of age who
earnestly wished the advantages of the school, in order that we might

ascertain its home demand, and know with some degree of certainty

the extent of room and the preparation needed for the first term's

experiment.

The law of the State had created such a simultaneous demand in all

our cities for instructors in mechanical drawing, that an immediate

suppl}^ was liable to be exhausted, and it was, consequently^ felt that

no time was to be lost in looking for and obtaining a principal for the

school suitable to give it the proper impetus and direction. Mr. W: W.
Brewster, a teacher in the Institute of Technology and in the Free Even-

ing . School of Boston, was recommended to and employed by your

Board. We were able to procure competent local assistants at a com-

paratively small cost, all of whom proved satisfactory in the positions

assigned them, and some of whom exhibited such rare ability and

teaching qualities that it will hereafter probably be safe to rely upon

home talent, from the -draughting and architectural rooms of our exten-

sive machine shops and varied manufactming establishments, for in-

struction in this school ; and thereby gain the advantage of obtaining

teachers not only possessed of a knowledge of the theory of mechani-

cal drawing in its different departments, but also of recognized famil-

iarity with its practical application in construction, and at the same

time employ them at a less cost than teachers from abroad can be

procured, because of a relief from the time and expense of travelling.

For convenience in classification and instruction, the school was

divided into two sections, and each section occupied two (alternate)

evenings per week for a term of twelve weeks. The instruction in

this brief period was mainly in copies of geometrical drawings,

followed by plates embodying elementary principles. The progress of

the school was carefully noted in frequent visits by the special com-

mittee and myself, a public exhibition of the drawings of the pupils

was given at the close of the term, and an examination of the work

of the school was made hj members of the school committee and

board of aldermen, at all of which a proficiency was indicated, pro-

nounced by all parties concerned to be highly satisfactory.

At the opening of the school, when success depended much on first
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impressions, it was deemed expedient that no instruction or study

should be introduced, the tendency and value of which would not be

readily appreciated. It was thought that our working mechanics, by

force of habit inured to what appeared of direct, immediate utility,

and not generally realizing how much aid it would afford them in

sketching readily, when they might only have a pencil at hand, what-

ever they might wish to represent, would become disgustingly impa-

tient with their seemingl}^ simply ornamental branch of free-hand

drawing. Hence was the omission of free-hand outline drawing in

the experimental course of last winter. Its advantage, however, is so

generally recognized by adepts in industrial drawing that it will in the

future probably constitute the preliminary course of each new class,

followed by or associated with the study of those simple geometrical

problems, which embody the principles, and are the onl}" sure means

of a clear comprehension of the theory and art of mechanical drawing.

This school may hereafter have a less number of pupils at the very

outset or beginning of a term, its novelty having gone, but having

successfully passed its experimental stage, it will have more the phase

of permanency ; its students will have a more definite idea of its pur-

pose, more patience in engaging with reliable, enduring heartwork in

any needfully prescribed preparation, and will be more likely to per-

severe in regular attendance and until the thorough accomplishment of

some determinate end.

Evening Factory Schools.—These were two in number ; they were

opened early in the winter and continued twelve weeks. They were

conducted on the plan suggested in my report of the previous year.

A police guard was stationed near the schools, and no corporal punish-

ment was allowed within them. The good order in those schools was

equal to that in the day schools. The instructors,—principal and

assistants,—were competen-t and faithful, and the children were cheer-

fnlly attentive and studious. There were not quite so many pupils as

during the previous winter, but the attendance was far more regular

and the proficiency in scholarship and good behavior more satisfac-

tory.

Superintendent of Schools.—W. W. Waterman.

WESTPORT.

In consequence of the large niunber of children in town not attend-

ing school, and growing up in ignorance, the town at its annual meet-

ing adopted the following By-Laws, which have been approved by the

superior court, and chose the school committee as truant officers, to

carry the same into effect.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Middlesex, ss.—At tlie Superior Court, begun and holden at Lowell, within

and for the county of Middlesex, on the second Monday of March, being the

eleventh day of said month. Anno Domini 1872,

—

The following By-Laws are presented to the Court for approval and accept-

ance, to wit

:

By-Laws of the Town of Westport in relation to Truant Children and Absentees from
School.

Sect. 1. The town of Westport hereby adopts and avails itself of the several

lirovisions of the statutes of this Cohimonwealth now in force in relation to

habitual truants and absentees fi'om school, and in pursuance of the authority

conferred thereby establishes these By-Laws.

Sect. 2. All children between the ages of seven and sixteen years residing in

said town, being without any regular and lawful occupation or business, and
growing up in ignorance, shall, unless there be some sufficient reason to the

contrary, be required regularly to attend some PubUc or Private School or suit-

able institution of instruction.

Sect. 3. All children between the ages aforesaid who shall fail to comply with

the provisions of the foregoing section, or who, belonging to any of the Public

Schools of said town, shall be habitual truants therefrom, shall be liable to be

punished by a fine of not more than five dollars upon each and every convic-

tion of either of the offences aforesaid.

Sect. 4. All children between the ages aforesaid belonging to any Public

School in said town who shall without sufficient excuse therefor be absent

therefrom six or more times in the course of any one term of said school, shall,

for the purposes of these By-Laws, be deemed and taken to be habitual truants

from said school.

Sect. 5. In place of the fijie before j)rovided for the off'ences above named,

the justice having jurisdiction of such offences may commit the offender for a

term not exceeding two years to the Farm School hereby established by said

town, and which is hereby assigned and provided as the institution of instruc-

tion, house of reformation, or other suitable situation named in the statutes of

the Commonwealth before referred to.

Sect. 6. The said Farm School shall for the present be in connection with the

almshouse of said town, and the childi-en sentenced as above shall be under

the control and government of the selectmen of said town, who shall make
suitable regulations concerning the employment, instruction and management

of said children.

Sect. 7. There shall annually be chosen by said town at its annual meeting

three iiersons who shall alone be authorized, in case of any violation of these

By-Laws, to make the complaints and carry into execution the sentences there-

en, which persons shall be known and designated as truant officers, and who
shall receive such compensation as the town shall determine.

Sect. 8. It shall be the duty of such truant officers to inquire into and prose-

cute all cases of violations of these By-Laws in said town. In case any such

truant officer shall find any child between the ages aforesaid, belonging to any

Public School in said town, during school hours wandering about in or near

any road, place of public resort or amusement in said town, without suf-

ficient excuse for his absence from school, he shall apprehend such child and

return hiju to the school to which he may belong, unless he shall deem it
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proper to rdake a complaint against sucli cliikl nniler tlieso By-Laws; and
shall in either case notify tlio parent or gnanlian of said child of his doings in

the premises.

Sect. 9. Any justice of any police conrt, and any trial justice in the

connty of Bristol, shall have jurisdiction of the offences named in the By-
Laws.

Sect. 10. These By- Laws shall take effect when approved according to law.

By-Laws of tlie Toivn of Westport in relation to Neglected Children.

Sect. 1. The town of Westport hereby avails itself of the provisions of the

Act of this Commonwealth ap^n'oved May 26, 1866, entitled " An Act concerning

the care and education of neglected children."

Sect. 2. The Farm School connected with the almshouse in said town is

hereby assigned as the institution or place referred to in the third section of

said Act, and the charge and government of said institution shall be in the

selectmen of said town, who shall cause the same at all times to be an estab-

lishment in conformity with the objects of said Act.

Sect. 3. The selectmen of said town shall annually appoint one or more suit-

able persons who alone shall severally be authorized to make complaints under
the said Act, and who shall receive such compensation as the town shall de-

termine.

Sect. 4. It shall be the duty of the officer or officers appointed as aforesaid to

visit the various portions of the said town as often as it may be necessary, in

order to acquaint themselves with the condition of such children under the

age of sixteen years as by reason of the neglect, crime, drunkenness or other

vices of parents, or from orphanage, are suffered to be growing up without

salutary parental control and education, or in circumstances exposing them to

lead idle and dissolute lives, and to make complaints ip all cases wherein their

judgment it may be necessary in order to remedy the evils intended to be pro-

vided for by said Act, said complaint to be made to any justice of any police or

» municipal court, or any trial justice in the county of Bristol.

Sect. 5. These By-Laws shall take effect when approved according to law. .

The foregoing By-Laws have been accepted and adopted.

Attest:
Albert C. Kirby, Tomn Ckrk.

Westport, April 13th 1872.

Which said By-Laws, being seen and understood by the court, are, on this

sixteenth day of April, A. D. 1872, approved.

In testimony that the foregoing is a true copy of record, I hereto set my hand
and affix the seal of said court, this sixteenth day of April, A. D. 1872.

JoHK James Savtter, Asst. Clerk.

School Committee.—Charles F. Sherman, Luther D. Kidder, Charles Fisher.
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DUKES COUJ^TY.

TISBURY.

Your committee think that, as a general thing in our community,

there is want of knowledge as to the amount of labor that is performed

by faithful teachers, and therefore too little sympathy for them. To
the inexperienced and unobserving, the work of the teacher seems

easy ; to go to the school at the appointed hours, hear the scholars

read, spell and recite, and reprove the idle and indolent, is a simple

matter they think. But this is not teaching—it does not educate the

children ; and a teacher that can do nothing but ask questions is not

fit for the office. It is the spirit and enthusiasm that is seen in the

teacher and communicated to the school that is of the highest con-

sideration. Children cannot appreciate the value of school duties, be-

cause they cannot properly estimate the results ; the wants and reali-

ties ofmanhood cannot be comprehended, because they are but dimly seen

in the distant future. It is the work of the teacher, therefore, by his

or her example, manner and devotion to their interests, to win the

confidence of the scholars, compel their respect, and awaken a spirit of

inquiry which alone makes study a pleasure and diligence a habit.

There is also a vast diff'erence in the capacities, habits and dipositions

of children, which must be studied by the teachers before they can adapt

their instruction to the capabilities of each. The more precocious

natures need to be restrained, the sluggard urged and encom-aged to

form habits of industry, and the dry page of the text-book must be en-

livened, and vitality infused into the subject taught. These duties and

many others render the work of the faithful teacher truly diflScult and

complex, and call into action a great variet}^ of attainments and quali-

ties. In expecting teachers to study thus faithfully their scholars, it

will be readily seen that their office is far from being a sinecure. A
teacher's work cannot be compressed into the six hours of the school-

room, but must occupy a considerable portion of the day in addition.

"Where so much is required of the teacher in order to carry a school

through successfully, can we wonder that they sometimes fail ? And
considering the trials of temper to which the teacher is subjected, shall

we not have charity if a mistake is sometimes made ?

School Committee.—J. H. Lambert, Thaddeus Luce, David Mathew.
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ESSEX COUIsrTY.

AMESBURY.

At the last annual meeting the town generously appropriated the

sum of one thousand dollars in addition to the sum raised the previous

year for the support of schools. This additional sum has been ex-

pended principally in lengthening the Intermediate and Primary

Schools ; twelve schools of the grade having been kept eight and one-

half months, against six and one-half months last year, and all others

having been lengthened from five to nine weeks. We believe that the

advantages resulting from such a course are numerous. Comparatively

few of the pupils in our Public Schools can be kept in school long

enough to be promoted even to a Grammar School. Does not justice,

then, require that this large class should have access to schools kept

longer than six and one-half months during the year? Again, when

the schools have been kept for only about half the year, they have

Ibeen lengthened in some parts of the town by several Private Schools
;

and it being too often a mere matter of fancy on the part of the pupil

as to which should be patronized, without any regard to age, rank or

attainment, the result has been that such schools have been promis-

cuously attended, thereby defeating all attempts on the part of the

teacher of such a classification as is essential to the prosperity of any

school.

School Committee.—^AM^s, H. Davis, Joseph Mekrill, Frank "Wiggin.

BEVERLY.

Attendance., Truancy, etc.—These are chronic subjects for school

reports ; and yet the evils of irregular or non-attendance and truancy

alarmingly prevail. This state of things, though very trying to the

equanimity of our teachers, is chiefly harmful to the pupil himself.

Besides the very imperfect work done at school, the habit of unpunctu-

ality, and the diminution and loss of enthusiasm in study, are greatly

to be deprecated.

But a cheerful view of the matter is, that it can be remedied. One

of our teachers, and she in a neighborhood not the most favorable for

good results, presents a most excellent, not to say a most astonishing

exhibit of what can be done, by attaching the children to her in strong

10
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personal friendship, and maliing them feel that her school-room is one

of the pleasantest places in the world. Other teachers can and ought

to do likewise. .1 divide the blame of these irregularities about equally

between parent, teacher and pupil. Teachers should be much, more

particular and thorough in immediately looking up each case, as soon

as it arises ; and I would make it one condition of engagement and

its neglect a ground of removal. A friendly talk between parent and

teacher will greatly aid the reform ; and in extreme and bad cases the

enforcement of the law on offenders might be advisable.

The superintendent of schools in St. Paul, Minnesota, in a late

report says :
" With the concurrence of the chief of police and his

force, truancy is almost unknown ; and all the children of the city are

in attendance upon a course of education. Neither in the streets, nor

at the depots in town, nor in the suburbs, will children be found dur-

ing school hours." What has been can be done.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—E. C. Allen.

BOXFORD.

In conclusion, your committee would recommend th'at more attention

be given, in our schools, to the manners and morals of the pupils. In

a complete and symmetrical education, the discipline of the heart, as

well as the mind, is included. The moral nature should be developed,

in connection with the intellectual. Religion, in the broad sense of

the duties we owe our Creator and our fellow-men, should be carefully

inculcated. Correct principles of conduct should be enjoined, and

right habits formed. Asperity and roughness of manners should be

corrected and that courtesy and gentlemanly deportment cultivated

which contribute so much to a successful and useful life. Although

instruction on these points may be regarded as coming more properly

within th*e sanctuary and the Sabbath school, yet it is to be considered

that too many children are strangers to these places ; and that, what-

ever instruction they receive, of a public character, must "come through

the Common School. In this connection it may be remarked that, as

example is more powerful than precept, and children are creatures of

imitation, reference should be had, in the selection of teachers, to

their moral as well as intellectual qualifications.

School Committee.—^William S. Coggins, Samuel Kimball, "William R.

Kimball.

ESSEX.

Essex, July 17th, 1871.

Hon. David Choate,—Sm : We, the selectmen, and the school

committee, in joint convention assembled, as by law provided, for the
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purpose of filling the vacancy in the committee occasioned by your

resignation, respectfully take leave hereby, to testify our sense of the

valuable services you have rendered the cause of education.

We are informed that 3^ou have been connected with the schools of

Essex, \yith but few and slight intermissions, ever since thej^ear 1815,

either as a teacher or a school committee-man. We regard this as un-

precedented in the annals of most towns and cities. You have, sir,

followed the remains of many of those who have been under your care

as an educator, to the grave ; others of them have died in their homes,

far from their native town; others have fallen on battle-fields, and

some found watery graves. But many very many yet live and

have carried with them, to almost all parts of our country, indeed to

almost all parts of earth, that influence which you have exercised

over them, and which they will exercise over others, and those over

yet others through all coming time.

There are yet living, children, youth, parents, grand-parents, and

possibly great grand-parents who have been under your tuition ; many
of them are making theu' mark in the world ; the press, the pulpit, the

bench, the bar, the professor's chair, and the medical faculty, all have

representatives of your school.

A large nnmber of teachers," also, have by you been started on their

successful career. Your scholars are to be found following nearty all

the pursuits of life, and are acting their parts in life's drama well.

The recollection that joii have done so much towards fitting and pre-

paring them for usefulness in life, must, it is believed, afford you sin-

cere pleasure and satisfaction.

But, sir, the time has at length arrived, when, as you say, you are

" admonished, that you must make waj'- for a j^ounger man, by vacat-

ing the post which by favor of the town, you have so long occupied,"

but which we say, rather, you have so faithfully and successfully filled.

Could we " set back the clock of time," and yourself as well, our

action would be quite diiferent, but under the circumstances we accept

your resignation, and now proceed to elect your successor ; and may
3^our falling mantle rest on worthy shoulders.

You are understood to express the desire that you " may enjoy the

privilege of visiting the schools, so long as you shall be able to do

so." Please, sir, consider yourself a life honorary member of the

school board ; take the reserved seat on the rostrum ; no one else will

occupy it while you are present ; the committee, teachers and advanced

scholars will expect and desire you to criticise, counsel, admonish and

advise as heretofore, and the little ones will ever believe that Mr.

Choate is the committee : and we would not break this their happy,

harmless and innocent delusion ; the attempt would be as fruitless as

to tell them that " papa and mamma are no longer parents."
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Hoping the evening of your life may be serene and happy as the

former j-ears have been active and useful,

We remain, yours, with honor and respect.

Selectmen.—Daniel "W. Bartlett, Abel Story, Geo. C. Burnham ; School Com-

mittee.—R. W. Burnham.

To the above, Mr. Choate sent the following reply :

—

To THE Selectmen and School Committee of Essex,—Gentlemen :

Having had this evening, a paper put into my hands, containing your

action in relation to my resignation as a member of the school com-

mittee, I can truly say, that the stream of your kindness entirely over-

flows its banks.

That you should have been led to the passing of a vote so cordial

and flattering, overwhelms and almost depresses me.

It would gratify me, to make a response in detail, and it is certainly

due to you that I should ; but I must satisfy myself with saying that

a recollection of the fact, that my long connection with the schools,

the committees, teachers, officers of the town and parents generally,

has been without a single unfriendly collision lasting for even an hour,

fills me with unqualified pleasure, to say nothing of its being supple-

mented and heightened by your official note.

Gentlemen, please accept my profoundest thanks for the same, and

allow me to hope and believe that my successor will fill the office a

thousand times as well as I have done.

Yours, with my warmest regards,

David Choate.*
Essex, July 17, 1871. • •

GLOUCESTER,

By comparing the returns of the assessors with the number of

scholars registered in the summer term, between five and fifteen years

of age, it will be seen that but very few of our children of school age

are suffered to entirely neglect their school privileges. I am pleased

to be able to record this fact ; but am at the same time sorry to see,

upon examination of the school registers, that so many scholars,

whose names I find in them, are so very inconstant in their attend-

ance upon school,—a matter that may be attributed to their parents'

want of interest in their education, or to the want of good home gov-

ernment.

Very few cases of persistent truancy have come to my notice during

the year, and no severe measures have been taken with any one;

neither have I, in any instance, encouraged the truant officers in any

* Recently deceased.
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attempt to pursue such a course. Several persisteut truants have

been reformed, and are now punctual and diligent scholars. This

has been effected, mainly, through the judicious and combined efforts

of the truant officer and their teachers, without much aid from their

parents, whose authority had long since been disregarded. The cases,

I think, will be rare, where such efforts will not succeed in accomplish-

ing the desired object ; especially where parents co-operate with

officers and teacher. When parents see what efforts truant officers

and teachers are making to break up truant habits among the school

children, and to secure their daily presence at school, I hope they will

lend them their aid, and patiently bear what little annoyances such a

course may sometimes occasion them.

The average attendance for the year of the average whole number
belonging, was ninety and one-third per cent.

Chainnan of the School Board, and Acting Superintendent of the Public Schools.—
George Garland.

GROVELAND.

In the past few years there seems to have been a falling off in

attendance of those over fifteen years of age,—so much so that it is

an exception to find a pupil in school who has arrived at that age.

This is deplorable indeed, and should call attention at once of all

concerned, lest this graduating at such an early age shall give us a

class of men and women wholly unfit to give reality to the anticipa-

tions of those who have labored so arduously to elevate our institu-

tions of learning to the present high standard.

We can readily understand the cause, and yet see no means of

eradicating this great and growing evil. The new system in manu-
facturing shoes, brought about by the introduction of machinery, par-

ticularly that of sewing and stitching machines, has been the principal

cause in depleting our schools of this most desirable class of pupils.

The division of labor in shoe manufacturing is constantly giving light

and simple work at remunerative prices to those who may desire it, even

at the early age of twelve or fourteen years, and it is not uncommon
for males of this class to receive two dollars, and females one dollar

and fifty cents per day, while their fathers and mothers can seldom

command much more.

This is the great inducement at the present day to leave the school,

leave their studies, and, we fear, a claim to that intelligence which is

so essential to make good and faithful citizens.

When children hear their fathers and mothers discussing their wants,

it is natural that they should sympathize with them and alleviate

them if possible ; hence they seek the shop where the means can be
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found. This is one of the noble attributes in man, springing up in

youth, and should not be despised or discouraged, and yet fathers and

mothers would do well to carefully consider their wants of to-day, and

ask themselves whether it is best to encourage this early graduating and

have those temporal wants comparatively supplied for the present, and

thereby deprive children when older of what money cannot purchase,

or to struggle on a little longer in anticipation of a bright and happy

future, surrounded by children striving to elevate man to a higher

state of integrity and civilization.

These are considerations worthy of note. To parents struggling

to give their children a good education and a high moral character, we
would give the highest commendation and a passport to the best so-

ciety, whether clad in broadcloth and kid gloves, or homespun and

leather mittens. There is no greater fallacy than taking children from

school in consideration of money. We most sincerely hope this state

of things is a transition, and its duration may be as short as it is sad.

School Committee.—James L. "Wales, John C. Paine, Zenas C. Waedwell, D. H.

Stickney, Abel Sticknet.

HAVERHILL.

The task of the Primary School teacher is in our judgment more

difficult, and gathers around itself more discouragements, than that

of any other teacher engaged in our Common School system. We
must not, therefore, be surprised if some of these teachers jaeld

to difficulties, become the listless movers of a mere machine, the

music from which is not always melodious to those who listen, and

furnish the coppers ! There are not less than a thousand pupils in

this city to-day connected with the Primary department of our

schools. Within seven, or at most eight years, these little ones ought

to be brought to the door of the High School, well qualified to run

the race which there will open before them. How important that they

be started correctly on this long and wearisome journe}'. How essen-

tial that their impressions at the outset be cheerful, that their ideas

be true and noble, and that a love of school be planted deeply within

them.

School Committee.—Geo. "VV. Bosworth, J. V. Smiley, B. A. Sawyeil

IPSWICH.

Statistics will show that the largest number of boys and girls in the

large towns and cities complete their education at the Grammar Schools.

Only a small proportion of pupils enter the High School, and a larger

part of these fall off during the first or second year. The Grammar
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School, therefore, should take high rank, and be able to give every

scholar who enters it a practical business education. It should be a

course of study adapted especially to those whose school days are to

end with its instruction. The diploma of the school should be ready

at the close for the faithful . student. Besides this course of study,

there should be another and different standard for those who intend to

pursue an advance course in the High School. A good Grammar

School education, complete in itself, is much to be preferred to a smat-

tering of new studies, begun but not finished at the High School. The

High School is, or should be, the college of the community. It is de-

signed for the more mature scholars ; for those whose time and means

allow of a more extended education. The standard of its studies

should not be low. It is the stepping-stone to the professional school,

the university and active business life. Our sons and daughters should

not be obliged to go out of town to get an education at an Academy,

Public or Private School, which could be furnished at less cost at our

own doors. Many scholars enter the High School too soon ; not a few

of those in its lower classes would be greatly benefited by remaining

a year or two in the Grammar or District Schools. The High School

would then not only have a more mature and better class of scholars,

but the Grammar School would be improved to the same extent.

School Committee.—John K.. Baker, Wesley K. Bell, Aaron Cogswell, Wm.
H. PiERSON, Chas. a. Sayward, Fred'k Willcomb,

LAWRENCE.

The school committee, in compliance with the law, introduced last

year what is called free-hand drawing, as one of the branches to be

taught in all the Public Schools. The Primary and Middle Schools are

taught to draw upon slates from copies upon cards. The Grammar
and High Schools have drawing-books. The High 'School and the

upper divisions in the Granmiar Schools have completed the first book

in Bartholomew's course, and are nearly through the second.

The school committee in this city, in forming an evening class in

mechanical and industrial drawing, under the statute, were so fortunate

as to obtain for its teacher, Mr. Benjamin W. Putnam, an experieiy^ed

teacher in the Boston schools who has given much attention to instruc-

tion in drawing, and wha is in constant communication with the state

director.

A class was formed early in November of persons over fifteen

"

years of age not connected with the Public Schools, which contains

several prominent men and manj^ intelligent and skilful mechanics

and artisans. The class meets upon Tuesday and Thursday evenings,

and works from 7 1-2 to 9 1-2 o'clock. It was limited by the committee
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to seventy persons and has been full from the beginning. As a few

were likely to be absent each evening, and as it was presumed that

some would for various reasons be unable to continue long in the class,

others have been permitted the privilege of taking the places of such

as were so absent, and the attendance thus far has been from sixty to

seventy at every lesson.

It would be difficult to find a more busy class, or a place where the

same expenditure would promise greater benefit to the best portion of

our people. It is expected that the class will continue through the

winter, and persons interested are invited to visit this as they are all

the other schools of the city.

Military Drill.—A class or company for military drill having been

formed, composed mostly of members of the High School, and having

obtained muskets and equipments from the State, requested the use of

the High School hall as an armory, and the request was granted, pro-

vided the use of the hall for other purposes was not interfered with,

and provided the company be made thoroughly a school organization

and be put entirety under the control of the school committee. "With

this arrangement the company has had the use of the hall for military

drill one evening in a week since July last.

This organization furnishes to its members healthy amusement and

exercise, and so long as it is properly guarded from adverse influences,

seems well adapted to the cultivation of manly bearing and character.

Training School.—The Training School has been in operation two

years. Seventeen young ladies have spent one year in connection with

this school, as required by the committee, and most of them are now
teaching in the schools of the city. Whatever may be thought of the

wisdom of employing so large a proportion of young teachers, there

can be but one opinion as to the influence of this school in forming

their character and increasing the value of their services. And so

long as a considerable number of the graduates of the Lawrence High

School desire to teach, this school oflers advantages to them of great

value, whether they are preparing to teach here or elsewhere. Yet

this school should be regarded, not merety as a place of preparation to

teach in the schools of this city, but as an addition to our school sj's-

tem^fvhich is required by the progress of the times.

Secretary, and Superintendent of Schools.—G. E. Hood.

LYNN.

Number of persons in the city, May 1, 1871, between five

and fifteen years of age, ...... 6,414

Average number in the Public Schools, .... 4,349

Average attendance, . . . . . . . 3,747
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Estimating the number attending schools in other cities, and Private

Schools in Lynn, at 400, we have 1,665 in violation of statute law,

left to toil in our workshops, or waste their time in trifling pursuits.

These children in number are sufficient to fill the seats in the Whit-

ing, the Shepard and the High Schools, with ninety-one left standing.

They are at work at home or elsewhere, for they roam not about our

streets and fields, where the vigilance of the truant police woifld de-

tect them. Still, even in view of such facts, the Commonwealth has

forborne to enact a compulsory law to secure to each child the full

benefit of the proffered boon. Our legislators surveyed the situation,

and judging that, in verj'^ many cases, such a law would be oppressive

to a man relying on his daily toil for support, made attendance during

twelve weeks only, each year, compulsory, from the age of eight to

fourteen, unless prevented by sickness or poverty.

The inconsistency of this law is manifest. The leading argument in

favor of the establishment of Public Schools is the additional safety to

propert}', to our civil and charitable institutions, and to the com-

munity. Poverty is, by the law, admitted as good and sufficient cause

for the neglect of the provisions enacted chiefly in favor of the poor.

Parents, other than the very poor, would secure for their children

private instruction, and for them the compulsory statute is unneces-

sary ; and it must have been designed for those parents who are in-

different, or unwilling to incur the expense. Ignorant themselves,

some of them doubt the value of education ; others prefer to receive

the aid derived from the child's wages, rather than wait for a future

which after all would benefit not themselves but the child when be-

yond their control.

The prevention of an evil so prevalent by means least liable to ob-

jection is a problem which is testing the sidll of educators for solu-

tion.

The methods proposed are, first, a compulsory law to be rigidly en-

forced ; secondly, a stronger appeal to the self-interest of the parents

or children ; thirdly, a combination of both of the foregoing methods.

The advocates of compulsion, with manifest reason, urge the appli-

cation of the same inducements to the receiver as those presented to

the bestower of the boon. If, on the ground of public benefit, and in-

du'ectly of increased security to private safety and property, com-

pulsion is resorted to, as a means of extorting the school tax unwil-

lingly paid, the same principle should rule in dealing with those who,

by withholding their children from school may, to the extent of the

delinquency, frustrate the object which the tax is paid to secm-e.

It is claimed that the plea of disability on account of poverty' is, in

most cases, made by persons who, by a compliance with the statute,

would suffer but little inconvenience.

11
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On the other side, it is forcibly urged that a man with a large family

and small means can ill afford the expenditure. " If the State be-

lieves," says he, " that she has assumed her just proportion of the ex-

pense of rearing my family in a manner which will fit them to make

due retm'n to herself of a valuable consideration, and if she can offer

no more, I am compelled to decline the contract. To send my chil-

dren decently clad to school, to feed and shelter them for six years,

would not only prevent me from depositing my two dollars a month in

the savings bank, but compel me to fail in payment of my rent at

quarter-day, to say nothing of the grocer's and the doctor's bills."

The argTiment could be extended, but it is sufficient to place us in

communication with his train of thought.

If the State believes her own salvation depends on the rescue of these

childi'en from ignorance and its hideous train of crime and misery,

she would do well to bid a little more to secure the object and then

insert a compulsory clause in the contract. But if the State believes

that the education of three-fourths of her children will give her a force

sufficient to cope with the rest and pay the amount of taxes required

to support a strong police, judges, jailers and keepers of almshouses,

irrespective of other considerations, she need not increase the offered

inducement.

But the State has enacted her statutes with the purpose of embrac-

ing all her children in her arms of beneficence ; and although under

existing ch'cumstances one-fourth of her childi'en fail to enjoy the

benefaction, the events of the last decade reveal their garnered ener-

gies. She is not, must not be satisfied with partial success.

In the boundless freedom of our institutions in certain directions,

admission to the teacher's profession is extended to all who can pass

a very limited examination satisfactory to the school committee ; and

a certificate of qualification granted by one school board is, as it

should be, disregarded as a general indorsement by the statutes of

the Commonwealth and the usual practice of other committees, and a

personal examination of every applicant required. The practice

stimulates the teacher to supply the deficiencies* revealed in his fre-

quent performances, and thus, after a few j^ears' experience, he will

begin to appreciate the magnitude and importance of the duties of an

educator.

In Germany, no one is permitted to teach the Public Schools with-

out the certificate of preparation of the grade styled " Excellent,"

which is granted after a successful examination of three days in the

following studies :

—

Written exercises in the German, French, English and Latin lan-

guage ; two questions in arithmetic and two iu geometry ; a treatise

on natural philosophy and chemistry, followed by oral exercises in
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the foregoing ; oral examinations are also made in German literature
;

translations of Caesar, Sallust, Livy and Virgil ; and conversations are

held in the foregoing languages.

In the higher mathematics, is required a thorough knowledge of

algebra, conic sections, plane trigonometry, statics, mechanics,

stereometry and logarithms.

To make the required attainment, the students, in a course extend-

ing from three to five years, by the regulations, devote from forty to

fiftj'-two hours each week to study, though a majority exceed the re-

quirement.

For the practical application of the principles of teaching, a school

of one hundred pupils, in a session of eight hours each day, is con-

nected with the teacher's seminary.

At the close of the three days' examination, a summary of the re-

sults is made, and the students are assigned to three classes, styled

" Excellent, Good and Passable." Those of the first class alone re-

ceive diplomas, and are employed as teachers. Each member of the

second class is placed under an experienced teacher, to serve an ap-

prenticeship as assistant during two years ; if after another exami-

nation he enter the class " Excellent," he receives a diploma, which

entitles him to employment as teacher in any Public School without

further question.

The consequence of a second failure at the examination is a return

to another two years' probation ; and it is a common occurrence for

a candidate to be examined four or five times before obtaining a cer-

tificate.

The German teacher, thus prepared by profound study, by the ap-

plication of theories to practice, under the inspection and superintend-

ence of the best minds of the nation, stands in his school-room as the

embodiment of human wisdon. Profoundly versed in the principles

of teaching and in the approved methods of reducing them to practice,

with a power of sagacious discrimination that brings him into com-

munion with his pupils,—not as a file of soldiers learning to march and

wheel,—but with their individual characters, deficiencies and capacities,

he delivers his instructions to the class, knowing well how many and

who will comprehend them, and who will fail to appropriate the whole ;.

and for such he furnishes such illustration, as, knowing them, he

knows they require. Thus reducing various applications of a science

to a few principles, he leads the unskilled from the mazes of the forest,

by retracing his running line to the point of departure.

At no time of the pupil's school is this method abandoned. Con-

stant review under the new light from recent progress thrown on the

past, not alone recalls the truths first learned, and at the time por-

trayed, perhaps in outline rather faint and since grown fainter, still.
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but gives strength and distinctness to the original, and a fresher,

brighter tint to the coloring. To do this well, it is not sufficient for

the teacher to have traversed this ground twice or twenty- times with

the measured step of military precision. He never reviews under the

circumstances of former examination of the same ground.

The majority of the class b}" exercise have acquired a firmness of

tread and a keener vision to guide them on, while a few, from de-

ficient memory or imagination, see more obscurely the intricacies of

the way.

The teacher therefore pauses at every stage of progress, and surveys

with care the situation ; detects the liability to error that would beset

minds of various peculiarities, and having weU measured and classi-

fied the capacities of his pupils, uses appropriate means to bring in

and put in line the laggards and stragglers.

Such a recitation is not made by him alone who answers in the

class, but by those who hear as well ; and they whose voices are

silent, receive even better instruction than the reciter, for their facul-

ties are unclouded by a fear of failure. Such a recitation finished is a

joy and triumph to the teacher and the taught, and is placed on the

string of memory's pearls. But the power thus to conduct a recitation,

comes not from nature nor from art, but from a careful culture of a

noble nature by consummate art. Though the teacher, as the poet, is

said to be born, not made, yet it is rather true that the teacher and

the poet are produced both by birth and culture.

SCHOOL FOE TEUA]^TS.

AN ACT CONCEKNING JUVENILE OFFKNDEKS IN THE CITY OF LYNN.

Be it enacted, ^c, as follows :

Sect. 1. The city council of the city of Lynn is hereby authorized to erect a

building in said city for the reception, reformation, instruction and employ-

ment of such juvenile offenders as are hereinafter named, or to use for these

purposes any house or building belonging to said city that the city council

may aiipropriate to these uses.

Sect. 2. The government of said house of reception, reformation, instruction

and employment, shall be vested in a board of three directors, who shall be

chosen annually by the board of mayor and aldermen of said city of Lynn.

Said directors shall have power, at their discretion, to receive into said house

all such children under sixteen years of age, resident at or belonging to said

city, who shall be convicted of any criminal offence, and who may, in the judg-

ment of any justice of the superior court, or judge of the probate court, be

proper subjects therefor ; and upon such conviction of any child under sixteen

years of age, who, in the judgment of the court in which the conviction is had,

is a proper subject for said house of reception, reformation, instruction and em-

ployment, the court, before declaring the sentence of the law, shall cause notice

to be given to said directors, and in case said dii-ectors shall assent thereto, the

said court may sentence the child convicted as aforesaid to be committed to

. said house for and during minority, or for any lees term.
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Skct. 3. Any justice of either of said courts, or of the police court of Lynn
respectively, on the ai)plication of the mayor or any alderman of the city

of Lynn, or any of said directors, shall have power to sentence and commit to

said house all children under sixteen years of age, resident in or belonging to

said city, convicted of oifences under chapter two huudi-ed and seven of the

acts of the year eighteen hundred and sixty-two.

Sect. 4. Said directors may receive the persons sentenced and committed as

aforesaid into said institution, and they shall have power to place the persona

so committed at such employments, and cause them to be instructed in such

branches of useful knowledge, as shall be suited to their age and capacity.

Sect. 5. Said directors shall have authority to discharge any such child con-

victed as aforesaid before the expiration of his or her sentence, if in their

opinion it is for the benefit of said child so to do.

Sect. 6. Said directors shall have authority to bind out for the term of sen-

tence, as apprentices, all persons committed to said house, and the said direc-

tors, master and mistress, and apprentice, shall respectively have the rights and

privileges, and be subject to the duties set forth in chapter one hundred and
eleven of the General Statutes, in the same manner as if said binding were

made by overseers of the poor.

Sect. 7. All children committed to said house of reception by the probate

court shall be subject to the provisions of chapter three hundred and fifty-nine

of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and seventy.

—

lAp^roved Ajyril 14, 1871.

In other cities of the Commonwealth, such schools are either es-

tablished or are in contemplation.

In the city of "Worcester a Truant School has been in operation for

several years, and the report of the superintendent represents it to

have been highly promotive of the interests of education, and exhibit-

ing results most encouraging. The average number of pupils in that

school is thirteen, and the average expense of board, supervision and

instruction amounts to one hundred and seventy dollars for each

pupil.

Such expenditure is to be highly regarded, not only in the rescue of

the children thus confined, from a life of crime, but in its relations to

the pupils of all the other schools. It is the substitute for corporal

punishment, in pursuance of the laws as applied to adults guilty of of-

fences of a similar character. It is a preventive of general disorder

among the thoughtless and malicious children, whose presence and evil

example have therefore greatly impeded the objects of our Common-;

School system. We hope before another year has passed, to see such

an institution, in some form, in operation in our midst.

Mechanical or Industrial Draimng School.—In every industrial pur-

suit one has occasion to describe to himself or others the outlines of

form or the relations of parts of objects ; but he can neither obtain a

clear conception for his own satisfaction, nor by language alone con-

vey to others aught but a vague and general idea of his object, without

some recourse to visual representation.
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Many a mechanic, unskilled in the art of drawing, works out his

idea in a model or two, or more, and consumes a day or two, and a

dollar or two for materials to test the value of his idea.

The draughtsman of cultivated eye and hand, in the first place sees

clearly his object, and with a few rapid and skilful lines, verifies his

conclusions to himself and others. Mr. Agassiz owes his success in a

popular assemblage, not so much to the announcement of the exist-

ence of certain relations, such as the comparative anatomy of the

skeletons of men and fishes, as to the inestimable skill with which his

ideas escape his lips in words, and his fingers' tips in t3^pes drawn on

the blackboard.

It is often found true that a builder is unable to work from a draw-

ing ; the representation of the form of a solid, or a plane surface, to

him speaks no language, or tells an untruth, while to his trained as-

sociate, the prophetic fabric is clearly revealed, and inspires brain,

eye and obedient hand.

To aid the artisan in acquiring the skill adequate to sijccess in his

calling, the state legislature, in the year 1870, enacted a law com-

pulsory in its bearing on certain municipalities.

In accordance with the provisions of the Act, the school committee,

of this city, hj permission of the city authorities, furnished and ar-

ranged the hall in the west end of the Mansard story of the city hall,

secured the services of Mr. Benjamin Putnam, of Jamaica Plain, as

teacher, on Monday and Wednesday evenings during the winter, and

gave public notice of the time of commencement.

On Monday, December 4, the school assembled for organization, and

adjourned to the following "Wednesday. On this evening the number

of signatures was seventy-eight, comprising young men engaged in the

following pursuits

:

Carpenters, 25 ; masons, 6 ; students, 6 ; book-keepers, 5
;
printers,

5 ; machinists, 7 ; teachers, 1 ; other employments were represented

by delegations of one to four each.

The room is completely furnished with tables, drawing-boards,

blackboard and its accompaniments, and lighted by four chandeliers.

The students have entered on their work with enthusiasm, and cheer-

fully devote not only the two hours of each lesson, but many begin

their labors a half hour in advance of the time appointed. Under

the skilful instruction of Mr. Putnam, the diligent application of the

members of the school is securing the best results, and deserves our

highest approval and confidence.

Drawing in the Public Schools.—Early in the present year, the school

committee introduced into the schools the study and practice of draw-

ing. They selected the system of Professor Bail, consisting of twenty

waU charts of diagrams, accompanied by a descriptive manual. Fine
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Manilla drawing paper has been provided for the pupils by the com-

mittee.

Two half-hour lessons each week only, can be devoted to this exer-

cise, consistently with the pressing claims of other school exercises.

Under the guidance of teachers skilled in the art, several of the

schools have made commendable progress.

To enable the teachers to acquire or to review the elementary

methods of teaching this branch, and to secure the latest improvements

introduced by the director of art education appointed by the State,

they have been invited to assemble for practice one afternoon each

week, under the guidance of Mr. Putnam, the teacher of mechanical

drawing.

Thc}^ have accepted with general alacrity the privileges offered, and

appreciate the benefits to themselves and their pupils, that must result

from their recent familiarity with and practice of the art they engage

to teach.

Chairman.—Jacob Batcheldeb,.

LYNNFIELD.

Never was parental influence more needed by the teacher than now.

Children come home with complaints that the teacher has unjustly pun-

ished them or given them too long a lesson. Now just as soon as the

parent sees there is difficulty between the teacher and his children, he

ought to at once look into the matter ; for it is very indiscreet to decide

on the testimony of an angry child, that the teacher is wrong, and thus

encourage the child in his insubordination. The teacher in all proba-

bility is right, and needs your support. Go kindly, then, and see the

teacher ; for, in nine cases in ten, if not ninety-nine in a hundred, the

teacher is right. Depend upon it, that well-behaved childVen are never

abused. Go, then, and examine into the matter, and you will find that

your child has done wrong and needed correction. It is miserably

mean to go about the neighborhood and say the teacher is " partial,"

or "has no judgement," or " hates- your child above ground," or "my
child is not the worst in school," or that "somebody deserved punish-

ment more." Why not squarely put the question. Is my child wrong?
If, upon inquiry of the teacher, you find the child was, then stand by
the teacher and sustain her to the end. The good of the school and

the good of the communitj^ require it. Should the teacher be in the

wrong, go to her kindly and tell her so, and she will be happy to correct

any mistake she may have made. Therefore stand by the teacher and

sustain her.

School Committee.—Jacob Hood, Albert Mansfield, Emily P. Conet.
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MANCHESTER.

In a place where all co-operate to render the teacher's position hon-

orable and pleasant, it is easier to induce persons of worth to engage

in teaching, than in one where fault-finders and grumblers seem deter-

mined to complain, or cause trouble by magnif3dng any faults, or un-

derrating merits ; or even imagining evils which nothing but prejudice

or ill-will can make obvious to the sharpest vision. This is not the

surest or best way to secure faithful instructors or good schools, any

more than by fulsome or partial flattery. A medium course is doubt-

less the wisest and best.

The business of educating the young is not in all respects an envia-

ble one for teachers or committees, there are so many different ideas of

how the work should be done ; such wise and charitable opinions are

loudly and unqualified^ expressed b}^ those who, in many instances,

have not entered the school-room during the year, that it only seems

wonderful how ignorant or blind those having the school in charge are,

but it is remarkable how much better informed others are.

School Commitee.—G. A. Priest, Chairman; T. "W. Slade, Secretary.

METHUEN.

We have schools that are seriously defective in this matter,—enough

reciting of words, but a masterly lack of thinking. If the teaching

were done exactly in the way it is not done it would be more nearly right.

The memory is the faculty to be chiefly exercised ; words and rules with

little appehension of thoughts and things ; very little really learned.

Children do not at first like thorough work. They would rather skim

than dig. They make childish complaints when a good teacher is

bringing them to faithful work ; to hard thinking. The parents wish

them hurried forward. They consider that teacher the most competent

who lets then- children go fastest over the pages of text-books, and who
does the most of their children's work for them. The result is, scholars

do not really learn much. They do not plough the ground. They walk

over it merely, and that half-carried by the teacher. They are not

taught to think, to understand, to work with the mind. Their school-

ing is nearly thrown away, and they leave their books with only a

smattering of knowledge, and minds wholly undisciplined.

School Committee.—Thomas G. Gkassie, Joseph S. Howe, Charles E. Goss.

PEABODY.

There is no complaint which the committee oftener hears from citi-

zens than this : that we do not make the studies of the High School
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" practical"—that they do not fit a boy or a girl to do anything after

they go out. We suppose that in the sense in which this word

"practical" is used, the only answer we can make is that we do not

pretend to give a " practical " education in the High School. It is not

a professional school. The object of High School instruction is not to

fit young people for any particular business, but rather to lay the founda-

tion of a good education, to store the mind with useful information,

and above all to develop the power of careful consecutive thought and

accurate observation ; in other words to prepare the young to enter

professional and other schools to learn a business or trade and practise

it with the largest success. High School instruction lies at the centre

of a circle, the circumference of which on every side is occupied by

the schools for the trades, callings, professions and employments of

life. The High School stands not at the entrance to professions, but

at the entrance to the schools of professions.

There is probably no better evidence of the real success of the work

of our High School, than is seen in the substantial intellectual growth

of the pupils during their course there. Indeed, it is sometimes mar-

vellous, even to those who watch it most closely and observe its prog-

ress from week to week, and are therefore most familiar with it. "We do

not see how any one,—remembering, for instance, the last graduating

class as it was when it entered the school,—remembering the amount of

its scholarship and its power of thought and comprehension, and it

was quite up to the average of that grade of pupils, and then seeing it

at the end ofthe course,—observing its thorough, accurate and extensive

acquirements in several important branches of useful knowledge,—above

all witnessing the fruits of intellectual cultivation and the signs of its

wonderful mental growth, as shown in the gi-aduating orations and es-

says can thereafter doubt the inestimable benefit and importance of the

three years' work in the High School.

Truancy.—The many cases of truancy which have occurred during

the last year make it a subject of serious consideration, which will re-

quire some more eflfectual plan for its suppression than has heretofore

been adopted. We have established by-laws and adopted regulations

in regard to it, but these have been of little practical utility in prevent-

ing it. It has, in fact, rather increased ; and • for the last year there

has been more trouble from this qyW. than any previous year. The

nature of our population is such that the number of children gi'owing

up without the right kind of home influence is constantly increasing,

.

and, unless some better plan can be adopted than the one now prac-

tised, but little can be done to effectually stop this habit so injurious to

the schools and ruinous to those who are its subjects.

Habitual truants can, according to our by-laws, be sent to the alms-

house. But, independent of a legal difficulty, no suitable provision

12
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has been made for this class of offenders. The provision, therefore, is

of no practical utility. If complained of before the judge of the

probate court, with no other charge than that of habitual truancy,

they are seldom if ever sentenced ; and even where an additional

charge is made, the efforts of the state agent to prevent a sentence to

the Reform School are usually successful. It is quite doubtful whether

truancy can be suppressed until a county institution has been estab-

lished, on a plan similar to the Plummer School in Salem, to which

habitual truants can be sentenced by the proper authority.

School Committee.—Amos Merrill, Fitch Poole, A. B. Hervey, Chas. V. Han-
son, George S. Osborne, George N. Anthony.

ROCKPORT.

The question of the point at which the standard of admission to

the High School should be fixed, is one that has been much discussed

b}^ the friends of education throughout the State. We have followed,

thus far, the general principle of keeping the school nearly filled, and

thus securing its advantages for the largest possible number,—our

aim being not to make the best possible school, but to make the

school most useful to the children of the town. The High School has

been set in its rightful place, as a popular institution, standing at the

head of the Public-School system, interlinked completely with the

Grammar Schools, as a constituent part of a progressive organiza-

tion, and bound in duty to furnish such an education as will be for

"the greatest good of the greatest number" in reference to the de-

mands of citizenship and practical life. While we believe that the

standard of admission to the High School should be raised (and this

our present system of gradation is gradually doing) , we cannot right-

fully debar from profitable study the great mass, in order to make
that school a select but small collection of only our best scholars.

School Committee.—N. S. F. York, Calvin "W. Pool, Frank H. Knowlton.

«

SALEM.

City of Salem, in School Committee, January 15, 1872.

In making this third annual report of the doings of the Naumkeag
School, we have no new or peculiarly striking results to communi-

cate. The school has gone on under the same guidance and upon the

same plan as heretofore, and with like good results.

This school is peculiarly affected b}^ the vicissitudes of business,

the major portion of pupils being actually employed in manufacturing. .

Owing to this cause there has been during the past year a somewhat

greater variation in the numbers of scholars. The whole number sent
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from the mill during the year has been 210, an increase over the last

year. Of these, 123 were boj^s and 87 girls. In addition to this

there have been 51 boys and 32 gii'ls, 83 in all, attending at different

times, who were not employed in the factory, making 293 members of

the school during the year.

The largest number of operatives attending each half-day has been

37, the smallest 19, while the largest attendance of scholars from

within and without the mill has been 74, and the smallest 25.

The average attendance, each half-day, of mill operatives, has been,

boys 18, girls 15, in all 33, while the average attendance of all has

been 47. It should be explained that the attendance of those pupils

who do not belong to the mill has been all day, while the children of

the mill only attend alternate half-days.

"We have thus furnished instruction to 210 children of the mill,

and to 83 children from other som'ces who were not connected v/ith

other schools. In addition to this, twenty and probably more, have

been turned away from want of room. The attendance of the mill

children has been substantially regular in accordance with the rules
;

that of the others varjang more in length of time, from two or three

weeks in some cases to months in others. The evident demand and

desire among a large number for the instruction of a school of this

character has induced us to make the utmost endeavor to accommodate,

and it is believed that the 83 members of the school not connected

with the mill are nearly, if not quite all, of a class who are not and

would not be attendants upon any of the graded schools, and the

same may be said substantially of the twenty or more who have been

turned away for want of room, and inquiry shows that, with few ex-

ceptions, these are all residents of the 5th ward. We have been at

some pains to get these facts in order to an approximate estimate of

the reserved force, so to speak, of children of suitable age to attend

school, who now keep back from the ordinary Public Schools,—giving

as the result about one hundred pupils in that ward alone not em-

ployed in the mills, who ought to be brought under the influence of

our Public-School system, and who can be reached and brought in if

the proper appliances are used. Time and space do not allow us to

enlarge upon this at present, and this board are fully awake to this

subject.

Of the results of the teaching, the discipline and general character

of the school it is sufficient to say that the promise of the two former

years has been fulfilled.

Of the earnest, faithful and judicious work of the teacher it is not

necessary to speak here. Words of blame there are none—words of

praise are in the mouths of all.

Committee of Naumkeag Sc^oo^.—George F. Choate, Solomon Lincoln, Jr.
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Beport of Standing Committee on Music.—The committee on vocal

music take pleasure in reporting the complete success of the efforts

made to place music among the studies that are daily pursued in the

Public Schools of Salem. The marked favor with which its- introduc-

tion is now regarded is in the highest degree gratifying. If doubts

existed at first in the minds of any persons, concerning the wisdom

and expediency of appropriating the public money and the time of

the schools to the systematic study of the theory and practice of

music, those doubts have disappeared, and now music is evidently

regarded as belonging to the course of school-work just as rightfully

as arithmetic and grammar.

It may be well to note, as a matter of history, the main facts relat-

ing to the introduqtion of music into the Public Schools of Salem.

At a meeting of the school committee, held March 16, 1868, the sub-

ject of vocal music was presented and was assigned for consideration

to a special committee. At the next meeting of the school board, the

special committee reported in favor of introducing the proposed study

into the schools, and offered an order making an appropriation of five

hundred dollars towards the object in view, which order was adopted.

The special committee were authorized to procure a suitable teacher

and to make all necessary arrangements. The services of Mr. Luther

W. Mason, Superintendent of Music in the Boston Schools, were ob-

tained for a short time. Several valuable lessions were given b}- him

to the teachers of the Grammar and Primary Schools, with the aid of

classes of children, illustrating his mode of commencing the study of

music.

The committee were so fortunate as to secure the services of Mr.

W. S. Tilden as the regular teacher of music. He began his labors

in the Salem schools in September, 1868. On the 30th of December

following, an informal exhibition of the methods and results of his

instructions was given at Normal Hall, with the aid of two hundred

and fifty children selected from the several Grammar Schools. The
results were highly satisfactor}^—so much so that at a special meeting

of the school board, held Jan. 6, 1869, an appropriation of twelve

hundred dollars was promptly made, in order to employ Mr. Tilden

for the current year.

The first public exhibition of the musical attainments of the Salem

Grammar Schools was given at Mechanic Hall, on Wednesday, July

21, 1869, when four hundred bo^'s and girls sang with a precision,

expression and power that surprised and delighted the crowded assem-

bly.

The second public exhibition was given at Mechanic Hall, June 14,

1871. Music of a high character, consisting of chorals, part-songs,

choruses and semi-choruses, was admirably performed by five hun-
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'dred children, taken from all the Grammar Schools of the city. The
entire performance elicited the warmest praise from music teachers of

Boston and vicinity, as well as from the best judges of music at home.

Among the noteworthy characteristics of the singing were the dis-

tinctness with which the words were uttered, the accuracy of the time

observed, the appropriateness of the expression given, and the spirit

and vigor which marked each rendering.

The progress of music in our schools is steady and rapid. The
plan of work includes vastl}'' more than the singing of tunes by note.

It aims to make independent, intelligent singers. It lays a broad

foundation on which to build a noble structure. From the lowest

class in the Primary School to the highest in the High School, a sys-

tem of thorough instruction is pursued, the great advantages of which

become more and more evident as the children who began at the

beginning advance in the schools.

The value of this work, in its intellectual, moral, aesthetic and

social relations, can hardly be overestimated. A study which to a

remarkable extent cultivates nearly every faculty of the mind,

excites the higher emotions of the soul, and brings its best fruits to

the domestic circle and the house of God, may justly claim a lofty

place in the regards of all friends of education.

Standing Committee on Music.—D. B. Hagae, S. Lincoln, Jr., James A. Gillis.

City of Salem, in School Committee, January 15, 1872.

Report on Free Drawing School.—The special committee on Free

Drawing School would respectfully report :

1. That in accordance with the request of the school co^pmittee,

the city council appropriated the sum of $1,000 for the support of the

Drawing iSchool, with the proviso, however, that the school should be

kept in one of the vacant school-rooms or in Lincoln Hall, which pro-

viso was subsequently enlarged so as to include Normal Hall.

2. That on Monday evening, January 8, a meeting was held at

Normal Hall to make arrangements for the opening of the school, at

which time one hundred and thirty persons made application for ad-

mission. On Wednesday evening, January 10, Prof. Schubert, an

accomplished German artist, and Professor of Drawing in the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, commenced his labors as instructor

of the school.

3. That in consequence of the large number of applicants for ad-

mission to the school, it became absolutely necessary to divide the

school into two classes, one class to receive lessons on Monday and

"Wednesday evenings, the other on Tuesday and Friday evenings ; and

also to procure the services of an assistant teacher.
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4. That the whole number of applicants, to this day, is 245, of^

whom 222 have been admitted,—37 ladies and 185 men. From the

lack of room to accommodate them, 23 members of the Public Schools

were not accepted. The members of the school, as far as is reported,

are by occupation, as follows : carpenters, 41, teachers, 21 ; clerks and

machinists, each 19
;
painters, 7 ; curriers, 6 ; upholsterers, 5 ; black-

smiths, book-keepers and stair-builders, each 4 ; cabinet-makers, car-

builders, masons, morocco-dressers and wood-workers, each 3 ; en-

gravers, gas-fitters, jig-sawyers, joiners, organ-builders, printers, shoe-

makers, spinners, stone-cutters and turners, each 2 ; blind-maker,

carder, coppersmith, carpet-dealer, dress-maker, expressman, farmer,

glazier, hide and leather dealer, laborer, lumber-dealer, letter-carrier,

office-boy, oil-refiner, paste-shopman, pattern-maker, scroll-sawer, sea-

man, spring-bed-maker, stiffening-business man, taxidermist, and

treasurer, each 1.

Committee on Free Drawing School.—D. B. Hagar, Geo. F. Choate, Geo. A. Per-

kins.

Truancy.—The city government of the past year have passed a truant

ordinance from which we may hope much for the schools, according as

it shall be systematically and carefully administered. If it merely

appoints one or more policemen to prosecute offences before the

courts, it will, perhaps, clear the schools of some most undesirable

members, and for a time prevent a class of small offences ; but it

should do far more than this. Its chief value has been always found

in preventing this offence ; in supplementing the defects of home

.

authority ; in exercising a supervision over the unruly elements of the

schools *in the persons of their truants ; in distinguishing, by re-

corded names derived from the teachers, those boys who are vagabonds

by permission or a simulated employment, from those who are due to

the school ; in an identification of old offenders, and an intimate

knowledge of their haunts ; in a free communication with parents and

a knowledge of their desires and efforts in regard to the schools ; and

in a persistent following up, time after time, of those who have a

taste for habits of Bohemianism.

There should be full records kept of names, ages, residences and

offences in this particular, and these should be often reviewed, that a

fresh knowledge of all offenders may rest in the recollections of the

officers. Their treatment, too, should be of a parental and persuasive

as well as of a judicial character. Not every pretty advanced truant

is beyond the reclamation of motives well urged. The great amount

of my time spent upon this class convinces me that, as small induce-

ments turn one away from school, so suitable ones often reform in

part, or wholly, those not passed beyond the incorrigible line. If,
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moreover, the cases judged suitable for earnest prosecution be firmly

dealt with, so as to elicit the dread of something inevitably real, much

will be added to the real protective value of the ordinance.

Superintendent of Public Schools,—Jona. Kimball.

hampde:n^ coui^ty.

CHICOPEE.

In response to a growing feeling in favor of art education, a meeting

was called by iis in January of all those desiring to take lessons in

mechanical di'awing. A large number were present, and a good degree

of interest was manifested. Subsequent meetings were held, resulting

in the organization of a class of over thirty members, who, at their

own expense, secured a teacher, as well as material and instruments,

and are now in the midst of a course of twelve lessons, in the reading-

room of the town hall building, the use of which was very generously

granted by the selectmen. In view of the success of this class, and of

the growing demand for a school of this kind, we ask the town to place

in the hands of the school committee a sum not exceeding three hun-

dred dollars, to meet this demand.

School Committee.—H. Hitckoock, Charles Sherman, John Herrick, John E.

Davenport, B. B. Belcher, J. F. Hurley.

HOLYOKE.

It is too late at the present day to discuss the utility of musical cul-

ture or its relations to a completed education. Its worth and place in

a system of education is universally admitted. It is conceded to be a

help rather than a hindrance to other studies,—a valuable aid, where

rightly employed, to the teacher in maintaining the discipline of the

school. It cultivates the aesthetic nature of the child, fosters mental

discipline, promotes morals and health.

Proper positions of the body are encouraged. " The vocal organs

are developed and strengthened by use. Singing quickens the circu-

lation, arouses the bodily activities, expands the lungs, promoting a

habit of free and lengthened respiration and imparts increased vigor

to the whole system." Flexibility, purity and sweetness of voice,

proper management of the breathj good articulation, good quality of

utterance,—^both of the vowels and consonants,—an intelligent, delicate
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expression, these essentials to a good elocution are more successfully

taught in this way than any other. Experiment has shown that all

can sing. It is asserted on good authority " that out of many hun-

dreds of children taken from the most degraded condition of life in

the school for the poor at Hofwyl, Switzerland, the instructor has never

met but two whom he could not teach to sing " and " that a teacher of

music in this country who has instructed more than four thousand

pupils had never yet found one whom he was unable to teach." All,

unless idiots or demented, modulate their voice in conversation as the

result of imitation and practice. Now the ear and the tongue that

give these powers can also be trained so that they shall distinguish

and give utterance to musical tones. All can sing, some not as well

as others, but there is no more inequality in gift here than in speak-

ing, or any of the faculties that lift us above the brute. With these

convictions and the knowledge, that almost without exception those

who, at the age of twenty-five or thirty find themselves unable to sing,

deeply deplore it, I have welcomed your efforts to introduce music into

Public Schools. I trust it may seem best to you to extend the course

until it shall embrace all the schools of every grade.

If then it is right, is it best that all should be compelled to study

music ?

There is no principle more clearly defined than that the Public

Schools must be for the class and not for the individual ; for the

mass and not the unit. There are doubtless in all departments a few,

more or less, that are not best subserved in some one or more of the

branches taught, but it is deemed best to maintain schools and employ

teachers, not for those thus isolated, but for the majorities. The same

rule must apply here. Indeed, a parent might as well object to in-

struction and text-books in reading or spelling, under the plea that

their children can never become experts.

It is not proposed to teach music as an ornamental branch, but as a

fundamental need. The voice as the medium of thought is one of the

choicest gifts to man. Its perfection should be sought, and no means

be neglected for its culture, and it is universall}^ conceded that vocal

music has a special and most happy influence and worth as an aid to

this end.

Superintendent.—J. L. A. Fish.

LONGMEADOW.

To one untaught in this art it may seem impracticable to teach

drawing in our Common Schools. But abundant evidence was given

to the legislature to prove both its practicability and utility. Though

an experiment in this country to introduce this study, yet it has long
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ago ceased to be so in some other countries. I'ln Europe, where the

best systems of education prevail, this branch has long been taught in

all their schools, from the Primar}^ up to the University. The conse-

quence is that we are obliged to depend on foreigners for various

skilled artisans that should be furnished from our own people. In

Prussia, no teacher is permitted to give instruction who has not had

the advantage of instruction in drawing. Great attention is given to

it in their normal course. It will not indeed be practicable to intro-

duce this study immediately into all oiu: schools. But a beginning

can be made. We recommend that attention be given to this subject

as soon as practicable. Meantime, teachers will see that it becomes

them to qualify themselves to give instruction in the elements of

drawing. We are assured that it is comparatively easy to secure the

needed qualifications, under a competent teacher. A portion of the

time now given to penmanship may profitably be devoted to drawing.

The same practice which gives skill in drawing will also give skill in

writing.

The study of this branch will afford our youth a much needed culti-

vation of the taste which has heretofore been supposed to be neces-

sarily confined to a more extended course of study. It will lead to

that love for the beautiful in nature which both develops and refines

the intellectual and moral powers. Every educated person will see at

once the great value of this branch of learning, and since this latter

point has been demonstrated by experience, we gladly welcome this

legislation, and hope soon to see practical good results flowing

from it.

For the Committee.—John W. Harding, Albert I. Button,

LUDLOW.

The course pursued by the town, in the division of their school

money under the district S3''stem, is in our opinion unjust. It does not

give to each child an equal chance at school, while the law of our State

makes it the duty of every town in the State, to keep a school six

months in the year in each school district, thereby showing that the

design and intent of the law is to give to each child an equal privilege

in our Public Schools. The better way is not to divide the money at

aU among the districts, but pay the wages of the teacher, and other

expenses of the school, out of the common fund.

School Committee.—Adin Whitney, James 0. Kendall, C. L. Buell.

13
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MONSON.

The past year has given additional evidence to the truthfulness of the

maxim that the best teachers are the most economical, at any price. More
of actual good, twice over,—if we say three times it would not be too

strong,—has been accomplished in some schools by thoroughly capable,

experienced teachers, than in others by teachers of whom no complaint

is made. We hail the day when the number of our schools shall be so

diminished, and the interest in them shall be so increased, that the

committee will be compelled to employ in all the schools only the best

teachers, and those who have the qualifications, natural and acquired, to

make the best.

School Committee.—C. B. Sumner, A. A. Wareiner. Lee Blanchard, A. H. "White^

A. D. NoRCROss, J. L. Bradwat, J. M. A. Sguier, T. D. Thayer, "W, J. Pomfret,
J. B. Foster, J, H. Carpenter, Owen Graves.

SPRINGFIELD.

The High School is doing its work,—it sends each year a few young

men to college, and the ease with which they gain admission, and their

standing in their classes, show how thorough has been their prepara-

tion. It sends out also a larger number of persons with a good English

education, persons well fitted to enter upon the work of practical life.

They will have much to learn in that practical life, but they go out

prepared to learn it. Many of these, especially the young women,

desire to teach, and to prepare them for that important and definite

work, the Training School was established three years ago.

It has no local or official connection with the High School, though its

natural relationship is apparent. It is intended to be to those persons

^wishing to teach, what the Law School and the Medical School are to

'.those who wish to enter the professions oflaw and of medicine,—a profes-

: sional school. It does not follow that because a person can read, he

can therefore teach reading, or because he understands arithmetic he

can therefore teach arithmetic and especially give a child his first les-

sons in numbers, or because he does not himfeelf " murder the king's

English," he can successfully lead his pupils in the study of language.

It is designed to teach the graduates of the High School how to teach

if they wish to learn ; to furnish them here, and pay them for obtain-

ing it, the training which teachers are glad to secure at Normal Schools

.and bear their own expenses ; to give in a short time and under favor.

'.able circumstances the results of others' experience,—an experience

slowly acquired, oftentimes to the disgust of the teacher and the loss

of the pupil. For if there be any one who has taught several years

;and does not feel that in those jeara he has greatly improved, that his
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earlier teaching was to some extent a failure, he has mistaken his call-

ing and all his teaching is a failure.

To make this school what it should be we want the means of giving

instruction to others than those who teach regularly in the different

rooms of the building. That was the original design, but from the

want of suitable accommodations it has not been done at all till this

present term and now only to a limited extent. The consequence

is that these young persons have been obliged to begin to teach some

subjects before they have had instruction in the art of teaching them,

and while they are learning how to teach the child to read, for example,

they are teaching numbers wrong, or learning how to teach something

else, they are teaching something else wrong. We want, therefore, a

suitable room for such a class, formed of young ladies willing to receive

the instruction and ready to make the application of it to classes in

the building as often as is needful. "We should thus have a supply of

teachers ready, whenever a vacancy occurs in any of the rooms, to

take the place and fill it acceptably. We could also make selections,

giving the earnest workers places first, as we cannot when we have

only the number required.

There are two Evening Schools this winter, as there have been for

the last two years. The one in town in charge of Mr. Dwight Clark,

numbers about one hundred pupils. Many of them are French ; some

able to speak hardly a word of English, yet eager to learn. Mr. Clark

gives a more favorable report of the studious habits and the general

deportment of the school than he has sometimes been able to give. It

is open five nights a week. The school at Indian Orchard is in charge

of Mr. E. J. Avery, numbers about eighty pupils, and is open three

evenings a week. The expenses for this school will be greater than

heretofore, as we are obliged to send a teacher out from town, but it is

of great advantage to the operatives in the mills, of whom it it largely

composed. It is but little we can do for them ; let us do that little

cheerfully.

The Half-time School at the Orchard was suspended during the

summer term, but was opened again in September. It numbers about

thirty pupils, who are in school three hours each afternoon for five days

in the week. The progress of many of them is very rapid, and the

amount learned will be of great value to them. K the population of

the village was sufficient to furnish another school of equal size for a

forenoon session, it would leave nothing more to be desired for such a

school.

The school for "industrial or mechanical drawing," required by the

laws of the State, had been established but a fortnight at the time

of writing the last report, and therefore could receive but a meagre

notice. It commenced in December and continued fifteen weeks
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but as the room was small, and the number attending threefold what

had been expected, only one lesson a week could be given to each

division. The number attending was 104, classified by age, as fol-

lows :—under twenty j^ears of age, 37 ; between twenty and thirty,

37 ; between thirty and forty, 20 ; and over forty, 10. Classified by

occupation, as follows :—carpenters, 26 ; machinists, 25 ; from the

Public Schools, and others without trades, 20 ; and a small number

from each of several other trades.

In the instruction, much use is made of the blackboard and of

models. The school was an experiment, and, I think, a successful one

This appears not only from what was accomplished last year, but by

the numbers attending this year and the eagerness with which the work

is undertaken.

The school is so arranged that an advanced class has two lessons a

week, and as vacancies occur in it, promotions are made, and others

wishing to join the school are once a month admitted to the lower

classes. I am happy to state that a few of the teachers of the Public

Schools attend. This school is no longer an experiment ; the wisdom

of those who provided for it is manifest, the appreciation of its benefits

by those who enjoy them is outspoken, and the remark is added, "We
wish it had been done before we were so old."

Some teachers understand more fully than others the advantage,

both in the discipline of the school and in the instruction of the class,

that a thorough preparation upon the lessons for the day gives to a

teacher. The teacher who in addition to his general knowledge of the

subject under consideration has so studied the particular subjects of

the day's lessons that he can conduct the recitation in history or geogra-

phy, arithmetic or grammar without referring to the text-book, is a

power in his school. Indeed, I think it better that the teacher should

sometimes make a mistake in a date, or in the order of events in history,

or in the situation of places in the recitation in geography, and be

corrected by the class, than that he should be right always and solely

because he is reading from his history or looking upon his map. It may

not be easy to state just the ratio that the mistakes might be allowed

to bear to the correct statements, as it is not easy to tell just how many

times it is better to be imposed upon than never to trust, but I think

some mistakes could wellbe borne with. "We need to understand any sub-

ject which we teach so well that we can aflbrd to make a mistake.

All are not equally careful to do no violence to a child's sense of jus-

tice, or if it must be done, to do it after an investigation. When the

class is called out to read or to spell, and pupil number four is made

to stand in pupil number five's place because the teacher thinks she has

no time to look into the matter of dispute, and because it really makes

no difierence as to his lesson ^whether he stands in the one place or the
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other, the child has a sense of wrong done to him, which, though he

may soon forget, will be likely to make him less careful to regard the

rights of others. To be the teacher of a child, or of a school, has a

deeper meaning to some than to others. Such seek to inform as well

as to instruct, to influence as well as to govern, and to eradicate rather

than to repress what is evil. Hence they not only allow their pupils to

come near to them but make it easy for them to do so, make them feel

that the teacher is their friend, and will hear them patiently.

Superintendent of Schools.—E. A. Hubbabd.

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY.

AMHERST.

The mind of the child is much like its body. It will bear an im-

mense amount of cramming. Observation and memory are the facul-

ties to be especially exercised in children. It is surprising how many

names, and disconnected and arbitrary statements may be crowded

into the mind of a child before the age of ten years. Yet a proper

regard for the health and growth of the mind requires that the memory

be not used to the injury of the higher faculties of reasoning and re-

flection. It is painful to see little prodigies of word-gormandizing,

and to witness the efforts sometimes made by teachers in Primary

Schools to stuff their pupils with the mere names of things. The

youngest child in our school should be taught not only to ask what it

is, but why it is, and what is it for?

The true work of the teacher is to start the pupil on a course of

thought and study and inquiry for himself, and to kindle in him an

unquenchable desire and determination to know. When the teacher

has awakened the passion in her pupils for knowledge, how important

that she is able to satisfy it from her own store in a ready, rational

and intelligent manner. This makes it necessary for a Primary-

School teacher, no less than any other, to be at home in the principles

and application of the higher branches of knowledge. There is not a

main principle or an important fact in mathematics, history, astron-

omy, geography, chemistrj^, natural, mental or moral philosophy

that a Primary-School teacher, familiar with it herself, may not in

some way impress upon her pupils in such a manner that, though very

dimly seen by them now, it shall prove a star, and the dawning light
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to future and more certain knowledge. Our Primary Schools the past

year have done this work well.

The first thing in the order of nature to be aimed at by our schools

is health. A sound mind in a sound body, and a sound body as the

condition and prerequisite to a sound mind, is a cardinal principle to

be kept constantly in view in the education of children. The time is

past, I trust, when to weaken, disorder and prematurely wear out the

body, shall be thought in any way to aid or honor the soul. It is sin

to educate the mind in any way to the injury of the body. Holiness,

in its best and only Christian sense, consists not in bringing the mind

alone, much less a single faculty of the mind, up to a certain standard

of rectitude, but in elevating the whole being,—moral, intellectual and

physical,—to the highest excellence, that all working together and

helping each other can attain to. Education conducted in this way

can never injure, but must always promote health.

There is no sadder sight in our schools than sickly children,—weak

in body, yet ambitious and precocious,—studying beyond their strength

and years to keep up with, and, as is often the case, to lead their

classes. To such children the ordinary and natural incitements of

the school-room are as tinder to flax. Such children always need

holding back. Yet right here is one of the most difficult things in the

management of schools. It is one in which superintendent and

teachers, and parents most of all, are in danger of great and fatal

mistakes.

Superintendent of Schools,—t'. P. Chapix.

BELCHERTOWN.

A singular phenomenon is often seen in our yearly appropriations

for the various outlaj's of the town. A generous amount is readily

granted to support the poor, to keep the highways in order, to main-

tain financial credit unimpaired, and to meet miscellaneous expenses.

But when the Public Schools are under consideration a determined

efibrt is made to bring the appropriation to the lowest point possible.

What does it mean ? Are the voters of the present generation con-

cerned lest their children will be wiser than the parents ? Do they

fear that their oflspring will rise to higher positions than they them-

selves have been able to attain, or be better fitted than they are for

the battle of life ?

But there is a profit-and-loss view of this matter that is worth con-

sidering. Do you wish the town to be shunned as a place of residence

by men of enterprise and intelligence ? Do jon wish gradually to

drive out the best class of your own citizens, and thus step by step

sink the value of your real estate ? You cannot take a surer method
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to accomplish it than by fighting school appropriations. Every dollar

that is thus saved in taxes will revenge itself fourfold. And do not

imagine that the loss will be confined to any particular portion of the

town. The most remote as well as the most central parts cannot fail

to be aflTected, for increased appropriations give more and better

schools in all neighborhoods, and make them all more attractive.

Successful business men understand these things, and hence in many
towns those who pay the highest taxes and have the fewest children

to be profited by schools, are found upon the side of the most gener-

ous appropriations, and those who pay but little tax and have plenty

of children, are ranged on the other side. Successful and intelligent

business men understand, we say, that there is no more hurtful policy

than a niggardly spirit in school matters.

School Committee.—J. B. Read, C. L. "Washburn, Samuel Allen, A. E. Ferrt,

A. D. Randall, A. W. Morse, M. S. Barton, Phineas Bridgman, Gut C. Allen.

CUMMINGTON.

We suggest, too, the expediency of suppressing the jealousy which

many cherish respecting the rights and duties of the school committee.

For the advancement of education, wise and good men saw the neces-

sity of having such a board ; hence the law requires towns to elect

men to that oflSce. Yet they are looked upon by many as necessary

evils. Their actions are so closely scanned and so often censured

that their labors are frequently rendered fruitless. What good reason

can be given for this ? People do not act in this way in other things.

When sick they send for a phj'sician, and if they are sensible persons

they follow his prescription. When men go to law, they are guided

by the advice of their legal counsellor. Common sense might teach

people to act in the same way with the school committee. If men are

not qualified for the office do not elect them, but when elected let

them direct how the schools are to be managed, and co-operate cor-

dially with them to secure the desired results.

School Committee.—Robert Samuel, Lucius C. Robinson.

HADLEY.

The system of gradation which has now been in operation for several

years, although from circumstances beyond our control, not quite

thoroughly carried out, has abundantly answered the sanguine expect-

ations which led to its adoption. In the Primary Schools it is some-

times necessary, and perhaps will continue to be necessary, to permit

the attendance of scholars whose age and attainments would warrant

their admission to schools of a higher grade ; the alternative being
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their deprivation of all the advantages of Public-School education.

But such cases are only exceptional. In the great majority of in-

stances the children have been enrolled according to their standing,

and attend a school of the grade to which they properly belong. The

effect (as we believe all who have examined into the matter are well

satisfied) is most favorable. The scholars of each school are so

nearly on an equality in their studies, as to be easily arranged in

classes, and for the most part to be advanced by classes from one

grade to another. The teacher's labor is thus greatly simplified, the

number of classes diminished, and more time can be given to the

thorough preparation of the lessons. It gives us pleasure to invite

our fellow-citizens to observe for themselves to what a good degree

these desirable results have been secured. They will find, on proper

examination, that there is a substantially uniform and regular prog-

ress from school to school, in age, in amount of attainment, in order-

liness and in capacity for profiting by the larger range of instruction

provided for the scholars as they advance. One of the obvious fruits

of the establishment of this progressive course is the excitement of

the ambition of the scholars to rise from the lower to the higher

grades ; a healthy ambition, leading to greater diligence in study, and

only requiring to be kept in wise control by parents and teachers, so

as to avoid the evils of too early and hasty promotion.

School Committee.—Edward S. Dwight, "W. H. Beaman, R. Atees.

MIDDLEFIELD.
*

The question is frequently asked, " Do the children learn any better

in the new school-houses than they did in the old, or do they show any

better appreciation of the means of education and the conveniences of

modern school-rooms than they did fifty years ago, when a slab with

three pins, called legs, was considered an eligible seat in a school-

house, and all the other appointments corresponded ?
"

We fully believe that our schools are much better and more efficient

than they were fifty years ago, and we are sure that the standard of

scholarship has been raised in all our schools within the last few years,

requiring a better qualified class of teachers. But the propriety of

repairing our school buildings, and fitting them up with modern im-

provements, is not primarily to be decided by such questions and their

answers. We only urge that, both in interior and exterior arrange-

ments, the place where the great majority of the children of the town

are to obtain all their school education, shall correspond with the

homes from which these children come,—that the comforts and con-

veniences of our school-rooms shall, in fact, keep pace with those in

our houses, so that the children in going from their homes to school,
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shall not be shocked, but shall feel that the same influences and care

minister to their comfort and well-being.

School Committee.—M. J. Smith, C. C. Thompson, CuARiiES Wkight.

NORTHAMPTON.

The Mechanical and Industrial Drawing Schools.—The state law of

1870 required all towns having over 10,000 inhabitants to furnish free

instruction in mechanical and industrial drawing to adults. In con-

formity with this Act and from application of citizens, schools have

been established at the Centre, Bay-State, Florence and Leeds. The

office of the superintendent was used as a room for drawing at the

Centre, a vacant school-room at Bay-State, a suitable room for double

classes at Florence, presented by the liberality of S. L. Hill, and the

town engine-house at Leeds. According to the example of other

towns, drawing tables, lights and boards were furnished free to the

pupils, while each pupil furnished his own instruments and materials.

The best possible teachers were provided, C. E. Emery, draughtsman

at the U. S. Armory, who had taught at Florence private classes in

previous years, 0. A. Brewer, teacher in the Industrial Drawing

School at Springfield, E. P. Hemenway, graduate of Dartmouth College

Scientific Department, C. E. Davis, surveyor, and others.

One hundred and seventy-one citizens of the town have availed

themselves of the advantages of these lessons. The number in each

class was limited to twenty. The total number of class lessons given

has been one hundred and twenty-eight."

The employment of one hundred and thirteen members of classes

for the winter and fall at the Centre, Florence and Leeds was as fol-

lows : machinists 44, carpenters 28, students 5, cabinet-makers 2,

jewellers 2, clerks 6, mill-wrights 3, farmers 3, traders 3, tinner, pat-

tern-maker, mason, store-keeper, manufacturer of emery wheels, spool

turner, button manufacturer, button turner, silk manufacturer, silver

plater, moulder, die-sinker, jobber, one each
;
gentlemen of leisure,

four.

The classes of pupils in mechanical drawing are found among our

best and leading citizens. The industry and devotion which they have

shown in their classes, the accurate and scientific drawings which they

have wrought, attest the high value of the schools in this town, and

the wisdom of the State in enacting the law for free Mechanical and

Industrial Drawing Schools.

A display of drawings and paintings under the auspices of the Board

of Education, was given in the town hall for several days. Mr. Walter

Smith, director of art education for the State, was present, and in con-

nection with members of the committee, visited the various draughting

14
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classes, instructed the teacliers of the day schools, met the committee

for consultation, and gave an address to a large audience at the town

hall, all of which exercises contributed much to ' aid in the culture of

art study in our midst.

Instruction in the ordinary Branches.—"What we need in om' schools

is a systematic plan of instruction in the ordinary branches among those

teachers who seem to hare little or none, and better methods among

teachers who work by methods. We need sadly to abolish all guess-

ing and thoughtless answering among pupils^ all inattention or languid

attention to the complete recitation, to every word of the teacher or

other pupils upon the lesson. We need that teachers shall compel, if

need be, and obtain thinking, weighing, balancing of right and wrong

from every pupil in everj^ recitation,—such thinking as will develop,

control and discipline the powers of the mind. It is thus only that

we can make able men and women in our schools, create a high stand-

ard of scholarship, and call out earnest, vigorous efforts of study,

which, developed in some of our schools to some extent, I would be

glad to find it in all.

Superintendent of Schools.—L. F. "Ward.

PELHAM.

Every energetic teacher prefers a large class, affording a field for

honorable emulation to the monotonous labor of instructing a single

individual, and yom' committee are unanimous in the opinion that,

for the past year, better order has been maintained, and generally

more proficiency made in the studies pursued in the larger^than in the

smaller schools. We would not be understood to assert that all the

deficiencies observable in our schools are attributable to the fewness

of scholars. The failure on the part of the town to provide school-

houses that will attract rather than disgust and repel our children, is

a fruitful source of listlessness and insurbordination. Teachers and

books are not the only educators of children, but all objects within

cognizance of their senses are continually influencing their minds and

hearts, and moulding their characters. Place children in refined

society, surrounded by objects beautiful in form and texture, and we

are surprised and disappointed if they are not chaste in conversation,

courteous in manners and rich in mental culture ; and on the contrary,

place them among the rude and illiterate, amidst dilapidated and dingy

surroundings, and we are equally surprised if they ever attain to

moral or mental excellence. If this be true, how great our culpabil-

ity in allowing our school-houses to remain in their present forlorn

condition. You are aware that we have but one school-house in town

that has any claim to such a name, and that needs attention in regard
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to uniform heating, and proper ventilation ; it also needs shade-trees,

and a graded yard, enclosed by a neat fence, and it should by all

means have a good well of water.

School Committee.—Miner Gold, H. B. Brewer, Mart A. Brewer.

PLAINFIELD.

We believe that more aid should be received from the State ; that if

Massachusetts would maintain the principle established by our Puritan

Fathers, that the wealth of the rich shall educate the poor, she must

soon take measures, by which the small agricultural towns shall re-

ceive aid for the support of schools, from the cities and large manu-

facturing towns, where wealth and population are concentrating.

We are glad to see that the needs and wants of the small towns, in

regard to schools, are beginning to be seen and felt. One thing has

alreadj^ been done in our favor. By the last enactment for the dis-

tribution of the moiety of the school fund, all the cities and towns

receive the same sum, in the distribution of a certain portion. This

town in that portion receives $100,—as much as the city of Boston.

We are happy to learn, too, that the Secretary of the Board of

Education, contemplates using his influence in favor of legislation

by which the small towns will receive aid from a general state tax.

School Committee.—Jacob "W. Pratt, James A. "Winslow, Jacob S. "Whitmarsh.

SOUTH HADLEY.

Although not yet can we see in its fullest extent the great advan-

tage of the graded system, as no class has yet gone through the entire

course, still the great thoroughness shown by classes on topics gone

through with up to this time, the marked unity of system and purpose

displayed, the freedom from confusion and friction, all show that we
are on the right plan, and that a straightforward following of it with-

out fear or favor, will give us schools we shall be proud to own and

show, as indeed we may be now.

A visitor to the school-rooms now, who may have visited them four

years since, cannot fail to notice in the appearance of the rooms them-

selves and the general spirit pervading the pupils in recitation and

deportment, a marked change for the better, showing that under the

present system and management, backed up by the good-will and

sympathy of the intelligent portion of the community, great progress

has been made.

School Committee.—^. C. Brainard, Gardner Cox, Norman Preston.
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SOUTHAMPTON.

No more important service can be rendered by parents than by

visiting the school often. This is a trite theme, but so long as there

is a great neglect in this particular, there can be no harm it speaking

of the neglect. We have taken pains to count the number of visits

recorded during the past year, and we find that the committee have

made almost half as many to the schools of the town as have all

other persons in the several districts. ^

O ye mothers, here is a field for you to do immense good. You do

not know how much your calls made without ceremony at the District

School will encourage the diligent workers there, and give new zeal

to the faint and almost disheartened one who imagines often that

she bears all of her burdens alone. Of one visitor from abroad,

whose coming has gladdened some of our school-rooms, we are per-

mitted to speak. George A. Walton from Westfield, an agent of

the Board of Education, made his calls upon our schools particularly

acceptable and instructive, and his address to the citizens of the

town was highly entertaining and useful. Such visits every friend of

education must appreciate, and every intelligent community most

heartily welcome.

School Committee.—RvFvs P. "Wells, Isaac Paesons, Edson Hanntjm.

FRANKLIK COUNTY.

BUCKLAND.

In accordance with the law passed one year ago, systematic draw-

ing has been introduced as one of the regular studies in our schools.

It is only in our village graded schools that it has been pursued to

any great extent. In these schools a good advancement has been

made for the first year, and some individuals have shown remarkable

aptitude and skill. Your committee would recommend that it be

more generally attended to in all of the schools during the ensuing

year. The eflficiency of our teachers in many branches of study

would be more than doubled if they were thoroughly proficient in the

art of drawing. It is probable that the time is not far distant when

no teacher will be employed who does not possess the power of ex-

pressing and illustrating thought by suitable drawings as well as by

words. May we not hope that the slight beginning which has been
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made in this study the past year, will be followed up each 3'ear with

increasing interest and efficiency, until drawing has secured that place

among our other studies which its importance demands. Certainly

no argument can be urged against it on account of the time which it

requires, for it has been estimated by those who have made the experi-

ment, that a scholar giving one-half of his time to drawing and half

to writing, will advance more rapidly in good writing than if his

whole time were given to it.

But the great object to be kept in view in all school work, is the

mental and moral development and training of the pupils, and for

this end we believe this branch of study may be made a most power-

ful instrumentality. A branch of study which develops the faculty of

form in perception and conception must be of great value in awaken-

ing and giving strength and accuracy to the working of the mental

powers ; one which cultivates habits of order and accuracy (and hence

of truth), of neatness, and of that which is fitting and beautiful, can

have no mean bearing upon the moral development of the pupil.

Chairman,—D. "W. Wilcox,

CHARLEMONT.

One word in regard to the district system. It is well known that

the town voted to go back to the district system, yet we hardly know

where we are, and words cannot jjetter express our condition than to

use scripture :
" The dog has returned to its vomit again, and the sow

that was washed to its wallowing in the mire." We do believe that

the new law, carefully considered in all its practical workings, would

recommend itself to any candid mind. We wish every one would

carefully consider it, and although we are so fallen, perhaps it would

be possible to renew us again to repentance.

At any rate let us know where we are, or we shall soon be in

trouble.

Chairman.—M. M. Mantoe.

CONWAY.

Should not the citizens visit the schools ? It would be a great and

healthy stimulus to teacher and taught. Yet rarely is a Conway

school darkened,—brightened, rather,—by the presence of parent or

guardian.

Still further : the teacher needs sympathy, and too rarely gets it.

In cases of discipline the child is the saint and the teacher the sin-

ner, almost always. Be slow to receive accusation against the teach-

er, and hear both sides of the question impartially and kindly, other-
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wise great wrong may be done to teacher, child and community. Do
not, for slight reasons, take your child out of school, and thus rob

him of education, and the town of its money, and do damage gen-

erally.

Another point : what looking registers we too often find,—fairly

black with absent and tardy marks,—doing deadly work with our

schools. Parents, do look to it and abate the nuisance.

School Committee.—^A. J. Chaplin, D. T. Vining, H. W. Billings.

COLERAINE.

It is well-known to you all that at the last November meeting the

town passed a vote to district the town anew, and make a less num-

ber of districts.

The committee chosen for that purpose attended to their duty, and

reported at the last March meeting, which report was accepted, and

the new state of things involves a necessity for the early organization

of the districts, and the preparing of school-houses for the coming

school term. *

School Committee.—^David W. Snow, Otis J. Davenport, Hezekiah Smith.

DEERFIELD.

Much is said at the present time about the Prussian system of

schools. Our advanced educators are visiting that country to study

its institutions, and our Board of Education is calling attention to it.

There the child belongs to the state, and the state takes him under its

especial care and control, furnishes a school for him, notifies him by

a printed circular when a term of school begins, requires him to at-

tend regularly ; no attending a term and out a term ; no staying out

to labor, to visit, to run of errands, etc. ; but one great overruling pur-

pose to make a noble citizen, overshadowing and blotting out of the

minds of parents and children all thoughts foreign to education, per-

vades the people ; and even the poor peasant instead of calling it

tyrannical, yields cheerfully his claim to his child and acknowledges

it to be for the best. Hence all energies are in one direction, and

much more is accomplished. Here the child belongs to the parent,

the school is for the parent's convenience, in practice at least ; he

sends him or keeps him out, according to his interests or whims, re-

gardless of the interests of the child or the injury to the school. The
fountain will not rise above its source, and the child is likely to think

lightly of the school if the parent so seems to regard it. We think

* For the illegality of this action see Gen. Stats, chap. 39, sect. 1.—Sec'y.
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our people would advance their own interests and the interests of

the schools by a more complete consecration of their children to the

grandly important work of education. By referring to the excuses

given for irregular attendance, we find that about two-thu'ds would

not stand the Prussian test. The loss by irregularities the past year,

as stated above, is about twenty per cent., and two-thirds of twenty

added to the average attendance would make about ninety-four per

cent., which we feel we ought to average, leaving say six per cent,

loss from sickness and other unavoidable causes.

Principal of High School.—V. M. Howard,

MONTAGUE.

There is a pressing and growing need of more public schooling in

our town. The present amount is six months ; we need nine. Or,

instead of two terms of twelve weeks each, there might be three of

ten weeks each. But nine months' or thirty-six weeks' schooling, is

the amount commonly given in the towns through the State. The
present amount does not meet the wants of our children, especially

since the number of scholars in town is fast increasing. The present

six months of schooling must be, in a measure, neutralized by six

months of idleness. Then it is desirable that the studies of our

schools should be systematized so as to lead naturally and efficiently

into the High-School course. But nine months' schooling in the one

and only six in the other do not fit each other. The quality of our

teachers, too, is unfavorably influenced by the present limited amount

of schooling, since the best teachers prefer to go where they can

secure the longer time of employment.

Agreeably to the appropriation of the town, a High School has

been established at the Centre. The opening year has, of course,

been one of preparation and experiment. All the machinery has not

yet been fully adjusted. Notwithstanding this, the results thus far

abundantly confirm the wisdom of the step. The attendance has

been large, reaching fifty scholars during the term just closed, and

requiring the services of an assistant. Scholars who have heretofore

gone out of town, have this j^ear remained at home. Some few have

come in from ' abroad. An increased life has been infused into the

lower schools, since it is natural^ the ambition of every young

scholar to prepare for entering the High School.

School Committee.—David Ckonyn, Daniel Wildeb, Seymour Rockwell.

WARWICK.

All the schools in town, whether in the summer, fall or winter,

have been visited three times in each term ; and a careful and accu-
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rate account has been taken of the exercises and appearance of each

school. These minutes, taken at the time, and pointing out the ex-

cellences as well as the defects of each school, have been read hefore

the whole school at the close of each exankination, so that the teachers

as well as the scholars might know how they stood in the opinion of

the committee. At the closing examinations, the numbers of visitors,

parents and friends have been very large, who have listened to a long

and critical examination with unflagging interest. Many of the par-

ents have addressed the schools in terms of high commendation, and

in a very appropriate manner.

For the Committee.—John Goldsbury, Supt'g Committee ; Heryet Barber, Assis-

tant ; H. H. JiLLSON, Clerk.

MIDDLESEX COUKTY.

AYER.

"Would that all parents might know how much encouragement a visit

from them gives the teacher ; how it sometimes changes the very atmo-

sphere of school-life, and breaks the monotony and routine of the

daily exercises. The teachers will thus realize the value of that trust

which is placed in their hands, and that their time and services are

appreciated, and that they are not there as masters only, but as assist-

ants to the parents in training the minds and morals of their children.

The scholars will see that, though away from home they are still under

the parental eye, and that they are sent to school, not because it is a

customar}^ resort for children, nor because the statutes require it, but

rather for certain advantages which it is impossible for them to obtain

at home ; for the better training and disciplining the mind by means

of a prescribed course of study. At home, beneath the parental roof,

are laid the foundations for the government and proper management of

our schools, and accordingly as one. is wise and just, the other is suc-

cessful and prosperous. We cannot fairly demand that the government

bf our schools shall be perfect, or good even, unless its principles are

inculcated and fostered at home. All must be aware of the difficulty

of obtaining teachers properly qualified as instructors of youth. This

want has been acknowledged and supplied as far as it can be by gov-

ernment, by the establishment of Normal Schools.

Those who had the privilege of attending the Teachers' Institute in

this place last fall can form some idea of the interest and means taken

by the government to instruct and fit our school-teachers for their im-
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portant work, and must also have had a pleasing realization of the

splendid attainments of its professors. The eager attention of the

teachers to the daily exercises showed that they had a realizing sense

of the great need of improvement in our method of instructing and

educating the young.

School Committee.—Chas. Brown, E. H. Hayward, B. H. Hartwell.

BEDFORD.

No man would think of paying his help a week's pay for four days

work, and yet the town in effect does this year after year by its

loss in non-attendance. But the money loss is a small matter as

compared with the damage to the children, whose interests cannot be

measured by dollars and cents. In our manufacturing towns the law

steps in and says that employers shall not keep their minor emj^loy6s

away from school, and thus coin their minds into profit ; but has left

the matter in farming towns largely to the natural affection of parents.

We are of opinion that a law which compels a town to keep schools

open six months in the year, and allows its inhabitants to nullify it by

keeping their sons away from it half the time, that they may make a

dollar from them, requires some further attention, if its evident pur-

pose is to be secured.

School Committee.'—Oliver J. Lane, Nathaniel P. Watts.

BELMONT.

Of the schools themselves we may freely speak. The sad effects of

irregularity in attendance are points of vital interest to the prosperity

of all our schools. These points have been presented and reiterated

again and again,—line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little

and there a little,—while in the last year's report it was fully and

legally presented. But the evil is not yet remedied ; the bottom line

of this subject has not yet been reached. When shall it be, practically ?

When will parents and guardians come to value for their children the

priceless boon of a good education above silver and gold ? Never till

then can our schools become what they ought to be, what they might

be!

It is pleasant to find the inductive sj'stem of instruction gaining

ground in our schools,—teaching by inferences and illustrations and
reasoning processes,—entering upon a consideration of the "whys"
and " wherefores " of every study, instead of simply, memorizing.

There is some danger of intellectual dyspepsia if these young minds

are continually, crowded with so much rich and solid food, unless the

15
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digestive organs are properly exercised. The method pursued by

some of our teachers of selecting scientific facts from such admirable

text-books as " The Manual of Commerce," which we have recently

introduced, thoroughlj^ mastering these facts, and then giving the sub-

stance of them to their scholars, is wonderfully adapted to inspire

these 3^oung minds with new ideas, interest and enthusiasm.

It is also gratifjdng to find that in all our schools a more marked

attention is being given to the lower and elementary branches of study.

The importance of these can hardly be overestimated, forming as

they do the fountain-head of all practical knowledge, of all sound

education. Where would be the rivers and oceans without the living

springs ? Probably only a fraction, perhaps a small fraction, of those

attending.our Public Schools will ever enter upon either of the learned

professions. If thejr should, a thorough knowledge of these rudimental

branches would be of great service to them through their whole course
;

if they should not, it would be their best legacy and inheritance.

May not the ruling spirit of our age,—"Speed," "Progress,"

" Haste,"—in some instances be found creeping into our present sys-

tem of education?

School Committee.—J. "VV. Turner, "VVarren S. Frost, Henry Richardson, Hor-

ace Bird, Geo. "W. Ware, Jr., Baniel Butler.

BILLERICA.

Some of the schools have been very acceptably visited and addressed,

within the year, by Mr. Phipps, Agent of the State Educational Board.

Among the many important subjects of which he spoke was that of

reading. Increased general attention is being paid to this department

of education, in which is blended so much of utility and accomplish-

ment. We wish to commend this matter to the consideration of all

teachers. The advantage of giving careful attention to this branch,

and of the teacher's being' thoroughly qualified in it, was apparent in

the school taught for one term by one who has given special attention

to elocution. The great general improvement made by this school, in

so short a time..; the pleased interest awakened in the pupils, especially

in this and the study closely allied to it,—that of grammar,—and the

satisfaction of those who visited the school, are a testimony not to be

overlooked to the importance of a high standard of qualification on

the part of teachers. Those who teach must themselves be taught,

and as a rule, those who have done most to prepare themselves for

their work, will be most likely to excel in it.

Chairman.—C. C. Husset.
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BRIGPITON.

Truants.—The truant laws which we find upon the town record, and

which the committee had printed and distributed, have been practi-

cally inoperative ; and we are sorry to be compelled to say that we

have been able to do little to prevent truancy. The influence of the

truant officer has without doubt kept many younger children in school,

that otherwise would have from time to time " played truant " ; but

the older ones,—those whose example is most felt by its influence upon

a certain class in our. schools,—the officer has not been able to reach.

They care nothing for the officer, who they know cannot punish them.

" It is the power behind, and not the throne they fear." They fear

not the officer, but his power to punish, and we most earnestly recom-

mend the town to establish at the poor-house a suitable room, and

set it -apart as a suitable "institution of instruction," etc., as provided

in the statutes.

Chamnan.—Joseph Bennett.

CAMBRIDGE.

The Training School has now reached a period at which its results

may be estimated and its influence traced. Nineteen of its pupils are

permanent teachers in this city, and fifteen of our teachers have been

members of similar schools elsewhere. We would recommend to the

sub-committees of the coming year, that the}^ carefully scrutinize the

school-work of these specially trained teachers, and ascertain for

themselves whether it has a superior value. If they shall find on the

part of these teachers a deeper insight into the young mind and the

elements of knowledge fitted for it, more prompt and efficient methods

of teaching, superior power of attracting attention, awakening inter-

est and making the school-hours both happy and gainful, the question

as to the expediency of sustaining the school will have been answered

in the affirmative. It is, indeed, said that there is no reason why
teachers, alone of all the professions, should fteceive their special

training at the public expense. Very true, unless thej^ be trained

with a specific reference to the needs of our own schools. But our

Primar}' Schools, at least, will be taught chiefly by persons educated

and resident in Cambridge, and if it shall be proved that a year or

'

two in the Training School greatly enhances the value of the services

rendered by such persons, then their special training is not an exclu-

sive privilege granted to them, but a service rendered through them to

the entire public. "We cannot but anticipate from such inquiries an-

swers favorable to the continuance of the school. Our State Normal
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Schools have for many years been subjected to this test. They passed

through a period of opposition, and even obloquy, were assailed by

teachers of long standing and high repute, and obtained their position

as permanent institutions only by the observation and experience of

their renovating and quickening influence wherever their graduates

were employed. It would now be as easy to overthi-ow the Common-

School system as to abolish the Normal Schools.

There are some considerations which may show the special need of

a Training "School for those who are to have charge of our Primary

Schools. We all very well know how seldom we recur to the elements

of a science or a branch of knowledge with which we have become

familiar. It is often found that men of superior learning in any one

department are, as its teachers, inferior to persons of active mind, a

little in advance of their pupils. Lancaster, the founder of the

schools bearing his name, was wont to say that the child who knew

but three letters was the best teacher of the child who knew none.

Now there is no department of instruction so difficult as that which

belongs to the Primary School,—no acclivity on the hill of science so

hard to climb as the passage from the alphabet to the first reading

and spelling lessons. A young lady, fresh from the High School and

decked with its honors, may be well qualified to teach the elements of

algebra or geometry, which have so recently taxed her reasoning and

cognitive powers ; but all the processes by which she first became

able to read a printed book, and to perform the simplest problems of

mental arithmetic, lie for her in the remote background, are at best

i.but vaguely remembered, and even could she recall them, may have

ibeen performed under awkward and incompetent direction. The only

qualification which she has gained for her office as a teacher is a

.quick, receptive and capable mind. By the action of that mind she

must learn to teach. Shall she learn by unguided experiments on

classes committed to her charge, victimizing her earlier pupils that

she may be of service to their successors? Or shall her first experi-

vHients be made under wise and careful guidance, in connection with

the thorough analysis of the subjects and processes of instruction,

jand with examples Of successful teaching constantly before her ? This

,last is the method of the Training School. In its own peculiar school-

room the exercises consist, in great part, of the minute examination

,'Of thfe first rudiments of knowledge, of the action upon and by the

child's mind in imparting and receiving instruction, and of tlie meth-

,ods of facilitating and abridging the traditional processes of teaching

which, in some respects, might seem to have been speciall}" devised in

the interest of stupidity and ignorance. A part of the time of each

pupil in the Training School is spent in actual school-work, in one

.of the three Primary school-rooms in the same building, under the
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direction of the principal, and in concurrence with the well-ordered

system of the teacher in charge of the room ; so that these future

teachers gain ver}^ valuable experience under conditions in which

their lack of skill is supplied by judicious counsel and excellent ex-

ample close at hand. Then again, their school-work is discussed,

analyzed, criticised in their own school, their defects or mistakes

pointed out, and the questions which suggest themselves to each an-

swered for the benefit of all.

It is believed that many children are employed in various man-

ufacturing establishments in this city, without being sent to school

for a .portion of the year, as prescribed by the law of the State. It

would be well to institute inquiry as to the number of children who

would come under this law, and it jaay be found expedient to estab-

lish for this description of pupils, and for others who cannot easily

be classed on account of necessarily irregular attendance or deficient

ability, a separate and mixed school. Where schools of this kind

have been established, they have been attended with the double ad-

vantage of giving to their pupils, not disjointed fragments of a con-

tinuous course, but special instruction, adapted to their degree of

proficiency, and of relieving the regular schools from the occasional

presence of a class of scholars that are alwaj^s a hindrance and a

burden. Should such a school be deemed expedient, it might, per-

haps, be well to have it a half-day school, that children who are de-

pendent on their labor for their support might not have their earnings

wholly cut off while attending school.

Another subject worth}^ of consideration is the establishment of a

grade of schools below our present Primary Schools. In some cities

in New England Infant Schools have for many years formed an es-

sential part of the Public-School system. Into these schools children

are received as early as they can be taken care of without the pres-

ence of a mother or a nurse, The}' are permitted the free movement

of their limbs, are trained in various calisthenic and gymnastic exer-

cises of the easier kind, are taught in simple songs and chants the

first lessons of learning, morality and religion, and receive familiar

instruction about common things and the objects around them. Read-

ing on cards and blocks, phonetic spelling, and such arithmetical proc-

esses as they can perform by counting their fingers, complete their

novitiate, and prepare them for the next higher grade of schools, cor-

responding to our lowest. This S3^stem is of inestimable benefit to

the many mothers whose families depend in part or wholly on their

labor, and whose infant children, in their necessar}'' absence from

home, are often exposed to neglect or cruel treatment, sometimes to

danger. It makes the children themselves happy, fastens good im-

pressions on them at the most impressible age, and renders them more
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promising subjects for instruction and discipline when thej^ pass into

the Primary Sphools. It also raises the character of the Primary

Schools by virtually establishing for them a standard for admission,

and by retaining in the Infant School those who are not yet capable

of a higher grade of instruction. Should an experiment of this kind

be authorized in any district of the city, we have little doubt that its

success would soon lead to the adoption and permanent establishment

of this grade of schools as a part of our system.

There can be no doubt that industrial education will gradually be

engrafted upon the school system of Massachusetts. Indeed, a be-

ginning has already been made in Boston for the benefit of female

pupils, in the placing of needle-work among the regular departments

of instruction. This plan has begn pursued in one of the cities in an

adjacent State for many 3'ears, with the most beneficent results as re-

gards contentment, cheerfulness and order in the schools, and with no

loss whatever as to the quantity or quality of proper school-work.

There are in our schools large numbers of girls belonging to thriftless

families, who have at home no opportunity of learning the use of the

needle, and to whom instruction in its use, or entire ignorance of the

art, may in coming years determine the question of neatness, respec-

tability and comfort, or sluttishness, squalidness and miserj^, per-

haps of pure or vicious lives. Here, again, it might be well to have

a partial experiment' made,—to select, for instance, one of the schools

containing a large proportion of this class of girls, and to emplo}^ a

competent teacher of needle-work for one or two afternoons in each

week, for a term of three or six months. The result of such a

measure would enable the committee to decide intelligentl}' as to the

expediency of making a similar arrangement throughout the citj.

The tyrannical and exclusive power of various trade-unions under

different names and pretexts, the restrictions enforced as to the num-

ber of apprentices, and the difficulties interposed in the way of learn-

ing some of the most common mechanic arts, may not improbably

impose upon our school boards the dut}' of providing some mode or

measure of industrial training for boys, at least so far as to give them

a knowledge of the nature of materials, the use of common tools, and

the management of simple machinerj-,—all which would be needless

were the salutar}^ practice of regular apprenticeships still in common

use, but which might be of important service in the desultor}^ and

precarious ways in which boys are now often obliged to pick up their

education as mechanics. This, however, is not proposed as a subject

for present action, but as one in which a strong interest is already

felt in philanthropic circles, and on which timely reflection will best

insure in their due season wise and salutary measures.
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The departments of geography and history lie equally open to un-

favorable criticism. Names and dates that are sure to be forgotten it

is useless to learn. In history, the details of obscure and non-deci-

sive battles, the successions of insignificant d3'nasties, the mere lists

of rulers or statesmen of whose character and influence nothing defi-

nite is given ; in geography, n>ames of places with which the scholar

will never have any association whatever,—are of no more worth than

old school or college catalogues. If it be a tonic for the memory that

is needed, these last would answer fully as well, and would cost less.

We would, indeed, have these branches deprived of none of their im-

portance in our schools. On the other hand, we deem them of the

very highest magnitude and interest. But we would have history

studied in the great march of events,—in the revolutions, and the

progress of intellect, civilization and culture ; in the establishment,

growth and decline of the world's great religions ; in the lives and

influence of illustrious and typical men. And as for geographj^, we
would lay prime stress on the astronomical and physical relations,

laws, divisions and phenomena of our planet, and would have inti-

mately associated with them the names, sites and peculiarities of

empires, kingdoms and states, of all important towns and cities, and

of all regions of earth and bodies of water with which the pupil can,

by the remotest probability, be brought into connection in reading, or

travelling or business. For this kind of study, it must be confessed

pur Common-School geographies and histories fail to furnish suitable

manuals. But there are men capable of writing the books we need,

and if the demand be urged loudly enough, it will bring the supply.

School Conunittee.—Hamlin E,. Harding, Chairman ex officio ; Andreav P. Pea-
body, Alexander McKenzie, Henry P. Walcott, Kinsley Twining, James Cox,

Edward R. Cogswell, Charles J. McIntire, George H. Miner, Anson P. Hooker,
John Livermore, George R. Leavitt, "William A. Munroe, Francis A. Foxcroft,
Philip R. Ammidon, Alexander E. R. Agassiz.

Doubtless some misapprehension exists in the community upon the

subject of the Training School, especially as regards the character of

its work, the extra expenses involved, and other matters of equal

importance ; but as this misapprehension exists, notwithstanding the

fact that plain and explicit statements have more than once been

made, it would not be a hopeful theme to dwell upon at this time.

Objections have sometimes been urged to this school, but generally,

whatever the form in which they are presented, they show that the

real objection is based on economical grounds. The feeling on the

part of some is that it is unwise to expend twelve hundi'ed dollars to

qualify teachers for positions in our schools.

The argument upon which this objection rests takes either one or

the other of two forms : it is either claimed that young ladies just
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leaving the High School are abundantly qualified for positions as

teachers, and hence the Training School is a useless appendage to our

system ; or else it is asserted that the claims of our High School

graduates should be ' entirely ignored, and that we should go into the

market and secure experienced teachers.

As to the first point, but little need be said. Experience has

abundantly proved that a young lad}^ fresh from the High School is

not so well qualified to take charge of a school as after a year spent

in familiarizing herself with the methods of instruction and the gen-

eral work which she is hereafter to do. She must serve her appren-

ticeship somewhere, and both economy and the best interests of the

pupils demand that she should, so far as possible, do this before

assuming the responsibilities of a regular appointment.

If we adopt the other course, and go abroad for teachers as we are

advised to do, we shall, in a pecuniary point of view, plainly be the

losers by it. For, since we pay experienced teachers two hundred

dollars more for the first year of service and one hundred more for

the second year than we do gi'aduates of the Training School, it is

evident that the appointment of but four such teachers will make a

difference to the city of twelve hundred dollars,—just about the

annual expense of maintaining the Training School. Now, we have

within less than two years appointed nineteen teachers from the Train-

ing School, and hence it is evident that b}- these appointments the

city has saved $5,700, or about thi'ee times the cost of the school up-

to the present time.

A fair conclusion, then, is that if we employ the gi'aduates of our

High School, we need a Training School to fit them for their work

;

while on the other hand, if we rely entkel}'- upon experienced teachers

from abroad, it will always be at a pecuniary loss to the city.

In leaving this subject, I wish to express the opinion that the

Training School is doing more, at the present time, to improve the

character of the instruction in ova Primary Schools than an}^ other

agency whatever.

Evening Dratving School.—The reports of last year gave an ac-

count of the establishment of an Evening School for instruction in

mechanical and industrial drawing, and also detailed the general plan

upon which it was organized.

The school is again in operation, and is working on the same sys-

tem as that adopted one year ago. Two classes have been formed,

—

one composed of those who have had previous instruction, the other

of beginners. The whole number belonging to the school up to the

present time has been 119 ; the average attendance, 108.

Most of those who attend this school are men who are thoroughly

in earnest, and who are anxious to make the best possible use of their
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time. Almost every branch of industry in the community is repre-

sented, since there are among the pupils, carpenters, machinists,

engravers, pattern makers, etc.

The hall used by the school, although verj' desirable in other re-

spects, is too small. Many persons have applied for admission who

could not be received on account of the limited accommodaJ,ions. In

"view of the fact that this school is likely to be an established institu-

tion in this cit}^, it is important that hereafter we have accommoda-

tions sufficiently ample for all who wish to avail themselves of the

advantages which the school affords.

Drawing.—With the recent introduction of drawing into the High

School, this now becomes a required study in every grade of our

schools. We cannot find fault with the results accomplished during

the last year, considering the means emplo3'ed, but we ought to do

better. Drawing, as a branch of stud}^, is new to most of our teach-

ers, and, in consequence, they are working under many disadvantages.

I know of but one remedy for this, and that is to employ a competent

teacher of drawing, who shall give the necessary instruction to teach-

ers, and shall superintend the woi'k in every department throughout

the city.

I urged the importance of such an appointment one year ago ; with

even more confidence I repeat the suggestion now.

. I believe now, as I did then, that in order to give unity and

efficiency to the instruction in this subject, a special teacher is not

less needed than in the department of music.

Truancy.—From the most reliable information at hand regarding

the school population of the city, it seems that there are, on an aver-

age, more than two thousand children between five and fifteen years

of age who are daily absent from the schools.

It would be useless to attempt to cite all the causes which unite to

produce this most, unfortunate result. A small percentage of the

absence is for good cause, such as sickness and the like ; a larger

per cent, is chargeable to the indiflerence, neglect or parsimony of

parents.

Now there are three classes of absentees to which I wish to refer.

The first is composed of children employed in manufacturing estab-

lishments. It is not now known what the number of these children

is, but it is supposed to be quite large.

Now, if we are to attempt to reach these children who are employed

unlawfully, it is necessary first to ascertain the number thus employed.

If it be found that the number of children be such as to warrant it,

we should at once establish a half-time school, in which the pupils

can receive at least the equivalent of the three months required by

law.

16
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Exactly upon what plan such a school should he organized, is a

matter for future consideration. My own idea is that it is well to

divide the children into two sections,, one being in school in the fore-

noon, the other in -the afternoon, and at the end of three months

have the divisions change places,—the one that has been in school

in the forenoon now taking its place in the factory in the forenoon

and attencting school in the afternoon, aud the other making the cor-^

responding change.

This seems to me to be a matter of sufficient importance to call for

the appointment of a special committee to consider the subject, and

to devise some plan by which present evils may be remedied.

There are good reasons, as I believe, for some important changes in

the present regulations concerning truants and habitual absentees. I

do not think the city almshouse a suitable place for the reception of

such children.

"We ought either to avail ourselves of the reformatorj- institution

for truants in some other city,—Lowell, for instance,—or else we
should have a similar institution of our own. There are two promi-

nent objects which we hope to gain whenever incorrigible truants are

sentenced ; namely, the reformation of the children, and the preven-

tion of truancy in the schools. Neither of these objects can best be

secured by tlie present arrangements. Certainly, as regards the lat-

ter consideration, I feel sure that the sentencing of five truants to

the Lowell institution would have a more decided influence in pre-
*

venting truancy than four times the number sent to our city alms-

house.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—E. B. Hale.

CHARLESTOWN.

It should be a part of our system of education to educate the hand

as well as the head. The scholar should acquire the power of repre-

senting upon paper anything that he wishes to describe. This every

scholar can do, if with a fixed purpose and the necessary guidance,

he will make the needed exertion. If the scholars see their teacher

stand at the blackboard, and draw with spirit and energy, their own

fingers will follow hers b}^ a spontaneous movement. The agency

that produces this result is a ready hand and a willing heart on the

part of the teacher to guide the efforts of the scholars. While we do

not expect to make " artists " of all the scholars in our schools, we

do expect that they will obtain at least such a knowledge of drawing

as will enable them to understand the working plans of a building or

a machine. Education in this as in other branches pays for itself.

Drawing as a useful art should be made universal. The mecjianical
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skill of the artisan is greatly enhanced by a knowledge of the art of

drawing. The engineer, the architect, the carpenter, the smith, the

machinist,—in fact every mechanic needs it if he expects to become a

master of his business.

Drawing demands thinking and gives discipline to the perceptive

and imaginative faculties, if it be taught by one who knows how to

call these qualities into action. The minds of our pupils, we fear, are

more likely to be dulled than brightened by the usual routine of daily

duties in some school-rooms ; and such studies as drawing and music,

while relieving the tediousness of drill in arithmetic, grammar or

geography, and imparting new zest even for those studies which are

termed the most useful, serve to cultivate some of the most impor-

tant faculties of the mind, and are themselves of as much practical

utility as the gibberish which is to be found in the text-books of

grammar and geography. Indeed, were it not for fear of shocking

some few of our teachers, we should assert that a knowledge of draw-

ing and music is of more practical importance than a knowledge of

all the " rules " and " exceptions " in grammar, or of the names of

all the towns, rivers and capes in the Chinese Empire.

It may not be uninteresting to compare our present schools and

school-houses with those of the past, as recorded in the old town

records. We have accordingly made a few extracts from " Frothing-

ham's History of Charlestown."

The First School—'-' ' June 3, 1636, Mr. William Witherell was agreed

with to keep a school for a twelve month, to begin the eighth day of Au-

gust, and to have forty pounds this year.' This simple record is evidence

of one of the most honorable facts of the time ; namely, that a public

school, and judging from the salary, a free school, at least for this ' twelve

month,' was thus early established here ; and on the principle of voluntary

taxation. It may be worth while to remember also that this date is eleven

years prior to the so often quoted law of Massachusetts, compelling the

towns to maintain schools."

The First School-House.—" There is no notice of a school-house until

1648, when one was ordered to be built on Windmill Hill, and paid for by

a general rate."

The First High School.—ln " 1671 Benj. Thompson, a celebrated teacher,

was engaged by the Selectmen to keep school in town upon the following

terms

:

•

" 1. That he shall be paid £30 per annum by the town, and to i-eceive 20

shillings a year from each particular scholar that he shall teach.

" 2. That he shall prepare such youth as are capable of it, for college

with learning answerable.

" 3. That he shall teach to read, write and cypher."

A School-House of Oklefi Time.—'' A school-house was built in 1682.

" The house was ' twelve feet square and eight feet stud, with joints with

a flattish roof, and a turret for the bell, and likewise a mantel-tree of twelve
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feet long-; The expense for carpenter work was £13. The masons were to

' build up chimneys and underpin the house, and to ceil the walls with clay

and brick, and to point the roof with lime for £5.' "

The First School Committee.—'-' 1712. The teacher having requested that

regulations might be made about the town school, it was voted, ' That

whereas the school being thronged with so many small children that are

not able to spell or read, as they ought to do, by reason of which Latin

scholars, writers and cypherers cannot be duly attended to and instructed

as they ought to be,' Capt. Samuel Phipps and Mr. Jonathan Dowse were

chosen ' inspectors and regulators of that matter.'

"

The First Industrial School.—" 1754. The town voted March 4th ' that

the old town house be improved for a spinning school
'

; and the sum of

fifty pounds to repair the same."

We have thus seen from what small beginnings our present ex-

tended and successful sj^stem of education has sprung. But it is well

to remember that these apparently small things were in reality as

large, at least for them, in proportion to their needs and means, as

our varied appliances and expenses are for us under our circum-

stances.

School Committee.-—'Wts.. H. Finney, Abram E. Cutter, Geo. H. Harden.

To create and stimulate a desire for knowledge is as legitimate an

object of education, as to impart knowledge, and is likely to exert a

far greater influence on the character.

If I must choose between the two, I would much prefer that the

child should leave school with a desire to know, than that he should

possess a vast amount of definite knowledge, which has been drilled

into him, but with no curiosit}^ or enthusiasm to impel him to further

acquisition.

Says Mr. Hudson, a fine scholar and educator of much experience :

"It is what young people learn to take pleasure in, what they build

up bappy thoughts and associations about, and what steals smoothly

and silently into the heart, and there becomes a vital treasure of de-

light, that mainlj^ determines their characters. In comparison with

this, mere intellectual acquirements and furnishings, and even ethical

arguments and convictions, are of insignificant value.

" The forms of young imagination have more force than anything

else to keep the heart pvire. To pre-occup}'^ the mind with right tastes

and noble loves, is the first principle of all wise and wholesome train-

ing, both in school and at home."

The experiment of teaching Industrial Drawing to our mechanics,

has, with us, proved an entire success, unaccompanied b}^ the mistakes

and hindrances commonly incident to experiments, even when suc-

cessful ; and I know of nothing which has done so much to commend
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our Public-School S3^stera to all classes in the community, as the in-

troduction of drawing into our schools, and the establishment of

schools for mechanical drawing for persons more than fifteen 'years

of age.

The instruction in our schools during this term has been, I think,

more practical, and more free from technicalities, and has adhered

less strictly to the text-book, than was formerly the case.

Another respect in which I think improvement has been made is,

that pupils are required to practise more on comparatively eas}^ ex-

amples where the principle is obvious, and troubled less with more

difficult or tedious ones, involving no new principle, but simply hiding

it under a load of conditions too difficult to be understood by the

pupil.

In grammar, for example, I would . not have the pupil know that

there are an}^ exceptions, or even difficult application of principles,

till he has come to recognize the general principle in so many familiar

examples that he at once sees in what the real or apparent exception

consists.

In arithmetic, questions that simply test the endurance of the pupil

by their length are no tests of their knowledge. Nor are they of

equal value as a mental discipline. What we gain in the time of

holding the attention is more than lost in intensity.

In teaching geography, more attention is given to map drawing,

and the location of a few of the most important features and places,

and less to the mere memorizing of descriptive geography. Geog-

raphy, thus taught, especially if the teacher comes prepared with

something new in connection with the lesson, is interesting to the

pupil and not soon forgotten. I remembei; being told by a gentleman

whose knowledge of geogi'aphy was very extensive and accurate,

that if he knew more of geography than most people, it was because

he had not tried to remember so much. He had fixed a few impor-

tant points definitely in his mind, and clustered all others as they

came up around them. This I know to be the best method of learn-

ing the sequence of historical events, and fixing them in the mind

chronologically. I think it safe to say that what is remembered in

geography and history generally, is in the inverse ratio to what is

taught.

In my report of March last, I hinted at the importance of inspiring

pupils with a love of knowledge, expressing the conviction that it is

a better guarantee of future intelligence than any amount of actual

attainment.

Franklin and Bowditch, and thousands of others who became emi-

nent, left school with but a small stock of actual knowledge, but with
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a desire for knowledge that induced them to use that small stock as

a ke}^ to unlock the great treasure-houses of wisdom.

I speak of the importance of inspiring or keeping alive this desire.

But, in most cases, it is onl}' the latter that we have to do. Every

one at all conversant with children is aware of the intense curiosity

and consequent activity they manifest from the day they leave the

nurse's arms to amuse themselves with toys, till they enter our

schools. Not content with a superficial view, they are not satisfied

till they have " analj'zed " their plaj^things to see what it is that rat-

tles or squeaks or whistles. And how much they learn during these

three or four years ! The names and uses of almost everj-thing

around them, a vocabulary sufficient for all the purposes of practical

life, and a recognition of nearly every grammatical form in the lan-

guage have been acquired, chiefiy through the curiosity of childhood,

without any direct teaching.

And yet, no complaint is more common with some teachers, than

indifference and want of interest on the part of pupils.

Is this because the subjects taught are uninteresting, or that the

manner of teaching renders them so ? Undoubtedly there is work to

be done, work not always agreeable. In learning the elements of

most studies, it requires much ingenuity on the part of the teacher to

preserve an interest in the subject until the pupil has sufficient knowl-

edge of it to find it interesting.

Yet children have the desire for knowledge. It is one of the

strongest impulses of their nature, and it is only by the uninteresting

drill and drudgery of the school-room, upon the dry husks of knowl-

edge, that they acquire a chronic indifference to what, in itself, is in-

teresting.

I have been much interested in the Kindergai'ten system, by Froebel.

His principle of organizing and guidi^ig the activity of childhood,

rather than repressing it, I am convinced, lies at the foundation of all

good teaching, and of everything worthy of the name of education.

The recognition, too, of the fact that the child is a doer primarily,

and a knower subsequently, or an artist before he is a scientist, is

important in its relation to teaching. I have spoken of this in a

previous report, quoting from a greater than Froebel, to the same

effect.

Much also depends on the spirit in which the exercises are con-

ducted. The discipline of the school,—that is, the general tone and

character of the intercourse of the teacher with the pupils,—has an

important bearing on their intellectual activity. The mind cannot

act freely when under the influence of fear or restraint.

Dr. Howe says, " Much idiocy is not organic, but only functional,

and to be referred to coarse" or harsh dealing Avith infants, paralyzing
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their nerves of perception with pain and terror." And Miss Peabody

adds, that " what produces idiocy in these extreme cases, produces

chronic dullness, discouragement and destruction of all elasticity of

mind in the majority of children."

I believe this to be strictly true ; and when a teacher is continually

harping upon the dullness and stupidity of his or her pupils, I admit

the fact, and commonly find the cause in the same room where the

effect is manifested. I know indeed no better test of a teacher than

his opinion of the ability and character of children.

The teacher who has not faith in children will never secure their

confidence, without which success is impossible. I think it is safe to

say that nine-tenths of the complaints of dullness of pupils are the

results of stupidity somewhere else. I have noticed that the best

teachers are oftener surprised at the intelligence manifested by their

pupils than by their dullness. And this is what we should expect.

Ever^^ child of ordinary intelligence is constantly surprising his

parents and friends by the rapidity of his development and his new

acquisitions. We are apt to attribute the surprise to the partiality of

friends, and regard it as an undiscriminating, though amiable weak-

ness. Yet parents and friends are not wrong in wondering at the in-

telligence of the child in whom they are particularly interested, but

in not recognizing the fact that every child is a " wonder."

Every child is a new revelation to a small circle of friends, and it

is only our own stupidity and selfishness that prevent us from gener-

alizing, and seeing in the class what we see in the individual. Is it

not possible that the child's processes of learning, by which he makes

such rapid advancement, are superior to our processes of teaching?

And might we not all learn much by a careful study of the operations

and development of children's minds ?

This was the great service rendered to arithmetic by Warren Col-

burn, and in examining a book recently published in England, and

republished in this country, entitled " English Lessons for English

People," I have been struck with the fact that the methods of teach-

ing recommended are almost uniformly those adopted by the child in

learning, before he enters school.

In fact, the author claims this as the highest sanction of his method.

To give an example of the child's method of learning the meaning of

words, I will take the word " burn." The child touches the hot stove

and feels pain. His mother tells him " burn," and if he approaches

the stove again, the word "burn," "burn," makes him careful and

becomes associated in his mind with the pain. Then he hits his head

against the table, or pinches his fingers in a crack of the door, and

runs to his mother with " burn," " burn." He has now blocked out a

rough meaning of the word, or, as a logician would say, assigned it
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to a certain genus, " pain," which is sufficiently definite for his pres-

ent purposes.

Soon, however, he observes that the pain caused by touching the

stove differs from that caused by hitting the table, and getting his

fingers in the crack of the door, and thus learns to distinguish be-

tween a " burn," a " bump," and a " pinch.!'

Now this way, in which every child learns the meaning of his

whole vocabulary, is the exact method of logical science in defining.

The genus and the specific difference is the logical definition.

The same thing is constantly repeated in the history of civilization

and the consequent growth of language. Every one in reading

Trench's little book on the " Study of Words," must have noticed

how numerous the words are, that, since the time of Chaucer, or even

that of the translation of the received version of the Bible, have

passed from a generic to a specific meaning.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—B. F, Tweed—Third Report.

CONCORD.

One is hardly a good citizen, in any broad acceptation of that

term, who really takes no interest in our schools. If he has no faith

in the present administration of the school system, all the more im-

perative is it that he should labor, in season and out of season, to

secure an administration in which he can have faith. If he sees

mistakes in theory and errors in practice, then, candidly admitting

the virtues which exist, he should help in all ways possible to remove

the imperfections. It is a grave fault in an}' man or woman to be

simply indifferent in this matter, or given only to carping ^d useless

criticism. It is a grave fault not to be deeply interested, and not to

give a generous support. You.r committee have dwelt so long on this

perhaps obvious duty, because they are sure that if they could make

all our people recognize our Common Schools to be the grave,

weight}^, solemn, universal interest which they surely are, they might

stop their report at that point, and sa}' not another word.

School Committee.—G.Reynolds, Chairman; D. G. Lang, Secretary; Ellen T.

Emerson, Sampson Mason, Marshall H. Holden, Henry F. Smith, Rufus G.

Clark, Joseph D. Brown, William H. Hunt.

EVERETT.

Recitations.—The writer remembers in his school days of reciting

pages of lessons perfectly ; it was study lost ; he committed to mem-

ory that which he knew nothing of. Five minutes' talk with his
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teacher on the subject-matter would have given him more general in-

formation, and been of far greater service to him, in after-life.

We are glad to witness a growing perception on the part of teach-

ers of the true uses of books, and of their place in the order of

studies. The teachers have become interpreters, in some sense, of

the text-books, and the recitations are rendered more lively- and profit-

able in consequence ; information has been methodized in the mind,

a greater accuracj^ insured, a firmer grasp of subjects and pleasure

associated with study. The text has been taken as a thread of con-

versation and a clew to the sense, the pupils being required to render

this by translation or paraphrase. Conversation is the mind's mouth .

piece, its best spokesman ; the leader elect and prompter in teaching.

Practised daily, it should be added to the list of school studies ; an

art in itself, let it be used as such and ranked as an accomplishment,

second to none that nature or cjilture can give. Let conversation dis-

place much that passes current under the name of recitation,—mostly

sound,—and a repeating by rote, not by heart, unmeaning sounds from

the memory, and no more. Good teaching makes the child an eye-

witness ; he seeing, then telling what is seen, what is known or com-

prehended. " Take my mind, a moment," says the teacher, " and see

how things look through that prism," and the pupil sees prospects

never before seen or surmised by him, in that lovely perspective.

Books were thoughts first, their contents the result of thinking ; they

should be baits for thought and study ; the most successful teacher

has a mind, whose thoughts are the substance of books
;
persons of

good gifts having thoughts and feelings, and can impart them in a

pleasant and agreeable manner ; can dissolve the book and show its

contents outside of its covers,—living minds to quicken and inform

living minds. A boy's life, a maiden's time, is too precious to be

wasted in committing words to the memory from books they never

learn the use of.

Chairman.—Jos. H. Whitman.

FRAMINGHAM.

Drawing.—Increasing attention is given to this subject by the

State, and consequently in many other quarters. Towns of 5,000

inhabitants " may," and those of 10,000 " shall " employ a drawing

teacher. The impetus of the law was at once felt. The teachers

and children seemed to feel it almost before ?i\\y action by the com-

.

mittee. The smallest children were found at the blackboards filling

up waste moments and mingling recreation with studj'. Through all

the schools, to the highest, increased attention to this branch has been

given, and, in several instances a high degree of proficiency has been

17
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attained. The influence of this, throughout, has been reflected upon

the writing of the schools. Attention to drawing has increased the

degree of improvement in writing, which probabl}^ was never so good

in our schools as at this day. A teacher in drawing from the State

Normal School has given instruction a part of the last jear, and the

engagement will probably be renewed.

Object Teaching—The object lessons given to the classes of " Nor-

mal " Primar}^ School, by members of the Normal School, are of much

interest and value. They awaken the young mind, call out its powers

and fix the attention. Something new is constantly presented, crui-

osity and interest are ever upon the stretch, and the young pupil often

exhibits a considerable degree of keenness in forming his conclusions.

The chief object in these exercises is to arouse and fix the attention,

to cultivate habits of thought and inquiry, even in a small degree,

and to break up the dull routine of the school-room. This course of

instruction, in occasional lessons, and as time might allow, might be

introduced into all our Primary and Intermediate Schools with marked

advantage. Let the teacher, well prepared for the exercise, bring

before the school or a class, a leaf, a flower, a branch, a vine, a min-

eral, a piece of wood, a stalk of grain or grass, or some one of the

thousand objects in familiar existence, and draw out from the pupils

ever5^thing the}^ can learn of this object from close observation, filling

the remaining miniites with a variety of useful instruction, and in-

terest would seldom flag. If a certain amount of mathematical tables

has been lost, something equally substantial has been gained. No
matter if the pupil is put back a year in his advance* to a higher

grade, the field has been better cleared and prepared for the future

battle of life. The faithful teacher will find that preparation is nec-

essary', but this preparation will bring its own reward.

Fo7- the Committee.—James W. Brown. *

HOLLISTON.

The first great want in all our schools is the heart}^ interest of the

parents in the success of the school and their heart}' and sustained

cooperation with committee, teachers and scholars, to secure it. Such

interest and cooperation will secure punctuality, regularity and order

among scholars. Without these things good schools are impossible.

Punctualit}' and regularity depend almost altogether upon the parent,

.and it is idle to expect children to be well-behaved and obedient at

school when they are rude and disobedient at home.

The school should be the chief thing, the princii^al business to all

attending it. Rarely should anything take precedence of it or inter-

fere with its duties and requirements. School cannot wait for tardy,
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delinquent and irregular scholars. Parents should remember this,

and order their own conduct and the conduct of their children in ac-

cordance therewith. And they should also remember that by holding

their children steadfastly to duty in school, they are establishing them

in habits of untold value ; for success in life depends upon habits of

order, regularity, and stead}' and persistent work, and these are ac-

quired nowhere so well and so easily as in school.

Such interest will lead parents often to visit the school, and to be-

come acquainted with the teacher. Such cooperation will lead them

to sustain the teacher and check the spirit of unfavorable criticism

often manifested by the scholars.

The hours in school are enough. Time enough is spent over and

with the books, but it is not spent in stud3^ Let it be understood by
parents, teachers and scholars that the school is a place for work.

School hours are not for pastime and play. Recreation, exercise,

play, belong elsewhere, and are amply furnished. The happiest

scholars are those that work the hardest in school. The most inter-

esting, wide-awake and easily-governed school is the one in which

the idea of work is most fully realized. An idle scholar and a list-

less school are always unhappy and discontented.

The step from work to good work is easy. Accuracy and thorough-

ness are impossible without carefulness in study by the scholar, and

instruction by the teacher. And accuracy and thoroughness are in-

dispensable to mental discipline.

The object of schools is twofold :—first, to acquire information

;

and secondly, to make the process of acquiring information the means

of disciplining the mind,—that is, of drawing out, sharpening,

strengthening its faculties. And the second object is of more im-

portance than the first. A trained mind is better than a merely in-

formed mind. The first is alwaj^s a power ; the latter may never be

such. But neither result,—accurate information, nor worthy disci-

pline,—can be secured without careful study and vigorous effort. Let

teachers infuse energy and life into their scholars, and keep their

minds and hands full of employment, and our schools would assume

at once a new and more hopeful aspect.

School Committee.—Edwin F. Whiting, Daniel W. Freeman, Henry S. Kelsey.

HUDSON.

"We want good teachers in our Public Schools, and intend to em-

ploy only such if they can be had,—teachers who know beforehand

what they are to teach, and know it well. There is an immense differ-

ence between a hesitating half-knowledge and a full ready knowledge

of a subject. And the difference betwen these two mental states is the
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difference between an incompetent and a competent teacher in this

regard. And then, in these times, an applicant for a teacher's place

should have some special drill for the service to be performed. There

is no use in thinking as some persons do that a young man or woman,

who has gone through the formal routine of the schools, even though

everything in the books may be at the tongue's end, is necessarily fit

for the work of teaching. By no means. Teaching is an art,—an art

to be studied as an art, and to be practised successfull}^ only after

adequate study. Here and there a person may be found with an un-

usual natural gift for teaching, who by instinct, as it were, falls into or

invents adequate ways and methods of imparting knowledge. But it

is not so generally. And we feel every day more and more the impor-

tance of a thorough systematic discipline and drill in this particular,

and must insist upon it more and more in selecting persons to put in

charge of our schools. The Normal Schools founded and supported by
the State are designed especially to supply the need in question ; are

armed and equipped for that specific end. And persons expecting to

teach, and expecting to teach efficiently, should avail themselves of the

privileges these schools furnish free of tuitional charges or of some

similar course of training for the work. Not that all Normal School

graduates make good teachers. Nature has decreed that some persons

shall not succeed in that calling, as she has that other persons shall

not succeed in other callings, having no native fitness for it. And all

the machinery of the world cannot prepare one for what nature in the

beginning made impossible.

School Committee.'—Wm. ,S. Hey-\vood, Geo. S. Raavsox, J. L. Herriman.

LINCOLN.

In a visit to a city school some months since, in which the pupils of

several nationalities,—Irish, Germans and Jews, as well as Americans,

—were taking their first lessons in the exercises and restraints of the

school-room, we were impressed with the great power which in a few

months the teacher had obtained over her little pupils, taken, many of

them, from the poorest homes of the city. A fine scholar, and a gradu-

ate of one of the best seminaries in New England, she was more than

content, she was happy, in teaching elementar^^ lessons in drawing,

the forms and sounds of the letters, and the simplest phonetic com-

binations ; and into a monotonous routine, which to many minds

would be unspeakably dull, she infused a life and an interest which

would have challenged the admiration of any beholder. The dullest

pupils responded to the magnetism of her cheery tones and winsome

manner. We need not say that her teaching is successful, and her

influence upon her scholars most happy. The secret of it is, that, with
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sympathetic insight, she discovers something in her pupils which can

be improved and ennobled ; something in which she can be interested

and for which she can labor. And by her patient devotion to them,

she awakens and strengthens the better instincts and affections of

their hearts, so that seldom, even with the most perverse child, does

she have to resort to punishment to enforce her requirements. A
work of instruction thus conceived and wrought out, has a wonderful

transmuting power. Intellectual germs will unfold under such an in-

fluence like the buds in the spring under the vivifying rays of the sun,

and still greater will be the influence upon the heart of the child, in

which a true teacher will desire to nourish the benevolent affections

and the moral sensibilities. And thus on the plastic child-nature,

which so easily yields to the touch of the instructor, impressions are

made which will abide during life.

School Committee.—^Henry J. Richardson, Samuel H. Pierce, "William Mack-

intosh, Samuel Hartwell, Ogden Codmax, Abby H. Brown.

LOWELL.

Children's minds will at once begin to adopt ideas and develop

lasting habits, either good or bad. If a child learns at the outset that

there is no irreconcilable enmity between the school and the play-

ground, and that school is in its way pleasant and interesting rather

than restraining and exacting ; if his first steps in learning are made

so attractive that he desires to be taught more and commences to

steadily feel the sacred thirst for knowledge ; if he acquires habits of

industry and method, and comes to notice, investigate and compare

the things he sees about him, and if he is trained to despise what is

low and mean, and to honor that which is fair and good,— then has a

foundation been laid fit for any superstructure that can be built. In

the Grammar School and the High School, the child who has had this

training, will show its good effects from one end of the course to the

other, and will stand among his classmates lil^e Saul among his

brethren.

Such being the power of the Primar}^ Schools over the whole course

of education, they should receive the most liberal support and the

most careful supervision of all our schools. For their management is

required a peculiar order of teaching talent. The work is delicate and

critical, demanding special ability. Many a teacher does well in the

Grammar Schools, who is totally unfit for the charge of a Primar3^

Indeed, some of the older members of our Board favor the paying of

higher salaries to the Primary teachers than to the assistants in the

Grammar Schools. Is it not surpassingly strange that the idea has

been quite prevalent in our community that almost any beginner or
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'prentice hand, an3'bod3^'s sister or cousin, or even teachers who had

failed in the Grammar Schools, would do very well to take charge of a

Primary School ? Many cases can be recalled, too, where the change of

successful Primary teachers to Grammar Schools has been urged on

the ground of promotion ! It is to be hoped that these schools will soon

attain their proper place in the public estimation, that Primary teachers

will feel that their transfer to any other grade is the reverse of pro-

motion, and that vacant teacherships will be filled with the best talent

attainable, leaving eleemosjmary appointees to the higher grades if

the}' must be had at all.

In the tendency of the times to lower the position of the Grammar
Schools, it is apparently forgotten that what injures these schools, in-

jures the High School in equal proportion. In view of the fact that

less than one-tenth of the Grammar-School scholars ever go to the

High School, it will be more readily conceded that the Grammar
Schools should be made seminaries of a higher order than at present.

We trust that it TQ.a,y soon be found practicable to add an advanced

class to each one of them. As it is now, the branches which are

recognized as the Grammar School branches especiallj', are so imper-

pectly pursued that each one of them has to be finished up in the High

School. Here is a great waste of time and expense, so far as the High

School scholars are concerned, but where does this operation leave the

ninety per cent, of the scholars who never go to the High School to

have their Grammar-School studies finished up ? These children, with

all their imperfections, go out to take their places in life, victims to the

public pressure upon the Grammar Schools to send up, and on the

High School to receive, a large number of poorty prepared pupils

every 3-ear.

In these schools the stud}'' of language should be carried forward on

a systematic and continuous plan. In every division of mental train-

ing, the vehicle of thought should be included. This should be the

language as it is, not as it used to be, nor as we wish it might be.

The student ought not to adopt a set of rules, and from these seek to

establish the language, but, commencing at the other end, should study

the language and from that deduce the rules. He should first become"

skilful in putting the language together ! Taking it to pieces and

parsing it, should be made a subsequent operation.

A man may attain great dexterit}- in pulling down buildings without

becoming an architect, and may break up a dozen clipper ships without

learning how to model a canal-boat. He may know how to rig and

strip a vessel, to stow and discharge its cargo, to caullv and sheath its

sides, to draught a chart and work a lunar, and even to build a light-

house on a sunken reef in the ocean, and still not be a seaman. Noth-

ing but long, laborious experience on salt water will make him that.
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But we send a 3'outh, alone, to navigate the great sea of the English

language, with its diverging or conflicting currents, its occasional

stretches of trade-winds interspersed with doldrums and cyclones, and

its intermittent land-breezes, now sweeping along one foreign shore and

now blowing off another, but dying away before the opposite coast is

reached, and we prepare him for his intricate navigation with just such

training as is above described as impossible to make a sailor. Sound

theory is valuable, but abundant practice is indispensable. With
3'Outhful minds, let the practice come first and lead up to the theory.

We do not think the English language can be thoroughl}^ taught in an}''

other wa3%

The present S3^stem of teaching our grammar starts with the state-

ment that its function is to teach the pupil to write and speak the

language correctl3^ As it fails to accomplish this end, it stands self-

convicted as a pretender. Even its expounders as well as its pet

students, are often entirel}' lacking in clearness and force, those great

essentials of composition, and compare most unfavorably with editors,

reporters and other practical writers, who often are ignorant of the

technical rules of the schools. The fault is not in English grammar,

but in the unnatural way of teaching it.

A familiarity with Latin is of very great value for understanding the

derivation and force of man3^ of our English words. The grammar of

the two languages, however, is quite dissimilar. Latin is a simple

language, minutely and S3'stematically inflected, with its sentences and

clauses framed after rigid rules. The English, on the other hand, is

composite, is without inflections, and allows the widest latitude in the

structure of its sentences. A steamboat and a sailing ship do not

move on more unlike principles. Let our present grammatical S3'stem

of Latinized English, or Anglicized Latin, go by the board. A
manual of twent3^ pages will give all that our pupils need of a text-

book, constant practice well criticised doing the rest. May we soon

see our educators, with united action, giving shape to the views which

are coming to be generally entertained on this subject.

Educators ever3^where cr3" out against the bondage of schools to

their text-books, and this board in various reports, has added its en-

treat}^ for a proclamation of emancipation. Some progress has been

made, but it is ver}' little. In our schools can be found teachers, in-

cluding some of our oldest and some of our 3^oungest, who teach from

the depths of their own minds, throwing the whole of their personal

magnetism into the operation. We have seen ver3" animating exer-

cises where the e3^e and hand were the members most used, the ear

less, and the tongue least. Such teachers pursue the same plan that

foremen do in training apprentices, or business men in instructing

their assistants, The3^ teach like Socrates in the Grove and Plato in
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the Academy,— as Roger Ascliam taught the classics without books,

and as Agassiz teaches the pupils in his Museum.

This teaching is pretty rare, but it ought not to be. "Why ideas

should not be conveyed and thoughts drawn out, in the school-room,

as they are in daily business of life, is a conundrum too hard to guess.

The interest shown in any exercise by the teacher will beget a corres-

ponding interest in the class. If the teacher is confined to questions

and answers from the pupil's text-book, and manifests no individual

knowledge on the subject, the class may be safel}^ trusted to attain a

high rank for indifference and ignorance. Every teacher should re-

gard emancipation from the bondage of text-books, as the foremost

educational reform of the day.

A step in this direction, and a very important step it is, has been

taken in geography by the introduction of map drawing into all the

classes of our Grammar Schools. This exercise has been brought to

a high state of excellence, and has become equally interesting and

valuable. The topography of the world is to be learned thoroughly

onl}^ in this manner ; then it may be lost to memor}^, but a score of

years afterward, if the pencil is set in motion, the outlines will be re-

produced, the fingers being true to their early training.

Similar in kind but far greater in degree is the benefit of general

drawing. This should form a part of the training of every school,

and be held as essential as penmanship. Pictures formed the first

written language, and now, while some ideas must be conveyed in

words, others can onlj be clearly set forth by the aid of pictorial rep-

resentations. Drawing is an eminentl}^ practical art, and in an educa-

tion for the pursuits of life, should precede all the isms and ologies,

whether they rank as essentials or as accomplishments.

The time seems near at hand when the High School will require a

department devoted, more especiall}^, to the technicalities of indus-

trial education. The general dying-out of the old-fashioned apjsrentice

system, makes this want an increasing one. The Institute of Technol-

ogy at Boston, the similar school at Worcester, the Rennsalaer Institute

at Tro}^, and some lesser seminaries, have given technical education

an impetus in >vhich it is not to be supposed that Lowell, with her

immense industrial interests, will be slow to join. But this is one of

the movements of the day in which haste may make waste, and it is

commended to the careful consideration of our successors.

This subject logically brings us to the consideration of the advanced

education of young women. It is twenty-three hundred years since

Agesilaus, King of Sparta, when asked what boys should be taught,

replied: "The things the}^ will practise when the}'' become men!"

The world hasn't acted on this i^rinciple much, for, until recently, our

academies and colleges have endeavored to give their students a uni-
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form education, and to turn out their minds exactly alike as the

founder does his pile of cannon balls, in which he means that the

calipers of the inspector shall find no variation.

The technical schools are bringing the education of young men to

the doctrine of the king of Sparta, while Vassar College, Holyoke

Seminar}', and other excellent institutions are doing a like work for

the other sex. But a class of reformers, as we learn them to be from

their own announcement, are urging that the higher education for both

sexes be not concurrent but coincident. Under their influence,

several 3'oung women have demanded admission to Harvard, Amherst

and other colleges, though we do not learn that any young men have

asked that Vassar and Holyoke be opened to them, nor do we suppose

that the demand, if made, would be complied with.

The advocates of the new policy do not recognize the fact that

privileges may be equal or equivalent, and yet be distinct. But in

proceeding to discuss the relation of the sexes in business affairs,

the}^ make an admission that seems fatal to their educational claims.

They sa}^, with perfect justice, that many positions in life are filled by

able-bodied young men which ought to be reserved for young women
;

that employments requiring taste, delicacy, patience or quickness,

rather than strength or deliberate force, should be filled by the latter

sex. This very sound proposition concedes all that we claim on the

educational question. If one sex is naturally adapted to certain

classes of pursuits, and the other sex to quite different ones, the roj'al

maxim above quoted, requires that the later stages of the educational

training of the sexes, shall diverge according to this law of nature.

Not that proficienc}^ in any science or study is to be considered

profitless for each individual of both sexes, but as the years of

academic training are few, a selection of subjects must be made. It

ma}^ be of exceeding value to the average young women to be thorough

in spherical trigonometry and the calculus, with skill in calculating

eclipses, and to be a critical mistress of those dead languages that

bring down to us the pagan teaching's and obscene poetry of nations

that, happily for the world, have long since ceased to defile its surface.

It is, however, infinitely more desirable that she understand the

science and practical workings of the world immediatelj^ around her

;

that she have a perfect familiarity with chemistry, the principles of

which come constantly in play in the preparation of food, the care of

clothing, the housewife's constant labors of renovating, purifying and

preserving, and so many other processes of domestic life ; that the

principles of natural philosophy be equally ingrained, applicable as

they are to heating, lighting, ventilating and the myriad operations

of household handicraft ; that physiology and the laws of health con-

trol every movement in daily life ; that drawing, with judgment of

18
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form and proportion, be as ready an art as penmanship and composi-

tion ; that botany be so fully understood as to become a constant re-

fi'eshment to the weary mind to the end of life ; that the keeping of

simple accounts be made a regular practice ; and that history, physical

geography and English literature, be so well mastered that conversa-

tion may have a substantial basis, the best current literature be ap-

preciated and enjoyed, and the desire of children for information be

pleasantly and profitably gratified.

"Whatever pursuits prevent the mothers of the coming generation

from receiving this education, are to be condemned like the tares

among the wheat. Yet are tares good as a supplementary crop, and a

breadth may well be devoted to them after a fair degree of culture has

been given to the wheat. When we shall see a Lowell School of

Technolog}^, we trust to find in it a department devoted to the scien-

tific preparation of 3"0ung women for their great duty as the heads of

families, adding, but not prefixing, as much additional culture as time

may allow.

Chairman Committee on Reports.—John A. Goobwin.

Teachers' Association.—The Lowell Teachers' Association has been

in existence three years. Its meetings are held in the High School-

house ou the first Wednesday afternoon of each month in term time,

and continue one hour. Every teacher is considered a member. At-

tendance is enforced by no rule of the committee, as it is in many if

'not all the large western cities, but each teacher is cordially invited

and cordially welcomed. The object of the Association is mutual im-

provement, by social intercourse, by discussions upon educational

matters, by exchanging ideas upon methods of teaching and discipline,

and by attempting to create an esprit cle corps which shall banish

jealousy and make each teacher feel personally interested in the suc-

cess of every other. The object must be regarded by every reflecting

person as a laudable one.

More than seven thousand children are jeavlj intrusted to the care

of the one hundred and fifteen teachers. Some of these teachers have

had long experience. But experience is not skill, and sometimes it ma}^

happen that the teacher of short experience may teach the old teacher.

At the meetings there have been many very interesting exercises.

Essays have been read, methods of teaching explained, illustrated and

criticised, and classes have been exercised by teachers of every grade

of schools. The teachers of the High School have shown special in-

terest in the meetings by their constant attendance and hearty co-op-

eration, being always ready to occup}^ time when others fail. I be-

lieve we are doing a good work in the Association. I commend it to

the fostering care of the Board.

Superintendent of Public ScAoofo.-—Charles Morrill.
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MALDEN.

It should be remembered, both by parents and all others interested

in our schools, that the daily task of a teacher is one of the most diffi-

cult and least appreciated, ever committed to a human being. What
parent is there who does not know that the proper management of

even one child is often extremely perplexing ? Consider, then, what

must be the forbearance, patience, wisdom, tact, and fidelity of that

teacher who, lacking the advantages of the parental relation, success-

fully controls and teaches for five hours each day, thirty to fifty pupils

of different sexes, ages, dispositions and nationalities, having all kinds

of home-training, or perhaps none at all

!

Do the}^ not then deserve, and shall they not receive, the hearty

sympathy, forbearance and co-operation of all those whose interests

cluster around our Common Schools ?

The support of schools at the public expense is justified on the plea

of public safety. Ignorance is dangerous under our free institutions,

therefore government taxes the property of all in order to provide

means that all may be educated.

Shall we, then, permit those who most need the restraining and

moulding influences of education, and who, without them, are most

likely to become paupers and criminals, to neglect the oflfered privi-

leges and to frustrate the benevolent aims of society ? It does not

need the aid of statistics to prove, that there are many children in our*

town, growing up in its streets and courts, who ought to be but are

not members of our Public Schools.

The example of these truant children is exceedingly pernicious.

Pupils who otherwise would be regular in attendance and faithful in

school duties, are led to imitate their bad practices, and thus the evil

has increased to no small magnitude. What can be done to remove

this alarming condition of affairs ?

This question has often demanded your attention. Cases of truancy

are of daily occurrence, requiring no small portion of m}^ time in inves-

tigation and settlement. To lessen,, if not wholly to eradicate this

great evil, I recommend that the by-laws of our town be amended in

article VIII. , substituting for section III. the following :
" Any child

between the ages of seven and fifteen years who may be found in any

street or public place in the town of Maiden, during school hours, and

not giving a satisfactor}^ reason for his or her absence from school,

shall be arrested b}' any truant officer of said Maiden, and taken to the

school to which he or she belongs, and delivered to the teacher thereof.

And any child who may be found absent as aforesaid, a third time,

shall be deemed an habitual truant, and may be punished according to

an Act passed by the said town of Maiden, March 21, 1864."
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With this by-law so amended, we shall have clearly defined who are

to be considered truants, and shall thus be enabled to reach a class of

children growing up in ignorance, who under the present by-laws are

beyond our control.

Superintendent of Public Schools.
—

"VV. A. "Wilde,

MARLBOROUGH.

Our people vote money for school^ with a liberality which puts

Marlborough in the first rank of towns in the old Commonwealth so

long distinguished for her liberal patronage of education. But another

table shows, that while our people are ready to make great sacrifices

for education in a pecuniary point of view, they do not use to their

full extent, or anything like their full extent, the advantages which

they themselves create.

The lamentable results of such irregular attendance is to be traced

throughout our school s^^stem. Not only the absentees themselves are

injured, but they inflict a great injury upon the class and school to

which they belong. But this is not the worst of the matter. It can-

not be said that forty per cent, of the children of our schools lose their

recitations, or anything like it. This result has been brought about

by the large number who do not attend school at all.

The right of the parent to control his own children is admitted by
'all ; but that right, like all rights, has moral limitations. The child

has rights and society has rights. The child has a right to such

training as will fit him for usefulness and enjoyment in a civilized

communit}', and the parental right of control is never more beneficially

exercised than when it brings the child into the position of a regular

attendant upon those means of culture and training which society has

gratuitously furnished. The child has a right to education, because

of the good it will do him in after years ; in other words, children

have a right to education because they are to be men and women.

Society has its rights, which also limit the parental right of control

so eagerly claimed by some. So great are the social and economic

values of education, so great is the influence of education upon the

citizen of a republic, and so disastrous are the results of ignorance

upon the highest functions and privileges of a freeman, that for

the sacred keeping , of liberty, order and morality, as well as for

the best interests of the individual, putting it on the ground of utility

only,— the greatest good to the greatest number,— society has, if not

at present a legal, 3^et she has now a moral right of control, over

those upon whose shoulders in coming time the great burden of po-

litical and social life is to rest.

We believe, therefore, that .the only legitimate causes which can
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morally excuse parents from sending their children to school regularly

are sickness and domestic affliction.

Drawing.—During the past year, in accordance with a law of the

State, drawing has been introduced as one of the regular studies. It

may seem a slight thing, and of little importance. But drawing' is in

realit}' that branch of education which has to do with training the eye

to see beaut}^, and to detect " deformed objects, ill designed fabrics,

and incongruous colors," and beyond this, it fits our workmen to make
as well as to understand the designs they are to work from.

In nearly all our schools, there has been an exercise in drawing of

thirty minutes, twice every week. And while it is a recreation, it has

not been conducted as a mere pastime in which the children play for

half an hour with pencil and paper, but a real work, educating the eye

to see things as they are, and the hand to represent them. A work so

entirely new, not only in Marlborough, but in the country', as that of

teaching drawing in a scientific manner, has made the introduction of

the study difficult and embarrassing ; but the present outlook is hope*

ful and encouraging.

School Committee.'—Caltin Stebbins, S. N. Aldrich, P. A. McKekna.

MEDFORD.

When we consider the perfect and entire familiarity which the con-

stant re-examination of the same subjects with successive classes

brings to the teacher ; when we think that year after year the sam'e

misunderstandings are to be corrected, the same faults of inattention

to be cured, the same dullness of intellect to be quickened ; we can

form some conception of the call that is made upon the capacity of the

teacher to interest, enliven and instruct those committed to his charge.

This we conceive to be especially the danger of the gi'aded S3"stem of

schools. It is in effect carrying out to a very high degree the system

of division of labor. Highly economical in its results, enabling, as it

does, a specified number of teachers to superintend the accomplish- •

ment by a larger number of scholars of a given amount of learning,

there is yet greatly increased danger that there will be a correspond-

ingly diminished amount of true education, that awakening of the

faculties, that development of the power of intellectual application, of

intelligent analysis of the problems of science and the facts of life,

which is the true object of education.

School Committee.—Daniel A. Gleason, James E. Heevet, B. F. Hates, C. H.
Leakoyd, E. N. Cleaves, James Hedenberg.
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MELROSE.

The course in the English language, if persistently pursued during

the four years, cannot fail to give the pupil a fair acquaintance with

the best English authors, not by reading detached selections, but by

the study of continuous portions. This perhaps is the only way to

so cultivate the taste and the ear that one can discover the elements

that constitute our best literature. This course of reading, combined

with the instruction in elocution, is perhaps of greater educational

value than any other school exercise, as it brings more faculties into

play. While the one gives a just appreciation of the author's mean-

ing, the other will apprehend the sentiment and secure quality and

modulation of the voice. Says a distinguished educator, speaking of

elocution: " As a means of culture, it has no rival. It opens to the

pupil the richest treasures of thought and sentiment on all conceivable

subjects. One who has command of a good elocu.tion, can give by

reading a more subtle analysis of a choice specimen of prose, or a

beautiful poem, than can be imparted in any other way."

School Committee.—F. P. "Woodbury, Nelson Cochkan, N. P. Selee.

NEWTON.

The committee wish to impress on the citizens the value and

importance of the higher education to be attained in our High School,

and even further in colleges, in order to insure the welfare and useful-

ness of their children, and the character and continuance of our free

institutions and civilization. Of course if we fall in with the material-

istic, or, as it is sometimes more graciously termed, the practical spirit

of the time, and regard education only as a means of making success-

ful business men of our sons, and enabling our daughters to make a

respectable appearance in society, the arguments for higher education

will be very mvTch diminished ; and, as regards boj^s at least, a com-

mercial school might be the best thing with which to follow up the

Grammar School. But on the only sound theory of education, that it

is intended primarily and mainly to make the man himself more intel-

ligent, cultivated and useful, and thus to promote the best good of the

community, which does not consist principally in material prosperity

but in the character of its citizens, and largely in their intelligence,

—

on this principle we cannot lay too much stress on the importance

of thoroughness and completeness in the work of educating our

children.

And we look with special gratitude and favor on the movement now
making to secure this more generally to young women and girls. If
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we take the most limited view of women's duties,—that which confines

them mainly to home-work and the care of children,—we can hardly ex-

aggerate the importance of breadth and elevation of culture, in order

to secure the refining and civilizing influence that she should exercise

over her husband and children ; making her a fitting companion of

the one, and a wise guide of the other.

One fact shows strikingly the evil of this early closing of children's

education. Most of them, on leaving the Grammar School, have not

yet got to the period when the tastes or habits are or begin to be

settled ; and specially they have not arrived at the time when maturer

and higher tastes and sympathies are formed. They have not yet

learned really to love and appreciate study and improvement. And
so, if they leave it now, study is very apt to be something to which

they look back with little interest ; and they have no stimulus to keep

it up, and with it everything bearing in the same direction of refine-

ment and cultivation. But in the High School manj^ of them do attain

that stage, and acquire such habits and likings as lead them right on

in the direction of culture and self-improvement.

We want, too, to see our High School more democratic, more gen-

erally attended by all classes, and especially by poorer and middle-

class children. We wish to furnish these, by every means, that by

which they may rise, both for their own sakes and for the constant

strengthening of the higher classes hj the infusion of fresh elements.

And it is our desire, too, in the High School to bring them within the

reach of such influences as to awaken in them the ambition to rise, and

make the best of themselves. We recognize the diflSculty of obtaining

a thorough education for a poor boy, and the pressing temptation,

both to himself and to his parents for him to begin early to work for

himself. But these difllculties have all been met by others, and none

have ever regretted the struggle.

As regards the selection of teachers, we are determined to exercise

the utmost care to make no mistakes, and steadily to rectify those that

are or have been made. As one means of securing good teachers, we
have determined to establish a Training School. This will enable us to

use such material as we have in our own town among the graduates of

the High School, and also to secure more readily and sm'ely teachers

accustomed to our methods. Experience and observation teach that

even a person with a natural gift for teaching, who has neither exjDeri-

ence nor training as a teacher, wastes much time in acquiring right

methods ; while a person of only moderate abilit}' may acquire these

methods in a comparatively short time under careful training. But

we think that practice, as well as theory and practice accompanjing

theor}', is necessar3\ And hence we propose a Training School, in

which the two shall be combined.
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We wish it understood that we do not guarantee to those studying

in this school positions as teachers. We intend to admit to it gradu-

ates of the High School, with the understanding that if they do well

and promise well they will receive appointments in our schools as

vacancies occur in the lower grades ; and in any case they will have

received instruction which may fit them to teach elsewhere if not

here.

School Committee on Annual Report.—George E. Allen, Isaac Hagae, Ezra
P. Gould.

^

SOMERVILLE.

Recent developments in the history of nations more strongl}^ confirm

the truth, so generally admitted, that the prosperity and permanency

of any commonwealth can be hoped for only as its citizens are intelli-

gent and virtuous.

Many of our wisest and most conservative educators are seriously

entertaining the belief, that self-preservation will compel our govern-

ment to follow the lead of Prussia and several other European nations

in the matter of compulsorj^ education. Cogent arguments are adduced

in favor of such a course, and we entertain no doubt that the time will

soon come when not only the necessity but the humanity of compul-

sory education will be admitted by reflecting minds all over our land,
«

and suitable laws will not only be enacted but universally^ enforced,

whereby every child not mentally or physically incapacitated will not

only be provided with the means of education but will become edu-

cated.

Meanwhile, we will labor so to increase the excellence of our schools

that few will be willing to forego their advantages. We will smooth

the rugged paths of learning and render the ways of knowledge so

attractive that they will entice those to walk therein whose feet would

otherwise wander. We will omit no suitable means to maintain a

healthy sentiment in the communit}^, and to exalt the importance of

education in the estimation of all.

Writing and Drawing.—Writing is well taught, and pupils are

making commendable improvement iu this important art.

Drawing is under the direction of special teachers. Very good

progress is being made in most of the schools. This is compara-

tively a new branch of study, and the work that is being performed,

even in the higher classes, is mainlj' elementary ; and, like all pioneer

work, is slow and exhibits but imperfect results. As pupils who are

receiving the elementary drill in the lower classes . are promoted, they

will be prepared for more advanced work, and when they graduate

will exhibit the full benefits of a thorough, systematic course of

instruction.
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Drawing is no longer an experiment, but a legalized branch of study

for our Public Schools, and is gaining daily in popular favor.

We would counsel our teachers to omit no opportunity for qualify-

ing themselves for what will be required of them in this direction.

Arrangements have been completed for an Evening School for in-

struction in mechanical or industrial drawing. We have secured the

services of Mr. Lucas Baker, a highly accomplished teacher, and a

gentleman in all respects worthy of public confidence. Drawing-

boards, paper and squares, will be furnished at the expense of the

town.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—J. H. Davis.

STOW.

The present law requires the school committees of the several towns

in the Commonwealth, to decide what books shall be used in the

schools in their respective towns. Nothing can be more obvious than

that such a disposition of this case will not secm'e to our schools the

best class of books under all circumstances. The reasons are plain.

School committees are selected from among the masses of the citizens,

and many of them are not qualified to examine and compare text-

books, and decide in regard to their fitness and qualities. Others,

qualified for this work, have not the time to devote to a critical analy-

sis and comparison, and the compensation allowed by law to the com-

mittee for services rendered, will not justify them in expending the

necessary time and care which will insure the best results. Another

consideration, equally important, calls loudly upon our legislature to

effect a radical reform in the mode of selecting text-books for use in

• our schools. A large part of the population of this State are not free-

holders, but are employed in the factories, and mechanics' shops of

our cities and villages ; and are frequently changing from place to

place, imposing the necessity of a change of books for the use of their

children in the schools, involving an expense which the parents cannot

afford, and embarrassing our schools in their work. To remedy this

difficulty we hope the citizens of this Commonwealth will demand a

revision of our laws, and that the duty of selecting books for our

schools will be committed to the Board of Education. We shall then

have a class of books uniform throughout the State, and the best pub-

lished. Our schools will be relieved from the annoyance and em-

barrassment of frequent changes, and the people from an oppressive

burden of expense, from which they have a right to ask to be relieved.

In the month of May last, Hon. Elijah Hale, of this town, in con-

versation with some friends of education, proposed to give the town
five thousand dollars towards the erection of a High School for the

19
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benefit of the town of Stow, on condition that the town would raise an

equal sum, to be held by a board of trustees, a permanent fund for the

support of a High School in the town of Stow forever. Subsequently,

Henry Brooks, Esq., offered to give one hundred dollars, and Hon. John

W. Brooks one thousand dollars, for the same purpose, on condition that

the terms of Hon. Elijah Hale were complied with on the part of the

town. At a town meeting convened on the 24th day of May, 1871, it

was voted "that the offer of Col. Elijah Hale, Henry Brooks, Esq.,

and Hon. John W. Brooks, of means for the creation and support of a

High School, be accepted on the part of the town."

It was also voted "that the town treasurer give the town's notes

for five thousand dollars, with interest payable semi-annually to the

trustees, and pay the interest to them as it shall become due."

A board of trustees was appointed, to whom the donors committed

the sums which they had severally proposed to give, the town treas-

urer having executed a note for five thousand dollars and placed it in

the hands of the trustees, according to vote of the town ; thereby

placing at the dispos!il of the school committee for the support of a

High School the income from eleven thousand one hundred dollars.

School Committee.'—^Burtis Judd.

TOWNSEND.

It is undoubtedly useless to enter into the minutiae in regard to the

" condition" of all our schools, but we think that statistics, like num-

ber of scholars, their attendance, together with the books used, the

comparative advancement of different schools, the deportment of the

pupils, and the condition of school-buildings, should be set forth with

a moderation that need not disturb the most fastidious reader. The
'

proper office of a school report is to set forth those " suggestions"

which have been dul}^ considered by the committee, so that these sug-

gestions may he brought to the notice of every citizen, and insure the

commendation of every individual interested in public instruction.

Reports thus honestly and judiciously made must and will be read.

Teachers, from a professional stand-point, will give them a candid

consideration, and if an^^^thing like harshness sometimes gives a tinge

to the criticism of any teacher, that teacher, if accustomed to self-

examination and desirous of excelling in the duties of a j)ractical edu-

cator, will be benefited thereby'. " Suggestions " to parents, made in

the right spirit, will generally be received in good faith, and often re-

ceive their cooperation with the committee. Parents, will you please

read this report?

" To be good and true " are the lessons which should be taught first,

and taught always.
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Fathers, if 3^011 desire that your sons may honor tlie name which

you will leave to them,—if you wish that they should (ill respectable

positions in societ}', or add to the happiness of their fellow-creatures,

—bj' all means teach them, by precept and example, that hand-labor

is honorable. Give them some trade or profession in which they will

fully know what an earned dollar is worth. Make your firesides so

attractive with books, wisdom and paternal affection, that there will

be no dislike for home and its surroundings ; and mothers, you who
are greatly responsible for the moral status of these sons, redouble

your exertions for their welfare. See that the truth " wells up " from

clean hearts ; that the}^ have a conscience. Teach them that all the

blandishment of literature, the boastful pride of science, or the pre-

cision of the mathematics, are as nothing to them unless they possess

simple integrity of character ; and above all, teach them that mere

intellect is a blind giant, cold and often repulsive, which should never

be permitted for a moment, to supersede forgiveness, love, charit}-,

or piet3^

School Committee.—Abel G. Stearns, I. B. Sawtelle, Oliver Proctor.

WAKEFIELD.

Truancy and Absence.—The evil of truancy has not diminished.

Ignorant boys may be seen every day in our streets with nothing but

mischief to occupy their time. Their parents are too indifferent to

their welfare, or too imbecile to send them to school. Though they

are often taken there b}^ the truant officer, whose services have been

arduous and valuable, man}' of them play the same trick over again

the first opportunit3^ Wherever there is a dog-fight, or a wandering

vagabond with a hand-organ and a monkey, there may be found the

truants. These boys are making fearful strides to the almshouse or

the jail. It has been ascertained that eight^'-five per cent, of the crim-

inals in New England never learned to read ! Like causes produce

like effects.

We are pained to record the fact, that in the town of Wakefield,

about two hundred children of school age, have been absent from

school the entire 3^ear. The law forbids the withholding of children

from school, but it fails in not providing for its strict enforcement.

It is hoped that the legislature now in session will not fail to provide

a remedy for so monstrous an injustice to the rising generation.

Parents sometimes plead their poverty as an excuse for withholding

their children from the Public Schools. Those are not often the

poorest persons that offer such an excuse, but they may be the most

avaricious. The children of some of the most indigent parents are

among the most constant in attendance. Such parents are wise and
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prudent, as well as just. They know that ignorance will keep their

children alwa^^s poor, whereas education will enable them to support

themselves, and, in turn, aid those who sacrifice so much for their

children's good. It is a source of deep regret to your committee that

3'oung children can obtain employment to keep them away from

school.

School Committee.— P. H. Sweetser, Chairman; Charles Jordan, Chas. R.

Bliss, Secretary and Treasurer ; E. A. Upton, Lucius Beebe, A. A. Foster.

WALTHAM.

Many parents in this town send their children at certain seasons of

the year to work in the factories. Unless they are compelled to do

this bj' absolute necessitj'^, we think it a mistake thus to break in upon

and interrupt their children's education. The time lost from school is

of some importance ; but this is not the greatest loss ; the habit of

study and application is lost, or never formed ; the scholar falls behind

the companions with whom he commenced, and becomes ,discouraged

and ceases to exert himself. A few dollars ma^^ be gained b}' the

parent, but the child is deprived of that thorough education which,

looking at it merely in a pecuniary view, might be worth thousands of

dollars in after-life- Let the scholar attend school regularlj^, if pos-

sible, till he graduates at the Grammar School, and then, if he has

properly availed himself of the advantages offered, he can commence

life with tenfold the chances of success which he would have without

that education. If the parent cannot afford to send the child till he

graduates at the Grammar School, let his attendance be continuous

and unbroken as long as possible.

School Committee.—Charles A. "Welch, Chairtnan; Emory W. Lane, Secretary;

Geo. Hastings, J. W. Willis, Benj. Wellington.

> WATERTOWN.

Salaries.—In the matter of salaries your committee most heartily

endorse all that has been said or written upon the subject by previous

committees. The one cause above all others which has hitherto shut

out leading minds from the profession of teaching, has been the inad-

equacy of the compensation. "That the cheapest was the best,"

which seems' to have been at one time the rule, has lost much of its

power, and towns and communities are fast awakening to the fact

that if they would have good teachers they must pa}^ good salaries,

and that parsimony in the matter of salaries, buildings, apparatus,

books, or any of the varied appliances of education, is but suicidal
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economj'. " The laborer is worthy of his hire," and if you would

command first-class brains you must pay first-class prices.

When communities awake fully to the fact that thej' must pay

for what they receive in the department of education, as in other

professions, we shall see teachers full}^ and fairly compensated, and

not till then. The community must be brouglit to see that the edu-

cation of their children is the most important object of their lives.

And when they shall be brought to this, we have no doubt that they

will at the same time be willing to pay a fair remuneration for the

services received. And when we shall have done this, when we shall

have made the profession of teaching equally honorable and equally

remunerative with other professions and pursuits, we shall be able to

command equally with other professions and pursuits the attention

and services of first-class abilities.

The most costly instruction paid for is that given by inexperienced

and incompetent teachers ; the scholar suffers all his life from errors

contracted in his youth, and often two years' attendance at school is

of less advantage than one would have been under a faithful and

competent teacher.

-What the town, the State and the whole country need in education,

as in all reforms, is teachers who go far beyond the present idea,

leaving a mark towards which the nation slowly toils ; teachers who

will open new paths for the nation's advancement ; teachers who hav-

ing seen with the clearness of a demonstration the possibility and

necessity of their plans will, in spite of every opposition persist until

thej^ triumph ; teachers who act as well as think ; teachers who can

put on the mantle of Horace Mann, and not lose themselves in the

might}^ folds of its greatness. What we need is a truer education and

a purer manhood, and, as the standard changes with the advance of

civilization, we need those endowed with an ability and a power to

grasp new ideas, and turn them to the common benefit,—those who

will work with heart, mind and hand for the one great object, un-

warped either by sectarianism or sectionalism. The present condition

of society is to a large extent the result of the education of the past,

aud just so truly must the education which we confer upon our children

to-da}', determine the condition of society for the future."

Chairman School Committee.—H. J. Edavards.

WINCHESTER.

In most of our schools there has been progress during the past year,

in one very important direction. There has been an increase of

direct instruction from the teacher's lips, and a diminished bondage to

recitations from the text-books. The fact that the pupil requires to
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be taught how to study has been more adequately recognized, and the

teachers have adapted their work to this fact, with a good degree of

intelligent zeal.

Assuming that in the instruction of the young, the order of effort

should be, the formation of the child's character first of all, the inculca-

tion of correct morals, the culture of his instincts and impulses, and

their direction toward piety and truth, and then the growth of his

physical and mental powers in their necessary connection, the refine-

ment of his thought and manners conjointly, the improvement of .his

benevolence and taste,— it remains to inquire b}^ what process can

this great work be the most speedily, economically and surely accom-

plished.

There is a natural order of acquisition, as there is a natural order of

growth. Sensation precedes perception, perception reflection, and so

on to the higher exercises of the reason. The only avenues to the

child's mind which can be considered as fully open, at his entrance

upon the work of the school, are his senses and affections. He is

therefore to be taught, if taught at all, to perceive and to love. Very

little can be comprehended by him which is not visible, or in contact

with some of his senses, or conveyed to his affections through the un-

affected offices of love.

By such means attention is to be gained and the power of attention

cultivated. The idea or image once successfully formed in the child's

mind, is next to be framed into thought by means of language. Hence

the instruction can be oral onl}' , and the beaming face, the clear, en-

gaging, well-toned voice of the teacher, and her pure, intelligent and

intelligible language, are the instruments to be used,— instruments

upon which no refining of the material or perfection of burnishing

can be unprofitably expended.

When we describe the effect of contact with good society, we ordi-

narily characterize the formative influence exerted as silent influence,

as if it were the presentation of models, the contemplation and imita-

tion of which wrought the improvement in the child's thought and

manners ; but it is the rather what is inculcated, taught, b}^ the living

melodious Voice, the well-chosen and accurately graphic words, the

appropriate and demonstrative gesture, the revealed glow of the soul

through the eloquent eye, that possesses the real transforming power.

What is thus so obviously true of the early work of the school-

room, where no books or abstract axioms can be employed, never

ceases to be true throughout the whole course of school experience.

And as the mother, the child's first teacher, gives form and character

to its opening mental and moral life, so it is, onward to manhood, the

living teacher, more than the book that determines the successful edu-

cation of the pupil. ^
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The oral instruction of an intelligent, well-balanced teacher, whose

own instincts and impulses are pure and true, whose spirit is refined

by his own love of knowledge, and of truth, whose heart is open at

the same time that his lips are employed, whose language is accurate

and chaste, is of incomparable value in the school-room. Relatively

to the value of scientific attainment, the ability to infuse the minds of

his pupils with one's own estimates of character and ardor for knowl-

edge stands immeasurably higher.

The present call for what is called "Industrial Training" seems to

result from a quite general discontent with the restricted character of

our graded school trainiiag, together with the feeling that it is more in

harmony with our American life, that children should be trained

specially for the occupations before them. With respect to the first of

of these causes the conviction is alread}^ expressed by our prominent

educators, in strong terms, such as : "We require a diflferent organ-

ization of our schools." "There must be a change in this country in

our modes of teaching." "Our system is empty and profitless, com-

pared with what it might be." "The 'great results' so much vaunted,

are pretentious, shallow, and unsatisfactory."

Abating the needless harshness of these expressions, there remains

enough to indicate the need of such a reconstruction of our school

course, as ma}^ relieve it from the charge of withholding from the child

what his capacity, his actual thirst for knowledge and his instincts

naturally demand.

The introduction of drawing into the curriculum, must of itself work

a radical change in school work. It opens new fields and regions,

new modes of school-room thought.

What the child learns to do becomes at once a possession more

positive and permanent than the thing he has simply learned to un-

derstand ; and by doing, the ability to do is rapidly and surely in-

creased. Drawing, the preliminary of construction, properly taught,

becomes in the pupil's hand both an aid and a guide to his studies in

most of the branches of the course. Its relation to the niemorj- is an-

other of its important advantages.

With respect to any scheme for converting our Common Schools into

what is intended by the term industrial, or any attempt to divide our

pupils into classes to be trained for particular trades or occupations, it

will be found too impracticable to justify any serious discussion
;
yet

it may be a wise mode of public educational effort to establish a few

industrial schools for pupils who have attained suflScient elementary

education to have developed decided abilities and tastes for particular

departments of industry. ,

School Conunittee.—George Cooke, Alonzo Chapin, J. C. Johnson.
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WOBURN.

It is exceedingly gratifying to know that more than eight per cent,

of all the pupils in town attend the High School. Six per cent, is a

fair average, I think, for other towns. The standard of scholarship

will compare favorably with that of similar institutions. Of. the last

graduating class, four j'oung men passed satisfactory examinations

and were admitted to college,— three to Harvard and one to Am-
herst.

• Of recent graduates, eleven are pursuing a college course, several of

whom have received the honors for scholarship. This tendency on the

part of the young men to obtain a college education reflects much

credit upon themselves and does honor to the town ; the influence of

which will be widely felt for good hereafter.

Forty-eight were admitted to this school in September, upon the

merit of their scholarship, as shown by frequent examinations through-

out the year. This plan of admission differs from that of former years,

and is a more correct and just basis of promotion. The age of some

of the pupils on entering is a little too young, but this fault will be

remedied by the addition of another year to the Grammar School.

Twenty pupils were graduated in June,—eleven males and nine

females. It is quite unusual for the young men to exceed the j-oung

ladies in number. Of the latter, six are now in the Training School.

This school is in a very prosperous condition.

Course of Study.—In accordance with a vote of the school board,

the Grammar School course has been extended from three to four,

years. It is a change much needed and will afford pupils a better op-

portunity for preparing for the High School, without being overbur-

dened with study at too early an age. It is also in accordance with

the practice elsewhere. It has been the aim to adapt the course to

the need of a large class of pupils whose education does not extend

beyond the Grammar-School, and at the same time to render it the

most useful to such as desire a further continuance of study in the

High School.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—E. H. Davis.
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NORFOLK COUNTY.

CANTON.

One great fault in nearly all our schools is, that the teachers place

too much dependence upon their text-books. Having in many in-

stances heen taught from books alone, they know only how to teach

from books. The true text-book is the living voice of the teacher.

The making and vending of school-books has degenerated, till it has

become a branch of trade but little elevated in character above the

making and vending of quack medicine. Reform must come from the

teacher. Books are poor attempts to make up for his inability to be

his own text-book.

There are many unnecessary complications in our arithmetics. Our

geographies and histories are filled with many useless details ; and it

would not be a bad plan to substitute for some of the dreary techni-

calities of gTammar the practice of the art of "speaking and writing

the English language correctly." Pupils often have a dislike for the

study of grammar, which is not greatly to be wondered at. They
learn definitions and formulas, and are made to repeat rules, but they

might as well, in many instances, spend so many hours in committing

to memory a table of logarithms as for any good they receive.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—T. E. Geover.

COHASSET.

The practice of retaining the same teachers in the same schools,

year after year, has many and great advantages. It has helped very

much the good order and progress of our schools. Most teachers fail

in government, and in a proper appreciation and understanding of

their work at first. Teaching is an art which can be learned, in most

cases, only after years of practice, joined with patient labor and

earnest effort, with frequent mistakes and failures. Some of those

who have been numbered among our most successful teachers, in the

first years of their teaching met with great difficulties, and only by
patient perseverance learned to govern and teach their schools well.

Then, by long association with their pupils they learn their disposi-

tions, capacities and needs, and how they may best assist them ; while,

on the other hand, the children learn to understand their teachers, and

acquire confidence and respect, and often deep affection for them. A
20
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faithful and devoted teacher will, therefore, be growing more efficient

and useful jenY by year.

But it ma}^ be said, in reply to what has been urged in behalf of a

higher and broader education in our schools, that the teachers are

neither qualified for this larger work and more liberal teaching, nor

have they the means and opportunities to gain information and fit

themselves for their work. This is true ; and as a means of fitting

themselves for then- work, there is needed in the town, for the use of

the school teachers, and also for the use of the children in our schools

especially of those who are seeking to enlarge their acquirements and

to supplement the elementary instruction acquired in the schools, and

for the use of all the people of the town, a well-selected library of

standard books.

It should contain the best books on the sciences, on the applied

arts, on natural, civil and ecclesiastical history, on geography-, geology,

agriculture and horticulture, and on literature, together with the

standard works of the best authors, ancient and modern. In addition,

it should contain a good collection of books of reference, books where

teachers and others might gain information on all subjects of interest

and inquiry. Such a library would do much for the improvement of

our schools and for the general culture and enlightenment of the peo-

ple of the whole town. New books should be added everj" year, giving

to us the latest intelligence of the scientific, industrial, political and

literary progress of the world. The town should make a liberal ap-

propriation for such a library, which might be increased by private

contributions. In addition, large numbers of state and national docu-

ments might be procm'ed and preserved where they would be accessi-

ble to all.

School Committee.—Joseph Osgood, Levi N. Bates, Edward Tower,

DOVER.

It seems to us that the gi-eat defect of our schools at present, and

the defect requiring immediate attention, is the shortness of school

terms, compared with the length of the vacations. We have only

thirty weeks term time, to twenty-two weeks vacation. The very

statement of the case is enough to show the utter inadequacy of our

system to produce good scholarship, even allowing that the pupils do

the best the}^ can with the privileges granted them. Thej^ do and

must forget in vacation a large portion of what they learn, or rather

half learn, during their short term time. "We recommend most

earnestly that an appropriation be made by the town, so that we can

have ten weeks more term time.

School Committee.—A. "VV. Shumway, Joseph A. Smith.
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FOXBOROUGII.

xi Substitute for Truant Officers.— In many towns truant officers are

appointed to cooperate with the teachers in securing tlie attendance

of absentees, and to look after actual truants, and either compel their

attendance, or secure their conviction and sentence to some reforma-

tory institution.

Instead of such an office for this town, the committee recommend,

as a substitute, the following : .

1. Let us build, as early as possible, a sufficient number of good

school-houses, to accommodate all the children of school-going age.

2. Let these houses be pleasantly finished, and the rooms be pro-

vided with all necessary appliances for comfort, health and study.

3. Let the j-ards and plaj^-grounds be carefull}^ laid out, and well

supplied with shade-trees,— perhaps with some ornamental shrubs,

plants and flowers. Instead of breaking and destroying these, the

children may be allowed to assist in planting them ; and as a special

reward for good attendance or good conduct, they may alternate in

taking care of them. The pupils of the several schools, and the citi-

zens, will gladty furnish these things without expense to the town.

4. Let us annually appropriate, or raise by private subscription,

for two or three years, one-half of the amount that would be required

to support a truant officer, to be expended in maps and charts, and a

few choice historical pictures or other works of art, which shall adorn

and attract, at the same time that they aid in giving instruction. To
some this may seem a novel suggestion. In our town it is novel, but

not elsewhere. In many towns the school-room vies with the home in

its attractiveness; and why should it not? We ask ever^^ citizen,

and especially every parent of Foxborough, Whj not ? Why should not

twenty or fort}^ families together do as much to adorn the room where

their children are to spend so much of the best of their lives, as any

one of them would for a single room at home ? Why not ?

School Committee.—D. B. "Whittier, Joseph E. Pond, Jr., William H. Thomas,
Henry T. Comey, Manley Grovek, Edwin W. Clarke.

HYDE PARK.

The advantages accruing from the introduction of a well-defined

course of study, and the adoption of a practical system of grading and

classification, have been unmistakably shown in the working of our

schools during the year just closed. But few of these advantages can

be detailed in this report. Notably among the more important are

the greater regularity and thoroughness with which scholars and
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teachers are enabled to perform their labor, the valuable time saved in

organizing classes and adjusting the studies and recitations of each,

the constant improvement secured, and the ease .with which scholars

can be transferred from one school to another without interrupting

their progress.

Scholars removing from one district of the town to another will find

classes in the new school similar in degree of advancement to the ones

they have left, thus avoiding the stoppages and discouragements in

the prosecution of their studies inseparably connected with the work-

ing of the old sj'stem.

Under the existing regulations each teacher's work is laid out and

arranged for the year ; hence all know just how much and what they

are expected to perform. This plan affords excellent opportunities for

judging of the comparative merits of teachers.

School Committee.'—Oren T. Gray, Chairman; Amos "Webster, Secretary;

Perlby B. Davis, Martin L. "VVhitcher, W. H. H. Andrews, John D. Sherman.

STOUGHTON.

The process of cramming may possibly answer for some of the do-

mestic animals, but it is a poor substitute for education, when applied

to children. It distends without strengthening the mind, and gives a

show of growth without any healthy or permanent enlargement. A
few correct habits of study thoroughly formed, a few principles well

illustrated and enforced, are worth more as a ground work of educa-

tion than any quantity of mere facts.

The study of drawing, which has been placed by the legislature

among the required studies, has received in several of our schools

faithful attention ; and enough has been alread}^ done to show that there

is no lack of ability in our children to make proficiency in this valuable

study ; while in some instances a decided talent for it has appeared.

The great difficulty at present in the way of successful teaching of

drawing is the want of qualified teachers. This difficulty will in time

disappear, as those expecting to teach for a term of years wiU include

this branch in their preparatory education. At present it must be

taught by printed copies, as writing is generally taught, and much can

be done in this way when the teacher enters honestly and earnestly

upon the work.

School Committee.—Henry C. Kimball, Isaac Swan, C. Dyer, Jr.

WALPOLE.

Teaching in our schools, as a general rule, is too mechanical.

Teachers are too dependeut upon text-books. As Daniel Webster
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said of true eloquence, "it must exist in the man, the subject, and the

occasion," so we sa}- of teaching. It is a gift, and one to be cultivated.

The best teacher is he who can awaken a love for study in the minds

of his pupils.

Among all the schools in our land there should be one, at least, to

teach children how to learn. In that school there should be such

teachers, and such only, as were foreordained to be teachers and noth-

ing else. They should be those who have had a divine call to teach,

and who have heard it deep in their own hearts, and who are so im-

pressed with it as to experience no peace whenever they are tempted

to do aught else. This should be the model school, where all teachers

should be permitted to go to catch, if possible, the true contagion for

teaching. For it is not so much profound knowledge that is wanted

in order to teach successfully, as wisdom and a knowledge of human
nature. The teacher who, so to speak, can provoke a desire for

knowledge in his pupils, is the right sort of a teacher.

School Committee.—W. B. Smith.

WRENTHAM.

Supervision.—The wisdom of a careful and thorough oversight of

our schools can hardl}^ be over-estimated. The selection and appoint-

ment of teachers, the arrangement of courses of study and designat-

ing of school-books, the visitation of the schools, attention to the out-

ward means and appliances which shall insure comfort to teachers and

scholars, and facilitj^ for the successful accomplishment of their work,

—these, with the minutiae of incidental matters, which, like pins in the

frame of a building, are indispensable, though hid from view,—may
well be imagined to require patience, discretion and painstaking effort.

Sometimes the task is as delicate as it is difficult,—misapprehension

and censure awaiting the impartial servant of the public as his more

than possible reward.

The sentiment appears to be adopted by the highest authorities that

" the most important branch of administration, as connected with edu-

cation, relates to school inspection." If this be a correct view, we
may surely bespeak for the "school committee," always, a fair share

of considerate regard, and a very general and cordial cooperation.

Foi- the School Committee.—H. E.. Wilbur.
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PLYMOUTH COUNTY,

BRIDGEWATER.

During the past year, every teacher has been requested to send the

committee a written monthly report of the progress of each class in

his or her school. The advantages derived 'from this sj^stem of

monthly reports are certainly very valuable to the committee. By
them they are able to judge, and also to compare, the ability of pupils

in the different schools, as the text-books are the same in all the

schools. Not ouij this, it affords an exact record of the teacher's

ability and success ; still farther, the committee are enabled to select

from the lists and registers the names of those best fitted for the High

and Grammar-School examinations. The teachers' monthly meetings

have been continued through the gi-eater part of the 3'ear. These have

proved so useful that it is proposed by the committee not only to re-,

quest but require each and eyevj teacher to attend them during the

coming j^ear. By means of these meetings, the general exercises in

all the schools have been on the same subjects, and this method seems

to have been entirely successful. During the spring term, the exer-

cise was on " Government," and the committee hazard the statement

that the pupils know more about the names and duties of town, county

and state officers than most of the parents or citizens of the town.

School Comniitiee.^-E. H. Keith, Lafayette Keith, P. D. Leonard.

EAST BRIDGEWATER.

In the teaching of reading, some permit the learner to utter the

mere words, without directing him first to study for the meaning.

Hence he makes the performance a mere mechanical exercise, repeat-

ing the words in a monotonous tone, with scarcely more interest than

he would feel if he were reading in an unknown tongue. Hence we

seldom hear really good reading, either within or outside the school-

room.

And the fault is not, in our judgment, in the want of voice, or suita-

ble books ; but from lack of proper training and drilling. Teachers

find this branch attended with peculiar difficulties. Hence so few are

found who teach reading well. Among the first things requisite is, to

have no lesson read without conveying as much as possible of its

meaning to the understanding of the readers. This, attended with
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constant drill through all the grades, would naturally lead to correct

emphasis, inflection, enunciation ; and "the monotonous mumbling of

mere words, too often heard, would be broken up.

That only is true teaching which leads the learner to make acquire-

ments by his own exertions, and thus awakens the desire for still

further attainments and increases the ability to make them ; so that

the teacher should do all in his power to encourage in the pupil the

process of self-development.

Let the teacher direct the pupil what to study ; but, more than all,

awaken if possible a passion for knowledge, and stimulate the mind to

the practise of self-reliance, as chiefly important.

School Committee.—^Baalis Sanford, Chairman ; Moses Bates, Secretary.

HANOVER.

Take two nationalities, England and Switzerland : England spends

more than five times as much on pauperism and crime as on education
;

and Switzerland spends seven times as much on education as she does

on pauperism and crime. The difference lies in this. England neg-

lects popular education, while Switzerland cherishes and extends it to

every individual, and the result is she has the most liberal govern-

ment in all Europe,— a government for the people and all the people

for the government. Hence there is a free press, free speech, free

schools, freedom of religious thought aiid action, and free travel, with-

out the European nuisance of passports, and searching of baggage.

Her roads too are the best, and these with her most costly suspension

bridges are free to the public. Railroads wind through her A^alleys

and climb her difficult mountain-passes, and her telegraph s^'stem is

widely extended and complete. The Swiss have learned, what all

other nations must, that ignorance is waste, weakness and crime, while

education is economy, strength and prosperity. Switzerland has less

pauperism, less crime than any other country on the continent of

Europe.

This fact ought to be sufficient to illustrate the wisdom and economy

of our Common-School system, and to secure for it the most liberal

things that can be devised. Money spent here will pay larger and

better dividends than in bank stocks, railroad or government securities.

To withhold here will inflict a wound upon the community and nation

which no human progress can heal.

School Committee.—Andrew Reed, Jedediah Dwelley.
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HINGHAM.

Expenditures.—The only extraordinary expense incurred dming the

year, was for the digging of a well for the Centre Hingham school-

house. Some of the schools still depend for water upon private wells.

Your committee earnestly urge the town to make a special appropria-

tion of money to provide every school-house in Hingham with a well

of good water.

High School.—Your committee have received a communication from

the chairman of the High-School building committee, stating that the

building would be ready for occupancy about the fifteenth of April.

It can be confidently asserted that the simple hope of ha-vang a

High School has exerted a beneficial influence upon the lower grade

of schools already. A teacher of one of the Grammar Schools makes

use of this language : "You cannot estimate the amount of good which

this High-School movement is doing in my school. Dull and negli-

gent pupils have been stimulated to industry by the hope of entering

that school."

Attendance.—The greatest want of our schools is the more faithful

attendance of their pupils. It may seem a small matter to many
parents to keep their children away from school two or three days in

the week, or two or three weeks in the term. The}^ seem to forget

that the children are instructed according to a carefully prepared

plan, which the frequent absence of the pupils seriously deranges. If

an}^ one will take the trouble to examine the various school registers,

and inquire into the general character of the pupils, he will find that,

other things being equal, the children most regular in attendance are

not only the best scholars (for this is a matter of course) , but they

are distinguished for their uniformly correct deportment ! Of course

there are some exceptions to the rule. But the fact itself shows con-

clusively that there is something in the simple influence of the school-

room which tends to promote habits of order and obedience. During

the last term, an unusually large number of pupils were absent on

account of sickness ; but the committee are assured that numbers of

children are habituall}^ kept from school to attend to the most trivial

household duties. This is to be warmly deprecated.

If parents have a real desire to see their children advance in learn-

ing, they must be willing to sacrifice their own interests and conven-

ience in order that their children may regularly attend school. The

committee hope that this subject of absenteeism may be discussed at

the March meeting, and some measure adopted by which the crying

evil may be lessened. Neither individual cupidity or ignorance should

be allowed to defeat our plan of universal education. The committee
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are convinced by their experience that in a large majority of cases

the delinquency of school children (especially in the matter of regular

attendance at school) is directly chargeable to the negligence, indiffer-

ence or positive opposition to the school system, of parents and

guardians ! Certain it is, that no ordinary child will feel the impor-

tance of his studies if his parents habitually subordinate those studies

to the smallest domestic concerns. If a general feeling exists, that

pupils have not enough time out of school, let that feeling find

expression at the annual meeting, and the committee "will gladlj'"

shorten the school sessions, so that all the children may have the

benefit of uninterrupted study.

School Committee.—Hawkes Fearing, Henrt Siders, John C. Gardner, A. G.

Jennings, John Snyder.

KINGSTON.

By a law of the Commonwealth, approved May 16, 1870, drawing

is placed among the branches of learning which are required to be

taught in the Public Schools, as truly as reading and spelling, arithme-

tic and penmanship. The matter is under advisement at the present

session of the legislature, to aid still other manual exercises. The

school committee of Kingston, though a little dilatory, have endeav-

ored, during the past year, to comply with the statute already enacted.

The same cards and books of drawing that are extensively used in the

cities and other towns of the State, have been adopted ; and I am
happy to say, that with onl}^^ here and there an exception, both

parents and children have most cheerfully concurred in this progres-

sive measm'e.

The fii'st lesson in drawing, the A B C of the art, is to make a

smooth, straight line of a particular length, and in a particular

direction, whether perpendicular or horizontal. Even this demands

close attention, accuracy of judgment, and steadiness of nerve.

It calls into play both the perceptive and imitative powers.

Thus we expect the best draughtsmen to become the best pen-

men. They will be better prepared for a thousand duties of prac-

tical life, whatever the future calling. Those parents whose only

ambition is to make their children " hewers of wood and drawers of

water," will do them a signal service in encouraging them both to carve

and draw. It is certainl}' a great accomplishment and source ofpleasure

to be able to sketch from life scenes of beaut}^, and to portray with

the pencil what could not be adequatel}' described in words. We hail

drawing in the Public Schools, therefore, as an omen of good. Of
course complete success can be secured onty after years of trial, and

onlj' when our teachers are thoroughl}" trained, and enter upon the

•work with the same zeal as upon any other branch.

21
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But, it must be admitted there is danger, as in all new things, that

this matter be cai-ried too far. Those studies which are designed for

pure mental discipline, may be pushed aside for mere physical train-

ing. In unfolding the whole man, the soul is first and foremost to be

educated. Its seat is at the centre, and it permeates with its vital

influence every nerve and muscle, every sense and limb. If the soul

be not educated, therefore, nothing is. The ideas that studies are not

practical, which do not immediatel}^ concern the every-day business of

life, is an egregious mistake. Whatever strengthens the powers of

reason and memory, develops and purifies the imagination, gives cor-

rectness and force to the speech, renders the manners more engaging,

or the conscience quicker in the percejDtion and discharge of dutj^ is

of incalculable value. All true education has the child himself for its

end, to open up before him in every walk of life new sources of refined

pleasure and of lasting profit.

Superintendent of Schools.—Joseph Peckham.-

LAKEVILLE.

In closing the labors of the 3'ear, the committee take great pleasure

in being able to report so marked an improvement as evidently exists

in the condition of our schools under the working of the new sj^stem.

It was hardly reasonable to presume that so radical a change as was

brought about by the abolition of the district s^'stem would at once

commend itself to the good opinion of every individual in the com-

munity. We are a practical people, strongly attached to old customs,
.

and are hard to be convinced of the utility of change, except by prac-

tical tests. The experience of the past few years has furnished us

ample means for judging between the merits of the old as compared

with those of the new, and so far as the observation of the committee

extends, "the sober second thought of the people," which is said to be

always right, is most decidedly in favor of the new. Teaching has

become an art, a profession,—^the different grades of teachers com-

manding salaries ranging all the way from thousands down to a very

few hundreds, according to professional rank. In procuring teachers

for our schools, the committee have alwaj's aimed at securing the best

that the most advanced state of public opinion would warrant them in

paying for.

For the School Co^nmittee.—M. Haskins.

NORTH BRIDGEWATER.

Primary Schools.—We feel that special attention is due to our

Primar}^ Schools. They have not hitherto accomplished what we may
expect them to do in the future. They have been contending with
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obstacles, many of which wc hope will now be removed. They have

suffered from altogether inadequate accommodations, from the want of

'such aids to instruction as are now considered absolutely essential,

and by the fact that our teachers have had few opportunities to become
acquainted with the modern methods of conducting them. It is now
the conviction of our best educators, and it is apparent to every one

who will reflect upon it, that the very best instruction should be

given in our Primary Schools, and that if poor teachers are to be

tolerated anywhere, they should not be here.

The notion that inexperienced and youthful teachers will do for

Primarj- Schools, is abandoned in theory, and must soon be in practice.

The qualifications needed may be different, but they are as elevated

and important as those required in any school, and the position of the

primary teacher should be regarded as honorable as that of any other

teacher. The Grammar School teacher does not require higher intel-

lectual attainments, or greater wisdom, or a larger store of general

information. The time is past when all which iS' thought necessary

is to have the little ones go through the alphabet, or "read round" a

few times, or say the lesson they have attempted to learn, and to sit

idle the larger part of the day. It is expected now, that the primary

teacher will impart much more largely from her own resources than

the pupils can possibly get from their books. Books are to be almost

wholly laid aside in the first stages of education, and the pupils are to

be taught orall}^, by the use of charts, the blackboard, slates and

various objects, in such ways as the ingenuity and skill of the teacher

may suggest. The attention and interest are to be kept up by sing-

ing, physical exercises, printing, writing and drawing on blackboard

and slate, and by bringing before the eye objects from which may be

obtained ideas of form, color, length, number, weight, size, locality,

duration, and a fund of useful information, valuable in itself, and valu-

able as aids to future progress.

At this impressible period, the whole future course of the child will,

in a great measure, be determined ; and it is at this period that the

moral character is to receive its bias and tone. The Primary School

may well be regarded as the foundation, which if not faithfully and

skilfully laid, will imperil the whole superstructure.

.
It should be remembered too that the teacher of the little ones,

more than any other, will exert a powerful influence by her example.

They will look to her with the utmost confidence as a guide to them in

ever^^thing. The}' will follow her pronunciation and her modes of

expression ; they will catch her tones of voice and the spirit she mani-

fests in her intercourse with them. If the teacher be incorrect and
uncouth in her pronunciation, ungrammatical in her conversation,

deficient in order and neatness, and destitute of gentleness, refine-
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ment and taste, she will be making marks upon the minds and hearts

of her pupils, which will demand the utmost labor of future teachers

to eradicate, if indeed, they can ever be effaced. How desirable then

to commit these schools to the care of wise, intelligent and refined

teachers ; to those who have some knowledge of human nature,— of

child nature,—who can sympathize with the little ones, understand

their peculiar difficulties, and with a patient and loving hand help

them over places which may be smooth to us, but which are very rough

to little feet.

For the School Committee.—C. "VV. "Wood, Chairman.

PLYMOUTH.

It is vain to depend wholly on the cooperation of parents in secur-

ing regular attendance ; for many do not know the importance of

regular attendance at school. A few will neglect their children in a

general way, but take great pains to shield them from the accusation

of truancy when the fact is apparent.

A considerable number of scholars, the greater part boys, are fre-

quently taken out of school for the purpose of putting them to work,

for which there are many opportunities in our town, as boys of twelve

years may sometimes take the places formerly occupied by men, when

labor was cheaper. These boys almost invariably lose their interest

in school ; indeed, it cannot be otherwise, for as the schools are graded,

and the progress in them s}' stematic, the scholars who are present onty

at irregular intervals, find the}' are unable to advance with their

associates, get discouraged and fall out of line, and soon leave school

altogether. There seems to he no cure for this irregularity but a

state laic compeiling all children ivithin certain specified ages to at-

tend school all the year round.

The interest of this town demands also, it seems to me, the intro-

duction of the study of drawing into the public schools. The advan-

tages to be derived from making the study of this art obligatoiy in all

the schools of the State have received so much attention and public

discussion of late, that a statute has been enacted by which all towns

of ten thousand inhabitants are required to make provision for this

study in their schools. It is not to be supposed that this decision was

reached in the interest of pure art alone ; it is probable that the

more practical results, the influence which drawing might have in

advancing manufactures, received a larger share of consideration.

And, indeed, the advantages to be derived from skill in design and

drafting are so great to almost everj- mechanic that the interests of

labor alone would justifj- anj^ expense of time and monc}- which may
be necessary to make all the mechanics of the community skillful in

the use of the pencil.
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We need in all our schools the presence of a practised teacher of

the art of drawing, who may be able to design a plan of instruction

for each grade, and to train our teachers in the best methods of im-

parting knowledge and skill in this art.

At first, I think it would not be advisable to undertake to teach

an3'-thing more than free-hand drawing on the blackboard. This

would give a delightful and useful accomplishment to every child in

the public schools, and to those scholars who might show a special

talent for art, it might indicate the pursuit which would be their best

business for life.

Superiiite7ident of Public Schools.—Charles Bueton.

EOCHESTER.

I hesitate not to say that every parent, yes, every citizen, has duties

to perform in connection with the school, just as binding as are those

of the committee or teacher ; and if neglected, the school inevitably

suffers. They may differ in kind, but are just as binding and essential,

and if not performed coming generations will silently mourn and sus-

tain an irreparable loss. It is not enough to say that you have a

superintendent, and he must attend to the schools. He cannot do

your work. Show your interest in the work by often visiting the

school, and by words of counsel and encouragement strengthen and

uphold the efforts of the teacher. Encourage the scholars by words

of approbation when they do well, and I assure you a reward of a hun-

dred fold will be yours and theirs. Attention and kind words are

appreciated by teachers and scholars, and thus the efficiency of the

school is enhanced beyond computation.

Superintendeyit of Public Schools.—Geougb W. Humphrey.

SCITUATE.

I have said your teachers were in some degree successful. One rea-

son why more has not been accomplished is the great number of classes,

of necessity, under our present S3'stem of schools, some teachers hav-

ing from thirty to fortj'' different classes to hear recitations from each

day, and a person with common perception can at once see, when is

added to all this the time actually needed in assisting and advising in

the preparation of the lessons for recitation, but little time could be

devoted to each class. We should consider the farmer unwise, to say

the least, if he should sow all kinds of grain in one field, promiscuous-

ly, with the expectation of gathering a good crop from each ; and yet

it is expected of your teachers that they should reap grand harvests of
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learning, when in their limited fields the}' are obliged to sow the seed

of knowledge broadcast, so many different kinds in one field, from that

necessary for the mind of the infant of four years to that of the child

of sixteen years of age.

I have said you have a corps of good teachers. Let these teachers

be well seconded by the parents and .citizens generalty, and the result

will be to have good order and discipline in our schools, and greater

advancement in education. But unless the teachers have the coopera-

tion of parents, or, at least, their acquiescence, their best efforts must

be crippled. The opposition of parents the}^ cannot withstand ; to

govern both childi'en and parents is a task beyond their powers, espe-

cially if the parents, as in some instances, have never been governed

but b}^ their children.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—^Edward James.

WEST BRIDGEWATER.

It is sometimes a matter of surprise that children do not evince a

greater dislike to school than is generally" the case, from the barren-

ness and discornfort which are its peculiar characteristics. School-

rooms might be made, with a little care and attention, pleasant and

attractive, so pleasant and attractive that children, teachers and even

visitors might be glad to come to them and to be in them.

The school-room should be, what it rarely is, one of the delightful

resorts of childhood. Let there be curtains for the windows, tinted

walls in place of cracked and stained " plastering," and among the

maps and charts a few bright pictures hung especiall}' for the children.

An abundance of flowers should alwaj-s be found in every school-room,

or, if flowers are not available, the scholars will be glad to bring sup-

plies of greenery from the woods. Children have, as a rule, a very

genuine love for whatever belongs " out-doors," a love whose benefi-

cence is immeasurable, and whose silent, saving presence should ever

be invoked and cherished.

Each room should possess a set of shelves for the " curiosities," such

as boys and girls delight in, curiosities in the shape of odd stones,

mosses, specimens of wood, from which stores of natural history ex-

ercises could be drawn, for such exercises are possible even in " mixed

schools."

',' So much must be left out," said one of our teachers, and it is true.

In certain schools teachers seem to have only the choice of " leaving

out " ; but it is of no use to leave all the pleasantness out, all the

things the children call " nice things."

The school-room should be such that, in itself, it will educate the

eye, and train the child's heart to love the beautiful, to love order and
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clefinliness. It should bo such that the presence of a lady, as its pre-

siding genius, may not seem an incongruity. And, more than all, it

should be a refuge for the children who have no beauty in their homes,

no attractiveness,—a refuge which shall keep them from the street, and

shall be a healthful, christianizing influence in the darkness of their

lives.

In four schools—the Centre Grammar, the Cochesett Grammar, the

South and East—drawing has been made, during part of the year, a

regular exercise, and, although the number of recitations in two of

these schools rendered the time which could be given to this branch

necessarily limited, 3'et the results showed most conclusively that all

the instruction which children need in drawing is accurate and careful

training, with time for practice. If t"he time which is wasted in teach-

ing, or attempting to teach, grammar, could be devoted to systematic

instruction in drawing, and grammar be taken up in connection with

composition, so as to be of some practical benefit, we should have a

greater degree of true success in both departments.

To carefully drill children in abstract terms, which in the very na-

ture of things they can by no possibility understand, if haply they are

so fortunate as to memorize, is certainly a waste of time, and a waste

of mind, too, which we can ill afford. If children's minds were like

empty sacks, then " cramming" might be a most praiseworthy, as well

as natui-al, process ; it might be, as it now is not, the true method of

teaching. But the fundamental aim of our common schools is not so

much to drill children in certain intellectual feats as to start them on

the right track for intelligent development of their mental faculties,

to induce growth of mind, and all methods tending to retard and stul-

tify growth are to be avoided.

Superintetident of Public Schools.—Mary A. Thayer.

SUFFOLK COUNTY.

BOSTON.

The method of leading pupils into a knowledge of the formation of

words should be made easy, attractive and short. It is no longer a

matter of doubt that a method exists that relieves teachers from per-

plexities and pupils from tears. A teacher, who has had the advan-

tage of observing this method at the Training School, and has learned

the art of oral instruction, and of using the blackboard for illustra-

tions, who has the vital qualities that engage the attention of children,
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and the sweet, firm temper that retains hold upon them, will be able,

with Leigh's phonic exercises, to conduct a whole class over the irreg-

ular field without a stumble—" forty reading as one."

When the system of Dr. Leigh is mentioned, many excellent people,

committee men, teachers and parents, shake their heads incredulously.

It has been stigmatized as a " fancy method." Philosophers have

proved (to their own satisfaction) that the plan is vicious. Practical

men (who have never examined it) declare that its results are barren.

Teachers (averse to change) say they have no difficult}- now ; that the

old way is good enough for them.

"We beg leave to say that six jea.YS of careful experiment in several

schools in this city have shown the best results from this system. Pu-

pils learn the sounds belonging to phonic tj^pe very readily ; and, as

those sounds are unchanging, the labor is much less than in gaining

the mastery of a less number of letters, most of which are liable to

arbitrary variations. But whether this reason is satisfactorj^ to

doubters or not, the fact leaves no room for dispute. "Within six

months ordinary pupils under this sj^stem get nearlj^ through the

second reader,—a point which pupils by the old method are always

eighteen months, and often two 3-ears in reaching. This is a constant,

unvarying result. It is a moderate statement that every pupil in-

structed under this new method saves a year or more of time in pre-

paring for the Grammar School. Is it not much to add a year to the

practical duration of human life ?

But this is not all. The way is not only shortened, but the lessons

are naade attractive. When a lesson is given, the eager eyes of the

school are fixed upon the teacher and the blackboard. There is no

listlessness, no writhing upon hard benches, no longing for release.

The sj^stem, further, cultivates both perception and reason. Words

are never parroted, either in reading or spelling ; no word is used that

is not understood. A lesson finished implies the knowledge of its

meaning as a whole and in parts, and the power of spelling all the

words it contains. Intelligence advances with ever}^ progressive step.

By instructing the pupils together not only is time saved, but disci-

pline is maintained without effort. The pupils, whose pleased atten-

tion is held at the teacher's will, have neither time nor inclination for

being unruly. The list of punishments in such schools is reduced to

a minimum, and good habits are permanentl}' formed.

A writer, some years ago, urged that the pupils, after being drilled

in the new method, would have to unlearn Leigh and begin to learn

English. This was very well for a moderate witticism ; but the prac-

tical test is the true one. Phonic characters are used onl}- until pupils

have become familiar with the ordinary monos3'llables and most com-

mon words. These are acquired with a facility that is astonishing.
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Taking each sound in order, the sharp perception runs through and

aggregates them into a word, as a needle takes up beads on a string,
.

When this point is reached, the difficulty is over ; the leading-strings

are no longer needed. The pupil takes up the next book in order, in

common t^'pe, and with scarce a blunder reads off fluently. At an

exhibition of a primary class in the Lincoln District, several pupils,

who had been less than- eighteen months under instruction, read at

sight from books they had never seen. Other pupils, who had never

used any but phonic type, were put to the severe test of reading from

common type for the first time in the presence of an audience ; and

they not only read well, but uttered their words with a distinctness

and purity of tone that ordinary pupils never attain. So much for

unlearning Leigh.

It is believed that no pupil ever consciously put the machinery of

the grammar in action to detect an error in speech, or to examine the

structure of a sentence ; and it is insisted by all scholars that a com-

naand of correct and easy speech, and of a clear and natural style of

writing, is to be gained from no rules whatever, but by familiarity with

good usage. In geograph}^ the general waste of time is equally rep-

rehensible. When the general truths of the science have been learned,

the attempt to burden the memory with details is a positive wrong-

When a war breaks out, or a treaty of peace is made, every man has

to consult the atlas to find the locality mentioned, no matter how mi-

nutely he went over the ground in his early studies. Who could have

told the position of Solferino or Villa Franca, of Gravelotte or Sedan,

when those names became famous ? The pupil who knows the general

outlines of the system has acquired all he can retain ; and, if more

time were to be given to the study, he would derive far more advan-

tage from a knowledge of those natural laws which are grouped to-

gether under the name of Physical Geography. It is not too much to

say that one-half of the time heretofore given to geography and gram-

mar, in pursuing the old routine, was spent to no purpose, and that

pupils lost thereby much of their relish for all study.

Girls' High and Normal School.—The name of this school leads us

to consider the twofold purpose for which it was founded. It will not

do to forget either object. We do not agree with the opinion that the

young lady who does not expect to teach can afford to neglect any of

the solid branches ; still less do we think that the future teacher should

confine her attention to the " useful studies," and give no time to lan-

guages, literature, and to the subjects that give culture and refinement

to faculties and manners. In the first place, a proper balance between

these two general courses is the best for the symmetrical development

of any mind,—best for the daughter of wealthy parents in her destined

circle ; best for the less favored girl, who is to teach or to derive her

22
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support from other employment. In a commercial country like ours

no one can predict the fortunes of any familj^ The delicately nur-

tured girl may be obliged by some turn of affairs to become a teacher,

and the energetic daughter of poorer parentage ma}!- come into the

possession of wealth. If they have been judiciously trained, they can

exchange places without great difficulty.

By this statement we mean that the basis of all good education is

virtually the same ; and we are glad that the children of the rich and

poor meet under one roof to receive a training that is best for all.

The present course, as far as it goes, seems to be admirably propor-

tioned, and we would not omit any part of it, least of all from the

desire of saving time for normal training. If there is any person that

requires thoroughness of discipline, variety of attainment, the power

of expression that comes from language, the taste which is developed

by drawing and music, and the aptness of illustration which general

culture brings, it is the teacher. Character is indispensable, we know,

as our predecessors have warmly urged ; but we would also insist upon

ample and various culture. The oral instructor cannot have too many
resources, either for her regular work or for the scarcely less useful

amusements by which the minds of pupils are to be refreshed. The

experienced visitor, upon entering a Grammar or Primary School, soon

sees whether the teacher has given thought to her vocation, and what

use she makes of her reading and her observation. She radiates

knowledge, and the most remote and apparently unpractical of her

accomplishments come into service daily.

When we speak of the training of teachers, we wish it to be under-

stood that it is not a substitute for anything in the regular course

;

nothing is to be omitted to make room for it ; the teacher is to have

all the graces attainable ;. and the normal training is a superadded

com-se, to be given to those onl}' who have finished the regular course

of this or a similar school.

We are convinced that, as a normal seminary, this school does not

answer the' expectations of educators, nor supply the wants of the

Grammar and Primary' Schools by training up teachers capable of im-

parting instruction by the best methods. The reports of the training

department show that it has furnished but a very small number of the

teachers annually appointed. A singular apathj^ upon this important

subject prevails among many. There would seem to be a prevalent

opinion, hardly concealed, and 3'et not openl}^ avowed, that, after all,

the Training School is like a child's baby-house, in which culinary and

other domestic affairs are carried on in a " make-believe" manner, and

that, on the whole, it is a pleasing but useless appendage.

To doubt the value and efficiency of theoretical and practical les-

sons in the art of teaching, especially when accompanied b}^ dailj^ ex-
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araples in instructing a normal class, is to renounce the benefits of all

experience, and all belief in the ability of man to build up an}' science

from facts. What will be said of the teacher who pronounces his pu-

pil fit to be a shipmaster when he has acquired the mathematics, but

has never taken a sextant in his hand? Will trigonometry make him

a surveyor without actual experience with the instruments in the field ?

Is not clinical instruction the best possible training for the ph3'sician ?

Is not the actual trial of a case, even in a moot court, the best way to

fix legal principles in the young lawj^er's mind and to give him the

power of appl3'ing what he has learned? The analogies are endless,

and the conclusion they leacl to cannot be resisted.

There can be no doubt that the great body of applicants for situa-

tions as teachers would qualify themselves to teach in the best way,

provided they knew it was necessary. But it is notorious and lament-

able that there is not the least uniformity of requirement in the vari-

ous schools, and scarcely ever any pretence of an examination ; and

it is rather wonderful that such excellent average results are obtained.

We shall never do our duty as a committee, and shall never put our

Common-School instruction upon a permanent basis, be3'ond the reach

of interference by the ignorant, and by those who have private, or

sectarian, or other unworthy ends to serve, until we establish some

uniform standard of qualifications for teachers, and make a certificate

frdm a Training School or from an independent board of examiners as

indispensable a prerequisite as the diploma is for a ph3'sician, and the

order of court for the admission of an attorne3',

At the risk of being a little tedious, we wish to make a few more ob-

servations respecting the character and culture of teachers. All pure-

I3' technical training, as Coleridge said of the law, like a grindstone,

while it sharpens tends to narrow. The ver3' best and most conscien-

tious teachers often show the eflfects of this. We are afraid that many
of our professional educators are too much inclined to regard with

disfavor those elements of culture which the3' cannot see the immedi-

ate use of. Their eagerness for results makes them neglectful of some

things which others, standing at a due point for perspective, see to be

essential. The pictures of the school-master and school-mistress, as

painted by the great novelists and poets, though heightened b3" a little

natural exaggeration, show to us the tendencies to be guarded against.

The3" are generally represented as thin by temperament, and made
more so b3" nervous anxiet3',—formal in manner and precise in speech,

—mindful overmuch of trifles,—disposed to be dictatorial, because in

a position to exact and to receive homage and obedience,—positive,

angular, utilitarian and commonplace. This is the t3'pical pedagogue as

he appears in fiction. Let us cheerfully grant that it is an overcharged

and unfair picture. But caricatures instruct us b}^ pointing out the
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tendencies that are to be restrained or avoided. And with this obvi-

ous lesson before us, shall we fail to read it? Shall we not see, since

the teacher's profession, when begun, has certain reacting influences,

which are to be held in check and guarded against, that, in the prepa-

ration for that profession, those qualities that belong to a well-rounded

character, especially liveliness of temper, grace of manner and breadth

of culture, should be most assiduouslj^ developed and fortified?

We shall be told b}^ " practical " people that poor girls need a spe-

cial school, in which they can, in the shortest time, fit themselves to.

teach, because thej cannot aflford to give the time for a proper course.

"We have a strong, natural sympathy for poverty, and especiall}^ for

poor young women, for whom so few employments are now available

;

and we shall be glad to aid them in every way consistent with the

public interests'; but our sympathies are rather with the fift}^ children,

and their vital needs must not suffer while we are doing a kindness to

the teacher ; and we must remember that the most fatal injury that

can be done to the teacher's position is to make it in any respect an

eleemosynary one. It is honorable while it is filled by those best

qualified to discharge its duties, and no longer. To this natural but

misjudging sj'mpathy is generally owing the appointment of whatever

incompetent teachers our schools are burdened with.

Let us leave to gardeners the production of black tulips and blue

dahlias, as well as arbor-vitse cones, dwarf quinces, and those unhap-

py pear-trees crucified on palings ; and let it be our duty to provide

for the full and natural development of human plants and flowers,

spiritually and bodih^, to establish such systems as will lighten labor,

will take the stoop out of patient shoulders, restore the bloom to pale

cheeks, and the light to wearj^ eyes ; so that a model school-mistress

shall be a model woman, graceful and strong, in full sympathy with

her pupils, and no longer doomed to premature nervous debility, nor

driven to take refuge in indiflference.

Music.—We shall not be thought too enthusiastic, perhaps, if we

urge that music, as a means of education, is more important than is

generally considered. Few pupils come to be eminent mathematicians

or linguists. The works of classic authors, and the aerial architecture

of the geometer, are for the very few. We teach the higher things for

the exercise they give to the faculties, and because we may develop

some new Laplace, or Newton, or Bowditch. But we flnd, practicall}',

that, after school-days are over, the mathematics are laid aside, and

that Horace and Virgil become dusty.

For the average man and woman, the arts that refine nature and

make life beautiful, such as music and drawing, are more beneficial

than high- mental cultivation. We would give the high cultivation if

we could. We would enlarge the mental horizon of every pupil. We
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would show the greatness of God in the laws of the universe ; in the

nice equilibrium of the solar system ; in the succession of geologic

strata ; in glaciers, mountain chains and volcanic craters ; in the

growth of plants, and in the structure of animals ; but when all is

done, the influence of music will have much more to do with their

daily happiness. It will make them more contented with their lot

;

will banish weariness, and lead their minds into that repose which it is

the highest philosophy to gain.

Drawing.—With regard to this important branch of public instruc-

tion, a new and lively interest has arisen during the last 3^ear. The first

steps have been taken to bring the whole bodj^ of pupils under an in-

telligent system of instruction, by educating the teachers in normal

classes. The report of the Drawing Committee will best show what

has been done, and what remains to be undertaken. This is probably

one of the most important movements made in our time, and its eflfects

will be felt powerfullj^ in many ways. Education is not altogether an

interior process ; other faculties besides the reason demand cultivation.

Drawing, which educates the eye and the hand, gives facility to ex-

press the thoughts of the mechanic as well as the plans of the engi-

neer, the fancies of the designer in decoration, the recollections of

the traveller, and the conceptions of the creative artist. By the power

to draw, the value of any mechanic's labor is vastly increased, and in

time we shall see greater elegance in furniture, in household utensils,

in ornamental fabrics, and in domestic architecture. With increased

knowledge of art in its higher forms, we shall see less of the wretched

plaster ornaments, and the tasteless pictures now cherished in so many
houses. Books will be free from the coarse and iguorantly-drawn

plates, of which so many are now " illustrated." Another generation,

reared under these more favorable influences, will grow up with finer

instincts of proportion, and we may hope that art, in its true power

and divine beauty, may not always be the meaningless word it has so

long been.

Aside from these remote prospective benefits, the training of our

teachers in the art is sure to bring immediate advantages. We have

before called attention to the power which a teacher exerts in oral in-

struction. The art of making thought visible b}^ illustrative figures

on the blackboard is the natural complement of oral teaching. The
intelligent teacher talks with chalk in hand, illustrating as she pro-

ceeds. She does in this waj^ a twofold work, arresting attention and

making impressions that are indelible. What Agassiz is before a class

of naturalists, the model teacher becomes in the estimation of her ex-

pectant pupils.

The public is to be congratulated upon the employment of Mr. Wal-

ter Smith as a director of art instruction, since, from his familiarity
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with the workings of drawing-schools in England, and from his great

natural aptitude as an educator, much is to be hoped for in this de-

partment.

School for Deaf Mutes.—The stead}^ progress which has been made
by this school from its commencement in 1869, and more particularly

during the past j'ear, is most gratifying to the committee, as well as

to many others, who were at first inclined to regard its establishment

as a doubtful experiment. The pupils have made excellent progress

in their studies, and exhibit great enthusiasm and pride in their daily

achievements. Parents and friends express their surprise and pleasure

that the pupils accomplish so much. Letters of commendation are

constantly received from prominent educators, who have visited the

school and examined the plan pursued. Much interest is also mani-

fested in various parts of the State, as well as beyond its limits, in re-

gard to the school, and inquiries as to terms of admission and other

details have been numerous, several having been received from the

"Western States. A number of those who have visited this school

have testified their interest by donations of money and clothing,

placed in the hands of the teachers for the benefit of pupils whose

parents are in indigent circumstances. One gentleman kindl}^ sent for

this purpose the sum of fift}^ dollars. Ten dollars were contributed b}^

a lad}^, and one of our prominent citizens, not long since, gave to Miss

Fuller, the pi-tncipal of the school, a discretionary order on a clothing-

house for such articles as might be required by the more needy chil-

dren.

Perhaps nothing has contributed so much during the year to the

value of the instruction in this school as the introduction of Prof.

Alex. Melville Bell's system of " visible speech," which was done by

his son, Mr. A. G-. Bell, in a course of lessons to the teachers and pu-

pils in March and April. B}^ means of this system, deaf mutes can

be readily taught to articulate correctl}' , and with proper inflections,

even the most difficult sounds and words.

In addition to articulation and lip-reading, the pupils are instructed

in all the studies taught in the Grammar and Primar}^ Schools, and

have been graded to a considerable extent, although much individual

instruction is necessary in articulation.

The number of pupils during the year was thirty-eight, and the

average attendance thirty-three.

The principal and three assistant teachers have been emploj^ed, con-

cerning whose zeal and unremitting fidelity too much cannot be said

in commendation.

School Committee.—Francis H. Underavood, Chairman; "William T. Adams,
Charles K. Dillawat, George H. Monroe, Lyman Mason, Hugh J. Toland,

EiCHARD M. Ingalls, Henry C. Hunt.
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Dorchester High School.—lu regard to clieinistry, the course of

instruction in this science twenty 3^ears ago was confined to books.

The pupil was taught some of the leading facts of the science, made

acquainted with some of the technical terms, and rarely permitted to

witness a few dazzling experiments by the hands of the teacher, and

listen to a few explosions. These served to amuse, if the}'^ failed to

instruct, and perhaps most frequent!}^ left the impression upon the

scholar's mind of a mysterious and dangerous art, rather than of a

useful science.

The majorit}^ of pupils, and especially the girls, looked upon the

chemical apparatus with feelings of awe and aversion, and would as

soon have thought of making a practical use of the instruments of the

surgeon as of the chemist. In fact, it is scarcely too much to affirm

that many a scholar left school with the impression that the facts and

principles of chemistry were confined to the laboratory, and had little

or nothing to do with the busy, bustling world about us, and still less

that it was the science of his breathing and his food, of his health and

strength, of his growth and deca3^ It was at best theory, if the facts

taught w^ere numerous enough and their relations so far defined as to

constitute a theory ; it had no practical power, for it had no practical

application. In the chemical teaching of to-day all this is changed.

The text-book, instead of a primary, occupies but a secondary place
;

it is no longer a master ; it is but a servant—a guide. The scholar is

now taught to hold converse directly with nature. Instead of learning

an arbitrary rule for the preparation of his oxj-gen and hj^drogen, he

takes the materials into his own hands and prepares the gases himself.

Instead of memorizing descriptions of properties, he obseryes them as

the results of his ow^i independent operations. His chemistry thus

becomes a part of his own experience. From the school laboratory

the boy carries to the mechanic's shop, to the counting-room, or to the

manufactory, not a series of abstractions in the form of arbitrary and

oftentimes unintelligible rules, but an acquaintance with elements

and compounds, of laws and aflSnities, which may guard him from im-

posture on the one hand and on the other guide him in the attainment

of more extended knowledge. And what is more, the girl who has

rightly improved her opportunities in the laboratorj^ may go to the

higher responsibilities of domestic life, and redeem all the endear-

ments of home from the rule of ignorance, and bring them under the

beneficent operation of law. Great as have been the triumphs of chem-

istry in general and in industrial science, there remain for it yet higher

triumphs in the nursery, in the kitchen and in the parlor ; and the

time is not far distant when the same fingers that enchant us by the

music which they wake from the guitar, br the key-board of the piano,
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will also manipulate with equal skill the test-tube, the beaker and the

retort.

What has been said of the practical character of chemical instruc-

tion applies with equal force to all the departments of study. In nat-

ural philosophy or physics, the pupil is taught as far as possible to use

the apparatus as well as to observe it. In botan}^, the plant or flower

is anal3^zed, classified and preserved ; in geology, the fossil is exam-

ined and the mineral tested ; in literature, also, the same spirit pre-

vails. The stud}'' and memorizing of arbitrary rules has, in a measure,

given place to the careful reading of authors. Grammar, rhetoric and

logic are learned synthetically rather than analytically. The pupil

is furnished with materials for his science before he is required to

make it. Scott, Goldsmith, Milton and Shakespeare precede Blair,

Campbell and Whately. But in no department is this practical differ-

ence seen more distinctlj^ than in drawing. A new interest is now

felt in this important branch of instruction, and its vast importance to

the industrial life of the country is beginning to be felt. The teach-

ing in the Dorchester High School in this department has been found

quite equal to that of anj school in the city. The facilities are ample,

and the interest manifested by the sholars is in a high degree gratify-

ing.

From the foregoing remarks it will be seen that this school, in com-

mon with all others of the same grade in the city and State, is passing

through a transition stage. In enlarging so much the course of study, in

calling into exercise powers and faculties formerly unemployed or misdi-

rected, time will be required to fix definitely the amount of attention due

to' ever}' branch of instruction. The tendency always is, perhaps, to ex-

aggerate the importance of new subjects and new methods. With all

our boasts of excellent schools, education in this country is yet in its

earlier stages. Time will harmonize conflicting views and correct

false theories.

—

Report of Elbridge Smith, Principal of Dorchester

High School, to the Committee.

Report of the Committee on Music.—The organization of this depart-

ment of the Boston Public Schools is now as follows :

—

The general control and supervision of the whole plan of musical

instruction rests upon one responsible head, who is called the super-

visor of musical instruction in the Boston Public Schools, etc., whose

duty it is to exercise a care and responsibility over the whole musical

department of our educational system similar to that now exercised

by the master of a Grammar School over the various classes in the

district under his charge. He is at the same time teacher of music in the

High Schools. The grammar department, which, under the new ar-

rangement in gradation, consists of six classes in each school, is un-
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der the charge of two professional teachers of music, one of whom is

responsible for the teaching iu the two upper classes of the same grade

in all the schools of the city, with the exception of those in the newly-

annexed district of Dorchester, the other in the four lower classes of

this grade. The Primary Schools are in like manner placed under

the charge of one professional teacher, with the exception of Dorches-

ter, as before mentioned. In this last-named district all the classes of

the primary and grammar departments are for the present under the

general charge of a single professional teacher. This provision is

only temporary, it being intended as soon as possible to merge these

schools in the Boston organization. All the officers and teachers

above alluded to are subject to the executive authority of the standing

committee on music, who derive their power from the school board.

Ten minutes in each session in the Primary Schools, and fifteen

minutes each da}^ in the lower classes of the Grammar Schools, are

required to be devoted to instruction in music by the regular teachers

of the schools. The first and second classes of the grammar depart-

ment devote one half hour each week to this study, under the personal

instruction of the professional teacher, and ten minutes each day are

required to be devoted to musical instruction by the regular teachers

in the second class, under the general direction of the music teacher.

It is hoped that the board will allow the further provision, that ten

minutes each day shall be given to such instruction by the regular

teacher in the first class, in like manner as in the classes of a lower

grade. In the High School, a specified number of hom's each week is

given to this study, under the personal tuition of the professional

teacher, and, in addition, in the Girls' High and Normal School, such

instruction is required to be given as shall qualify the pupils to teach

in their turn this branch of stud}' in our Common Schools.

The number of pupils, whose musical instruction is under the gen-

eral charge of the various professional teachers, may be stated as fol-

lows :

—

In the Primary Schools, under Mr. Mason, 13,903

In the four lower classes of the grammar department, under

Mi\ Holt, 12,966

In the two upper classes, under Mr. Sharland, .... 2,732

In the High Schools, under Mr. Eichberg, 1,408

Besides which there are in the Primary and Grammar Schools,

in the Dorchester District, under Mr. Wilde, . . . 1,906

This in August, 1871.

A systematic and progressive course of musical instruction is thus

given to all the pupils of the Public Schools in the cit}^ of Boston, ex-

cept the boj's of the Latin and English High Schools, where the plan

23
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is not yet full}' in operation, commencing with the children of five or

six years of age, when they first enter the Primary Scliool-room, and

ending with the highest class of the pupils of the Girls' High and

Normal School, who are themselves preparing to become teachers in

their turn.

Let us go over this method of instruction in the Primarj^ Schools in

somewhat of detail.

The first attempt of the teacher is to gain the attention of the chil-

dren by singing to them some easy melodic phrase within the range

adapted to their voices, and asking them to repeat it after him,—to

imitate the sounds he has given them in their proper order. This,

after a few trials, the majoritj^ of the class will do. Some ten or fif-

teen minutes are spent in this way, and they have taken their first

lesson in music. It is purely a matter of rote-singing, of the easiest

and simplest kind. The interest of the children is excited, their at-

tention aroused, their appreciation of musical sounds for the first time

perhaps awakened. A few lessons are given in this way at the

outset.

But true rote-singing, as Mr. Mason has happily expressed it, is " a

very different thing from the ordinary ' hap-hazard ' singing we too often

find in our Sunday Schools and in Common Schools, where no regu-

lar instruction in music is given." It is an appeal to the imitative

faculty, which young children possess in so gi'eat a degree of perfec-

tion ; and hence the greatest care should be taken that the example be

a proper model for imitation as regards method and style, and purity

and correctness of tone, even in the utterance of the simplest musical

plirase. These preliminary rote-lessons should therefore be given,

when possible, by the professional teacher himself, and they must

needs be few and not long-continued. Even at this early stage in the

musical instruction, great attention is given to the formation of a

proper qualit}^ of voice. The difference between a good and bad qual-

ity is illustrated by examples. The child is called upon to use a

smooth and pleasant intonation in speaking, in reading, in recitation,

and in singing. Above all, he is taiight to avoid a noisy use of the

voice.

As preliminary to the exercise of the voice in singing, and it applies

to reading as well, the young children are trained in the following

points :

—

1. A proper position of the body.

2. The right management of the breath.

3. A good quality of utterance, as just mentioned.

4. The correct somid of the vowels.

5. A good articulation.

6. An intelligent expression of the sense.
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Care, too, is to be taken in tlic singing exercises of young children

that a too great compass be not attempted. The child is allowed to

sing only in the middle register, or where he makes the tones with the

least effort. Commencing our instruction with the rote-singing, as al-

ready stated, the first six sounds of the G scale are only attempted at

the outset. Even within this limited range many of the best juvenile

songs may be found. After the voice has been well practised in this

compass, it may be extended upward and downward to a judicious ex-

tent, taking care not to strain the voice in the least degree.

The pitch and compass of the voice having thus been attended to,

musical phrases of easy rhythmical structure are next taught in double

and in triple time, the rote method still being used. Various devices

are resorted to, to attract and keep the attention of the child to the

lesson, i. e., marking the movement by a curve upon the blackboard,

holding up the hand, and pointing out the motives, sections and phrases

upon the fingers in turn, etc., etc. At this stage, musical notation in

its simplest form is begun. The teacher explains, gives examples,

which the pupil is required to imitate. With all these, practical exer-

cises upon the sounds of the scale are intermingled.

In the second year of primary instruction the pupil is taught to

know the different kinds of notes and rests, to understand the nature

of quadruple and sextuple time, and the manner of beating the same,

the accentuation as applied to music, etc. He is also mildly indoctri-

nated into the mysteries of the chromatic scale, so far as the simple

change from the natural into the keys of G and F major is concerned.

In the third and last year of primary instruction, he is taught to de-

scribe by its intervals the major diatonic scale, etc., etc.

Committee on Music.—J. Baxter Upham, Chairman ; John P. Ordway, Francis
H. Underwood, Robert C. WATEfeSTON, "Warren H. Cudworth, Charles L. Flint,

William B. Merrill.

Report on Drawing.—In accordance with the order of the Board,

passed July 11, 1871, the Committee on Drawing present the following

report :

—

During the past year drawing has been introduced into all grades of

Public Schools in this city, and the teachers generally have given am-

ple evidence of their ability to teach this exercise, provided a suitable

sj^stem may be given them. Even with the text-books in use in the

schools for some years past, those teachers who have taken pains to

instruct themselves, have produced most gratifjdng results in their

schools, and have settled the question of the capacity of all pupils in

the schools to practise drawing.

Exhibition of Draioings.—Late in the season it was decided to hold

an exhibition of the work in all the schools, and the board made an
appropriation of two hundred and fifty dollars to meet the expenses.
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Owing to delaj-s, it was not until Friday, April 28, that the appropria-

tion was finally passed on by the committee to which it was referred,

and on Monday the exhibition opened in Horticultural Hall. There

was, of course, no time for preparation in the schools. In the Latin

and High Schools the chairman of this committee selected three books

from each class as the best specimen, and the several instructors were

requested to do the same in the Grammar Schools. The work of the

Free Evening School had already been selected, as the drawings were

all held as the property of the city. It was originally intended to

hold the exhibition only two days, in order that the regular drawing

exercises of the schools might not be interrupted by the detention of

the books ; but, at the request of manj" masters, it was kept open on

Wednesday, the additional expense being met chiefly hj private sub-

scription.

Each school had an opportunity to compare its own work with that

of other schools of the same grade, and also see what was required in

the higher schools. The variety in the quality of each school's exhi-

bition was, of course, very great ; but as all the masters, with one or

two exceptions, have had the same chance, it seems fair to single out

the school which was preeminently distinguished b^' the thoroughness

and extent of its work. The Shurtleflf Scliool exhibited a specimen of

drawing from every one of its pupils, and there was not a bad one

among the whole collection, thus proving that every child can learn to

di'aw if properly taught. Many of these specimens were exceedingly

well done, and the geometrical figures were so accurate that a well-

known artist of this city remarked to one of the instructors, when

looking at the work of this school, "It is impossible that they were

done without dividers and rule. That now " (pointing to one) " was

never done without instruments." " Indeed it was, sir," said a little

girl, who stood by ;
" for I did it myself." The artist afterwards vis-

ited the school, aud saw many others doing as accurate work.

Now what has been done in this school can be done in ever}" school

in Boston, and it will be very strange if the Shurtleff School does not

have some formidable rivals at another exhibition, for there were sev-

eral other schools where excellent work was done.*

The work of the Free Evening School certainly attracted the gi-eat-

est attention, and in quantity aud variety, as well as in qualit}", was

remarkable. Nearly all the pupils whose work was exhibited, had

had no previous instruction. Some did not know the use of pencil or

crayon ; and in one or two instances the entire work was shown that

the constant and marked improvement might be shown at a glance.

The collection of crayon drawings of machinery, from Mr. Morse's

*'See Mr. Pliilbdck's Report.
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room, occupied the platform. The}' were done on brown paper, and

the intense black of the crayon made them very distinct and attractive.

The distinguishing feature of this exhibition was the utter absence

of special preparation. Not an hour had been taken from the school-

time to prepare for exhibition ; but the honest work, the best that

eould be selected in the short time allowed, was placed before the pub-

lic. No " show " drawings were prepared. Where the regular les-

sons had been well done, the school had the credit ; but there was

certainly no opportunity of making up lost time by extra exertion just

previous to the exhibition day. Another year this advantage cannot

be claimed, for all the schools will doubtless work with the exhibition

in view ; but no encouragement will be given for the preparation of

drawings simply for show. In all cases the specimens shown should

be collected from the j^ear's work, and this selection should be a re-

ward of merit, showing clearly regular work and not special prepara-

tion.

Instruction for the Teachers.—As the employment of special instruc-

tors in sufficient number to meet the wants of the schools in Boston

was quite out of the question, it was decided that the regular teachers

could and must do the work, under suitable direction. After a careful

consideration of the means to be iTsed to carry into effect this impor-

tant addition to our system of public education, a consideration which

called for an examination of the S3"stems in use in Belgium, France,

Prussia and England, it was finally decided that the S3^stem in use at

South Kensington should be the basis, while the Belgian and French

methods, where they surpassed this in efficiency, might be grafted on.

The board accordingly gave this committee permission to employ a

graduate of the South Kensington Art Schools, and with the assist-

ance of several gentlemen, both here and in England, they have

selected a gentleman distinguished b}^ his success as a teacher of art,

and as an organizer of Ai*t Schools, one who had clearly seen the de-

fects of the English system, and had labored long to improve and

extend that system.

The committee were convinced that no person in this countrj^ could

organize a system of drawing for our Public and Evening Schools,

—

a fact admitted by all who are informed on the subject,—and the}" at

once communicated with Mr. Walter Smith, Art Master at Leeds, the

gentleman designated by the Science and Art Department of South

Kensington. This correspondence continued some time, and at last, in

order to do nothing hastil}", Mr. Smith was invited to visit this coun-

try, see our schools, and then decide whether the field was such that

his labor in it was likely to result satisfactorily to himself and the

city.

In May he came, and visited all our High Schools, and many of our
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Grammar and Primary Schools. Should no other work be done by

him, the suggestions he then made, as class after class was inspected,

would be invaluable, and fully repaj^ the committee for the trouble in

the premises.

It was found that, without disturbing the present system of instruc-

tion in the lower classes, greater efficienc}' could be given to the in-

struction everywhere by slight changes in the order of instruction,

and most especially by a proper preparation of the teachers.

The utter impossibility of procuring, in this countr}', suitable casts

and models, on the selection of which so much depends, induced the

committee to ask for a small appropriation to purchase these in Eu-

rope. Although the original cost of plaster casts is light, the expense

of packing, transportation and breakage is so considerable that only

one-half of the appropriation could be expended in the purchase.

Under these circumstances, the committee authorized its chairman to

communicate with the South Kensington authorities, and ask for a

gift of examples illustrating the course of study. This was done, and

the committee are happy to announce that this request has been met

in the kindest spirit, and an extensive selection has been made of stu-

dents' work in all the various grades of stud}", and will be presented

to the city of Boston. Mr. C. C'. Perkins, in fulfilment of his liberal

offer, has purchased a full set of the models from which these draw-

ings are made, and we shall thus have, with the French and German

models, purchased bj^ the appropriation and by private subscription, a

valuable apparatus for the instruction of both teachers and pupils.

The selection of models in England and on the Continent has occu-

pied much of Mr. Smith's time since his appointment, and he returns

to this country with his collection, and his very extensive knowledge

of art will be made at once available to our teachers. In order to

train our teachers in this new branch of duty, some apparent sacrifice

must be made on their part, although the advantages given them cer-

tainly are unequalled, for they thus obtain insti'uction without expense

to themselves, which will largely increase their teaching power.

The general outline of the plan of instruction is as follows :

—

Ever}^ teacher must, once a fortnight, receive a lesson from Mr.

Smith, which she will in turn impart to her pupils. Twice each year

there will be an examination of ever}' school, when each grade will

have a model to draw in a certain time. The drawings will be labelled

with the name of the school, pupil and teacher, and collected for Mr.

Smith's inspection. In this way he will be able to see when any school

falls behind, and where the trouble is, and at once go to that school

and correct the faulty teaching ; and, on the other hand, when the

work shows an ability to profit by more difficult lessons in more

advanced grades, the promotion can be made.
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If it can be made obligatory on the teacliers to attend tlie instruc-

tion thus placed in their reach, the whole body of instructors will, in

the course of a few months, be competent to teach drawing, with far

better results than have ever been attained in any schools in this Com-

monwealth ; and if the desire to make special instruction fall into the

lines of regular instruction, and thus dispense with a part of the spe-

cial instructors, be real, some plan similar to this of instruction to the

teachers must be afforded b}' the city ; and in future teachers apply.

ing for appointment under this board should prove themselves compe-

tent to give the required instruction in drawing, as well as in geogra-

phy or writing.

School Committee.—"VVm. T. Bbigham, Wm. Woods, J. C. J. Brown, Robert C.

"Waterston, James Morse, Geo. F. Bigelow, James Waldock.

Superintendent's Report.

Elementary Education.—Our sj^stem of Public Schools nominally

comprises three grades of instruction, but in reality only two,—the

elementary grade, including both the Primary and Grammar Schools,

and the higher or secondary grade, embracing all the different High

Schools. The line of demarcation between the Primary and Grammar
Schools is an arbitrary one, which was adopted merely for sake of

convenience in the organization and management of the schools. It

is not known to the law, and has no important significance in respect

to the age, instruction or destination of pupils. All the pupils of the

Primary Schools are expected to pass into the Grammar Schools, and

this expectation is practically realized.

But the distinction between' the Grammar-School grade and that of

the High Schools is real and important. Here is the dividing line be-

tween the two grand divisions of education, namely, elementary and

higher. The latter has various departments and stages. It comprises

secondary and superior education, liberal and technical, or professional.

The curriculum of the Grammar School completes the elementary

stage of education. Its instruction is instrumental and rudimentary.

The branches taught in the High School constitute not only a higher

stage of instruction, but a radicall}^ different one. Its instruction is

literary and scientific, introducing its pupils into the sphere of liberal

culture, or it is technical, leading to professional pursuits. While the

door of the High School is, and always should be, open for the free

admission of all qualified comers, the great mass of the pupils are, by

their circumstances in life, prevented from entering. Hence another

distinguishing characteristic of the High School,—it is practically the

school for the few, the minority of pupils. In view of this fact, the

High School is sometimes unjustly stigmatized as the aristocratic

school, while the Elementary School is claimed as the only true demo-
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cratic school ; whereas the American Free High School is peculiarly a

democratic institution. It gives the poor man's child what he would

not otherwise have,—a chance with the rich man's. The Elementary

School, on the other hand, is not for a minority of children, nor for

any class, howeyer large, but for all, up to the prescribed limits of age

and attainments. Its course of study comprises those subjects of in-

struction which are deemed essential for all children, without regard to

their social condition or their future occupations. It is the minimum

education, to which every child is supposed to be entitled, as a prepa-

ration for usefulness in the community where his lot is cast. It is de-

signed to afford that elementary knowledge and skill which every citi-

zen needs, whatever his calling may be. It is the Common-School

education ; it is the base of the educational pyramid.

It would be equall}' useless to attempt a comparison between the

higher and lower grades of instruction, in respect to their value as

agencies in promoting the welfare of the community. Who would

venture to estimate the value of either? Both are of incalculable

value and importance. Besides, they are indispensable to each other.

Superior instruction is the source of popular education. Our Com-,

mon Schools were founded by colonists from the universities of the

mother country, and their present efflciencj^ depends mainly upon the

High Schools and Colleges. The preeminent success of popular edu-

cation in Germany would have been impossible without the influence

and labors of the enlightened classes sent out from the unrivalled uni-

versities and secondary schools of that country. To sacrifice higher

education to the Common School is to kill the hen that lays the golden

egg. Nor can the College or High School say to the Elementary

School, I have no need of thee. The People's School is the nursery

of the University. Here, from the mass of common minds, the germs

of genius and force are developed, and led out from obscurity and

poverty into the sunlight of hope. Thus the best material for high

culture is made available, the higher seminaries of learning are fur-

nished with meritorious students, the community is enriched and civi-

lization advanced. Daniel Webster said he did not know how he

could have gone to College but for the poor little District School of

his neighborhood. No system of education is truly solid and sound

and democratic which does not make it possible for the child of supe-

rior merit, however poor, to mount the highest round of the educa-

tional ladder.

The modern facilities and appliances for elementary teaching, such

as classification and apparatus of various kinds, have vastly increased

the teacher's power of imparting and the pupil's power of acquiring.

I will mention only one,—the blackboard,—which is to teaching what

steam is to transportatiou. J would say, in the words of a good au-
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tliority, " Let us try what conscientious and intelligent teaching can

do, before we presume to decide what cannot be done." And in what

does conscientious and intelligent teaching consist? It consists in

two things : first, in the exercise of good judgment in determining

what to teach and what not to teach at each step in the several

branches ; and second, in the use of economical methods.

Who have been our guides as to what to teach in each branch?

Compilers of text-books ! Mr. Historicus compiles a history of the

United States for general use, for the market of the whole country,

He is compelled to embrace in it the details of the colonization, and

so forth, of every State. And so of geography. Our children have

been crushed down under an intolerable load of geographical rubbish,

simplj^ because it has been printed and put up between the two covers

of a book ! And so of arithmetic and grammar and spelling. It is

not the books that I so much blame ; it is the wrong use made of them

that I complain of.

But there is no less room for economy in the method than in the

choice and limitation of the matter of instruction. I have seen in one

school children kept for weeks poring over a few pages of elementary

geography, to no purpose, for the want of conscientious and intelligent

teaching ; while in the next school, by a judicious use of the globe, the

wall-map, the blackboard and the text-book, the children were soon

made quite intelligent on the subject of geography, and, what was

more, were greatly interested in the stud3\ Illustrations of this sort

without number might be produced.

Now it is the object and design of our Grammar School programme

to make it practicable for our teachers to omit the useless parts of

their text-books, and to teach all the branches in a reasonable and in-

telligent way. It is based on the assumption that if all the branches

therein required to be taught are properly apportioned and properly

handled, the results will be reasonably satisfactory. It assumes that

it is better to know something of the history of England than to know
ever3^thing of the history of New Jersey or Connecticut ; that it is

better to know something of the elements of physical science than to

know how to locate every village and mill-stream in the United States.

It assumes that it is better to be able to write a decent letter than to

be able to get a hundred per cent, in spelling a list of very hard words.

And if in any school the classes are not up to the requirements in any

branch, the inquiry should be, first, is not too much attempted?

Second, is the proper time given to it ? And, third, is it taught in the

best manner? Before the programme was adopted, unsuccessful

teachers were in the habit of attributing their failures to the text-

books. Now they are very likely to make the programme the scape-

24
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goat of their sliort-comings. Still in justice I ought to say that but

few such cases have come to my knowledge.

Sjyecial Schools.—During the last year we have carried on sixteen

Special Schools, namely : ten Elementary Evening Schools, one Even-

ing High School, two Schools for Licensed Minors, one for Deaf Mutes,

one Kindergarten School, and one Evening Industrial Drawing School.

The city is not required by law to maintain these schools, with the ex-

ception of the last named ; but they have been established only after

ver}^ careful consideration by the board, and they are all serving an

important purpose in supplementing the means of education provided

in the regular courses of stud}^ of the Primary, Grammar and High
Schools. I am aware that there are members of the board who do not

look with much favor upon these extra schools, fearing that unneces-

sary expense may be incurred in maintaining them. But so long as

no Special Schools can be established or maintained without the au-

thority of the school committee, who are well qualified to judge of the

educational wants of the community, and the concurrent sanction of

the city council in voting the requisite appropriations for the support

of such schools, there is evidently little danger that thej will be mul-

tiplied without good reason.

Evening Schools.—The following table contains the summary of the

statistical reports of the several Elementary Evening Schools, which

were in operation from October, 1870, to April, 1871 :

—
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The success of these schools, both in respect to attendance and

progress, was more satisfactory during the last year than in any pre-

ceding year. The average number of pupils in attendance to a teach-

er, exclusive of the principals, was eleven. The instruction is almost

wholly individual, and hence the necessity of employing a large num-

ber of teachers in proportion to the number of pupils. This largely

increases the expense. If these schools were classified, as the day

schools are, one teacher might instruct a much larger number of pupils.

There are serious obstacles in the way of the classification of the pu-

pils in these schools, so as to make class instruction practicable ; and

yet it seems to me that they might be classified to some extent, so that

the teachers might be enabled to avail themselves of the advantages of

class instruction, at least in some branches.

Evening High ScJiool.—The average attendance was one hundred

and fifty against eighty-tliree for the preceding winter, the first of its

existence. It retained the same organization, having been in charge

of Messrs. Anderson and Woolson, masters in the English High

School, as principals, to whose efficient and judicious management its

acknowledged success is largely due. Five accomplished and able as-

sistants were employed. The average number of pupils in attendance

to a teacher, exclusive of the principals, was thirt}'-one, or about three

times as large as that in the Elementary Evening Schools. Here the

principle of classification is rigidly adhered to, and hence the great

econoni}^ of the teaching force.

I have been deeply interested in the establishment and growth of

this school, and I cannot but regard it as one of the most useful edu-

cational institutions of the city. It only need be known to be highly

appreciated by all true friends of a complete system of free public

instruction.

ScJiools for Licensed Minors.—There has been no material change

during the past year in these two schools for licensed newsboy's and

bootblacks. Those who do not attend with a fair degree of regularity

are reported to the committee on licenses of the city council, and their

licenses are cancelled. On the other hand, boys are not allowed

licenses unless they promise to attend school. The schools are well

managed and faithfully taught. They have ah'eady wrought a radical

change in the appearance and manners of the boys who are employed

in selling papers and blacking boots. They have acquired a higher de-

gree of self-respect, and have been encouraged and stimulated in their

efforts for improvement. The average number belonging during the

last half-year was seventj'-nine, and the average attendance was sixty-

six.

ScJiool for Deaf Mutes.—The whole number of pupils belongiug is

thirty-eight, and the average attendance during the last six months
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was thirty-one. The city receives from the State, for the instruction

of resident pupils, one hundred dollars each, and for non-residents one

hundred and fifty dollars.

The success and prosperity of the school during the past year have

been highly gratifying to its friends. Its excellent principal. Miss

Sarah Fuller, and her devoted assistants. Misses True, Barton and

Bond, have labored with extraordinary patience and zeal to promote

the progress of the unfortunate children committed to their charge.

In this school the pupils are not taught the sign-language nor the

manual alphabet. The system of instruction employed is what is

known as the German system, the pupils being taught to speak and to

read from the lips. This system is considered as especial^ adapted

for the education of semi-deaf and semi-mute pupils. Congenital mutes

are also very generally found capable of deriving great benefit from this

sj'stem.

Dm-ing the last year a very important experiment was made at this

school in the application of visible speech to the method of teaching

deaf mutes to speak. This system of visible speech was invented and

developed by Prof. Alexander Melville Bell, of London. " The funda-

mental principle of the sj^stem is, that all relations of sound are sym-

bolized by relations of form. Each organ and each mode of organic

action concerned in the production or modification of sound has its

appropriate symbol, and all sounds of the same nature produced at

difierent parts of the mouth are represented by a single symbol turned

in a direction corresponding to the organic position."

The experiment was made by Prof. Bell's son, Mr. A. Graham Bell,

a very skilful and accomplished teacher, who was engaged for this

purpose by the standing committee on the school. He was employed

about six weeks, dividing his time between the practical instruction of

the pupils and the teaching of the teachers in the theory of the system.

The result of this experiment with visible speech seems to me to be

very significant. It convinced me of the practicability of teaching

even congenital mutes perfect articulation, and also that, by the system

of visible speech, good articulation can be secured in much less time

than is required to produce the same result without its use. It is, in fact,

a new and powerful instrumentality in the instruction of deaf mutes.

The Kindergarten School.—This school was opened on the 26th of

September, 1870, in the Primary School-building on Somerset Street,

under the charge of Mrs. Charlotte B. Thomas, a graduate of Mrs.

Kriege's Training School in Boston for Kindergarten teachers. The

number belonging has varied from twenty-four to fifteen. The nature

and aims of the Kindergarten having been set forth at some length by

the committee on the school in their printed report, it is unnecessary

for me to enlarge on the topic at this time.
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Mrs. Thomas has devoted herself to this school with great fidelity,

for which she deserves commendation. The experiment has been thus

far interesting and useful ; but in order to give the s^-stem a fair trial,

it is necessary to begin the course with a class of pupils of the proper

age, not exceeding four j'^ears, and carry it through all the stages, as

elaborated by Froebel, and then test the pupils so trained with the

pupils of the same age in our Primary Schools, not only in respect to

their capacity' to go on with the branches of elementary instruction,

but also in respect to their moral and physical condition and develop-

ment.

I have great confidence in the value and soundness of the Kinder-

garten sj'stem. The onty practical objection to its general introduc-

tion in populous communities seems to be its cost. If, after it has had

a fair trial, its advantages are found to warrant the expense it requires,

no doubt the public sentiment will favor the establishment of Kinder-

garten schools, sufficient in number for all children from four to six or

seven years of age. If this should be done, probabl}^ two jears would

be sufficient time for children who have already received the Kinder-

garten course, to do all that is now required in the Primary Schools

during the three years of the present course.

Evening Drawing Scliool.—The committee on drawing, in the last

year's report, quoted the Act of the legislatm'e, approved May 16,

1870, requiring provision to be made for free instruction in " industrial

or mechanical di'awing," and earnestly recommended that the require-

ments of the statute be met b}^ establishing Evening Drawing Schools

where drawing onl}^ should be taught. The recommendation was at

once adopted by the school board ; the city council made the requisite

appropriation to defray the expense. The commodious drawing-rooms

of the Institute of Technology were secured, and the school was opened,

late in November, with several departments, and a crowd of promising

and deserving pupils. Nearly a thousand applicants, male and female,

entered their names upon the register. Upwards of five hundred pu-

pils received instruction for a longer or shorter period, not more than

two hundred and twenty-five being accommodated in the rooms at one

time. The school was open four nights a week, the pupils, divided

into two sets, attending in turn two nights a week. The average

number of difierent pupils attending weekl^^ was three hundred and

eighty. The total cost was $6,014.84; of this sum, $1,868.50 was
expended for instruments, patterns and furniture, which are now on
hand. Ten different instructors were employed, most of whom were

connected with the Institute of Technology either as teachers or pupils.

Instruction was given in general free-hand drawing,—in the free-hand

drawing of machines from solid models, in mechanical and architec-

tural drawing, and in ship-draughting.
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The school was altogether a success. The pupils, a majority of

whom were young mechanics, found they were getting what would be

of the greatest use to them, and so they attended punctuall}', and

worked with a will. The teachers were full of enthusiasm. The
committee on drawing, led by the accomplished chairman, were inde-

fatigable in their attention to the interests of the school.

There was some hesitation and delay in making the necessary ap-

propriation for the continuance of the school next winter. I am not

surprised at this, for the school is a new thing, and here all new things

in our educational progress, however useful or excellent, have to un-

dergo careful scrutiny. This is well. But such an educational im-

provement as this, once introduced in this city, can never be aban-

doned, because it meets an immediate and pressing want of the times.

The more it is known, the more highly it will be appreciated. It is by

no means a contrivance for teaching at the public expense an unim-

portant accomplishment to a few idlers and drones. It is a wise pro-

vision for furnishing the young artisans and skilled laborers in various

crafts the technical instruction which they need, and which they cannot

get except by means of schools of this description.

"What, then, are the facts in regard to the attendance and non-

attendance of children in this city ?

This important question I propose to answer, as far as I am able to

do so by the use of the information at my command. In attempting

to accomplish this purpose, the first item of information we have to

seek is that of the number of children of school-age. In a small

country town it would not be a difficult task to get this statistical item

with almost absolute exactness, but in a large cit}^ the exact enumera-

tion of all the children of suitable age to attend school is a very dif-

ferent thing. The legal provision for the enumeration is as follows :

—

" The assessors shall annually, in the month of Ma}^, ascertain the

number of persons in their respective towns and cities on the first day

of May, between the ages of five and fifteen years, and, on or before

the first day of July following, report the same to the school commit-

tee." Our assessors, finding themselves unable, in a city of this size,

to comply with the letter of the law by doing this work personally,

placed the supervision of it in my hands. This duty I have performed

as well as I could during the past ten years. The mode of proceeding

is this : An enumerator, experienced in such matters, is appointed to

take charge of the work. He selects sixteen assistants, one for each

ward, who present themselves at my office for examination as to their

fitness for the duty to be performed by them. When the requisite

number of assistants has been approved, they are furnished with blank-

books, and carefully instructed as to the manner in which they are to

proceed. At the end of the first .day's work, the enumerator presents
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the books of his assistants for examination. This is repeated several

times during the progress of the work. If an assistant proves to be

incompetent, he is discharged. As a means of securing fidelity and

accuracy in the work, occasionally the name of one of the assistants

is drawn b}'' lot, and his book is put into the hands of a suitable per-

son to re-canvass a portion of his ground. Sometimes the enumerator

and m^'self together make this re-canvass. Even with all the care

thus bestowed upon this matter, it is not to be supposed that mathe-

matical accurac}" has been reached. It is, however, safe to sa}^ that a

tolerably close approximation to it has been attained.

The enumeration of last May made the number of persons in the

city, between the ages of five and fifteen years, 45,970. This is the

number of children to be educated, or the number due at school, on

the supposition that the schooling of all children is to be continued

until the age of fifteen years.

"We are now to ascertain how far this number can be accounted for.

In attempting to do this, we begin with the enumeration of the pupils

in the Public Schools, and for this purpose I use the statistics made
up at the close of the last school-^^ear, because they contain the last

yearly averages. Our school records have not been so kept, until the

beginning of the present school-year, as to show how many different

pupils are enrolled. They show only the average number belonging.

The average for the j^ear is found b}' averaging in the first place each

mouth, the numbers actually on the roll for each day in the month be-

ing added, and the sum being divided by the number of school-days

in the month. Then the monthly averages thus obtained are again

averaged. When a pupil is absent for five consecutive days, for any

cause whatever, his name is dropped from the roll until he returns,

and it is not counted with the number belonging. If a pupil leaves

without intending to return, his name is dropped at once. This mode

of keeping the records makes the average belonging considerably less

than it would be if the names of pupils, absent from sickness or other

causes, were retained and counted as being on the roll until their re-

turn. Teachers generally try to keep their rolls trimmed as closely as

possible, because in this way the per cent, of attendance is made to

appear more favorable. Besides, it is to be borne in mind that, by

this mode of keeping the records, the number reported as the yearly

average belonging is much'less than the whole number of pupils who

have been in attendance for some part of the j^ear. For instance, if

one pupil attended school five months, another three and a third two,

these three pupils would be counted as if they were only one child

attending school the ten months which constitute the school-j^ear.

The average whole number belonging to the Public Schools for the

year ending August 31, 1871, was :

—
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Day Schools, 36,174

Evening Schools, 1,666

Evening Drawing Schools, 380

Total,
'

38,220

The average attendance at the Private Schools for the year ending

August 31, 1871, was :

—

Tuition Schools, 2,945

Free Catholic Schools and Charitable and Reformatory Institutions, 4,359

Total, . 7,304

The average attendance at these two general classes of Private

Schools would not probably exceed eighty-five per cent, of the whole

number belonging. On this supposition the average whole number

belonging to the Private Schools would be 8,593. Adding this num-

ber to the average whole number belonging to the Public Schools, we

have as the aggregate average whole number of pupils belonging to

Public and Private Schools, 46,813, a number larger by nearly one

thousand than that of the children in the city of school-age. But this

number includes pupils over fifteen years of age. There are none in

school under five years of age. We must, therefore, deduct from it

those pupils who are over fifteen. In the High Schools the number of

pupils over fifteen is 1,082, and in the Grammar Schools, 1,110. As
we have no returns of the ages of pupils in the Evening and Private

Schools, the number who are over fifteen j^ears of age can only be

estimated. In the Evening Schools, I estimate that two-thirds are

over fifteen years of age, amounting to 1,110. In the Free Private

Schools, little else than the elementary branches being taught, it is

probable that there are very few pupils over fifteen years of age.

Among the Tuition Private Schools were included the Industrial

School of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Com-

mercial Colleges, with five hundred and sevent3'--six students belong-

ing. It may reasonably be taken for granted that all these students

are over fifteen years of age. By far the larger number of the Tuition

Private Schools are for young children, and, at all events, the propor-

tion of the pupils in these schools, taken together, who are over fifteen

years of age, is not greater than that of the Public Schools, which is

about six per cent. Assuming this figure as the basis of calculation,

the number over fifteen in these schools is 465. Adding this number

to 576, we have 1,041. A fraction of the pupils in the Private Schools

are non-residents ; but this is balanced, probably, by the Private

Schools not reported by the canvasser. Several Private Schools are

known to have been omitted in the enumeration.
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The number over fifteen j^ears of age stands thus :

—

In the High Schools, 1,082

In Grammar Schools, - . 1,110

In Evening Schools, 1,110

In Private Schools, 1,041

Total, 4,343

Deducting the total number over fifteen from the whole number be-

longing to all the schools, and we have the number under fifteen

belonging thus :

—

Number belonging to all the schools, 46,813

Number over fifteen, 4,343

Number under fifteen belonging, 42,470

This number thus accounted for, taken from the whole number of

children of school-age enumerated, 45,970, leaves 3,500 still to be

accounted for. For this purpose it is necessary to examine our school

statistics a little more closely.

Classification of Pupils in Primaky Schools by Ages.

Five years of age, 17 per cent.

Six years of age, 22 " "

Seven years of age, 23 " "

Eight years of age, 19 " "

Nine years of age and over, 19 " "

It appears from the above that the number of children five years of

age who belong to the Primary Schools is only seventy-five per cent, of

those seven years of age. It may be assumed then at least twenty-five

per cent, of the children five years of age do not attend either Public

or Private Schools. The whole number of children five years of age

is about one-tenth of the number between five and fifteen, or 4,597.

Twenty-five per cent, of this number is 1,149. I consider this num-

ber of children who are not in school, or nearly all of it, as satisfac-

torily accounted for. When I say it is satisfactorily accounted for, I

mean that this number cannot, with propriety, be considered as any

part of the number of children who are growing up without the advan-

tages of schooling. For tjiese children are, for the most part, kept at

home by their parents, not to their injury, but for their good. They
are not withheld from the school to work at home, or to work for hire.

A very small fraction may be prevented from attending school on ac-

count of the neglect of parents. It is becoming very common for

parents in easy circumstances to defer sending their children to school

2-5
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until six or seven j-ears of age ; and for a child under six years of age

the freedom of a good home is doubtless better than the teaching to

be had in an ordinary school. The children of the poorer class of

parents, who arrive at the age of five 3'ears during the winter season,

are generally kept at home until the opening of spring. This is not

the consequence of neglect. It is done out of regard for the welfare

of the children. Besides, it is to be borne in mind that children five

years of age are not generally regarded as having arrived at school-

age. In several States of the Union children under six ^-^ears of age

are prohibited from attending school.

And then, on the other hand, it is not reasonable to take it for

granted that all children from twelve to fifteen 3'ears of age, who are

not in school, are to be classed with those who are growing up without

competent education. In this State there is no school-age recognized

and fixed by law. Is it not doubtful whether it would be best for all

children to attend school constantly until the age of fifteen years ? I

am not aware of the existence of any sj'stem of general education

that contemplates the constant schooling of all children up to that age.

The end of the thirteenth year is the age most generally designated as

the minimum for constant and consecutive attendance at Elementary

Schools. In Switzerland, a country unsurpassed for the excellence of

its system of popular education, the constant schooling of children is

not required after the end of their twelfth jeav. From this age they

are required, during three or four years, to attend certain schools from

two and a half to eight hours in each week.

The number of pupils between ten a-nd fourteen ^^ears of age belong-

ing to the Grammar School is 12,718. This would give, if there were

no falling off" in the attendance of older pupils, 3,179 as the number

of pupils who are fourteen years of age belonging to those schools.

But the number of this age actually belonging is only 1,760, showing

a falling ofi" of 1,419. This number of pupils, it is evident, must have

attended school up to the age of about fourteen j-ears, and if so, they

are pretty well accounted for. If they have not received so good an

education as could be desired, they are by no means to be classed as

ignorants. Then the number between twelve and fourteen is 978 less

than the number between ten and twelve. This, number falls out of

the school ranks after the^^ reach the age of twelve years and before

they reach the age of fourteen ; and all or nearly all pupils who re-

main in school until twelve, even if their attendance is not very regu-

lar, get a fair knowledge of reading, writing and spelling, with the

elements of arithmetic and geography. It is reasonable to suppose

that half the pupils at least, leaving school at twelve or thirteen years

of age have a passable elementary'- education. On this supposition,

we have 489 more to add to those previousl}-^ accounted for.
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The children between fiive and fifteen not in school, thus accounted

for, are :

—

Those five years old kept at home, 1,149

Those leaving school at fourteen years of age,.... 1,419

Half of those leaving school between twelve and fourteen years of age, 489

Total, 3,067

This leaves less than 500 of the 3,500 remaining to be accounted

for ; and 3'et I have made no estimate of the number under fifteen who

have left Private Schools after having obtained a tolerabl}^ good ele-

mentary education, nor have I undertaken to calculate how much the

whole number belonging to our schools would have been swelled by

disregarding the." five-day rule," and counting as belonging all pupils

who have been absent for a much longer period than five days.

Recapitulation.

Whole number of children between five and fifteen, . . 45,970

Number belonging to Public Schools, .... 38,220

Number belonging to Private Schools, .... 8,593

Total belonging to all schools, .'.... 46,813

Number in all schools over fifteen, 4,343

Number between five and fifteen in all schools, . . . 42,470

Number five years old not in school, 1,149

Number fourteen years old not in schools, . . . . 1,419

Half the number between twelve and fourteen not in schools, 489

Number between five and fifteen unaccounted for, . . 443

3,500

45,970

It appears, then, that the whole number of pupils of all ages be-

longing to the Public and Private Schools is considerably in excess of

the number of persons in the city between five and fifteen years of age
;

that the mmaber between these ages belonging to the Public and Pri-

vate Schools is ninety-two per cent, of the whole number in the citj^

;

that of the seven per cent, not attending school, six-sevenths are

pretty well accounted for, making ninety-nine per cent, in school or

accounted for, while one per cent, remains unaccounted for. This

statement of the case respecting the school attendance in this

city seems to afford evidence for the belief that the number of children

who are growing up without acquiring at least the rudiments of educa-

tion is quite small. During the past ten years, I do not remember to

have met with the case of a child who had resided in the city until the

age of fourteen without learning to read and write.
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Our truant officers are expected to look after all childreu not attend-

ing school, who are found in the streets without any lawful occupation.

From their reports, and from information derived from other sources,

I had good reason for believing that they are faithful and efficient in the

performance of their duty. But as I occasionall}' hear it said in edu-

cational speeches, or read in some newspaper communication, that

there are several thousand—from ten to fifteen thousand, I think, is

the number named !—vagrant urchins in the streets, growing up in

ignorance, idleness and vice, I thought I would try to find where they

were. Accordingly, a week or two ago, on a bright and sunny morn-

ing, taking care not to select a holida}', I set out on a voyage of

discovery. I went to all the railroad stations, I drove round the mar-

ginal streets, scanning the wharves and alley-ways, keeping a sharp

lookout for boys and girls of school-age. The result of this perambu-

latory expedition, which occupied two or three hours, was quite ex-

traordinary in respect to the smallness of the number of children of

school-age that were found at all. Every one found was stopped and

his case inquired into. The whole number found was hardly more

than could be counted on one's fingers, and among them there was only

one who had not a good reason for being out of school. This was a

truant, who had slipped thi'ough the fingers of his teacher and escaped

the vigilance of the truant officer. The next day being fine, I con-

tinued the survey, going through nearly all the streets of a densely

populated section of the city. The result was about the same as that

of the preceding day. The few children found, with one exception,

gave good reasons for their absence from school. He was a licensed

newsboy, and was generally found in school. A similar district in

another part of the city was inspected on the third day. It was the

same thing over again. I propose to repeat this survey of the streets

when the spring opens. In my last report I presented a tabulated re-

port of the doings of the truant officers during the past ten j^ears.

That report affords strong evidence of the activity of those officers,

and it is no doubt largely owing to their labors that so few absentees

are found in our streets.

But however favorable our statistics of attendance may appear, it is

nevertheless quite certain that there are many children in the city who

are not in the way of acquiring what may be called a competent edu-

cation,—that is, a good elementary education ; and so long as there is

one such child remaining, our efforts to improve the attendance and

reduce absenteeism should not be relaxed. Among the forces to be

relied upon to secure the general attendance of children at school, the

character of the schools is the most important. The more nearly our

schools approach to the most approved standard of excellence, the

more they will be attended, not only b^^ the children of the wealthier
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classes, but also by the cliildren of the poor. In pursuing the con-

quest of ignorance, this fact should ever be kept in the foreground.

Still, the attractive force of a good school is not alone sufficient. Ex-

perience proves that it must be supplemented by coercive instrumen-

talities. As I have already intimated, the truant law, which has been

in operation for twenty j'ears, has proved a powerful auxiliary in the

warfare against ignorance. Indirectly the truant officers have per-

forrned a very valuable service, which, perhaps, was not anticipated

when the truant law was enacted. They have, to a very great extent,

been the means of making those classes of persons who do not appre-

ciate the value of education at least feel the disgrace of voluntary

ignorance. Let the sentiment once become universal among all classes

of society that voluntary illiteracy is not onl}- disgraceful, but crimi-

nal, and there will be comparatively little need of the application of

compulsory means to secure school attendance.

Superintende7it of Public Schools.—John D. Philbrick.

CHELSEA.

School-Houses and Accommodations.—As usual, we desire first to

call the attention of parents and of the municipal authorities to the

condition of our school-buildings and to the necessity of increased

and better school accommodations. The old, one-story red building,

perhaps adequately symbolized the " District School as it was," and

generations of worthy and useful citizens received in it the rudiments

of education. But in that day of the red school-house the country

was comparatively poor and the population sparse, with few cities or

large towns. "Wages wei'e low, and the resources of the country and

its general civilization imperfectly^ developed. Those were Arcadian

days, which, in a moral aspect, doubtless transcended the superior

civilization and higher refinements of later times. The school-house

then was as good and comfortable for the scholar as the farm-house

and the mechanic's dwelling were for their occupants. It was even on

a level with the parish church, which compelled the worshipper to lis-

ten to two hours of doctrine, amid the winter rigors of New England,

without the friendly warmth of stove or furnace. Now that our

churches have become models of the architectural taste of the age,

and the houses of ordinary citizens are witnesses to a higher sense of

comfort, utility and beauty, it would seem that the school-buildings

and their surroundings should follow in the same path of progress.

The kind parent would hardly be willing to bring up his children in

rooms so shabb}^ and forbidding as are manj^ of our school-rooms ; and

children, instead of being drawn to and encouraged by pleasant, airy

and tasteful walls and ceilings, like those of the home, are repelled by
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the too vivid contrast daily presented to their ejes. If it be necessary

to supplement parental affection with pleasant and suitabl3^-fm'nished

apartments in order to render home attractive to children, wh}- is it

not equally necessary to add to the accomplishments of teachers and

the interest of studies the magic of well-appointed school-buildings,

when the same children become pupils in our schools ? We do not

claim that our school-houses should possess such charms as wealthy

citizens give to their dwellings, but they should be as agreeable to the

sight and as well furnished as the rooms of our ordinary residences.

The naked plaster should give place to some simple and inexpensive

decoration, and the rooms and furniture should be tasteful and pleasant.

Above all, children should not be huddled into narrow spaces and

compelled to breathe unwholesome air.

Drawing.—The subject of di'awing in our schools, and of the requi-

sition of the statute of 1870, regarding the provision of free instruc-

tion in industrial or mechanical di'awing to persons over fifteen years

of age, has recentl^^ been referred to a special committee of the board.

The report of that committee, which was adopted in November, secured

the establishment of drawing as a required study in all the grades of

the Grammar Schools, and Bartholomew's system and books have been

introduced as aids to the teachers. It is probable that something more

can be done, by the means of drawing-slates in the Primarj^ Schools,

to give the youngest children a good start in this study before theu-

entrance into the Grammar Schools, There seems to be no good rea-

son why children may not learn to draw as soon as the}^ learn to write.

The two processes require a similar exercise of the hand and a similar

use of the eye, and maj" for this reason be taught together. It would

perhaps be more philosophical even to teach drawing first, inasmuch as

exercise in the production of the elementary lines in drawing involves

all that is requisite in writing.

Adult Evening School.—This school was recommenced in October,

with about the same number of pupils as attended it during the last

session, and was again placed under the direction of Jesse Briggs,

Esq., as principal, and Mr, Back and Miss Littlefield as assistants.

Boys and girls attend on alternate evenings. It is in all respects a

difficult school to manage, the main distm'bing element being found in

the numerous class of younger boys. The ser^dces of a police officer

have been often required to prevent noise and mischief in and around

the rooms of the old hospital building in which the school is kept, and

much trouble is occasioned by the same hojs while in the school-room.

More of these boys should rightfully attend the day schools ; but from

the narrowness of the means of their parents, or from some domestic

considerations they are forced to work or remain at home during the

day-time, and are sent, perhaps unwillingly, to pick up such morsels
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of education as can be afforded by the Evening School. The experi-

ence of the past few years will probably compel the committee to ad-

mit no pnpils into this school except those over fifteen 3'ears of age,

and thus practically to require all boys below that age to attend the

da_7 schools.

In spite of these disturbances, or perhaps we should rather say an-

noyances, the school secures a ver}^ considerable good to its attend-

ants. One pupil, over forty-five j^ears old, has made commendable

and, to him, very gratifying progress. The girls strive honestly and

faithfully to learn, and all the pupils of both sexes improve rapidly in

writing, some of them having acquired a fair and plain hand. If this

school should be hereafter devoted solely to the instruction of older

pupils, who have been deprived by misfortune of the oi'dinary educa-

tional privileges of childhood, its usefulness will doubtless become

more manifest.

In concluding this report, we renew the recommendation so often

made by our predecessors in respect to a more thorough supervision

of the schools. From the necessity of the case, many members of this

board are so far occupied with the cares and requirements of business

as to be forced either to neglect altogether or inadequately to perform

the duties which, in the absence of a superintendent, must devolve

upon the committee. Consequently the labor devolves mainl}' upon a

few members of the board, and it cannot be reasonably expected that

men, who have families to support and personal interests to cherish,

will discharge for an indefinite period, and for a nominal compensation,

a constant and laborious round of duties, which require a high degree

of ability and devotion, and which deserve a liberal and honorable

compensation. When a superintendent, possessing the requisite qual-

ifications, shall be appointed, the labors of this board will be so far

lightened that all qualified citizens will be willing to come forward and

take their share in them. Meanwhile the duties of the office of school

committee will at best be only imperfectly discharged, and its burdens

will always be unequall}" distributed. The system of Public-School

education, artificial and defective indeed as it is, will not bear its

fruits, and needed reforms and improvements will be delaj'ed. We
commend this subject, as well as all the general interests of the

schools, to the careful consideration of our successors in office, and to

all parents and citizens.

For the School Committee.—Tract P. Cheever.

WINTHROP.

Early last year the Ladies' Union Circle voted to make a donation

of their earnings for the year to the town, for the purpose of having
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A^ocal music taught in the schools, which has been of gi-eat benefit to

the schools, and we feel that this organization is entitled to the grati-

tude of the citizens of the town, and the board of school committee

in this public manner tender their acknowledgment, ex animo.

School Committee.—H. S. Soule, Lucius Floyd, C. S. Tewksbury.

WOKCESTER COUNTY.

ATHOL.

If, as a town, we desire to appropriate our proportionate share of

these blessings derived from the school fund, we must encourage our

teachers to secure for themselves the advantages of Normal-School

instruction, and then employ them in our own schools, paj'ing them for

their service such compensation as will remunerate them for their out-

lay of time and money. Several young ladies from this town have

availed themselves of these privileges. Their services command a

higher price than we have felt able to pay, and other communities,

more generous and liberal, get the benefit of their skill and culture.

Our High School is furnishing us with 3'oung teachers of great

promise. They only need to supplement the 'High-School course, by

graduating from the Normal Schools, to make most skilful and accom

plished teachers, and we hope many of them will do so. We wish all

our teachers could have the benefit of Normal-School training, not be-

cause they are not well qualified by a sufficient knowledge of text-

books, but that the}^ might have the benefit of all the modern improve-

ments in the art of instruction known as the Normal method.

In order that our children may learn less and know more, we trust

the time is not far distant when, not only in professional life, but in

every school, we shall require and secure special training for the

work to be performed. Some of our teachers, who have not had the

benefit of normal instruction, but who are industrious, well educated

and accomplished, having no intutive aptness to instruct and govern,

we claim as among the best of trained teachers, and snch we gladly

continue to employ. Intelligence, culture and skill, in the teacher's-

vocation, as well as in the pulpit, in medicine, at the bar, in business

or engineering, will command a good price in the markets of the world
;

and if, as a community, we would secure the services of the best qualified

in any department of human industry, we must pay the market price.

School Comtnittee.—James P. Lynde, Superintendent; W. H. Amsden, F. G. Lord,

S. M. Osgood.
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BOLTON.

Normal-School Listrudion.—Schools of this sort are established for

the very object to suggest thoughts, processes, methods that might not

otherwise occur to the mind, however well instructed in a general way
;

to point out that there are difficulties to be overcome in this direction

or in that ; so that the teacher, forewarned and forearmed, may go to

his or her work, not utterly devoid of special preparation, but knowing

what to anticipate and how to meet it. In other words, Normal
Schools are supposed to give the sort of drill the young recruit will

need for actual campaigning ; so that the duties of a sentinel, or of a

soldier on the march, or in the camp, or of a fighting-man in the ranks,

are made somewhat familiar to him before he has had experience of

them in the actual field,—a drill the value of which who does not see ?

We wish more of our smart 3'oung women and young men, who con-

template teaching, for a portion of their lives certainly, would go to

our excellent Normal Schools, and give themselves some sort of intel-

lectual and moral outfit before assuming duties so delicate and respon-

sible, requiring so much good judgment and proper feeling.

School Committee.—Richard S. Edes, Ezekiel Fitzgerald.

BROOKFIELD.

The Home and the School.—It should alwaj-s be borne in mind that

the success of the school and the welfare of the children depend upon

the cooperation of parent and teacher, and the adjustment of right

relations between the home and the school. The interests here are

not antagonistic, but mutual, and the}' should be so regarded. The
school-room is but a secondar}' home, and the teacher, for the time be-

ing, assumes the place of the parent ; and with the child and towards

the teacher should go the parent's sympathy and kindly cooperation in

the great work of training the child and educating it into something

beautiful and manl}' in spirit and character. Schools, society, govern-

meut, churches and prisons are but a reflection and an outgrowth of

the home. Let parents think of this, and govern themselves and their

children accordingly.

Siqjervision of Schools.—^Let there be chosen, say a committee of

nine, who shall attend to ever3^thing except the selection of teachers

and the oversight of the schools, which can best be done by a superin-

tendent chosen for the purpose by the committee, and paid a reason-

able salary.

Every institution needs a head, some one person to guide and give

it shape and tone. That school supervision is an essential element in
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the management and development of our Public-School sj'stem none

will deny. The National Bureau of Education has its commissioner
;

States have their superintendents or secretaries ; counties in some

States, and should in all, have their supervisors ; and cities or towns,

either separate or two or three of the latter combining, should support

superintendents of schools. The superintendent, together with the

town's committee, should constitute the town board of education.

That our schools need more and better supervision is evident, and that

under the guidance of one mind devoted to the business they can be

better organized, unified and S3'stematized is also true.

The best of schools need all the help, sympathy and encouragement

the}" may be able to get from one whose whole mind is given to the

work of schools, and poor schools and inexperienced teachers can be

greatly benefited by the suggestions and help of a good superintend-

ent. Something more is needed with most schools than to set them

agoing. The committee system of supervision is better than none
;

and if towns expect the committee to take good care of their schools,

they must compensate such service more liberally than is generally

done. A person, whose time is worth from three to five dollars a day,

can ill afford to work for nine shillings, finding his horse and boarding

himself. But whoever undertakes the work of supervision, a labor of

love though it be, let it be done conscientiously and faithfully.

School Committee.—A. Judson Rich, W. J. Adams, David Pellett, Geo. "W.

Johnson, E. W. Hodgkins, Henry L. Mellen.

CLINTON.

The committee invite special attention to the subject of truancy.

At the suggestion of the school committee last year, and b}' a vote of

the town, a truant oflficer was appointed by the selectmen, whose daily

duty has been to call at the schools, and ascertain what scholars were

absent, and by visiting their homes to learn the cause of their absence,

as well as to notify the parents ; also to patrol the town during school-

hours, and to bring into school, or to their parents, any children found

out of school without some reasonable excuse. Mr. John D. Brigham

has performed these duties most judiciously, and the school committee,

with man}- of the other citizens, have observed a great improvement

in the attendance of children at school, in their less frequent appear-

ance as idlers and loiterers in the streets during school-hours, and in a

general better conduct out of doors and in the schools.

The fact that truanc}^, stealing and committing acts of wanton or

malicious mischief, b}'^ children under sixteen ^j-ears of age, cannot be

punished except by the judge of probate in presence of an agent or

commissioner of the board of state charities, which process requires
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taking the parties, witnesses, &c,, to Worcester, with the incident de-

hxys and postponements, has induced the truant oflicer to omit arrest-

ing for trial all but two of the cases. He has endeavored to stop the

mischief 113' moral suasion and referring the matter to parents. His

reports to parents have often been received ungraciously, and some-

times with abuse. Many of these petty offences committed by young

children will not be punished under the existing statutes ; and the

children, being thus suffered to go with impunity, are liable to con-

tract habits which will be annojing at least, if not dangerous to the

community, and of course ruinous to themselves. A discreet and

honest trial justice, living in the town, could promptl}^ settle such

cases, check evil habits earl}', and restore the children at once to their

schools.

Chairman.—Franklin Forbes.

FITCHBURG.

Drawing.—The most important measure in its influence upon educa-

tion, which has been adopted during the past year, has been the introduc-

tion of drawing into our Public Schools. In accordance with a provision

of the legislature, adopted in 1870, making drawing one of the studies

required by law to be taught in the Public Schools of the State, this

branch of instruction has been commenced, with the exception of a

few small schools, to be supplied the ensuing term, in all the schools,

from the highest to the lowest. Work was commenced during the fall

term under man}" embarrassing circumstance from the nature of our

situation. Few, if any, of our teachers were competent to instruct

even in the elements, and, excepting an advanced class in the High

School, all the scholars in all the schools were obliged to start at the

very beginning of the study. Under the instruction of the teacher of

drawing, exercises were given in all the classes in the High and Gram-

mar Schools twice per week. In the Intermediate Schools one lesson

per week was given by the teacher of drawing, and other lessons by

the teachers of the schools. In all the lower grades of schools slates

and drawing-cards were introduced, and an appropriate amount of

time expended hj the teachers. The number of pupils taught during

the fall term, according to the report of the teacher, was eight hun-

dred and eighty-two. The teaching, of course, was necessarily almost

wholl}' class-teaching, hardly a moment being allowed to attend to the

needs of individual scholars. The teacher devoted herself completelj-

and assiduously^ to her duties, and accomplished all that could have

been expected. Good progress was made in nearly all the classes,

and Ml some classes, and among scholars in all classes, the improve-

ment was encouraging.
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A commencement lias now been made, and though jesirs must elapse

before we attain any considerable degree of perfection, or important

results are realized, still we feel a confident assurance, from the inter-

est already manifested in the schools, and the unanimity of public

sentiment on the subject, that a great advance is about to be made in

our system of education.

The time seems to have arrived when the advantages to be derived

from its cultivation, first on the individual, in the enhancement of his

means of usefulness and happiness, and again the eminentlj^ practical

character of such education in its ultimate influence upon the indus-

trial arts, and in all the walks of life, is more fully appreciated. It is

now the opinion of most eminent teachers of drawing, and those who

have devoted much time to its cultivation, that its stud}^ should not be

optional in our schools, to be pursued by a few only of those most

favorably situated, where the majorit}^ of the children have leisure,

besides completing the ordinary course, to attend to ornamental

branches ; but that it should constitute an essential part of our system

of instruction,—commenced in the Primary Schools and continued

throughout the whole course.

Evening Drawing School.—In accordance with the recent provision

of law, requiring the establishment of schools for the benefit of all the

population over fifteen years of age, in towns possessing more than

ten thousand inhabitants, a school was maintained under the direction

of the committee during the past winter. After due notice, it was

commenced in the hall of the High School-house, under the charge of

Prof. A. S. Kimball, of Worcester. A large number of persons, em-

bracing a considerable pi'oportion of intelligent and enterprising me-

chanics, availed themselves of its advantages. Some of the teachers

of our Public Schools also, were in almost constant attendance. After

one or two evenings the class became so large that the teacher could not

do justice without assistance. After some short preliminar}" instruc-

tions, this aid was furnished by J. Edwin Munroe, N. H. Whitney, teach-

er of writing in the day schools, and Miss M. Louisa Haskell, teacher of

drawing in the da}^ schools. The class was divided into two sections,

one for free-hand, and the other for mechanical drawing. Most of the

young men engaged in our workshops and other industrial pursuits,

selected the latter course. Both divisions made much progress and a

large majority manifested commendable interest and zeal. The ac-

complishments of the division in mechanical drawing exceeded our

expectations. The intelligence and accuracy with which the various

problems in this department were wrought out, reflected the highest

credit upon those engaged in it, and could only have been the result

of an interest in the subject, and an appreciation of its value. The

school was kept two evenings per week and continued twenty-five
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evenings. Total number of scholars, about one hundred and twent}'-

five ; average attendance, about ninety. The committee regard this

commencement as very auspicious, and that very great advantages

must ensue from the continuance of the plan, does not admit of any

doubt. The same arguments which were used with reference to in-

struction in this study in the Common Schools, will apply to this

enterprise. Our material prosperity rests almost entirely upon the

character, as to skill and intelligence, of the industrial class, and any

agency designed for their elevation in these respects, is worth}^ of con-

stant and earnest attention.

School Committee.—Alfred Miller, C. H. B. Snow, George D. Colony, Thos.

S. Blood, George Jewett, S. B. Grant.

GARDNER.

The statute in respect to truancy or non-attendance should be obe3"ed

by parents and guardians, or else enforced by the committee. The
justice of it is apparent. Every citizen is taxed to support schools, so

he has a right to demand that the benefits of education shall be uni-

versal, and the object for which he pays his money more fully an-

swered in the security and morality that the wide diffusion of intelli-

gence gives to the community, the State and the nation.

In this connection it may be appropriate to show to what extent

time and opportunities are wasted by absentees. The loss last year

was twelve thousand one hundred and ninety-three da^^s. Though
great, it was less in proportion to the thirty weeks of term-time than

the number brought out in the next previous report that covers only

twenty-four weeks. While we are glad to notice some improvement

in this respect, still the loss shows much waste without adequate com-

pensation, or, in many instances, sufficient excuse. Consider the

following facts : The loss last year was equivalent to that of suspend-

ing a school of fifty scholars for only little less than forty-nine weeks,

while the largest school in town, the Primary at the Centre, could be

kept thirty-seven weeks and a half from this lost time, and it would

give the smallest school in town, the North, nearly one hundred and

fifty-two weeks and a half, or more than five of our present school

years. Your committee are aware that many may not consider the

actual loss so great as expressed above ; but we believe it to be greater

than that which is indicated by those facts ; for the frequent or occa-

sional absence of one will often affect others in attendance, since no

class can do its best unless all are present at every recitation. Irreg-

ularit}^ in this respect tends to lower the average scholarship and the

standard of excellence sought in each exercise, so the highest emula-

tion is wanting, and none make the improvement they would, were
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every class complete through the whole term. The error and evil of

neglecting education seem to belong, for the most part, to the children

of adopted citizens, and, in some instances, to those of poor parents.

The latter, taught in our Public Schools, or not at all, are to engage in

the battles of the world with odds against them, therefore they should

not neglect to supply the want of wealth with treasures of wisdom.

School Committee.—John M. Mooke, James Emerson, John E. "Wheeler.

HARVARD.

The town has made very liberal appropriations for schools, indicat-

ing thereby a determination to have them of a good quality. But it is

a serious question whether the town can support schools in nine differ-

ent districts as the expenses of schooling increase. Is there not

some way by which we can reduce the number of the schools and

increase their worth anl efficiencj', with but little if any additional

expense? In view of the foregoing facts, and of the great good that

would arise from proper grading of the schools, the committee recom-

mend the town to take measures to consolidate the districts and thus

increase the size of the schools.

School Committee.—A.. J. Sawyer, J. Q. A. McCollester, Noah "Warner.

LEICESTER.

We are now able, for the first time, to fix upon and announce a uni-

form time for the opening of all the schools in town, and also the time

of closing, with the exception of the winter term.

All these measures look toward ihe establishment of our schools on

a systematic and effective basis, modelling them after the schools in

our cities and larger towns. We trust that the intelligent citizens of

the town will enter into the spirit of these plans, and give encourage-

ment to every endeavor to elevate and improve the character of

our schools, and make them in every sense worthy of the town, and

sources of a sound practical education.

Another desire and aim of the committee has been to bring parents

into closer and more sj^mpathetic relations with the schools, and to

identify them in a measure with the order and improvement of the

school-room. Teachers in the village schools are instructed to notify

parents at once of the absence of their children. In this waj^, truancy,

which was a somewhat serious and threatening evil, has become almost

unlinown.

School Committee.—K. H. Coolidge, Lewis Holmes, L. G. Sturtetant, John E.

Russell, Charles A. Denny.
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LEOMINSTER.

Commissioner Eaton, of the National Bureau of Education, by

careful research has proved beyond question that eight}'^ per cent, of

crime in New England is committed by those M'ho have no education,

or none to serve them a valuable purpose. In 1828 nearl}' thirty

per cent, of all the prisoners in the United State were unable to

even read or write. About one-third of all the crime in the whole

country is committed by from three to seven per cent, of the popu-

lation, the most ignorant portion of the people ; while only one-fifth

of one per cent, is perpetrated by those who are educated. It is not,

however, the education obtained in the schools alone that is valuable

in this respect, for it is found that from eighty to ninety per cent.

of criminals have never learned any trade, or mastered any skilled

labor. Ignorance also panders to intemperance, and these two causes

combined furnish the great majority of the inmates of our prisons,

almshouses and reformatory institutions.

Such facts impress us with the importance of our sj-stem of Public

Schools, and exalt he wisdom of the founders of the Commonwealth
in rendering it possible for ever}^ child within its borders to receive

an education at the public expense. The lamentable and yet inevit-

able results of ignorance, confirm the wise policy of modern legislation

in making attendance at school, for a limited period at least, compul-

sory, and clearly proves that we cannot too carefully watch over our

Public Schools, nor too earnestlj'- labor for their improvement, as their

success lies at the foundation of the prosperity of the State.

Reading has already been spoken of; and declamation, being kin-

dred in nature and properly included under the same head, may be

dismissed without remark. The ordinary school recitations we pass by
with one suggestion to the teachers. Answers to your questions

should be full, complete and given with correct language. Allow no

imperfect and incorrect expression to pass unnoticed. It will be at

once apparent how efficient a mode of improving the art of expression

this might be made. But it was of composit on, or the power of ex-

pressing ideas in clear and correct language that we designed to call

attention to under this head. The scholar who possesses skill in com-

position, can learn any other stud}- more readily and will receive more

benefit from what he learns. There is no reason why this important

part of education should be so much neglected ; nor is there au}' inher-

ent difficulty in teaching it. No branch of study can be taught with

greater ease or with more certainty of success. The mistake gener-

ally is that the study is not begun early enough. As soon as the

child is old enough to read and make letters, exercises in composition
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should commence. At first these exercises should be of the most sim-

ple character, and as age and capacity increase, the lessons may be

more complicated. Exercises in composition may be begun before

the study of grammar, and continued after that study is commenced

in connection with it. And this course should be pursued regularly

as a part of the daily exercises of the school. In this wa}^ most

scholars can acquire the ability of expressing their thoughts with

clearness, force and elegance.

We ask the male citizens of the town to visit the school-room, not

merely at the final examination, but in term-time. Let there be a

score or two of such visits during each term ; and both teachers and

pupils, and the committee also, will be encouraged and excited to re-

newed effort for improvement. We repeat, that unless the people

themselves manifest their interest in the Public Schools the greatest

success cannot be achieved.

School Committee.—C. C. Field, Henry A. Botden, J. H. Rice.

LUNENBURG.

The tardiness or irregular attendance of children is generally and

mostly the fault of parents. But when the majority of the children in

any school are tardy and irregular in their attendance, the teacher is

usually in fault. Instances occur almost every year in which a teacher

resigns, leaving a school in the habit of punctual and regular attend-

ance. A successor is employed, and in a very short time these good

habits are almost entirely broken up. The reverse of this, also, some-

times takes place. A faithful teacher has labored for several terms in

a particular school, and has complained and fretted a great deal about

the general tardiness and irregular attendance of her pupils. She

really believes, and perhaps has led the committee to believe, that the

parents in the district are unusually remiss in sending their children.

But in the course of events this teacher retires from the service, with

the respect of the committee, who sincerely regret her leaving. A
young woman, with little or no experience in school-teaching, takes

her place, and complaints of the indiflference of the parents and chil-

dren, in regard to attendance, are no longer heard. The spirit of the

teacher's character is gradually infused into the children. Tardiness

and absence begin to diminish, and before three weeks have elapsed,

the new teacher has introduced habits of early and habitual attendance

in the place of tardiness and irregularity.

School Committee.—William H. Dowden, Geo. A. Cunningham, L. Augusta

Goodrich.
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MENDON.

Equal Ri'gJits.—Three of the schools (numbered 3, 4 and 5) have

been kept onlj^ six months, while the others, with the exception of the

High School, have been in operation seven months of the year. This

is a manifest injustice. Every child in town, however located, is en-

titled to equal rights in this respect. One child has no claim for a

longer term of school than another. We see no good reason why
children in one locality should receive and enjoy privileges denied

those in a different locality. The district system has wisely been

abolished. It should practically remain among the things that were.

The schools are now the common property of the whole town, and are

supported b}" a common tax upon all the citizens. Every child can

legally claim equal advantages arising from the common fund created

for the benefit of all. We believe, therefore, that all our schools

should be of uniform length. It may be said that " in some sections

of the town the number of children is so small that it is not right to

give them as much money as is expended on larger schools." The

children should not suffer because they live in sparsely populated por-

tions of the town. If it does not cost more per scholar, it is their

right to have what others have. The three schools we have alluded

to are all small, containing from eleven to twenty-one pupils. No
doubt there is something of a waste of monej^, or at least not a judi-

cious expenditure of it, to support separate schools of this size. The
teacher could easil}'^ instruct more. In a school of eleven scholars it

is difficult to awaken so much interest and ambition among the pupils

as where the number is greater. How can this matter be remedied?

We have a suggestion to make, of which we ask a careful considera-

tion from those most directly concerned. By an Act of the legislature

of 1869 (chap. 132), the several towns of the State are authorized to

" appropriate money to be expended by the school committee, in their

discretion, in providing for the conveyance of pupils to and from the

Public Schools." Now our suggestion is this. Would it not be better

—a saving of money, and more conducive to the best interests of the

children in these small schools—if a less number of schools were

maintained, and some one should be employed to carry the scholars of

number five to number six, for instance, and those of number three to

number four, where they would enjoy better advantages ? If this plan

could be adopted, the services of two teachers could be dispensed

with, and the cost of fuel for two winter schools would be saved, with

detriment to none, but with a greater good to a greater number, in our

humble opinion. And especially is this matter worthy of considera-

tion, in view of the fact, that at no distant day the town will be called

27
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upon to essentially modify the old or to erect new school-houses. If

the cost of two school-houses can be avoided by such an arrangement,

it mast certainly commend itself to the attention of the tax-paj-ers.

There is but little hope that the outskirts of the town will increase

very much in population for many 3'ears to come. But on the other

hand the late census of the State shows that in most of our rural

towns the population is decreasing, and this fact ought not to be for-

gotten. It is far better for the child—we believe it will be more eco-

nomical for the town—to carry him two or three miles where he can

have a good school, than to maintain an indifferent one at his very

door. This plan of carrying the children to and from school has been

tried in some towns, and we are assured b}" the committee, and they

have so declared in their report, that " the arrangement has been

pleasing to parents and children and has thus far worked well."

School Committee.—Geohgb F. Clark, Superintendent ; Gustavus B. Williams,

Edward H. Taft, David Adams, Ezekiel P. Gaskill, George "W. Jenjmison,

Samuel "W. Wilcox, John R. Hayward, Linus B. Staples.

MILFORD.

New Policy.—As formerly reported, several improvements have been

introduced into the Primary Schools, with good results. But in view

of all the facts, we have concluded it to be desirable, that, as soon

and as gradually as circumstances may permit and require, the same

polic}^ should be applied to these schools, as to the other and less im-

portant, though superior ; in other words, that no teacher, Primary or

otherwise, ought to be appointed, who has had no school experience,

and no special instruction in appropriate methods.

In opposition to this policy of reform, several objections maj^ arise

:

1. "It is an innovation." But so is any improvement. So was

the universal requirement of the slate, and the introduction of writing

and of written arithmetic into the Primary Schools. So were the

High School and its grading, and the grading of the Common Schools

of the town ; and these were opposed on that ground. So were the

railroad, and the steam-engine, and the electric telegraph. If innova-

tion is validly an objection, we shall take no forward step, but fall

backward into ignorance and barbarism.

2. "It will cost something ; instead of paying teachers a small pit-

tance, salaries will need to be advanced." But the small pittance is

wasted, and the time of our children and much of their faculty thrown

away. We repeat, " It is of the greatest moment that children should

start right, in the pursuit of knowledge, or they will be wrong

throughout the course." Oiu" inexperienced teachers cost the town

vastly more than the difference of salary can be, in that which is of far
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more value than money : the precious time and faculty of hundreds of

children. The truest economy in this case is a reasonable expendi-

ture, especially as that expenditure, as we shall see, need be small in

fact, and very small compared with the results which may properly be

expected to flow from it.

3. " It fails to provide places for High-School graduates, unless

they obtain previous experience or methodic instruction." The com-

plete answer is a question. Is not that best for the town ? Or, if it

be said that our graduates ma}^ leave town and find places elsewhere,

is that not best for the town, although . other towns are willing to

accept the evils of inexperience ? Is the town a party to a contract

which is wholly one-sided, and therefore no contract? Is it obliged

to find places for graduates who wish, while graduates are under no

obligation to take places at the desire of the town ? Is it obliged to

put into ofiice those who are inexperienced, while the same persons

are under no obligation to remain in its service, when they have

learned enough by their experience at its expense, to command more

salar^^ than it can afford ? Is it obliged to keep inexperience in town
when experience is under no obligation to remain? The schools, the

committee are clear, are not for individual but for general interests
;

and no individual interests ought to stand in the way of their improve-

ment.

4. " Milford is not ready for it. The schools are practically good
enough, even if some ideal excellence is not attained." But is not

Milford read}^ for any improvement ; is it not desirous of any imj^rove-

ment which can be had with little cost, and which will save, on the

average, a year of the life of thousands of its children? If its schools,

with a large share of inexperience in the management, produce rela-

tively good results, what may they not do if a new policy is inaugu-

rated, insuring the advantages of experience, and approaching toward

the desideratum of "the best teachers"? The "ideal" school was
never attained, in any part of the wide world ; but let it not be de-

spised, for it is the inspiration of all progress in education. Milford

was getting on, and was "not read}^" for railroad improvements, no
doubt, in many minds ; but it has incurred large debts that railroad

facilities might be multiplied. What are such material improvements

compared with the advantages of educational progress ?

The committee could not doubt, in view of the facts, that the pro-

posed policy is best for the Primary Schools, as it had alreadj' proved

in the High, District and Grammar Schools ; nay, that its application

there is more needful and important. They can conceive of no reason

of the least validity, why that policy should not be adopted in future

appointments, unless there are insurmountable practical objections

;

as, for instance, the impossibility of securing experienced or instructed
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teachers, on account of cost beyond the ability of the town. But that

there is no such practical obstacle is demonstrable.

School Committee.—Mns. M. J. C. Russell, T. "W. Flatley, H. H. Bowees, C. A.

Dewey, C. J. Thompson, G. L. Demaeest.,

SOUTHBRIDGE,

The registers kept by the teachers show that two hundred and

twenty-two visits have been made by the committee, an average of

about twelve visits to a school. There is hardly a day during term-

time in which every member of the committee is not called to some

d,uty connected with the schools, of which no record is made. So it

will and must be until, in accordance with previous recommendations

of the committee, the town feel able and willing to pay the expense

of a superintendent. Such an oflflcer would not, however, save

committees and parents the necessit}^ of thought, consultation and

discussion. The superintendent must be appointed by the commit-

tee and be " under their direction and control."

Visiting Schools.—The registers record nine hundred and seven

visits, an average of over forty-seven to a school. As the schools

average about three hundred sessions annually, the visitors average

one to every six sessions. Frequent visits are better than a crowding

of the rooms at the end of the term. The best kind of examination

is that of the daily working of the schools. Your committee are well

aware that many persons would be drawn to the closing sessions if

they were exhibitions instead of examinations. For exhibitions there

are some valid arguments, but they are outweighed by the objections,

chief among which is that on and before the closing day they divert

attention of both pupils and visitors from the main purpose of the

schools. The best exhibition of themselves that a class can make is

to give the sense and spirit of what they have read during the term, to

receive questions in mathematics, given at random, and work them out

promptly on the blackboard in their usual manner, to sing as they do

daily, and to answer questions in other studies without any special

preparation.

Teachers' Meetings.—The committee have held a teachers' meeting

eight times during the year. The last three annual reports have

explained the character and purpose of these meetings,—acquaintance,

conference on school questions, the promotion of enthusiasm and

actual drill in pronunciation, in reading, in object-lessons, in defini-

tion of words, in arithmetic, in drawing. One of the chief advantages

of these meetings is the opportunity they afford for suggestions to

teachers, which all need to hear, but which all will not hear unless

made when they are together—suggestions which are received much
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more profitably when the teachers are assembled than when given

individually in the hurry of school exercises, beside suggestions that

cannot be made in the schools without personal criticism of the

teacher, which will do more harm than good.

School Committee.—A. J. Bartholomew, B. F. Bronson, L. W. Curtis, F. C.

Flint, Manning Leonard, F. A. WARriELD.

SPENCER.

One of the most important branches of administration in reference

to educational interests relates to school supervision. If there be

any lack, and we by no means suppose we have yet attained

unto perfection in our school sj'stem, either as regards the town

or State, it is to be found just here. The vast majority of all those

persons, chosen to this position are, we think, delinquent on this point.

And we have no reason to suppose ourselves any exception.

We hear a great deal said in these daj's as to the superexcellence

of the system of education in vogue among the Germans, and by

them so persistently carried out. And if comparisons are instituted

between their system, and the system adopted by other nations, it is

unanimously conceded that the advantages are with the former.

Yet in one respect, at least, and one whose importance can scarcely

be overestimated, the Germans even are excelled. It is said hj those

who are conversant with the matter, and therefore able to speak in-

telligently on the subject, that the Dutch school-masters are the best in

the world,—a fact which they say can be accounted for only on the

principle of a better S3"stem of inspection. What is demanded, what

is absolutel}^ essential in order to secure the highest efficiency, and the

most permanent results, in the thorough mental discipline and the

most S3'mmetrical development of the minds of the children and

youth of our schools, is a careful, persistent, fearless and independent

method of supervision. If this be wanting, our schools cannot reach

the highest standard of excellence, however superior qualifications

may be possessed by the teacher, or however hearty and efficient may
be the cooperation of parents.

School Committee.^-'E. M. Wheeler, J. E. Bacon, "W. A. Nottage, E. Howe,
I. C. Tyler, H. R. Green, W. 0. Bemis, J. A. Bemis, V. Prouty.

TEMPLETON.

Our High School is doing a great and good work, which we believe

is very generally appreciated throughout the town ; but by none can it

be better appreciated than by its own graduates ; they having enjoyed

its advantages and entered upon the active business of life, are reap-
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ing the benefits of the discipline and knowledge there acquired. May
it increase in influence and usefulness, as it shall enjoy increased

advantages, which we hope the town will accord it from time to time.

Prominent among the improvements for the near future is the sugges-

tion made in our last annual report, for permanent location. We think

the advantages accruing to the High School from such a course would

be scarcely greater than to the Grammar Schools, which are much in-

terfered with under the present arrangement.

This school presents an excellent example for our Common Schools

to follow in regard to regularity and promptness of attendance, par-

ticularly in regard to tardiness—only four scholars out of sixty-four

attending the fall term being unfortunate enough to have tardy marks

placed against their names. This is the more worthy of notice, as our

scholars come from all pai-ts of the town—many from quite a dis-

tance—and indicates a high degree of interest on their part.

School Committee.—^F. Leland, J. B. Gould, P. Blodgett.

UPTON.

Interest in the Scliools.—However much you might say in regard to

raising large sums of money, furnishing good teachers for the children,

and comfortable and pleasant houses for the schools, you cannot

impress the intelligent person with the belief in your burning interest,

unless you spend a little time yourselves to look after the schools, and

the servants emploj'ed to do your bidding. It is not enough that you

appoint a committee to employ teachers, and look after the schools.

You must know by personal observation whether the work is well done.

Children should be questioned at home about their studies, and be

made to feel that parents are pleased with good progress. You should

visit the schools where your children attend, and show by jour pres-

ence and manner that in their welfare is your deepest interest.

Since the system of grading the schools in the two villages has been

adopted, we find a decided improvement ; this is more ]Darticularly so

with the Primar}^ Schools, and it is in these we find the most interest

manifested by the parents. At one of the examinations a parent

remarked that the Primary Schools were the best, and as the schools

rise in grade the poorer they grow. There is too much truth in the

remark. Is there no remedy for this ? Certainly there is. Earnest

endeavor and a strong determination to make the schools what they

should be, will bring about the happy result.

We think, by experience of the past year, that three terms have

given more general satisfaction than two, and would suggest that for

the year to come the schools be taught three terms of ten weeks each

;

the first term commencing not later than the 15th of April ; the second
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term commencing not later than the 2d of September, and the third

term commencing the first Monday after Thanksgiving.

It is the intention of your committee, if the Higli School should be

continued,—and we hope it will,—to still further raise the standard of

admission, and thus make it an honor to become a member of it.

The higher we can make that school the more will the other schools

be raised, and the more interest will the scholars manifest to become

prepared for admission. We never rise higher than our aim, and

never go beyond our efforts.

Our position in society', and the position of those we educate, will

be levelled by mingling with the outside world. Without an education

as good as our best High Schools give, a person's chances in life are

limited.

School Committee.—Horace Forbush, Jerome AVilmarth, George S. Ball.

UXBRIDGE.

Our High School has averaged a little larger than last year, about

two scholars daily. The percentage of attendance has also been bet-

ter,—93.6 per cent, against 90.7 per cent, last jqqx.

One feature at the examination was new to us, and, by its success,

told how well the minds of the scholars had been trained to think, and

to arrange their thoughts in appropriate language.

On the programme half an hour was assigned for composition, the

subject to be announced by one of the members of the committee

when the time for the exercise had arrived. At the appointed time

paper was distributed and the subject, " Good Manners," announced.

At the end of the half hour the papers were taken from the scholars,

without opportunity for them to re-write or correct them in any way.

They were passed to the committee and friends present, and selec-

tions were made, and without having opportunity to read them from

the time of writing, until, without any knowledge on the part of the

writers that they would be so called upon, the compositions were

handed them for the purpose of reading. The exercises proved that

the teacher knew the qualifications of his scholars, and had not offered

a test beyond their abilities to meet.

Chairman of School Committee.—C. A. Wheelock ; Secretary, C. A. Taft.

WARREN.

In the spring term of the High School there were but two cases of

tardiness ; in the fall term, seven ; and in the winter term, four. Whole

number of scholars in spring term, forty ; in fall term, forty-two ; in

winter term, forty-thi'ee.
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In the Grammar School there were in the spring term thirty-two

scholars, with but six cases of tardiness ; in the fall term twenty-nine,

with but six cases of tardiness, and in the winter thirty, with but

seven cases of tardiness. Evidently it is not considered honorable in

either of these schools for a scholar to be absent or tardy. Prompt-

ness seems to be the fashion, and a worthy fashion it is too.

In the High School ninety-five per cent, of the pupils were in school

during the spring term, ninety-seven per cent, during the fall, and

ninet3--four per cent, during the winter. In the Grammar School

ninet3'-five per cent, were present in the spring, ninetj'-one per cent, in

the fall, and eight^'-nine per cent, in the winter. These results are

rarely to be met with in any Public School, and the^^ are of a very

encouraging nature.

It is possible that some items of expense incurred by your commit-

tee might have been avoided or lessened ; but we are unable to see

how or where, without shortening the tei'ms of your schools, or lower-

ing the standard which we have been aiming to reach. The demand

for good teachers is increasiiJg everj^ year. Such are able to command
higher wages even than we have been paying, notwithstanding the

impression which seems to prevail in some quarters that we pay too

much. In several instances we have been obliged to relinquish the

services of a successful worker, because she could do better elsewhere.

We are sorry to lose them, but we do not blame them. Farmers never

hesitate to take the highest market-price for their products, and they

have sometimes been known to complain because that price isn't high

enough. You expect to pay the market-price for whatever j-^ou buy
;

and generally you want the best. Seventj^-five cent tea isn't good

enough ; and rather than drink that, to please your palate, 3'ou go up

to a dollar and a half, it may be. When 3'ou bu}^ a suit of clothes j^ou

look out for the shoddy ; better pay twice as much, you say, for a good,

firm, substantial cloth. The one will wear, the other will be all

rattled to pieces by the wind. Now there is as much difference in

teachers as there is in what people call tea. Some are wishj'-washy,

insipid, with no spirit in them (we have tried to avoid this class, and

have usually succeeded, though not always) ; others are clear, sparkling

and inspiring. This latter, of course, is the kind you want. But if

you would have them 3'ou must pay the market-price for their services.

Chairman School Committee.—J. H. Moore.

WEBSTER.

During the past j'ear the grading of our schools has been completed,

and we now have one of the most perfect systems of Public Schools to

be found in any town of the Commonwealth outside of the large cities.
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Our population is so situated that all but about thirty pupils in

town are brought into the Graded Schools. This change in our school

sj^steni has been brought about within the last five years, since the

abolition of the district system, by the constant efforts of each suc-

cessive board of the school committee, and the liberal appropriations

of money by the town for school purposes.

Children at five years of age can now enter the Sub-Primary School,

where they remain two 3'ears, learning to read and spell, to count, to

print the letters of the alphabet, to draw some pictures on the black-

board, &c., and then are promoted to the Primary School.

Here they are taught reading, spelling, mental arithmetic, geogra-

phy, the sounds of the letters, and then pass into the Intermediate

School. This school has reading, spelling, writing, mental arithmetic,

and geography. English grammar and written arithmetic are taught

orally.

They then go into the Grammar School, where the same branches

are pursued, except that English grammar and written arithmetic are

taught from text-books. After two years in this department pupils go

into the High Grammar School, where mental and Eaton's written

arithmetic for Common Schools are completed, English grammar con-

tinued, analysis of the English language and history of the United

States commenced.

After having pursued these branches in the lower schools, the pupil

can enter the High School for a four 3'ears' course of study if he

pleases, which will furnish an education ample for all practical pur-

poses, and secures to the resident of Webster educational privileges

not often surpassed in any town of the same size in any Common-

wealth.

This High Grammar School furnishes an excellent opportunity to

boys or girls from twelve to sixteen years of age, who may wish to

leave the mill or workshop for one or more terms of schooling. They

can enter any class for which they are qualified. We hope many will

avail themselves of this privilege.

Graduating too soo7i.—On visiting our schools we see many j^oung

children, bright, intelligent and active in the pursuit of knowledge,

who hold honorable positions in their classes. Suddenly we find their

places vacant. On referring to the register, we find some of them to

be ten years of age, others twelve, others still, thirteen or fourteen.

It is alwa3^s pleasant to see pupils of tender age, of all conditions in

life, entering with zeal and spirit into the acquisition of knowledge,

but it is sad and painful to see them quit school on the very threshold

of their education. We inquire for them and the replj^ is, " gone into

the mill."

We know that necessity is a hard master, and sometimes allows no

28
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compromise ; but we very much doubt whether necessit}'' compels all

that leave school earl}"- to do so. We very much fear that iu some
cases aA'arice has as much to do with it as necessity. So long as that

is the case, our schools may be of the best, and yet not show a high

degree of culture and advancement. "We think that some parents who
hitherto have been rather indifferent to the benefits of education are

beginning to feel that some knowledge is necessary, even in the hum-

blest condition in life. Yet, so far as education is concerned, there is

no condition in life. In the pursuit of knowledge the child of the

peasant may rank with that of the potentate. The bans of poverty

are no bar to the impulses of the mind. He who was cradled in

obscurity may become a prince in the halls of learning. Therefore

we say to parents, when the benefits of schools are as free as the rays

• of the sun, do not let them be lost to 3'our children by indifl^erence on

your part.

The time is no doubt coming when the same amount of knowledge

is to be gained in a shorter space of time than at present. But it will

be when teaching is less mechanical than now, and more oral and

analytical in its character, when definitions are simpler, and more

cleaily adapted to the understanding of the j^outhful mind.

Children are not interested in what they do not understand. Hence

the importance of a teacher becoming so completely master of a sub-

ject as to convey his information in language so clear and intelligent

that the pupil ma}'^ become master of the thought also. In all cases

where teaching is based upon the laws of thought and understanding,

though learning is labor, it becomes a charming work, interesting the

pupil and luring him on, as the grains of gold do the miner who delves

in the bowels of the earth.

But what should we think of a parent who clothed his boy of eight

years of age in the habiliments of a man? The idea would be so

ridiculous that the boy would become the laughing-stock of the neigh-

borhood. But why is there any greater incongruity in that than teach-

ing the same boy elementary principles in a language he does not

understand ?

During the year we have had some fine specimens of oral teaching

in our schools in the elementary principles of written arithmetic and

in English grammar and analysis. We would say to those teachers,

go on in the same path in the future. Let geography in its first

principles be taught in the same way.

Elementary principles taught from a blackboard bj^ a good teacher

are more attractive to pupils, and much quicker learned than from

text-books. Therefore, teachers need two simple rules for their

guidance. First, a full mind ; so as to simplif}^, illustrate, and adorn

any subject they undertake to teach ; and second, to understand the
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laws of mind so as to adapt their teaching to the grade of intellect

under their charge. The more perfectl}' these rules are carried into

practice, the more complete and satisfactory' will be the teacher's success.

School Conwiittee.—^YAiaDO Johnson, Edw. P. Cauteu, J. V. Osteruout.

WESTBOROUGH.

The registers of the different schools show that the " average

attendance" compares favorably with that of former years ; especially

is this true in the village schools, in which the foreign element prevails

so largely. The whole number of half-day absences recorded during

the third, or last term of this year, is more than a thousand less than

the number recorded during the corresponding term of last j'ear.

This result may be due, in part, to the mild winter we have

experienced ; but we believe, also, in part to the exertions of faithful

teachers, and to enlarged views of the importance of regularitj^- of

attendance among the parents of the pupils. We have to regret,

however, that many of the parents are so indifferent to the schooling

of their children. This, perhaps, is not to be wondered at, when we
consider that they are themselves ignorant, having been born and

trained under institutions differing from ours ; hence, they do not

realize the importance of a Common-School education in a republican

government. But it is the duty of every communit}^ to protect itself

against ignorance. We recommend to the town, therefore, the appoint-

ment of a board of truant officers, to execute the laws of the State in

relation to truancy, and to the emplo3'ment of children under fifteen

years of age, in manufacturing establishments.

High School.—This school is in a very prosperous condition.

Within the last two or three j^ears it has undergone a complete trans-

formation. From an ungraded school of less than thirty scholars,

irregular in attendance, not adhering together in classes, it has become

a school of nearly fifty pupils, organized into classes, or forms, pur-

suing a prescribed course of stud^^, either English or classical, pos-

sessed of scholarly ambition, and occupying the time and skill of two

liberall}'^ educated teachers,—in a word, it has been wrought into a

High School that will compare favorably with other schools of corre-

sponding grade in this Commonwealth. Each of the courses of study

prescribed embraces a period of four years ; consequentl}", the school

is divided into four classes. The courses of study, and the instruc-

tion given, are designed to be sufficiently complete and thorough to

prepare young ladies to teach in the Common Schools of the State,

and 3'oung men to enter any College in the country ; or to give to both

sexes a sound, practical business education.

Chairman School Committee.—E. B. Harvey.
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WEST BOYLSTON.

Evening Schools.—The town having made a generous appropriation

for Evening Schools, des'gned expressly for males and females up-

wards of fifteen years of age, one for males was commenced in Oak-

dale, in the lower department of the Grammar School-house, under the

charge of H. E. Morton, Esq. This school has not been as large as

was anticipated, but under the judicious management of the teacher,

has proved very beneficial to those who have attended.

An Evening School for adult males was also kept in the Primary

School-house, No. 6, by Mr. F. B. Willard, of Boylston, a gentleman

of thorough education, and large experience in teaching. The school

commenced under very favorable auspices, with ninety pupils or more,

but for reasons incident to a school of this kind, the attendance has

varied from thirty to sixty. The elementary studies,—reading, orthog-

raph}^, writing and arithmetic,—have been the principal ones taught,

and a very commendable improvement has been made.

The Evening School for adult females was under the care of Mrs,

C. C. Holbrook, of this town. It was kept in the school-house belong-

ing to the Beaman Manufacturing Company. That corporation, and

Rev. Mr. Derbuel, of the Catholic church, contributed generously to

its support. Whole number of pupils, sixty, including several married

women. Any one spending an evening in this school would be con-

vinced of the great practical benefit of it. The punctuality, absorb-

ing interest, correct deportment, and enthusiasm to acquire knowledge

after days of hard labor, is certainly very commendable, and should be

encouraged. Very great and rapid improvement has been made in

reading, spelling, writing and arithmetic, and both its pupils and its

patrons express unqualified approbation.

Secretary.—Geokge F. Howe.

WEST BROOKFIELD.

No amount of expenditure is lost when an equivalent is returned.

It is diflfiicult for some to appreciate a value which cannot bo estimated

in dollars and cents
;
yet there are treasures more valuable than gold.

The amount expended on our schools, is, no doubt, a good invest-

ment so far as material wealth is concerned. To what are we so much
indebted for the discoveries and inventions of the last half century, as

to the general diffusion of knowledge among all classes ?

We have passed from wooden ploughs and wooden shovels, and hard

toil and slow progress in every department of labor, to ease and

rapidity in all. Why do not the sons follow in the steps of their
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fathers, undevintingly, as in past centuries? Is it not because of the

greater intelligence of the masses ? Public education has been carried

to such a degree of perfection as to awaken thought and open the

door for investigation. F'orty years ago, parents, generally, were satis-

fied if their children could read and spell and write, and the boys knew

enough of arithmetic to add, subtract, multiply and divide. Practi-

call}', this might be sufficient for two-thirds of the people. But at the

present da^', education means something more than this. It looks to

mental growth as well as present utilit}^ It is not now often asked

what good it will do to study this or that. It is generally understood

that vigorous application gives power to the mind ; that the sciences

are so connected that a thorough knowledge of one helps to develop

the others.

The education of the memory has a certain value. It may retain

the wisdom of ages and be of service in many ways, but it leaves the

world where it finds it. The training which awakens thought and calls

into requisition the reasoning powers is that which makes the world

move. It is this kind of training that has enabled man to harness the

forces of nature to bear his burdens and carry his messages.

School Committee.—W. B. Stone, B. P. Aiken, L. Fullam.

WINCHENDON.

No small proportion of the money at present expended is practi-

cally lost on account of the extended intermission between the spring

and fall terms. If the appropriation could be made to cover the ex-

pense of three terms, two of which should be ten weeks each, and the

other eight, or what would be still better, three terms of ten weeks

each, the advantages resulting from the expenditure at present made

would be greatly enhanced. In the long interval now existing between

the terms children forget much that would be retained, if they could

enjoy a short term of school.

There is this strong additional consideration in favor of length-

ening our school, viz. : we can employ a better class of teachers at a

less average expense. Many teachers, after proving their efficiency

and gaining valuable experience in our schools, are induced to accept

positions in other towns where the schools are continued with short

vacations throughout the year, or are led to seek other employment.

School Committee.—G. A. Litchfield, C. H. Wheeler, "Wheeler Poland.

WORCESTER.

Evening Scliools.—Two new Evening Schools have been organized

this year,—that at Summer Street, and that at Cambridge Street.
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There is an increased demand for these schools, and the attendance is

larger than ever before. The majority of pupils need instruction in

the most elementary studies. Many are children scarcel}^ fifteen 3'ears

old, who work by day. Others, especially those at Orange Street, are

of maturer 3'ears, and some are well advanced in their studies. These

schools must soon receive much greater attention. Stricter laws for

school attendance will soon be enacted. Then the question of

Evening Schools and Half-Time Schools will become prominent ; for

there will be men and women to be taught, who see at length the need

of the learning they did not acquire in youth ; and " the poor ye shall

have with you always," whose children must work. In the neighbor-

ing city of Fall River, one-half the youthful operatives in the mills

work in the morning and attend school in the afternoon, exchanging

places with the other half, who attend school in the morning and labor

in the afternoon. An arrangement like this, which the parent might

make early in the year, would prevent all hardship in the execution of

our law for school attendance. But the Evening Schools are not for

the poorer class of scholars only. Like any other Free Schools, they

are open for any who have the desire to improve. These schools have

been more encouraged and more successful than elsewhere, in the city

of Providence, where they were established as early as 1840. Last

year, in six schools, with sixty-three teachers, they had an aggregate

attendance of 1,649, with an average of 609, for each of the twenty

evenings the schools were in session. The sum paid for salaries was

$5,829, and the entire cost of these schools, which did not occupy the

rooms of the Day School, was $7,000. Says the report, " Were all

the funds appropriated for public uses as judicious^ expended, the

tax-jDayers would be more than satisfied."

As an example of steadfast perseverance, the case of a j'oung man
is mentioned " who has attended school for three winters, and during

all that time has been absent but a single night. He is a printer by

trade, and while engaged in his daily work, he has devoted his leisure

moments to hard stud}'. He has acquired a good knowledge of the

English branches, and has made such proficiency in the Latin and

Greek languages, as to be able to enter an advanced class in the

Sheffield Academy, where he hopes soon to complete his preparatory

course for College." In another of their Evening Schools "two young

men are preparing to enter College."

Free Evening School for Industrial and Mechanical Draiving.—The

special committee, to whom was referred the question of opening an

Evening School for Mechanical and Industrial Drawing, in accordance

with the statute on this subject, submit the following report

:

On the 29th of September, 1870, resolutions were adopted by this

board, at the suggestion of a sub-committee who had investigated the
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subject, authorizing the establishment of an Evening Drawing School

at Boyuton Hall. Accordingly, applications for admission were

received, and a class was opened in October ; but the number who
wished to avail themselves of its privileges increased so rapidlj^, as

soon as the nature of the instruction was understood, that a second

and a third class was organized in rapid succession. But not all these

classes were sufficient to accommodate all who wished to attend ; and

many were put off" till the next year.

Items of interesting information concerning this school, may be

found in the report of the Public Schools for 1870, and in an address

before the Social Science Association, delivered by Prof. C. O. Thomp-
son in the spring of 1871. This school was the first established under

the law authorizing such schools. It opened under the most favorable

auspices, both because the Institute of Industrial Science, located here,

furnished able instructors, the necessary apparatus, and rooms fitted

for the use of the school, and also because here, to a remarkable ex-

tent, the citizens, workmen and others, appreciated such a school.

It was therefore a model which other cities copied largely. The suc-

cess was a credit to the city, and to those in attendance ; and the prog-

ress made by all the classes was surprising to those familiar with what

it was. What was an experiment fourteen months ago,—to which we
felt our way blindly,—is now clear in the light of successful expe-

rience.

This school supplies a sensible want, and is seen to be useful by

persons of almost every occupation. In connection with these schools,

established throughout the state for the first time last j'ear, either

originating them, or originating from them, or in part both, a new
interest in art-education has been awakened—art-education, not only

as cultivating the taste for the beautiful in architecture, in gardening,

painting, etc., which are its less practical, perhaps higher forms,

—

but also as tending to increase the products of industry, when applied

to the varied manufactures of the State. The city of Boston has em-

ployed a distinguished teacher from the famous school at Leeds, in

England, to superintend this branch of education in her Public Schools,

at a salary of £500 ; and to this sum the State Board of Education adds

an equal amount, in the interest of the State. This gentleman, Walter

Smith, Esq., addressed the late meeting of the State Teachers' Associa-

tion in Tremont Temple on the subject ; and his remarks are printed

at length in the November number of the " Massachusetts Teacher."

He says, very wisely, that this education must begin in the Public

Schools, and that the regular teachers are best situated for doing the

work. But at first they themselves must be instructed, and the public

interest in this branch of study must be aroused ; and for these pur-

poses, Evening Schools.
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While this subject is receiAang such attention throughout the State,

it is evident that for us not to move forward is to fall behind ; and in

this art-education,—so called for want of a less pretentious name,

—

there is open for cultivation a field whose profit, even in a material

point of view, may be seen when we compare the countries neglecting

it, with those which have given it the proper attention. Our school

this 3'ear ought to be as much better than the last, as the course to be

pursued is clearer in the light of experience.

This school was opened in accordance with the recommendation of

the committee, December 4th, in the Belmont-Street house, because

the rooms on Walnut Street, designed for its accommodation, were not

ready. Under the direction of the special committee in charge, the

sum of one thousand dollars was expended in fixtures for the ward-

room and hall of that building and in furniture for the class. The

tables in use have a cast-iron pedestal with a revolving rod, fastened

at any desirable height b}^ a clamp-screw, and supporting a small shelf

for instruments, besides the leaf which can be placed at any angle.

They were manufactured at the Washburn Machine-shop at the Insti-

tute in this city. A simple set of models was also procured, consist-

ing of ten pieces : sphere, cj'linder, cone, pyramid, hexagonal prism,

square prism, rectangular box, a hollow square, with sides two and

one-half inches square, and a ring of the same size twelve inches in

diameter. These, with a large variety of boxes and implements of

various kinds, constitutes the apparatus.

Each student provided himself with a board 18 by 24 inches in size,

four thumb-tacks, paper, rubber and hexagonal pencil of similar hard-

ness to Faber, No. 3. In addition to the above, the class in

mechanical drawing require each a T square, adjustable dividers with

pen and pencil, a triangle, a scale, India ink, etc.—the necessar}" cost

not exceeding $4.50.

The number of persons who entered at the beginning, is 254 ; of

whom 201 were males and 53 females. Their ages were :—76 from 15

to 20 ; 126 from 20 to 30 ; 36 from 30 to 40 ; 6 from 40 to 60, and 1

over 60. Of machinists there were 46 ; carpenters, 33 ; teachers, 33
;

and the balance is distributed among 41 diflferent trades and pro-

fessions. But since the organization there have been changes in the

classes which modify these figures. Fifty-two were members of last

year's classes. The average number present each two evenings is

more than 200.

Four classes were organized :

—

I. An advanced class in free hand.

II. An advanced class in mechanical drawing.

III. and IV. Beginners.

The first two, made up largely of last year's pupils, met on Monday
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and Tuesday evening at half-past seven o'clock ; the last two on

Tuesda}" and Friday each week. After the first ten lessons in free-

hand drawing, the beginners were re-classified about the 12th inst.

:

sixty took up mechanical drawing, and two classes continued free-

hand,—one of fifty and one of about twenty.

The course of introductory instruction in free-hand is as follows :

—

" Three lessons in horizontal and vertical lines, and plain and orna-

mental forms composed of those lines ; three lessons in curves ; two

lessons in perspective ; two lessons in review.

For the first course of twenty lessons in mechanical drawing, a good

part of the time,—say three-fourths,—is spent in learning the elements

of descriptive geometry. Descriptive geometry is mechanical draw-

ing in one sense ; that is, it is the method of representing an}' object

in horizontal and vertical projection in any position. A knowledge of

geometry proper is of incalculable value as a preliminary, but is not

indispensable. The problems to be given must be selected with gi-eat

care ; and the aid of a blackboard so contrived as to show the two

planes, is of great importance. The remaining lessons may be

devoted to simple or complicated problems in construction, according

to the proficiency of each pupil. It will be observed that this method

of instruction differs widely from the one usually followed in classes

connected with our voluntary organizations. That plan is to give the

pupil certain arbitrary rules for producing certain results, and pupils

are generall}^ allowed to choose their own studies. This plan contem-

plates the mastery of the great principles of projection, so that the

pupil can delineate any form he wishes, and put it in any desired

position."

The mechanical class has gone on to more complicated studies in

machine-drawing, and the representation of a greater variety of

objects. The advanced free-hand class takes up more difficult groups,

and develops the laws of perspective, shading, etc. From the nature

of the case the instruction must be general, and aim at discipline

rather than specific instruction, for the special benefit of particular

classes. It could not aim in forty-four directions at ^once.

These classes were visited in December by "Walter Smith, Esq., late

director of one of the best Schools of Art in England, at Leeds, and

now superintendent of this branch of study for the city of Boston and

our State. He commended the interest and progress of the class,

and spoke of an exhibition of the work done in this school and others

in the State, which will take place at some central point at the close of

the season. A fine collection of samples from the English schools,

models, casts, examples, etc., presented by the British government,

were at the same time displayed in Natural History Hall. These were

visited by a large number of our substantial citizens,—machinists,

29
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manufacturers, capitalists, and workmen. Mr. Smitli addressed them,

and called forth many expressions of the need that has been felt of this

kind of instruction, and the advantages to business flowing from it.

He also addressed the whole body of teachers assembled for the pur-

pose, and imparted a new impetus and a new interest to this regular

Common-School study.

The High School.—For elevating influence upon the other schools

the High School is indispensable. In the lower grades, reading, spell-

ing, writing, drawing, and the rudiments of arithmetic, grammar,

geography, history and music are taught. These are invaluable in the

practical afl'airs of common life ; but the study of these branches of

knowledge has a still higher value in this, that it leads forward, at

every point, to what lies beyond. If the highest point in the Public

School system were the Grammar School, fewer than now would reach

that point, and still fewer would go beyond. The limit of a boy's

ambition is seldom reached ; it is never surpassed. A knowledge of

geography, of history, of arithmetic, creates a thirst for more. That

thirst is not to be tantalized by a few drops only. The High School,

attractive and attainable, invites to broader fields of study, arouses the

ambition and stimulates the dormant energies of boys and girls at

every stage below itself; and if they never reach its doors, they at least

press further towards them. If any boy is not ambitious to reach this

school, he cannot avoid the stimulating influence of another who is

striving to reach it. Kemove this school, and the usefulness of every

other would be greatly diminished. In the second place, one-half the

three or four hundred pupils in this school could not, probably, obtain

the same amount of education by any other means. There are, then,

about two hundred young people who by this means start in life with

a great and positive advantage. They enter upon active duty with

broader ideas, and powers better controlled. We each, gentlemen,

might have made more of ourselves could we have enjoyed the privi-

leges aflforded the youth of this generation. It costs the city a trifle

to educate these two hundred children, but the city is paid tenfold by

their intelligent influence as citizens ; and when we consider the value

of a cultivated life, and a mind appreciative of the true, the beautiful

and the good, in the past, all around us, and yet to be hoped for, the

reward appears infinite. And to such culture, the High School tends.

Again, half our teachers are from this school. They might as well be

educated at Academies, it may be said. So might all education be

done in Private Schools. But would it be done there ? The public

doubts, and so provides that it shall be done. A high standard of

education among teachers is immensely important. If a man of the

highest literary attainments, familiar with the best method of teaching,

and with the best schools in this country and in Europe, could be
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placed in every school-room in the land, a degree of progress and im-

provement wonld be seen, as marvellous as steam transportation and

telegraphs are in comparison with the old-fashioned mail-coach. The

intellectual activity thus awakened would show itself in every shop,

factory, and counting-room, and at CA^ery bench and desk, in greater

skill, new products and increased values ; and the nation would bound

forward on a career of unexampled prosperity. But these higher

attainments among the numerous instructors of our youth are possible

only by raising the standard of universal intelligence. " No great

scholars arise from a nation of dunces ; no great generals from a nation

of cowards." Shakespeare was the product of a cultured age ; and

Grant is an outgrowth of American courage. The general excellence

among teachers is due to the High School. Without it the standard

would sink to mediocrity.

And again, besides the advantages to schools, to teachers, and to

individuals, the High School is a great and positive benefit to society
;

and this, not onl}^ indirect!}^, bj' elevating the standard of education,

but by directly providing what is indispensable, a well-educated class.

Civilization necessitates that work should be done in great variety.

Some kinds of work demand education that can be acquired in schools.

Within the historic period this work of education has lodged in three

distinct communities. In the earliest times, each family transmitted

to its members the learning and the arts residing within itself. In

later times societies and churches, men of like ideas or like faith,

handed down the knowledge of their own inventions and traditions to

those whom they wished to be their successors. Finally the public, a

broader family, the most comprehensive society, takes up the work of

education. In these days, the ancient family notion is an absurdity;

societies with all harmony within, and no sympathy for outsiders, are

an impossibility among busy men. We jump the bounds of party and

creed, and w^e meet as men. Society'' undertakes this work of educa-

tion not from benevolence to the individual alone, but for self-preserva-

tion. The results of High-School culture, the trained boys and girls,

are a necessity : therefore the High School must always have a place.

Manufacturers and Employers.—The proportion of pupils who do not

attend school is not large in comparison with that of other cities. The

faithful services of the truant-officer, and the efforts of teachers, have

prevented a great deal of absence. It is believed also that the truant

school secures the attendance of many boys at school. Still, much

remains to be done to secure for children the full benefit of our schools.

At the opening of the Evening Schools in October many children,

were discovered who were detained from school and employed contrary

to law. The cooperation of manufacturers, and others, was sought in

enforcing the law, by means of the following circular, addressed to all

;
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who were known to employ children. In almost ever}^ instance they

responded cheerfully and without dela3^ About one hundred were

forthwith sent to school in consequence of this circular, and the num-

ber now reaches at least one hundred and fifty. Man}^ of these desired

of the superintendent permission to work till spring and then attend

school ; but there seemed to be no authority for thus setting aside a

state law. The parents were in many cases extremely poor. Such as

were in actual want were assisted by the overseers of the poor. There

seemed, however, to be no provision for those who have no legal resi-

dence here. Application for aid was therefore made to the benevolent

section of the People's Club. They responded at once, and their dis-

criminating committee has done excellent service in searching out

the cases of real need. Instead of furnishing assistance, they have taken

the wiser plan of interesting some benevolent person in each indi-

vidual, or better still, they have encouraged the needy to help them-

selves.

Circular to Manufacturers, and all Employers of Children.—By the state

law, parents and guardians are required to send to school, twelve weeks a

year, all children between the ages of eight and fourteen years, under a pen-

alty of twenty dollars for each offence.

And no child under ten ten years of age shall be employed in any manu-

facturing or mechanical establishment. No child between the ages of ten

and fifteen shall be so employed who has not attended some day school three

months or sixty school days within the year next preceding such employ-

ment, under teachers approved by the school committee, under a penalty of

fifty dollars against the employer, and against the parent permitting the em-

ployment. See General Statutes, chaps. 41 and 42, and chap. 285 of the

laws of 1867.

The Public Schools are in session from the first of September to the first

of July, excejDt one week in December, one in February, and one in May.

Evening Schools, also, are open from October to April.

In a single Evening School a dozen children were found the present

season detained from school, and employed in violation of law. There were

nearly as many in each of the others. But these children wished to learn,

else they would not have been in the Evening School. Ten times as many

are kept ill ignorance who care nothing about it.

Prominent causes of this defrauding of the children are the indolence,

avarice, or dissipation of parents, povert}^ and orphanage. To withdraw

from such parents the earnings of childish hands is a penalty only too light

;

and some way must be devised for relieving orphans and the worthy poor

;

but neither of these causes ought to be allowed to keep a child in ignor-

ance.

The school authorities are in duty bound to see that children are not thus

cheated ; and they rely upon your cooperation and the support of all good

citizens in enforcing the laws on the subject in their broadest spirit. They

presume that you, not less than they, recognize the right of every child to a

fair amount of learning, and the necessity of his obtaining it for the safety
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of a State where the people rule. And you, perhaps better than they, know
that intelligent laborers are the most prolitaljle.

To aid in securing attendance at school you are I'espectfully requested,

—

I. To require of all children x;nder fifteen years old, now or hereafter in

your employ, a card* signed by their last teacher, containing the name and

ag9 of the child, the date of leaving school, and the number of weeks'

attendance the year previous.

II. To examine these cai-ds regularly twice a year, on the first of Sep-

tember and the first of March, to see that the law has been complied with,

—

calling attention to the time by a note in your calendar.

III. To fix a placard f in some conspicuous place about your factory or

counting-room, setting forth the requirements and penalties of the law, and
signifying to parties who obtain employment and impose upon you in viola-

tion of its spirit, that they will be reported to the legal authorities.

These placards will be furnished on application at this ofiice from 8 to 10

A. M., and 12 to 1, or 3 to 5 P. M.
Any influence you may have, directly or indirectly, in informing parents

and children of their duty respecting schools will be a public benefit. And
parties neglecting the requirements of the laws referred to above will be

prosecuted.
By order of the School Board,

Albekt p. Makble,
Sujperiiitendent of Public Schools.

Teachers' Draiving Class.—Early in July applications were made
by several teachers from this city and neighboring cities and towns for

instruction in drawing. Prof. Gladwin, of the Technical School, con-

sented to teach a class, and notice to that effect was accordingly given

through the papers. Fifteen or twenty of our teachers and several

from other places joined the class, which was maintained at their ex-

pense. A similar class will be formed next Julj^, provided the same
teacher can be secured. In the early autumn thirty-four teachers

formed a class under the instruction of Mr. E. I. Comins. Including

those in the evening classes, which still continue, about half the whole

* This certifies that Age Last Birthday 187 Dismissed from school

187 . Attended year previous weeks, between 187 , and 187 .

School.

Worcester, 187 .

Teacher.

t To Parents, Guardians and Children.—Notice.—The proprietor of this establishment

is liable to a iine of fifty dollars :

—

I. For employing a child under ten years old.

II. For employing a child under fifteen, who has not attended school three months
within a year.

III. Any Parent or Guardian is liable to the same fine for consenting io such
employment.

IV. Any person having in his care a child between the ages of eight and fourteen

years, who has not attended school twelve weeks within a year, is liable to a fine of

twenty dollars.

V. Every case of a violation of these laws will be reported for prosecution.
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corps of teachers are now perfecting themselves to teach this study

intelligently. We shall soon be ready to abandon any mere copying

in the schools. Each master has already been furnished with a set of

models for object-drawing, which will now become general.

Superintendent of Public Schools.—Albert P. Marble.

Report of the Committee on the Truant School.—^By the influence of

this school, and the excellent discipline of the Ungraded School on

Washington Street, which is, for one class of pupils, antecedent to

this, the discipline of all the Public Schools, it is believed, has been

greatly benefited. There are records years back of wild insubordina-

tion and resistance to teachers. Each year, we hope, the number of

these is diminishing. Scarcely a complaint of the kind has been made

within a year. It has come to be understood that the whole influence

of the school committee, the city government, the police and the court,

and better still, of the public sentiment, will sustain the teachers in the

judicious exercise of all needed authority. Hence that authority is

rarely questioned.

But there is an evil growing, more insidious, and if unchecked, more

dangerous. Truants, we may care for ; unruly pupils can be sub-

dued. The children most sinned against, and therefore most to be

feared hereafter, are such as are not sent to school at all.

To look after these and their more guilty parents and employers, and

attend to the truants also, is more work than a single oflflcer can per-

form. During the period covered by this report the truant officer has

attended to two thousand fom' hundred cases of reported truanc}'. He
has returned to school one thousand three hundred ninety-seven pupils.

Four hundred children inclined to truancj^ have been assigned to

school according to law, by the overseers of the poor. Of these, forty-

five persistent truants have been arrested and brought before the

municipal court. Twenty-two have been sentenced to the Truant

School : the cases of others have been continued.

Truant School Committee.—Albert P. Marble, Superintendent of Schools ; James

M. Drennan, City Marshal ; 0. B. Hadwen, Chairman of Committee on the Farm.
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GKADUATED TABLES—First Series.

The following Table shows the sums appropriated by the several cities and

towns in the State, for the education of each child between 5 and 15 years of

age. The income of the Surplus Revenue and of other funds held in a simi-

lar waj', when appropriated to schools is added to the sum raised by taxes,

and these sums constitute the amount reckoned as appropriations. The in-

come of such School Funds as were given and are held on the express

condition that their income shall be appropriated to schools, is not included.

Such an ajopropriation of their income being necessary to retaining the

funds, is no evidence of the liberality of those holding the trust. But if a

town a^jpropriates the income of any Fund to its Public Schools, which may
be so appropriated or not, at the oj)tion of the voters, or when the town has

a legal right to use such income in defraying its ordinary expenses, then

such an appropriation is as really a contribution to Common Schools as an

equal sum raised by taxes. On this account the Surplus Revenue, and

sometimes other funds, are to be distinguished from Local School Funds as

generally held. The income of the one may be appropriated to schools or

not, at the pleasure of the town ; the income of the other must be ajopro-

priated to schools by the condition of the donation. Funds of the latter

kind are usually donations made to furnish means of education in addition

to those provided by a reasonable taxation. Committees are expected, in

their annual returns, to make this distinction in relation to School Funds.

Voluntary contributions are not included in the amount which is divided,

in order to ascertain the sum appropriated to each child. Li many towns

such contributions, however liberal, are not permanent, and cannot be

relied uj)on as a stated provision. They are often raised and applied to

favor particular districts or schools, or classes of scholars, and not to benefit

equally all that attend the Public Schools. Besides, the value of board and

fuel gratuitously furnished is determined by the mere estimate of individuals,

and is therefore uncertain; while the amount raised by taxes, being in

money, has a fixed and definite value, and is a matter of record. Still, the

contributions voluntarily made are exhibited in a separate column of the

table, as necessary to a complete statement of the p)rovision made by the

towns for the education of their children.

The Table exhibits the rank of each city or town in the State, in respect to

its liberality in the appropriation of money to its schools, as compared with

other cities and towns for the year 1871-72, also its rank in a similar scale

for 1870-71. It presents the sum appropriated to each child between 5

and 15. ,
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GEADUATED TABLES—First Series.

[fok the state.]

Table showing the comparative amount of Money appropriated by the

different Towns in the State, for the education of each Child in the

Town, between the ages of 5 and 15 years.*
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GRADUATED TABLES—First Series.

[county tables.]

Table showing the comparative amount of Money appropriated by the

different Towns in each of the Counties in the State, for the education

of each Child in the Town, between the ages of 5 and 15 years.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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DUKES COUNTY
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FRANKLIN COUNTY,
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HAIVIPDEN COUNTY—Concluded.
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PLYMOUTH COUNTY—Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY—Concluded.
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A GRADUATED TABLE—First Series.

SJiowing the Comparative Amount of Money, including Voluntary

Contributions, appropriated by the different Counties in the State,

for the Education of each Child between the ages of 5 and 15 years

in the County.

COUNTIES.

1

2

4

5

3

8

7

6

9

10

.11

12

13

14

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Middlesex,

Norfolk, .

Hampden,

Nantucket,

Bristol,

Essex,

Hampshire,

Worcester,

Barnstable,

Plymouth,

Franklin, .

Berkshire,

Dukes,

64.2

37.4

61.7

86.4

43.7

35.1

29.4

86.2

16.1

10.4

91.4

32.9

63.5

56.r

Aggregate for the State, $12 91.5
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GRADUATED TABLES—Second Series.

The next Table exhibits the appropriation of the cities and towns, as com-

pared with their respective valuations in 1865 and 1871.

The first column shows the rank of the cities and towns in a similar Table

for 1870-71, according to their valuation in 1865.

The second column indicates, in numerical order, the precedence of the

cities and towns in respect to the liberality of their approiDriations for 1871-

72, according to their valuation in 1871.

The third consists of the names of the cities and towns, as numerically

arranged.

The fourth shows the percentage of taxable property appropriated to the

support of the Public Schools. The result is equivalent in value to mills and

hundredths of mills. The decimals are carried to three figures in order to

indicate more perfectly the distinction between the different towns. The first,

figure (mills) expresses the principal value, and is separated from the last

two figures by a point.

The appropriations for schools are not given in the following Table, as

they may be found by referring to the j)revious Tables, also in the Abstract

of School Returns, commencing on page ii. These appropriations include

the sum raised by taxes, the income of the surplus revenue, and of such

other funds as the towns may appropriate at their option, either to support

Common Schools, or to pay ordinary municipal expenses. The income of

other local funds, and the voluntary contributions are not included in the

estimate. The appropriations are reckoned the same as in the first series of

tables, and for the same reasons.

The amount of taxable property, in each city and town, according to the

last State Valuation, is also omitted, as it is already given in the foregoing

Abstract of School Returns.

If the rank assigned to towns in the next Tables is compared with the

rank of the same town in the former series, it will be seen that they hold, in

many instances, a very different place in the scale.

£
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GRADUATED TABLES—Second Series.

[for the state.]

A Graduated Table, in loMcli all the Toivns in the State are numerically

arranged, according to the percentage of their taxable property, appro-

priated to the support of Public Schools, for the year 1871-72.

V O
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Ixxxvi BOAED OF EDUCATION.

GEADUATED TABLES—Second Series.

[county . TABLES.]

In ivJiich all the Toivns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged, according to the percentage of tlieir taxable

property, appropriated for the siqjport of Public Schools, for the year

1871-72.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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Ixxxviii BOARD OF EDUCATION.

FRANKLIN COUNTY—Concluded.
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MIDDLESEX COUlSlTY.
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PLYMOUTH COUNTY.

•ig
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WORCESTER COUNTY—Concluded.
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Arrangement o/. tJie Counties according to their Appropriations,

including Voluntary Contributions.

If the Counties are numerically arranged, according to the percentage of

their valuations appropriated for Public Schools, voluntary contributions of

board and fuel being added to the sum raised by tax and to the income of

the Surplus Revenue and other funds, as severally given in the previous

Table, the order of precedence vfill be as follows :

—

1 o

00 °
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GEADUATED TABLES—Thied Series.

The' following Table exhibits the ratio of the average attendance for the

year in each town to the whole number of children between 5 and 15, accord-

ing to the returns.

The ratio is expressed in decimals, continued to four figures, the first two

of which are separated from the last two by a point, as only the two former

are essential to denote the real per cent. Yet the ratios of many towns are

so nearly equal, or the difference is so small a fraction, that the first two

decimals, with the appropriate mathematical sign appended, indicate no dis-

tinction. The continuation of the decimals, therefore, is simply to indicate

a priority in cases where, without such continuation, the ratios would appear

to be precisely similar.

In- several cases the ratio of attendance exhibited in the Table is over 100

per cent. These results, supposing the registers to have been properly kept,

and the returns correctly made, are to be thus explained:—the average

attendance upon all Public Schools, being compared with the whole number
of children in the town between 5 and 15, the result may be over 100 per

cent., because the attendance of children under 5 and over 15 may more
than compensate for the absence of children between those ages. The rank

of the towns standing highest in the following table is in accordance with

the returns. As the returns are often incorrect the rank may be too high in

some cases.
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GEADUATED TABLES—Third Series,

[for the state.]

Table in ivhich all the towns in the State are numerically arranged

according to the average attendance of their children upon the

Public Schools, for the year 1871-72.
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67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

TOWNS.

Upton, .

Chelsea,
Shirley,

Rockjjort,

Somerville,
Gill, .

Carver, .

ToAvnsend,
Winchester,
Mendon,
Phillipston,

Lexington,
Ipswich,
Prescott,

Seekonk,
Ashby, .

Provincet'wn
Woburn,
Ayer, .

Charlton,
Belmont,
Littleton,

Eastham,
Russell,

Alford, .

Framingiiam
Hopkinton,
Acton, .

Cheshire,
Kingston,
Arlington,
Monson,
N. Reading,
Chester,

Sandisfield,

Barnstable,
Concord.
Marion,
Leyden,
Springfield,

Medway,
Dunstable,
Newton,
Athol, .

Orleans,
Northfield,

Northboro',
Whately,

3 >>0

'A

374
3,179

251
745

2,824
114
199
379
568
228
154
363
547
92

.170

182
782

1,875

382
363
297
202
142
130
64

803
1,085

310
308
301
681
557
163
256
278
836
420
182

93

4,167
692
87

2,452

585
232
358
262
204

317

2,689

212
629

2,381

96

167

318
476
191

129
304
458
77
142
152
653

1,564

318
302
247
168
118
108
53
665
898
256
254
248
661
458
134
210
228
685
344
149

76
3,403

565
71

1,999

474
188
290
212
165

i~ cB

«

.84-76

.84-59

.84-46

.84-43

.84-31

.84-21

.83-92

.83-90

.83-80

.83-77

.83-77

.83-75

.83-7

.83-70

.83-53

.83-52

.83-50

.88-41

.83-25

.83-20

.83-17

.83-16

.83-09

.83-08

.82-81

.82-81

.82-76

.82-58

.82-47

.82-39

.82-37

.82-23

.82-21

.82-03

.82-01

.81-93

.81-90

.81-87

.81-72

.81-67

.81-65

.81-61

.81-53

.81-03

.81-03

.81-01

.80-92

.80-88

TOWNS.

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130
131

132

133
134
135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143
144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153
154
155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

Cummington,
Stoneham,
Rutland,
Blandford,
Barre, .

Fairhaven,
Charlemont,
Florida,

Gloucester,

Pembroke,
Ware, .

Truro, .

Plymouth,
Hawley,
Hamilton,
Pepperell,

Everett,
Erving,
Halifax,

Hubbardston,
W. Newbury,
Weymouth,
Raynliam,
Bridgewater
Stoneham,
Medford,
Goshen,
HoUiston,
Abington,
Tolland,
Hudson,
Rehoboth,
Orange,
Bellingham,
Brookline,
Lynnfield,

Chesterfield,

Petersham,
Tisbury,
Manchester,
W. Brookfield
Winthrop,
Fitchburg,
Hanson,
Haverhill,

Wayland,
Westboro',
Dennis,

.

c a
a to
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GRADUATED TABLES—Third Series.

[county tables.]

Table, in which all the Towns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged, according to the average attendance of their

children upon the Public Schools, for the year 1871-72.

[For an explanation of the principles on which these Tables are constructed, see ante, p. xciv.]

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY—Concluded.
T^T
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY
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NORFOLK COUNTY—Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY—Concluded.
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TABLE, in loliich all the Counties are numerically arranged, according

to the AVERAGE ATTENDANCE of their children upon the Public Schools,

for the year 1871-72.

COUNTIES.
Ratio of

Attendance.

7

1

2

5

4

6

9

8

10

11

12

3

14

13

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

HAlIPSniRE, .

Barnstable,

Dukes,

Middlesex,

Franklin, .

Plymouth,

Norfolk, .

Worcester,

Suffolk, .

Bristol,

Hampden,

Nantucket,

Berkshire, -

Essex,

.81-74

.80-52

.76-95

.76-10

.75-49

.75-14

.74-99

.74-66

.73-27

.68-89

.68-42

.67-16

.66-76

.65-15

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE FOR THE STATE.

Number of children between 5 and 15 years of age in the State, . 282,485

Average attendance, 205,252

Ratio of attendance to the whole number of children between 5

and 15 years of age, expressed in decimals, . . . . .73

N
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REPORTS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND OF ITS SECRETARY
AND AGENTS.

(For Index of Town School Reports, see the following pages.)

Abstracts of School Committees' Reports. (See Abstracts which follow the Report of

the Secretary.)

Academies, suggestions concerning, 190.

Agents of the Board, Reports of, 21, 81, 85; labors of, 167.

American Asylum at Hartford, extract from report concerning, 160.

Appropriations and expenditures. (See Report of Treasurer.)

Arithmetic, method of studying it, 203.

Art Education in Public Schools. (See Drawing.)

Attendance at school, 18.

Bell, A. M., Prof, 158, 161.

Board of Education, Report of, 5 ; limited poAvers of, 5.

Boston School for deaf-mutes. (See Abstracts of School Committees' Reports, 174, 187.)

views of school-houses in, 110.

Bridgewater Normal School, Report of Visitors of, 64.

boarding-hall for, 11, 67.

statistics of, 64.

further accommodations needed for, 67, 76.

Brooks, Charles, Rev., notice of, 194.

Caml)ridge, New Harvard School-house in, 103.

Charlestown, Harvard Grammar School-house in, 97.

Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes, extract from Report of, 160.

method of Instruction in, 161.

report of Miss Rogers, principal of, 162.

Compulsory attendance, 19.

Deaf-Mutes, in American Asylum at Hartford, Clarke Institution at Northampton and
Boston School, 156, 160, 161.

statistics of, for New England, 157, 161 ; regulations for, 162.

visible speech of, history and value of, 158, 161.

terms and time of admission of, to institutions, 159, 164.

District System, etfect of, in respect to school-houses, 112.

Drawing, introduction of into Public Schools, 6, 10.

views of Walter Smith relating to, 7, 9, 21, et seq.

progress and commercial value of, 8, 9.

report of State director of Art Education concerning, 8, 21.

competent teachers of, 10, 32.
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Drawing, Travelling Museum of, 22.

visit to cities by special agent to encourage, 24.

examination of night classes in, 30.

exhibition of, in Boston, 31, 168.

Normal School for training teachers of, 32, 168, 178.

purchase of casts, etc., by cities, 34.

school for, in South Boston, 35.

report of examiners of, first exhibition of, 47.

schemes of instruction for studying, 54 55.

evening schools for, 189.

Emerson, Thomas, course of study by, for Primary and Grammar Schools, 170.

Framingham Normal School, boarding-hall for, 11, 76.

Report of Visitors of, and statistics of, 58.

Grammar and Primary Schools, course of study for, by Thomas Emerson, 170.

Half-mill tax for Public Schools, 15, 17.

Hartford Asylum for Deaf-Mutes. (See American Asylum, etc.)

Institutes for Teachers. (See Teachers' Institutes.)

Language, study of, 205.

Legislation, for 1872, Act authorizing Industrial Schools, 181.

Resolve, 1871, relating to Technical Instruction in schools, 181. .

Libraries, public, 153 ; social, 155.

Lowell, Green Grammar School-house in, 107.

Mason, Lowell, Notice of, 196.

Normal Schools, condition and success of, 11, 177. ^
boarding-houses for, 11.

model schools connected with, 12.

reports of Visitors of, 58, 61, 64, 69,

appropriations and expenditures for, 74.

Phipps, Abner J., Report of, as General Agent of the Board, 85.

condition of school-houses in the State, 87.

plans and descriptions of public school-houses, 91, et seq.

services of, 166

Practical Schools, in Europe, 183, 185.

probable benefits of, 190.

Reading, exercises in, 204.

Report of State Director of Art Education, 21.

Report of General Agent of the Board, 85.

Report of Special Agents of the Board, 21, 81.

Report of Board of Education, 5.

Report of Secretary of the Board, 149.

Report of School Committees. (See Abstracts).

Report of Treasurer of the Board, 74.

Report of Visitors of Normal Schools at,—

Framingham, 58.

Westfield, 69.

Bridgewater, 64.

Salem, 61.

Rogers, Harriet B., Report of visit to European Institutions for deaf-mutes, 162.
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Salem Normal School, Report of Visitors of, 61.

statistics of, 61.

further provision for, 63.

School Fund, amount and income of, 14, 172.

Report of Commissioners of, 171.

aid of, hy a State Tax, 174.

misuse of income of, 174.

School Supervision, 19, 169, 170.

School-Houses, in the State, condition, .and increase in the value of, 88, ei seq.

views with plans of, 91, et seq., 116.

High School Building of Worcester, 91.

Harvard Grammar, in Charlestown, 97.

New Harvard School-house in Cambridge, 103.

Green Grammar School-house in Lowell, 105.

views of, in Boston, 108.

relation of the "District System " to, 112.

. plans and descriptions of, suitable for country towns and villages, 116, et seq.

in Fitchburg, 117; Groton, 120; Framingham, 122; Whitinsville, 125; N.Billerica;

125 ; Northbridge, 127 ; Brimfield, 127.

plans of, for village schools, 129, et seq.

furniture for, 142.

Schools, Public, statistics of, 12 ; summary of, 150. (See Appendix.)

books of reference for, 174.

Secretary of Board of Education, Report of, 149. •

Smith, "Walter, views of, on Art Education, 7, 9, 21, et seq.

First Annual Report of, on Art Education, 21, et seq., 168.

Travelling Museum of, 22.

visits of, to cities to confer mth committees, 26, 24, et seq.

public meetings held by, 30 ; address to teachers by, 28 ; examines night-classes, 30.

proposes a State Normal School of Art, 32, 168.

occasional duties of, 36, 168 ; Appendix to report of, 38.

Special Agents, Reports of, 21 81, 167.

expenditures for, 78.

Spelling, exercises in, 204.

State Tax for Public Schools, recommended, 15, 17, 174.

Statistics of Public Schools, summary of, 12, 150.

Study, course of, for Primary and Grammar Schools, 170,

programme of, by Thomas Emerson, 170. (See Appendix.)

Supervision of Public Schools, 19.

practice of other States in relation to, 19.

Superintendents of schools of cities and towns, 169, 170.

meetings of, 170.

number of, 169.

Tables, graduated, of statistics. (See Appendix.)

Tax, half-mill, recommended, 17, 174.

Teachers, professional training of, 17, 178.

Teachers' Institutes, number and length of, 164.

attendance, and when and where held, 164.

appropriation and expenditures for, 77.

teachers' exercises in, and success of 166.

Technical Institution in schools. Resolve authorizing it, 181.

practical method of giving it, 182.

education in Europe, 183 ; extract from Dr. Barnard's Report, 183.

grades of schools for, in Europe, 185.

Higher Practical Schools for, in Austria and Prague, 186, 187.

Todd, Henry, uicome of fund of, and its expenditure, 76.
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To^vn Picports. (See extracts whicli follow the Report of the Secretary.)

Treasurer's Report, 74.

"Walton, George A., Report of, as Special Agent of the Board, 81.

services of, &c., 81, 167.

Westfield Normal School, Report of Visitors of, 69.

boarding-hall for, 11.

statistics of, 69.

boarding-hall for, 70.

White, Joseph, Report of, as Treasurer of the Board, 74.

Report of, as Secretary of the Board, 149.

"Woman's Education Association, 179.

purposes and proceedings of, 179, 180.

"Worcester Normal School, 177.

High School Building of, 91.

TOPICS IN THE ABSTRACTS OF SCHOOL COMMITTEES' REPORTS.

Absenteeism, 34, 69, 81, 113, 121, 139,147, 160, 205, 207, 217.

Apparatus, lack of, 8.

Arithmet c, study of, 125, 127, 153.

Attendance, 4, 25, 76, 77, 148, 160, 190, 219.

irregular, 9, 21, 22, 73, 111, 113, 139, 140, 160, 164, 208.

compulsory, 17, 18, 81, 110, 113, 144, 164, 207.

Boston, schools of, 167, 174, 175, 186 ; elementary education in, 183.

Giiis' High and Normal School of, 169 ; Special Schools in, 186 ; Evening Schools

in, 186, 189.

music in schools of, 172, 176 ; drawing m schools of, 173, 179, 181, 189 ; schools for

licensed minors, 187 ; Kindergarten School in, 188.

"Walter Smith invited to visit schools and select models for drawing, 182,

school for deaf-mutes in, 174, 187.

Dorchester High School in, 175.

attendance in, 190.

Children employed in manufacturing establishments, 34, 44, 69, 81, 90, 117, 148, 227.

neglected, by-laws concerning, 71.

Chemistry, study of, 175.

Choate, David, Hon., notice of, 74.

Common School System, improvement of, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 24, 44, 104, 125.

comparison of with the Prussian system, 59, 82, 110.

Composition, importance of, 207, 215.

Cooperation of parents, 37, 130, 139, 161, 164, 165, 166, 201, 206.

Deaf-Mutes, schools for, 174.

Bell's system of " visible speech " for, 174, 188.

District System, evUs of, 16, 97, 109, 110, 206.

advantage of abolishing, 24, 107, 162, 206.

Dorchester High School, 175.

Drawing, teachers of, 5, 17, 30, 33, 42, 57, 67, 79, 100, 105, 121, 145, 165, 167, 181, 229.

requu-ed, and importance of, 17, 23, 26, 40, 65, 66, 79, 96, 108, 122, 129, 136, 141,

144, 151, 156, 161, 164, 173, 198, 203.

schools for, 33, 41, 68, 85, 93, 95, 99, 105, 120, 124, 136, 145, 222, 229.

Education, object of, 124, 126, 131.

political importance of, 3, 39, 140, 144, 159, 207.
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Education, compulsory, IS, 81, 110, lit, 207.

of females, 137, 142.

Evening Schools, 28, 32, 99, 186, 198, 204, 220, 221.

for Industrial and Mechanical Drawing in Worcester, 222.

Examination of schools, 112.

Factory Schools, 34, 43, 69, 9L
Female teachers, 27.

Geography, study of, 119, 125, 136, 169.

Graded course of study, 56, 104, 150, 155, 217.

in German Schools, 82.

Graded schools, 62, 65, 103, 107, 155, 210, 214, 216,

Grammar, study of, 32, 47, 60, 64, 125, 134, 135, 169.

Grammar Schools, 32, 58, 60, 78, 134.

true ideal of, 58, 61, 64.

studies of, 64, 79, 134, 152, 183.

Half-time Schools, 34, 99, 122.

High Schools, benefits of, 5, 7, 13, 30, 39, 98, 111, 142, 152, 160, 213, 215, 219, 226.

course of study in, 7, 30, 89, 136, 175, 183, 219,

military drill in, 80.

admission to, 90, 152.

training school for graduates of, 144, 200.

History, study of, 65, 119.

Home education and influence, 31, 147.

Howland Educational Fund, expenditure of, 45.

Industi-ial Education, 64, 118.

Infant Schools, 117.

Kindergarten Schools, 126, 188,

Language, study of, 47, 59, 127, 134, 142, 169.

Leigh's phonic system, 168.

Libraries, 154.

Morals and Manners, 74

Municipal System preferred, 6, 10, 24.

Music in Schools, 7, 57, 92, 95, 172, 200.

Normal Schools, 116, 132, 200, 201.

Object-teaching, 130.

Oral Instruction, 38, 129, 151, 218.

Parents, relation and duty of, to teachers, 19, 20, 87, 109, 112.

duties of, to schools, 20, 25, 37, 87, 108, 109, 112, 131, 165, 208, 214.

Primary Schools, qualification of teachers for, 4, 56, 78, 132, 133, 163, 210.

instruction in, 5, 56, 132.

importance of, 4, 78, 133, 163.

of Boston, 193.

Pronunciation and enunciation, 53.

Reading, 53, 55, 114, 142, 158.

phonic system of, 168.
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Salaries and wages of teachers, 148, 210.

School Committees, complaints against, 103, 128.

expenses and charges of, 27.

School Books, 38, 127.

selection of, 145.

School-Houses, 10, 12, 106, 166, 197. ^
in "olden time," 123.

Schools, Public, methods of teaching in, 13, 88, 101, 106, 113, 167-

inspection of, 21, 157, 201.

income of State Fund and dog tax for support of, 24.

self-reporting and marking in, 29.

expenditures for, 43, 148.

promotions in, 52.

pronunciation and enunciation in, 53.

vocal gymnastics in, 55,

Prussian system of, 59, 82, 110.

manual labor in, 64, 151.

appropriations for, 73, 102, 154.

health of pupils in, 102.

improvement of, 104, 107, HI, 125, 149, 220.

in " olden time," 123.

recitations and text-books, 128, 135, 149, 153, 156.

length of, 209, 221 ; terms of, 214.

conveyance of pupils to, 209.

visiting of, 212.

supervision of, 213

Smith, Walter, Prof., director of Art Education, 33.

invited to visit Boston and select models, 182.

Spelling, 48 et seq.
,

philosophy and importance of, 49.

Superintendent of Schools, 199, 201, 212.

Tardiness, 208, 216.

Tax, State, for Public Schools, 107.

Teachers' Institutes, 112.

Teachers, evil of changing, 8, 153.

qualifications of, 3, 5, 6, 19, 35, 37, 72, 82, 98, 101, 126, 131, 136, 149, 157, 171, 211,

schools for training, 36, 57, 80, 98, 115, 119, 143, 170,

causes of failure of, 36, 141.

training of, required in Germany, 82.

preparation of, for the lessons of the day, 100.

associations of, 138, 158, 212.

selection of, 143.

monthly reports of, 158.

Thoroughness in study, 39, 101, 106, 142, 156, 167.

Training Schools, or classes, 36, 57, 80, 98, 115, 119, 143, 170,

need and benefit of, 115, 120, 143, 200.

Truancy, 34, 73, 76, 89, 94, 121, 139, 147, 202, 205.

by-laws concerning, 14, 70, 139.

Truants, 3, 115, 202.

officers for, 94, 115, 155, 219, 227.

schools for, 35, 84, 122, 230.

Wages, 148, 216.

Writing, 144.

Worcester, Rree Evening Drawing School in, 222.
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